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PREFACE 

This is the first English language study of Liuben Karavelov 

(1834-1879) and his role in Bulgaria's national awakening and nine

teenth century liberation movement. I Throughout his very active adult 

life, Liuben Stoicho Karavelov was the Bulgarian tribune, ever espous-

ing the basic national rights his native land had been denied by cen-

turies of Ottoman subjugation. As his decade of higher education in 

Russia (1857-1867) expanded his Weltanschauung, Karavelov recognized 

a Balkan-wide dilemma--kindred Slavic peoples totally unaware of their 

mutual existence, each ruled by either the Ottoman OT the Austrian 

empire. In his chosen field of journalism, Karavelov consistently 

fostered Slavic unity and federation on the peninsula as a means of 

wresting political, economic, cultural and social independence for the 

Slavic nations from th~ir oppressors. 

The federation, depending on its constituent membership, was 

referred to by several names. When he envision~d a Bulgar-Serbo-

Croatian union, Karavelov dubbed it the South Slav Federation. When 

the neighboring non-Slav state of Romania was included, it became the 

Danube Federation, while the inclusion of Greece and Albania converted 

1. The Bulgarian term "vuzrazhdane" generally translates into 
"renaissance" or "renascence," but under Bulgarian historical circum
stances it h:lS the connotation of "awakening" rather than the rebirth 
associated with western Europe. All translations from Bulgarian, Ser
bian, Russian and German are the author's, unless otherwise indicated. 
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it into the Balkan or Eastern Federation. Karavelov considered these 

various forms of the federation, all based OIl t:he Swiss or the United 

States of America model, the most propitious vehicles with which to 

attain and subsequently safeguard freedom and independence from foreign 

domination. Furthermore, Karavelov regarded the federation as the on-

ly form of unification within which each member nation's national char-

acteristics could be preserved and allowed to develop freely. The 

motto on the banner of such a federation, he suggested, should be 

"Freedom. Brotherhood. Progress." 

Although a strong proponent of Slavic unity, Karavelov insisted 

that in view of the centuries of separate existence of the various 

Slavic "tribes, ,,2 it would be a travesty of historical reality to lump 

them all into a single Slavic nationality. He was not a Pan-Slavist, 

nor a dogmatic Slavophile, for he harbored a deeply ingrained aversion 

to Russian hegemony over a Slav world. 

This study is not a biography of Liuben Karavelov. It is my 

purpose to acquaint English-speaking readers with the international 

Bulgarian historical personality of Liuben Stoicho Karavelov, of his 

contributions to and of his role in the Bulgarian and Balkan libera-

tion movements of the latter half of the nineteenth century, and as 

the major proponent of the concept of federation on the Balkan pen in-

sula. 

2. In his articles, Karavelov used the Bulgarian term "pl eme" 
(tribe), rather than the term "narod" (nation or people). With this 
device he accented Slavic kinship and muted divisive nationalism. 
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The English-speaking world, as well as English-speaking 

scholars, know little of Liuben Karavelov or of the literature dealing 

with this international, Balkan and eastern European figure. Karavelov 

was not just a literate Bulgarian journalist, but was indeed 

• • • a man who worked equally in Bulgarian, Russian and 
Serbian literature • • • and that is why he belongs to the 
Bulgarians, as well as to the Russians and Serbians •••• 3 

In the meager English language works on Bulgarian history and 

the Bulgarian nineteenth century liberation movement, Karavelov is 

mentioned but in passing. Of course, native Bulgarian works dealing 

with his role in and contributions to the liberat~_on are plentiful. 

Russian, German, French, Greek and Turkish sources amply discuss his 

efforts and literary contribl,ti.cns. 

Little is generally known of this man of many talents, whose 

insight into the future course of events in th-. Balkans convinced him 

that the only salvation from foreign power domination and from fratri-

cidal Blakan wars lay in a federation of the Balkan Slavs and their 

neighbors on the peninsula. His untimely death in January 1879 

deprived the south Slavs, the Balkans and Europe, of the activist 

"professor" of new ideas who could possibly have brought about 

his cherished federation on the Balkan peninsula. The idea certainly 

3. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov, zhivot, delo, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
Bulgarskata Akademiia na Naukite (hereinafter referred to as BAN), 
1964), p. 794, quotes this extract from the Bulgarian language news
paper, Maritsa #58, 9 February 1879, which printed the entire eulogy 
of Russian general staff officer, Aransky, at Karavelov's interment. 
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is not dead yet. It is my hope that this study of Liuben Karavelov, 

introducing the man and his contributions and the existing pertinent 

literature to western (English-speaking) scholars, may induce them to 

delve even further into the role played by the Bulgarian apostle of 

Balkan federation. 

I owe a huge debt of gratitude to Professor Frederick Kellogg. 

Department of History, the University of Arizona, not only for being my 

invaluable mentor, but also for being my taskmaster and timely prodder. 

Thanks are also due Doctor Boyd C. Shafer, professor emeritus, Depart

ment of History, the University of Arizona, for his wise counsel and 

pertinent critique of the manuscript, and to Professor J. Gregory 

Oswald, Department of History, the University of Arizona, for his in

terest and encouragement during the past several years. 

Of significant help was the critique of the manuscript by Mr. 

John Carlton, instructor in journalism, Catalina High School, Tucson, 

Arizona. A debt of gratitude is also due the staff of the University 

of Arizona Library. Their cooperation and diligent efforts in acquir

ing many critical Bulgarian publications over a span of several years 

have been of incalculable value to my research. 

A very special thank you is due Mr. Milan Daskaloff who, all 

too many years ago, was my original instructor in the Bulgarian lan

guage at the Army Language School, Presidio of Monterey, California. 

He started me along the path that led to this study of the Bulgarian 

apostle of Balkan federation, Liuben Karavelov. 

August 1984 Edgar A. Zaharia 
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ABSTRACT 

Liuben Stoicho Karavelov was a Bulgarian intellectual, who 

called for political, social and cultural reforms. He was a firm con

vert to eighteenth century western socio-political philosophies of 

representative government, as well as to individual and national free

dom--a devotee of liberte, egalite, fraternite--who became the clarion 

voice of the south Slav and Bulgarian liberation movements on the 

Balkan peninsula during the latter half of the nineteenth century 

(1867-1879). Although little is known about him in the western, es

pecially the English-speaking world, this Russian-educated Bulgarian 

journalist, publicist, revolutionary and literary figure, occupies a 

special place in the annals of modern Bulgaria. 

This dissertation examines the role of Liuben Karavelov in 

the final phase of the Bulgarian and south Slav liberation from the 

Ottoman empire, as a persistent proponent of unity among the south 

Slavs and their federation with the neighboring Christian nations on 

the peninsula. Native Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian sources are 

used. A brief historiographic and bibliographic essay introduces a 

study of Liuben Karavelov's background and educational preparation 

(1834-1866), his political and literary reform efforts in Serbia 

(1867-1868), his revolutionary propaganda contributions as the fiery 

editor of Svoboda [Freedom] and Nezavisimost [Independence], Bulgarian 

language newspapers published in Bucharest, Romania (1869-1874), and 

x 



his international efforts as foreign correspondent (1867-1868) and 

as war correspondent of the Russian newspapers Go1os [The Voice], 

Moskovskie Vedornosti [Moscow Register], andOdesskii Vestnik [Odessa 

Journal] during the Serbo-Turkish war of 1876 and the Russo-Turkish 

war of 1877-1878. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

HISTORIOGRAPHIC AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY 

A mini-chronology of Bulgarian history, based primarily on the 

monumental three-volume work of the dean of Bulgarian historians, Vasil 

Niko10v Zlatarski (1866-1935), may well serve to set the star;e for the 

era of Liuben Karavelov and his role therein. l Historically, two Bul-

gar ian empires, a principality and a kingdom existed from 680 to 1944. 

The first empire began about 680, the handiwork of khan (tsar) Asparukh 

or Isperikh, with its capital at Pliska (today's city of Pliskov), and 

encompassed the area between the Balkan MOuntains and the Danube river. 

The empire also held the territories of Wa1lachia, Moldavia and Bessa-

rabia. This empire of the Utiguri, easternmost of the Hun tribes, 

lasted until 1018, at which time it was incorporated into the Byzan-

tine empire by conquest. 

The second empire existed from about 1186 through 1393. Its 

founders, Ivan and Pet~r Asen, dubbed themselves tsars of Vlakhs and 

Bulgarians, and established their capital at T~rnovo. At the zenith 

of its power, the empire extended from the Adriatic to the Black sea, 

and from the northern Greek province of Epirus to the Danube. From 

1. Vasil N. Zlatarski, Istoriia na bulgarskata durzhava prez 
srednite vekove [The History of the Bulgarian State during the Middle 
Ages] (Sofiia: Bu1garskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1918-1940). Bulgars
kata Akademiia na Naukite hereinafter will be cited as BAN. 

1 
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about 1241 to 1246 Mongol hordes overran most of the empire, and by 

1285 it had shrunk to virtual impotence. Not long afterwards, Stefan 

Dusan (1309-1355), famed Serbian king and emperor [1331-1355], self-

proclaimed emperor of the Serbs [1345], Greeks and Bulgarians, had 

conquered the western half of the Bulgarian empire by the time of his 

death. There followed the Ottoman Turks, whose victory at the battle 

of Kossovo in 1389, spelled disaster for the Balkan coalition of Ser-

bians, Bulgarians, Bosnians, Albanians and Wallachians, and by 1393 

brought on the total occupation of Bulgaria by the Turkish empire, a 

yoke that the Bulgarians endured until liberation by Russian forces 

in 1878. 

In 1878 with the Treaty of Berlin, the European great powers 

established a Bulgarian principality between the Balkan Mountains and 

the Danube River, with Alexander of Battenberg elected as prince in 

1879, but as a Russi~~ satrap. Then, in October 1908, prince Ferdinand 

of Saxe-Coburg assumed the tit1~ of tsar and proclaimed the kingdom of 

Bulgaria, which lasted until the advent of the current communist regime 

in September 1944. 

During the nearly five centuries of Turkish occupation there 

were efforts to throw off the Turkish yoke, but there were no major re-

bell ions by the Bulgarians. Much of the region was Hellenized, and 

2 some of the inhabitants were converted to Islam. The Greek phanar-

iots, Greeks from the fanar or lighthouse district of Constantinople, 

2. These are the current Pomak population of Bulgaria. 
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were indispensable to the Ottomans, because they were well-educated, 

well-trained in the professions and were experienced administrators, 

characteristics the Turks lacked. With the fall of T~rnovo to Turkish 

forces in 1393, the independent Bulgarian church ceased to exist, its 

leaders were either executed or exiled, and church affairs came under 

the overall control of the Greek patriarch in 1453. He was recognized 

by sultan Mohammed II [1451-1481] as the representative of all Chris

tians of the Turkish empire. The price extracted for that recognition 

was full collaboration with Turkish authorities in maintaining peace

ful conditions in and fixing and collecting the taxes and tributes 

from the Christian regions. Sultan Mohammed II introduced the custom 

of a monetary contribution to the sultan as a gratuity for the appoint

ment as patriarch. With time, the size of the expected contribution 

rose steadily. New patriarchs, to recoup the amounts of money thus 

donated, in turn, imposed a similar gratuity on all the appointments 

to archbishop and bishop they made. Those appointees, then, were 

forced to extract contributions from the local peasantry, more often 

than not with the help of Turkish military or police units. The un

fortunates who were unable to meet the required donation amounts on 

demand had any and all of their property--homes, land, horses, cattle, 

crops--confiscated. Much appropriation and abuse were the rule. With 

the disestablishment of the Ipek (Pee) patriarchate in 1766 and that at 

Ohrid in 1767, the last vestiges of native influence in church affairs 

vanished and Hellenization progressed apace. All church officials 

were Greek clergy, all schools were under Greek supervision and 



control, all church services had to be conducted in Greek, even by the 

local native Bulgarian priests. Bulgarian literature and the use of 

the Bulgarian language were discouraged and considered uncultured. 

4 

The joint Russo-Austrian declaration of 1793, urging the resurrection 

of Byzantium after the destruction of the Ottoman empire, eliminated 

virtually all restraint on the Hellenization of Bulgaria and the rest 

of the Balkans. The buying and selling of church positions brought in 

many illiterate, uneducated and overly ambitious individuals who, know

ing the tenuous nature of their appointments, embarked upon personal 

enrichment immediately with highly abusive levies on the local popula

tion. Debauchery, frauds in church dispensations and church services-

marriage rites, baptism--were rampant. 

Efforts to oust the Greek clergy were at first led primarily 

by local teachers and the literati, but began in earnest when joined 

by the well-established tradesmen following the Peace of Odrin (Adrian

ople) in March 1829. The struggle for an independent Bulgarian church 

culminated in February 1870 when a ferman from sultan Abdul Aziz 

[1861-1876] established an autocephalous Bulgarian exarchate, to which 

Antim I [1816-1888] was elected first Bulgarian exarch in Feburary 

1872. 

Under such concerted denationalization campaigns by the phana

triots, the Bulgarian language, customs and records were able to 



survive primarily in the remote areas of the several monasteries. One 

of the monks, Father Paisii Khilendarski (1722-1798), at the Khilendar 

and Zograf monasteries on Mount Athos, provided the spark which began 

the awakening of the Bulgarians. In 1762 he painstakingly penned the 

first history of the Bulgarians. 3 Hand copied by various parish 

priests, it was read in serialized form to illiterate parishoners 

during regular church services. This awakening manifested itself most 

in the spheres of religious administration and the schools, especially 

during the l840s and l860s. 

A rise in national consciousness in the Balkans and in central 

5 

Europe was fanned by the revolutions of 1848, by the Pan-Slav movement, 

and by the Italian and German unification drives. This national aware-

uess fed significantly the aspirations of the Balkan captive nations 

to independence. 

During the Bulgarian liberation movement there were three main 

issues: first, whether there would be external or internal organiza-

tion and control of the movement--domestic or emigre leadership, with 

the leading figures in this issue being the patriarch of Bulgarian 

revolutionaries, Georgi S. Rakovski (1821-1867), as well as Liuben 

Karavelov (1834-1879), Vasil Levski (1837-1873), Khristo Botev (1847-

1876), Ivan Aksakov (1823-1886), Khristo Georgiev (1824-1872) and 

others; second, whether the revolution would be a Bulgarian event 

3. Paisii Khilendarski, Slaviano-b~lgarskata istoriia IS1avo
Bulgarian History], 2nd ed. (Sofiia: Knigoizdate1stvo Chipev, 1934). 



or a Balkan-wide affair; and third, whether it would or would not be 

led by "diado Ivan"--Russia. 

Following the Russian-led liberation of Bulgaria (1877-1878), 

Bulgarian historiography was marked by a mad scramble to write memoirs 

and eyewitness accounts by historians and by active liberation parti-

cipants, many of whom strained their powers of recollection beyond 

reason. In too many cases facts gave way to fiction. Similarly, the 

ensuing Balkan wars produced few valid historical studies, but a plet-

hora of irredentist polemics concerning Macedonia, the Dobrudzha and 

Thrace. The disintegration of the Turkish and Austro-Hungarian em-

pires following World War I, the subsequent creation of the Kingdom 

of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia) and the resulting many-

sided territorial squabbles in the Balkans were well studied and 

documented, obviously to validate territorial claims for future use. 

The post-W~rld War II period, however, subjected Bulgarian 

historians to the same constraints suffered by their Soviet counter-

parts, namely, via the device of "concensus by terror in the writing 

4 of history," as Anatole !-f..azo~r termed it. The Stalin dictum on new 

academic sins included the sin of objectivism, or historical analysis 

which neglects the class struggle in historical development. The 

other new sin was that of cosmopolitanism, a reactionary ideology 

4. Anatole Mazour, The Writing of History in the Soviet 
Union (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1971), p. xii. 

6 



which maintains that there is reciprocal influence in historical 

development among nations, races and regions, without stressing suf

ficiently Russian contributions and traditions. 5 

In stark contrast to the Stalin dictum, the de-Stalinization 

period 1956-1964 in the USSR and in Bulgaria, especially after the 

XXth party congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 

was marked by a less formal state rigidity in historial research and 

writing, by a more noticeable academic craftsmanship, and most impor-

tantly, by the easing of access to heretofore prohibited official and 

semi-official documentary sources. A veritable flood of historical 

research into documentary sources emanated from Soviet and especially 

Bulgari~~ historians, both pre-World War II old-line academicians and 

post-World War II ~~rxist trained neophytes contributing. Monographs, 

covering many of the various nooks and crannies of the historical past, 

appeared in quantity. Academician 11ikhail Dimitrov apparently was the 

first Bulgarian historian to be granted extensive access to the hun

dreds of newspaper and periodical articles, to personal correspondence 

and even to old Russian police records of Liuben Karavelov preserved 

in several Soviet archives. A comprehensive two-volume set of 

5. Ibid. 

7 
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Karavelov's articles in the Russian press resulted from this 
, 6 7 

research, as did two other, related works. 

During the de-Stalinization period, academicj~.n Mikhail 

Arnaudov conducted extensive research and published a comprehensive 

work on Liuben Karave1ov. It is worthy of note that the Bulgarian 

Academy of Sciences editor, Pantelei Zarev, faulted Arnaudov in a fore-

8 word to the tome, because 

• even though he brought out his [Karave10v's] revolu
tionary democratism, his grounding in the Russian revolu
tionary concept of Herzen andChernyshevskii ••. one can 
note the reliance on the older concepts of the ideo-political 
evolution and matu~ation of Liuben Karavelov within the gen
eral atmosphere of Russia and within our own Bulgaria • • • • 
But the obvious, disputable inferences drawn do not detract 
from the value and the quality of the work. 

The faulting, though mild, is anchored to the sin of objectivism enun-

ciated in the post-World War II Stalin dictum referred to above. Arna-

udov had neglected to stress the class struggle in the historical 

development of Karave10v's era. There is also a mild rebuke for the 

sin of cosmopolitanism, because Arnaudov did not stress sufficiently 

6. Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata na Liuben Karavelov [The 
Journalistic Works of Liuben Karavelov] (Sofiia: BAN, 1957-1965), 
hereinafter referred to as Publitsistikata. 

7. Mikhail Dimitrov, K voprosu ob ideo10gii Liubena Kara
velova [The Question of Liuben Karave10v's Ideologies] (Moskva: Aka
demia Nauk SSSR, hereinafter cited as AN SSSR, 1958); and Liuben Kara
ve1ov: Biografiia [Liuben Karave1ov: Biography] (Sofiia; BAN, 
1959). 

8. Mik;ai1 Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, de10, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karave1ov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
BAN, 1964), p. 7. 
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the Russian influences on and the contributions to Karave10v's 

ideological-political outlook. This facet of Liuben Karave10v will be 

discussed further on in this study. 

Krumka Sharova, a professor in the Department of History of the 

University of Sofia, and a current researcher and writer on Karave10v, 

noted that the opening up of official files of the USSR and Yugoslavia 

to scholars had a sa1utory impact on Bulgarian historical research. 9 

Soviet historians made concerted efforts during the latter part of the 

1950 decade and throughout the decade of the 1960s in conducting re-

search on the Russian revolutionary movements of the 1859-1861 period. 

They delved specifically into the newly opened files on the organiza-

tional activities of the terrorist Zemlia i Volia [Land and FreedomJ 

group, and even reprinted the entire series of Alexander Herzen's 

(1812-1870) periodical, Kolokol [The Bell]. Under the auspices of the 

Institute of History and the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, the re-

searchers, led by M. V. Nechkina, published a series of articles 

treating the revolutionary activities of the Herzen, Ogarev, Cherny

shevskii and Bakunin groups.l0 That series of articles included much 

data about non-Russian contributions to and role in the Russian 

9. Krumka Sharova, Liuben Karavelov i bulgarskoto osvobodite
lno dvizhenie 1860-1867 [Liuben Karavelov and the Bulgarian Liberation 
Movement 1860-1867] (Sofiia: Nauka i Izkustvo, 1970), p. 80. 

10. M. V. Nechkina, ed., Literaturnoe Nasledstvo 
"Novie materialy 0 revo1iutsionnoi situatsii v rossii 1859-1861" 
[Literary Legacy (Section "New Material on the Revolutionary Situa
tions in Russia 1859-1861"J (Moskva: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1963). 
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revolutionary activities. Liuben Karavelov was one of those 

non-Russians involved. 

Since 1944, however, almost all of the pre-World War II Bul-

garian historians, most of whom were educated and trained in the 

universities of old Russia or of western European countries have 

passed from the scene--A1exand~r Burmov, Mikhail Arnaudov, Mikhail 

Dimitrov, and others. The current Bulgarian researchers and histor-

ians, exclusively trained in the Marxist tradition, evince a marked 

bias in their selectivity, emphases and interpretations, especially 

in their recent efforts with Liuben Karavelov and his era. Soviet, 

Yugoslav and Bulgarian historians have attempted to depict Karavelov 

as an active, physically participating, armed revolutionary precursor 

of the Bulgarian Marxist socialist revolution. These modern research-

ers are attacking the positions of pre-Marxist historians, who held 

that Liuben Karavelov was an intellectual, theoretical reformer and 

republican, and not an active, violent revolutionary democrat of the 

Herzen, Chernvshevskiior Bakunin type. Professor Krumka Sharova 

typifies the Marxist historians, and the leitmotif of the Marxist at-

tack on the previous depiction of Karavelov is clear in Sharova's 
,1 

contention that:~L 

We often find in him [Karavelov] not only contradictions 
which are inherent in him, but we also ascribe to him those 
of which we, ourselves, are captive. It is known that in 

11. Sharova, p. 9. 



discussions about Liuben Karavelov there is not always 
a challenge on the basis of facts, but of preconceived 
positions. 

11 

If this charge is applicable to academicians Arnaudov, Burmov, 

Dimitrov, Drinov and other earlier historians, how much more must it 

be true of Krumka Sharova and the other Marxist historians working 

within their prescribed ideological confines? 

Even though there have been uncertainties and difficulties in 

Bulgarian historiography, there are numerous worthy monographs of var-

ious national origins available which contribute significantly to an 

understanding of the Bulgarian nation's position and circumstances 

under the Turkish yoke, the origins and evolution of its awakening and 

its nineteenth century liberation movement. Alois Hajek provides an 

11 . f h T k' h d . . f B 1 ' 12 h'l I exce ent overv1ew o t e ur 1s om1nat1on o u gar1a, w 1 e van 

Snegarov has a good study of the hindrance to national development in 

Bulgaria and in the Balkans presented by the Turkish occupation. 13 

As to the course of Bulgaria's awakening, beginning in 1762, 

and its nineteenth century liberation movement, Boian Penev's work 

12. Alois Hajek, Bulgarien unter der Turkenherrschaft [Bul
garia under Turkish Rule] (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags Anstalt, 
1925). Turkish state documents are cited. 

13. Ivan Snegarov, Tursko vladichestvo prechka za kulturnoto 
razvitie na bulgarskiia narod i drugite Balkanski narodi [Turkish Rule 
an Impediment to Cultural Development of the Bulgarian and other Balkan 
Nations] (Sofiia: BAN, 1958). 
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affords a concise study of the Bulgarian awakening,14 and Ivan 

Shishmanov presents an excellent look at the evolution of 'that awaken

ing,lS while Mikhail Arnaudov delved into a more detailed study of the 

Bulgarian renaissance. 16 An excellent catalogue of the ideologies and 

philosophies of the major Bulgarian revolutionary leaders, Georgi 

Rakovski, Liuben Karavelov, Vasil Levski, Khristo Botev and others, 

is offered by Georgi Konstantinov. 17 The standard Marxist version of 

18 the Bulgarian awakening is by Zhak Natan. In a narrower perspective, 

Dimit~r Strashimirov presents the standard work on the April 1876 up

. i . B 1 . 19 r1S ng 1n u gar1a. 

There are numerous works of basic archival source material 

available. published primarily by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 

14. Boian Penev, Nachalo na bulgarskoto vUzrazhdane [Origin 
of The Bulgarian Awakening], 3rd ed. (Sofiia: T. P. Chipev, 1929). 

15. Ivan D. Shishmanov, Ot Paisii do Rakovski: statii po 
b~lgarskoto vuzrazhdane [From Paisii to Rakovski: Articles on the 
Bulgarian Awakening] (Sofiia: Ministerstvo na Narodnoto Prosveshtenie, 
1943). 

16. Mikhail Arnaudov, Tvortsi na b~lgarskoto vUzrazhdane 
[Architects of the Bulgarian Awakening], 2nd ed. (Sofiia: Bulgarska 
Misul, 1942), and Bulgarskoto ~zrazhdane [The Bulgarian Awakening] 
(Sofiia: BAN, 1942). 

17. Georgi Konstantinov, Revoliutsionna romantika v. bulgar
skoto v~zrazhdane [Revolutionary Romance in the Bulgarian Awakening] 
(Sofiia: Ministerstvo na Narodnoto Prosveshtenie, 1944). 

18. Zhak Natan, B~lgarskoto v~zrazhdane [The Bulgarian Awaken
ening], 5th ed. (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1950). 

19. Dimit~r Strashimirov, Istoriia na Aprilskoto ~zstanie 
[History of the April Uprising] (Plovdiv: Plovdivska Okrrtzhna 
Postoiana Komisiia, 1908). 



or BAN [Bulgarskata Akademiia na Naukite] in Sofia, of which Izvori za 

20 bulgarskata istoriia has proven most useful. Numerous published 

works affording valuable primary, first-hand materials, are also 

available in the United States of America. Among the latter are 

documentary collections gathered over a period of time under BAN 

direction.
2l 

In addition, there is a wealth of eyewitness data, some 

of it of documentary nature, by Zakhari Stoianov,22 Dimitur Strashi

mirov,23 Konstantin Irichek24 and a volume by the Deutsch-Bulgarische 

13 

20. BAN, Izvori za bulgarskata istoriia [Sources for Bulgarian 
History] (Sofiia: Fontes Historiae Bulgaricae, 1954-1961). This is an 
8-volume set. 

21. BAN, Dokumenti za bulgarskata istoriia [Documents on Bul
garian History], ed. M. G. Popruzhenko and P. Dorev (Sofiia: BAN, 
1931-1942); Dokumenti i materiali za istoriiata po bulgarskiia narod 
[Documents and Materials on the History of the Bulgarian Nation] 
(Sofiia: BAN, 1969); Etudes Historigues [Historical Studies] (Sofiia, 
BAN, 1966). This is a 4 volume collection of documents in French, 
German and Bulgarian; Polozhenieto na bulgarskiia narod pod tursko 
robstvo: dokumenti i materiali [The Status of the Bulgarian Nation 
under Turkish Slavery: Documents and Materials] (Sofiia: BAN, 1953); 
Izbranie proizvedeniia bolgarskikh revoliutsionnikh demokratov [Select
ed Works of Bulgarian Revolutionary Democrats], ed. Pantelei Zarev 
(Moskva: Izdatel'stvo Sotsialno-Ekonomicheskoe Literatury, 1959). 

22. Zakhari Stoianov, Zapiski po bulgarskite vuzstaniia 
on the Bulgarian Uprisings] (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1949). 
vised and augmented edition in two volumes was published, ed. A. 
in 1956. 

[Notes 
A re
Burmov, 

23. Dimitur Strashimirov, Arkhiv na vUzrazhdane [Archive of 
the Awakening] (Sofiia: Ministerstvo na Narodnoto Prosveshtenie, 1908). 
This is a two-volume set of documents on the awakening. 

24. Konstantin Irichek, Bulgarski dnevnik [Bulgarian Diary] 
(So£iia: BAN, 1932); and also Iz arkhiva na Konstantin Irichek [From 
the Archive of Konstantin Irichek] (Sofiia: BAN, 1959). 



Gese11schaft [German-Bulgarian Association] of Frankfurt/Main, which 

25 exploits mainly Austro-Hungarian state documents. 

Works specifically pertaining to Liuben Karave10v number vir-

tua11y in the hundreds in the Bulgarian language, and a number of them 

are listed in our Selected Bibliography. The Bulgarian Bibliographic 

Institute of the Ministry of Information and the Arts published a com-

prehensive bibliography of works about Liuben Karave10v issued through 

the year 1947, Liuben Karavelov: bib1iografiia. 26 Augmenting that, 

thanks to the personal efforts of Professor Frederick Kellogg, Depart-

ment of History, University of Arizona, is an updated list of eighty-

one recommended books and articles on Liuben Karavelov published from 

1947 through 1981. This imposing list was compiled at the Center for 

Bibliographic data, Committee on Culture of the National Library Cyril 

27 and Methodius in Sofiia, by I. Popova. The update includes works in 

the Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian languages. A striking omission on 

that 1981 list is academician Mikhail Dimitrov's two-volume Publitsis-

. 28 
tikata na Liuben Karavelov, a comprehensive effort in which he 

25. Die Deutsch-Bu1garische Gesellschaft, 200 Jahre Paisii 
1762-1962 [200 Years Since Paisii 1762-1962] (Frankfurt/Main: DBG, 
1962. 

26. Bulgarski Bibliografski Institut, Liuben Karavelov: bib
liografiia 1837-1947 [Liuben Karavelov: Bibliography 1837-1947] 
(Sofiia: Pechatnitsa Stopansko Razvitie, 1948). 

27. A full transliteration is at Appendix F. 

28. See footnote 6 above. 
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published the journalistic legacy of Karavelov as found in Russian and 

Serbian newspapers and periodicals. 

The major biographic works on Liuben Karavelov include Churti 

ot zhivota i spisatelskata deiatelnost na Liuben Karavelov, Liuben 

Karavelov: suchineniia and Liuben Karavelov i negovite klevetnitsi, 

all by a cor.~emporary and great admirer of Karavelov, Zakhari Stoia-

29 
nov. These works and several articles were the first ones written 

about Liuben Karavelov; but Stoianov, having had first access to the 

original Karavelov documents, removed many of them for his research, 

and then failed to return them to the national library. Efforts to 

retrieve them from the Stoianov heirs proved unsuccessful. It is not 

known how many of Karavelov's manuscripts and papers were thus lost. 

Commencing in September 1944, the new Bulgarian regime began to re-

organize the national library in Sofiia. What remained of the Kara-

15 

velov legacy was gathered from various places, and by 1954 was put into 

fairly good order. As of 1964 the bulk of the Karavelov material, con-

sisting of 156 separate documents, with a total of 1,211 pages, had 

been collected, catalogued and filed in the Bulgarian Historical Ar-

chives of the National Library Cyril and Methodius--now available to 

30 scholars. A few scattered Karavelov documents, mostly personal 

29. Zakhari Stoianov, Churti ot zhivota i·spisatelskata 
deiatelnost na Liuben Karavelov [Characteristics of the Life and 
Writing Activity of Liuben Karavelov) (Plovdiv: Izdatelstvo Luv, 
1885); Liuben Karavelov: suchineniia [Liuben Karavelov: Works) (Ruse: 
1886); Liuben Karavelov i negovite klevetnitsi [Liuben Karavelov and 
his Detractors) (Sofiia: Pechatnitsa K.T. Kushlev, 1885). 

30. Docho Lekov, et al., ed., Iz arkhiva na Liuben Karavelov 
[From the Archives of Liuben Karavelov) (Sofiia: BAN, 1964), p. 9. 



letters, are still to be found in other places. It is indeed a 

tragedy that of the original five crates of books and papers that 

existed at the time Karavelov willed them "to my dear Bulgarian 

nation" on 17 January 1879, only three crates remained in August 1881, 

when his wife, Natalia Karavelov, delivered them to a national commis-

31 sion. 

In 1925 Ivan G. Klincharov published a biography of Liuben 

32 Karavelov. It is a very general, fairly shallow work, with one 

16 

saving grace, namely, its simplicity in presenting a basic chronological 

account of the life of Liuben Karavelov. Academician Mikhail Arnaudov, 

whose first efforts on Karavelov appeared in 1927,33 and whose final, 

authoritative work was published in 1964,34 was a major contributor to 

the literature on Liuben Karave10v. Academician Mikhail Dimitrov, an 

authority on Karave10v's journalistic legacy, published a biography of 

Karave10v in 1959. 35 

The most competent Soviet historian writing on Liuben Karave10v 

is Lev V. Vorobev, whose two main contributions give a Soviet Marxist 

31. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 

32. 
Karave10v: 

Ivan G. K1incharov, 
Biography] (Sofiia: 

Liuben Karave1ov: biografiia [Liuben 
Pridvorna Pechatnitsa, 1925). 

33. Mikhail Arnaudov, "Liuben Karavelov i negovoto Znanie," 
[Liuben Karave10v and his Znanie] Globus, II, #3 (1927). 

34. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, de10, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karave10v: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
BAN, 1964). 

35. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia [Liuben 
Karave10v: Biography] (Soflia: BAN, 1959). 



36 
interpretation. There are many Russian, Bulgarian and Serbian 

authors who have dealt with the purely literary efforts of Karave1ov--

poetry, narratives, short stories, novels, folk songs and dramas. 

Many of their works will be found listed in the Selected Bibliography. 

The most valuable publication for understanding Karavelov, his 

contributions to literature, to politics, to the liberation movement 

and to the field of journalism, has been Liuben Karavelov; subrani 

suchineniia. 37 Of this nine-volume set, volume I contains reprints of 

Karavelov's poetry, dramas and memoirs, while volumes II, III and IV 

contain reprints of his short stories and narratives. Volume V covers 

his many feuiletons (columnist commentary materials), and volume VI 

presents reprints of his literary criticism and his folklore. In 

17 

volumes VII, VIII and IX are reprints of Karavelov's major journalistic 

output from 1861 through 1878, with the last volume also containing a 

collection of Karavelov letters, from his earliest available ones of 

1857 to his last ones of 1878. Of substantial help in understanding 

Karavelov the journalist is the Mikhail Dimitrov two-tome Pub1itsis

tikata na Liuben Karave1ov. 38 Also of substantial help are Iz arkhiva 

36. Lev. V. Vorobev, Liuben Karave1ov, mirovozzrenie i 
trovchestvo [Liuben Karave1ov, Outlook and Creativity] (Moskva: Gos
po1itizdat, 1963); Filosofskie i sotsiologicheskie vozzreniia Liubena 
Kravelova [The Philosophic and Sociological Outlooks of Liuben Kara
ve1ov] (Moskva: Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo Universiteta, 1962). 

37. Tsveta Undzhieva et a1., ed., Liuben Karavelov: s~brani 
suchineniia [Liuben Karavelov:--Collected Works] (Sofiia: Bu1garski 
Pisatel, 1965-1968). 

38. See note 6 above. 
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39 40 na Liuben Karavelov and Izsledvaniia i statii za Liuben Karavelov, 

both of which exploit original material. 

In any study of Liuben Karavelov and his role in the Bulgarian 

liberation movement, the terms "revolution" and "revolutionary" are 

an integral part of the scene. There is no question that the concepts, 

proposals and some of the actions espoused by Karavelov are revolution-

ary within the context of the liberation movement of that era. The 

evidence at hand suggests that with but a brief period as president of 

the BRCC [Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee] (1870-1874), 

Liuben Karavelov was not a rabid, active, rifle or sabre wielding vio-

lent revolutionary, but rather an intellectual enlightener, reformer 

and purveyor of concepts of Slavic unity, brotherhood and federation 

on the Balkan peninsula. Even during his tenure as president of the 

BRCC, Karavelov's newspaper articles reflect significant vacillation 

between support of revolutionary action and of enlightenment of his 

Bulgarian nation. This will be examined further in subsequent pages. 

His total disenchantment with active revolutionary matters and his 

complete abdication from all political activity in 1874 underscore the 

priorities in his mind. 

Liuben Karavelov had a deep and abiding loyalty to and an in-

nate love for Bulgaria, its simple, honest, industrious people and 

39. See note 35 above. 

40. Petko Dinekov and Stoian Bozhkov ed., Izsledvaniia i 
statii za Liuben Karavelov [Research and Articles Pertaining to Liuben 
Karavelov] (Sofiia: BAN. 1963). 
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their natural, unaffected life style. Every page of his Zapiski za 

w w 41 
bulgariia i za bulgarete exudes that love of the fatherland and his 

fellow countrymen. So also does each page project his loathing of 

hellenization and of the imposition upon his nation of the foreign 

Ottoman way of life. He considered the Turks as incorrigible, barbaric, 

inhuman creatures, neither capable of nor worthy of salvation. The 

Greek phanariots, as Turkish surrogates and oppressors in their own 

right, he detested even more, because he saw them as self-serving, and, 

unlike the Moslem Turks, the Greeks were Christians, supposedly civil-

ized and were due no mitigation for the vicissitudes they visited upon 

the subject Bulgarian fellow Christians. Although Karavelov was a 

staunch Bulgarian nineteenth century nationalist, he pragmatically 

recognized limitations to nationalism and saw a concomitant need for 

unity among the several Balkan neighbor nations, if for no other reason 

than for a common effort to lift the Turkish yoke from their shoulders. 

His basic federation concepts embodied this supra-national requirement. 

As a direct consequence, Karavelov opposed Serbian, Greek and Bulgarian 

chauvinism equally resolutely, and rabidly rejected Russian hegemony 

over the Slavic world. 

As the articulate, argumentative and advocative editor of the 

political newspapers, Svoboda [FreedoDl] (1869-1872) and Nezavisimost 

[Independence] (1873-1874) in Bucharest, Karavelov had a significant 

41. Liuben Karavelov, Za iski za b~l ar11a i za b~l arete 
[Notes on Bulgaria and the Bulgarians (Sofiia: Durzhavna Pechatnitsa, 
1930); see also Liuben Karavelov, S~brani s~chineniia, IV, pp. 391-526 
for a full reprint of Zapiski za b~lgariia i za bulgarete. 



impact on the liberation movement. He aroused, informed and converted 

scores of his countrymen, native and emigre, to the causes of freedom, 

humanitarianism and Bulgarian liberation. In addtion to his political 

journalism, Liuben Kravelov permanently influenced Serbian and Bulgar

ian literature, poetry, folksongs, short stories, novels and drama. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION 

General Background 

The background, education and training of an individual often 

lead to unanticipated results which are far removed from original goals 

and intentions. Such was the experience of Liuben Karavelov, native 

son of Koprivshtitsa, in the Sredna Gora mountains of Bulgaria. He 

was born in November 1834 or 1837. There is conflicting data on the 

year of his birth, and no official documentary evidence to determine 

the correct year. Calculating backward from some of Karavelov's own 

biographic information interspersed in his works and correspondence, 

indicates that the year 1834 is probably the correct one. Liuben, the 

oldest of six children, had three brothers: Petko, who later served 

as minister president of liberated Bulgaria, Khristo and Rale. There 

were also two sisters, Lila and Maria. Liuben's father, Stoicho Kara

vela, was a livestock dealer, travleling about the Balkans buying and 

selling sheep and cattle. His mother, Nedelia (nee Doganova), was the 

daughter of Petko Doganov, a Koprivshtitsa tax collector. 

Young Liuben attended the local parochial school in Kopriv

shtitsa from 1840 through the 1847-1848 school year, where he apparent

ly was not one of the typical schoolboys of his day. He had obviously 

matured much earlier than had his peers, as is indicated by 
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autobiographic details in his short story, Glavcho [The Brainy One]. 

From clues in some of his works it is apparent that the schoolboy 

character, Glavcho, is none other than Liuben Karavelov. 

Thus, we find Glavcho grumbling to his schoolmates:
1 

It is easier for me to set my mind to five geographic 
descriptions and ten history assignments, than to learn the 
Ten Commandments of Moses and the sermons of the apostle Paul. 

Again, in response to his teacher's insistence that he go through a 

. . Gl h d . . 11 2 rec1tat1on, ave o respon s cr1t1ca y: 

If you were a wise and understanding teacher, you would 
not have your pupils learn and recite various thoughtless 
sayings like trained parrots • • • . 

Similarly, from his own words, we learn that Liuben Karavelov 

was an innate rebel. At home, he and his father were in direct con-

flict more often than not. In elementary school in Koprivshtitsa it 

must have been the same story, as he tells us about his last year 

3 there: 

After seven years, Providence sent us a teacher with a 
European education, who tried to change the curriculum by 

1. Liuben Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works], 
ed. Tsveta Undzhieva, et al. (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1966), III, 
pp. 326-327. This short story was first published in serial form in 
Karavelov's newspaper, Nezavisimost [Independence], issues #49-52, 
21 September-12 October 1874. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Liuben Karavelov, Zapiski za bulgariia i za bulgarete 
[Notes on Bulgaria and the Bulgarians], ed. Boian Penev (Sofiia: 
Durzhavna Pechatnitsa, 1930), p. 42, hereinafter cited as Zapiski; 
see also Subrani suchineniia, IV, pp. 391-526, for a full reprint of 
Zapiski. 
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eliminating the Book of Saints and the Psalter, and who told 
us that the Bulgarian grammar teaches us to speak and read 
Bulgarian correctly, and that geography is the science of the 
earth, that the one God to whom we bow is eternal, that arith
metic is the science of numbers, etc. Of course, we began to 
learn these pearls of wisdom at the time when under our noses 
mustaches were beginning to sprout, and when our fathers had 
begun to think of what to do with us • • • • We had already a 
few years behind us. But, truthfully, is it not laughable to 
lecture to a fifteen year old man that 2+2 = 4, or that a river 
is a body of water which flows from higher to lower ground? 

After some serious differences about the future, young Liuben 

was sent by his father to the Greek high school in Plovdiv to prepare 

him for the business world. Greek was the lingua franca for business 

in the Turkish empire. In Plovdiv, Stoicho Karavela made arrangements 

for his son to live with a sponsoring Greek family. To earn his room 

and board, Liuben had to perform as a household servant. For rwo 

years he suffered through the standard curriculum, learning by rote, 

heavy in religious instruction and practices. But what struck the 

free spirited Liuben as most degrading and demoralizing was having to 

live and serve in the household of his sponsor, Kir lanko Ushakliia, 

and be subjected to constant Hellenization. 

Having barely endured the two school years (1850-1851) at the 

Plovdiv Greek high school, Liuben abruptly transferred to the newly 

established Bulgarian high school in Plovdiv. This innovative school 

4 had just been opened by the Gerov brothers, Naiden (1823-1900) and 

4. The Gerovs were fellow natives of Koprivshtitsa. Naiden, 
Russian and Serbian educated, was one of Liuben's parochial school 
teachers in Koprivshtitsa. Later, Naiden served as Russian consul in 
Plovdiv. Konstantin, one of Liuben's teachers at the Bulgarian high 
school, later, in Moscow, was a link with home and a friend in need 
for Liuben Karavelov. 
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Konstantin (1829-1863), offered a more worldly curriculum and, unlike 

the Greek school, conducted instruction in the Bulgarian language. 

Even this modern school did not suit the restless, inquisitive, im-

patient and ambitious Liuben Karavelov; for after just one year in at-

tendance, he dropped out. However, the Bulgarian high school did 

provide Karavelov with the opportunity to learn the Russian language, 

to have access to Russian books, newspapers and periodicals, and to 

learn about Russia and Russians. At the Gerov school Karavelov came 

across a pair of Serbian epic tale publications, Neven Sloge and 

5 
Kossovskata. These, he tells us, he virtually committed to memory, 

gaining from the@ a high admiration for the Montenegrins and their 

spirit of freedom. Here he must also have gotten his first flicker-

ing concepts of nationality and Slavic ethnicity, which led eventually 

to his realizing the need for winning freedom for his native land. 

Upon returning to Koprivshtitsa late in 1853, Liuben accom-

panied his father on several extended buying and selling trips. He 

describes these trips meticulously, albeit some twenty years later 

(1874), with minute details about the local dress, customs, folklore 

and occupations of the people in the various regions of Bulgaria and 

Serbia visited. The outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854 enhanced the 

5. Karavelov, Zapiski, pp. 126 and 206. Neven Sloge was an 
almanac on heroic efforts in fighting for Serbian freedom, while 
Kossovskata was the story of the heroic stand of Serbian, Bulgarian, 
Bosnian, Albanian and Montenegrin defenders at the battle of Kossovo 
in 1389. Both were published in 1847 by the Society of Serbian Youth 
(the later Om1adina) in Novi Sad. 
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livestock business significantly, but its conclusion and the final 

Treaty of Paris of 30 March 1856, eliminated almost totally the demand 

25 

for large quantities of livestock by the various military forces and, 

as a result, many brokers suffered bankruptcy, including Stoicho Kara

vela. The financial ruin of his father apparently discouraged young 

Liuben from the prospect of following in his father's business foot

steps. Moreover, the buying, selling and trading of livestock were no 

challenge to the intellelectually active Liuben Karavelov. His father, 

deciding it was about time that Liuben "started earning his own liv

ing," apprenticed him to a tailor in Odrin (Adrianople).6 Tailoring 

also did not suit Karavelov's talents, because within six months the 

master tailor terminated the apprenticeship. Liuben could not or 

would not master the use of the thimble and sitting cross-legged all 

day, a torture he refused to endure. Subsequently, Liuben spent al

most an entire year (1856-1857) in Constantinople as an accountant in 

a business office. 

Whether it was the unsuccessful apprenticeship experience or 

the sedentary accountant position that proved to be decisive for Kara

velov is unknown, but he had definitely come to a major decision in 

his life. The things he had experienced were not to his liking, and 

so he opted for higher education, not in Turkey but abroad. The Con

stantinople experience did serve him well, as he admitted: "Had I not 

lived in Constantinople • • • never would I have been able to master 

6. Karavelov, Zapiski, pp. 42-44. 



Greek from what I had learned in Plovdiv.,,7 Records show that in 

Constantinople Liuben Karavelov and a Koprivshtitsa friend, Konstantin 

Kesiakov, applied for admission to the Turkish military academy at 

Constantinople in 1856, but both were rejected because of their Bul

garian nationality.8 There is also evidence that Karavelov either 
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applied for enrollment or was recruited by English or American Protes

tant missionaries to attend the English school on the island of Malta. 9 

Zakhari Stoianov, Karavelov's first biogarpher, cites a Karavelov fam-

ily member telling him during an interview about Liuben's Constantin

ople period: 10 

There was little else Liuben could lose by going to Russia, 
because the Protestant missionaries from the English school on 
Malta had nearly won him over • 

The family's satisfaction was that, by going to Russia, Liuben would 

at least not be in danger of being converted to Protestantism. 

7. Karavelov, Zapiski, p. 114. 

8. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, p~kha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
Bulgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1964), pp. 91-92 gives extracts from 
a copy of a letter from Konstantin Gerov (Moscow) to the Director of 
the Asiatic Department, Russian Foreign Office, dated 9 December 1857. 
The original is on file in "fond slavianski stol," d, 1111660, sheets 
13-14, arkhiv na Khristo Botev, Sofiia, #402, 1950; hereinafter BuI
garskata Akademiia na Naukite will be cited as BAN. 

9. Zakhari Stoianov, S~chineniia: zapiski po b~lgarskite 
vuzstaniia [Works: Notes on the Bulgarian Uprisings], ed. Aleksandur 
Burmov (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1965), II, pp. 104-105. 

10. Ibid. 
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Higher Education 

The subject of Liuben Karavelov's going to Russia was a total 

surprise, because no one in Koprivshtitsa knew that Liuben had applied 

to the Russian embassy in Constantinople for enrollment in the Russian 

military academy at St. Petersburg. His application dated 6 June 

1857, lists his age at that time as twenty-two years. It was approved 

by the Russian consul, who issued a visa for Russia, and apparently 

Karavelov and his friend Kesiakov departed almost immediately by steam

er for Odessa, arriving there on 9 June 1857. 11 Liuben left Constan-

tinople carrying a letter of instruction from the Russian ambassador, 

Apolinary P. Butinev (1777-1866), to Nikolai Palauzov, head of the 

Odessa Bulgarian Society Trusteeship, to provide board and room for 

the two young Bulgarians pending a decision from St. Petersburg on 

their appointments to the military academy. The ambassador also gave 

the two aspirants a letter of introduction to the governor-general of 

Odessa, Count Stroganov, tn which he requested the count to take the 

two youths under his protection. In addition, Liuben Karavelov car-

ried with him the sum of 150 rubles, which he had borrowed from the 

Russian embassy secretary, Evgraf P. Novikov. This he tells his 

father in a letter requesting him to " ••• rlease pay Mr. Novikov, 

11. Naiden Gerov, Iz arkhiva na Naiden Gerov [From the 
Archives of Naiden Gerov], ed. T. Panchev (Sofiia: BAN, 1911), II, 
164, reprints a letter from N. Palauzov (Odessa) to Naiden Gerov 
(Plovdiv), dated 20 June 1857. 
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the Russian embassy secretary ••. the sum of 150 rubles, which I 

borrowed from him • 

The waiting in Odessa must have been agonizing for Liuben, with 

no definite word about the appointment, stranded in a foreign city and 

suffering from a persistent lack of funds. In a letter to his uncle, 

Todor Doganov, Liuben implored: " • talk to my father, and please 

13 send me 200 rubles for the fare to St. Petersburg and for food." In 

this letter Liuben Karavelov demonstrated his dramatic flair with words: 

Chiche Todore ••• please do not be ashamed of me. I will 
be of high rank when next you will see me. Mr. Teshkov assures 
me that I will even have access to the tsar, because Teshkov 
has many friends in high places who will get to know me in St. 
Petersburg • • • • 

When he had not heard from his uncle or his father by 30 June, he sent 

h . 1 'h' 1 14 an even more eart-tugg1ng etter, aga1n to 1S unc e: 

• • • did you know that yesterday was Petrovdan which I 
celebrated with three kopeks' worth of dry bread? ••• I have 
only half a ruble and ten groschen left. After this I will 
just have to die of hunger. I know no one here (Odessa) and 
can borrow from nobody ••• I'll get along somehow, do not 
worry! However, uncle Toto, I hope you love me more than does 
my father. I beg of you, get together with my father, and the 
two of you please send me the money for St. Petersburg • 

Liuben's education in the realities of life was unexpectedly expanded 

even more when his father responded in a letter: "Don't write me what 

12. Karavelov, S~brani suchineniia, IX, pp. 486-487. The 
letter is from Liuben to Stoicho Libenov IKaravela] , dated Moscow, 
30 Oc tober 1857, 

13. Ibid., pp. 483-484. The letter is from Liuben to his 
uncle Todor Doganov (Constantinople), dated Odessa, 20 June 1857. 

14. Ibid., pp. 485-486. The letter from from Liuben to Todor 
Doganov (Constantinople), dated Odessa, 30 June 1857. 



kind of money you need, because I asked when you left, but you told 

15 me then that money was not necessary." 

On 30 October 1857, Liuben and his friend, Kesiakov, arrived 

in Moscow, enroute to St. Petersburg. Both had become totally im-

patient in Odessa awaiting word from the Russian foreign ministry on 

their appointments to the military academy. Both had received some 

money from home and had strained their budgets to the limit, spending 

almost their last kopeks for train fare; but their pooled funds were 

able to buy a pair of tickets only as far as Moscow. Shortly after 

arriving, Liuben learned that he had been rejected for an appointment, 

because the academy set the optimum age for appointments at age fif-

teen, and Karavelov had already passed the age of twenty-two. A 

stranger in Moscow, again without funds, a very persistent, almost 

chronic condition for Liuben Karave10v throughout his life, he sought 

and obtained aid from the Moscow Slavic Society. His good fortune re-

suIted from the intercession of an old friend from Koprivshtitsa, Kon-

stantin Gerov. Himself on a full scholarship at Moscow University, 

Gerov introduced Karavelov to a member of the executive committee of 

the Slavic Society, Aleksander Rachinsky, who took Liuben under his 

wing and arranged for Vasilii A. Kokorev, a wealthy wine wholesaler, 

L · b i h' d' 16 to sponsor 1U en n 1S stu 1es. Karavelov had but two options: 
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15. Arnaudov, p. 99, quotes the extract from the letter from 
Stoicho Karavela (Constantinople) to Liuben (Odessa), dated 5 July 1857. 

16. Gerov, I, p. 435, reprints a letter from Konstantin Gerov 
(Moscow) to Naiden Gerov (Plovdiv), dated 28 December 1857. 
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enter the Orthodox seminary in Moscow or enroll at the university. 

Having no inclination whatever to becoming a member of the clergy, 

Liuben unhesitatingly chose the univeristy. After intensive cramming 

in preparation for the required comprehensive entrance examinations, 

Liuben failed decisively in 1859, the main stumbling block having been 

mathematics.17 Liuben's brother, Petko, arrived to join him and to en-

roll at the university during summer 1859. He took his entrance exami-

nations in 1861 and, being better prepared, passed satisfactorily. 

As a result of having failed the entrance requirements, Liuben 

opted to enroll at Moscow University as a foreign student auditor in 

the Department of History/Philology. He audited the courses in world 

18 history, Russian history and Slavic languages. In addition to the 

classroom lectures he attended, Karavelov avidly read whatever books 

he could get to use, from friends and fellow students, from the uni-

versity library or from different pyofessors. His readings covered 

the fields of the physical sciences, literature, history, Slavic cul-

tures and folklore. He read day and night, sixteen to eighteen hours 

per day. By 1862 he had lost interest in the university classrooms, 

having read further into the subjects than the professors were cover-

ing in their lectures. Late in 1862, Liuben Karavelov was again with-

out funds when his benefactor, Vasilii Kokorev, abruptly halted his 

17. Stoianov, S~chineniia, II, p. 105. 

18. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia [Liuben 
Karavelov: Biography] (Sofiia: BAN, 1959), p. 65. 
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patronage, undoubtedly because Liuben had stopped attending classes. 

The loss of the monthly stipend of twenty rubles was sorely felt and, 

as a result, on 28 August 1863 Liuben Karavelov applied to the Moscow 

Society for Aid to Struggling Literary Artists for financial aid. In 

his application, Liuben gave his desire to return to his homeland to be-

come a teacher as the reason for his request. An unstated reason prob-

ably was the news that his father had become seriously ill. The 

original request went unanswered, so Liuben resubmitted his application 

19 on 7 October 1863, and apparently received a 100 ruble grant. He did 

not leave Russia at that time, probably because his father's health had 

improved, but the fact that he was in finanacial difficulties and not 

the success he had aspired to be20 undoubtedly prompted him to delay 

his return home. 

Although the twenty rubles per month were the major source of 

income for Liuben and his brother Petko, that sum barely kept them fed, 

housed and clothed. Liuben found it necessary to augment their budget 

by writing and submitting articles to various Russian newspapers and 

periodicals, receiving but a few rubles per article. By early 1863 he 

began to devote himself fully to writing for publication. 

19. Karavelov, S~brani s~chineniia, IX, pp. 491-492. The 
letter is to Egon P. Kovalevskii, is dated Moscow, 28 August 1863, 
and is on file in Istoricheskiia Institut na BAN, sektsiia "v~zrazh
dane," arkhivna sbirka 2736/1956, Sofiia. 

20. See page 28 above. 
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Russian Political Socialization 

Liuben Karavelov's advanced education in Moscow consisted not 

only of lec·tures at the university and reading extensively on his own, 

but also included more practical learning from active participation 

within the Russian socio-political milieu. The aftermath of the Crimean 

War, the accession of Alexander II to the Russian throne, and the in-

tense agitation against the Russian feudal system gave rise to many and 

varied movements and their concomitant organizations, both within and 

without Russia. The expansion of the Russian press during the first 

decade of Alexander's rule was phenomenal. During the last decade of 

the rule of Nicholas I [1825-1855] there were only six newspapers and 

nineteen periodicals in print. Within the first decade of the rule of 

Alexander II [1855-1881] there were sixty-six newspapers and 150 period-

21 ica1s publishing regularly. Liuben Karavelov arrived in Moscow at 

the very outset of this proliferation, and began his journalistic career 

there with the newspaper, Golos [The Voice] (1863-1884), for which he 

22 wrote as late as 1877. 

Among the more prominent socio-political thinkers and activists 

of the time to whom the inquisitive young Karavelov was exposed, was 

Alexander Herzen (1812-1870) and his publication, Kolokol [The Bell] 

(1857-1867). That Liuben was directly involved with Herzen is fairly 

21. Arnaudov, p. 115. 

22. Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata na Liuben Karave10v 
[The Political Journalism of Liuben Karavelov] (Sofiia: BAN, 1965), 
II, "sudurzhane [Contents], pp. 556-560, hereinafter cited as 
Publitsistikata. 
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certain, because in the library that Karave10v willed to the Bulgarian 

people was a copy of the second edition of Herzen's Prervanie Razkazii 

[Interrupted Tales], autographed: "To Liuben Karave10v as a symbol of 

true sympathies.,,23 It was dated 28 May 1858. It is evident that Kara-

velov's unmitigated opposition to tsarist despotism and its insincerity 

toward the liberation of the Slavs of Austria and Turkey is a Herzen 

legacy. A Herzen article in 1862 called the south Slavs' attention to 

Russian intentions: 24 

The Russian government again has sent to the south Slavs a 
whole mob of diplomatic, military and religious agents. The 
government again is engaged in its unchanging game, against 
which we must warn our brother Slavs, southern and western 
alike. • 

In like vein Karavelov's newspaper, Svoboda [Freedom] (1869-1872), some 

years later, in 1870, cautions its readers: "The south Slavs will coop-

erate with Russia only when she strives for Slavdom in general, and not 

just for Russia.,,25 A month later he castigated the Russian govern 

ment: 
26 

Just as our kin, Russia, has little concern for us and our 
welfare • neither do the other European powers 

23. Ivan G. Klincharov, Liuben Karave1ov: biografiia [Liuben 
Karave1ov: Biography] (Sofiia: Pridvorna Pechatnitsa, 1925), p. 97 
and note at p. 206. 

24. Alexander Herzen, Koloko1 [The Bell], (Vo1naiya Tipogra
fiya 1857-1867, London-Zhenev) (Moskva: Faksimi1noe Izdatel'stvo AN 
SSSR, 1962-1964), issue of 8 April 1862. 

25. Arnaudov, pp. 490-492, reproduces an extract from Svoboda 
#48, 4 November 1870. 

26. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 242-247 reprints 
the entire article from Svoboda #51, 2 December 1870. 



Russia has its purpose to preach before the world that she 
sympathizes with the Slavic nations but with these homilies 
she paralyzes our actions, arms all Europe against us, and 
does not let us see for ourselves •• Russia says she 
wants to see Turkish Christians free, but also says she 
does not want to disrupt the peace. 
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Only weeks earlier, Karavelov had directly charged the Russian govern

ment with being a hindrance: 27 

Our salvation depends on us alone • • • • Our relying on 
Russia will be the cause of our suffering an additional 
century. Our salvation in the final analysis is the 
Danube federation, and not Russia. 

Herzen's was not the only strong influence on Karavelov. He 

was de~ply impressed by Nikolai Gavrilovich Chernyshevskii (1828-1889), 

and admired the Russian reformer very much. Chernyshevskii had been 

arrested for revolutionary activity in 1862 and held in prison in St. 

Petersburg until his trial in 1864, after which he was exiled to 

Siberia for twenty-four years. While in prison awaiting trial (1863), 

Chernyshevskii wrotea classic revolutionary tract, Chto Delat? [What's 

Going on?] which Karavelov absorbed thoroughly, and whose format he 

adopted for several of his own articles later. The depth of Liuben's 

admiration of Chernyshevskiiis evident in his premature obituary. 

During the early months of 1870, rumors were circulating in the Balkans 

that Chernyshevskiihad died in Siberia. In Svoboda Karavelov broke out 

precipitously with a highly lauditory obituary, crediting him with a 

significant influence in Liuben's own political development and of 

being the guiding light for the program of the Bulgarian Revolutionary 

27. Ibid., pp. 238-242, reprints the entire article from 
Svoboda #50, 18 November 1870. 



Central Committee (BRCC).28 Chernyshevskii outlived Karavelov by a 

decade, dying in 1889. 29 

Yet another indication of the high esteem in which Karavelov 
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held Chernyshevskii, is the manner in which he treated him in the first 

short story that he wrote in Belgrade. In a segment of the story he 

discusses the world's great minds, its true scholars and writers: 30 

I believe that even if the whole world would follow the 
same path, and if I did not wish to follow that path, I 
would not. My own will and freedom are dearer to me than 
the whole world. When 99 out of 100 people are convinced 

• that individuals like Napoleon, Frederick, Karl, Peter 
and others are true heroes, martyrs, great spirits, geniuses 

• and that Newton, Galileo, Herschel, Cervantes, Cherny
shevskiiand others, though not average people, are but of 
little significance • • " I think Socrates has more value 
than all the Greek heroes • • • that Cassius and Brutus are 
more noble than all the Roman Caesars and emperors • • • and 
that Shakespeare, Newton, Burns, Buckle, Voltaire. Diderot, 
Belinsky, Chernyshevskii, Govlichen--in short, all the schol
ars ••• are more sacred and worthy than all the Plantagenets, 
Bourbons, Capets, Carolingians and Romanovs •••• 

In that short story, Karavelov listed many other scholars and writers 

whom he admired, valued highly, and who had obviously made firm im-

pressions on him during his learning years. Among his many idols, 

he singled out Goethe, Schiller, Dobroliubov, Pisarev and others. 

28. The BRGC will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

29. Klincharov, pp. 94-95, describes the incident and reprints 
the full article from Svoboda #25, 30 April 1870. 

30. Kriva Ii e s~dbata?, originally written in 1868 in the Ser
bian language under the title Je Ii kriva sudbina? [Has Fate Gone 
Awry?], is to be found in Karavelov, Subrani sllchineniia, II, pp. 
7-124; the segment is to be found on pp. 60-61. 
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In perusing Karavelov's nine-volume SUbrani suchineniia, one realizes 

how well-read this young Bulgarian was; but then, Liuben Karavelov was 

indeed prepared linguistically for it. Even though he read many of 

the classic works in Russian translation, he spoke, read and wrote 

Serbian, Russian, Greek, Turkish, French and Latin, in addition to his 

native Bulgarian, and read German and Romanian. 

Herzen and Chernyshevskii were not the only revolutionaries with 

whom the stormy Karavelov shared sympathies. There is ample evidence 

at hand to confirm the fact that he knew, had contact with, and may 

even have received advice and counseling from Mikhail Bakunin (1814-

1876). According to Ivan Kasabov (1837-1911), editor of the Bulgarian 

liberal party organ in Bucharest, Narodnost [Nationality], and head of 

the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee in Bucharest, the committee 

sent emissaries Teofan Rainov (1837-1910) and Raicho Pop Grublev to 

meet in Geneva with Herzen, Bakunin and Giuseppe Mazzini (1805-1872) 

in J'~ne 1869. Rainov allegedly carried a personal message from Liuben 

Karavelov to Herzen. In a letter to Ivan Kasabov, Rainov reported that 

he and Grublev had met with Herzen and Bakunin, and that3l 

Bakunin is especially thankful for how far we have come, and 
informed us that he is squarely behind us • . • . He likes our 
first steps very much. • • • Greetings to Karavelov, not only 
from me, but especially from Bakunin. He wants Karavelov to 
write him. I am enclosing a letter to Liuben Karavelov. 
Tomorrow I meet Mazzini in Zurich. 

31. Arnaudov, p. 319, extracts from a photo copy of the letter 
from Rainov (Geneva) to Kasabov (Bucharest), dated 16 June 1869. 
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That Karavelov was cognizant of the Geneva meetings with Bakunin and 

Mazzini in June 1869 is indicated by his lead article in Svoboda about 

a year later when he referred to the episode: "About a year ago 

Mazzini told one of our Bulgarians of his views about the Turks, 

namely, that those people came to Europe 480 years ago, but to date 

we can see nothing humanitarian in them • • 

Khristo Botev's biographer, Evgenii Volkov, contends that 

Liuben Karavelov did meet with Mikhail Bakunin during June-July 1870 

in Geneva. The two allegedly discussed Karavelov's plans for poli-

tical pcblicizing. Volkov's contention stems from a letter from 

Bakunin to N.I. Zhukovskiiinwhich Bakunin explicitly refers to some

one Volkov believes to have been Lillben Karavelov: 33 

Visiting me was a good Bulgarian, K, and we talked about the 
question of a Slavic section in the International . • • in
cluding a Bulgarian one. He left, and to date I have not 
heard from him, or of him. 

There is a curious event which seems to link Liuben Karavelov person-

ally to Bakunin. In July-August 1870 Karavelov completed a draft of 

the organizational plan and a full program for the newly established 

Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee (BRCC) in Bucharest. Within 

32. Svoboda #41, 7 September, 1870; this extract is from a 
reprint in Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, p. 206. 

33. Arnaudov, p. 324, quotes from Evgenii Volkov, Khristo 
Botev (Sofiia: BAN, 1929), pp. 141 and 151. The letter is dated 
Locarno, 17 July 1870: see also Klincha~ov, p. 91; cf. E. H. Carr, 
Michael Bakunin (London: McMillian & Co., 1937), p. 448. 
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days of its completion, the pla~ and the program were published 

verbatim in the organ of the International, Narodnoe Delo (People's 

Affair], but were not published by Karavelov in his own newspaper 

until 14 October 1870. 34 It is logical to assume from the late August 

publication of the plan and the program that Narodnoe Delo had advance 

information. Such complete detail very likely was known only to the 

chief drafter, Liuben Karavelov. 

Another revolutionary circle with which Karavelov apparently 

had contact of some sort, was the nihilist-terrorist group around 

Sergei Genadievich Nechaev (1847-1882) and the Russian terrorist or-

ganization, Narodna Rasprava (People's Retribution]. There is no in-

controvertible evidence to link Karavelov directly to Nechaev, but 

there is sufficient circumstantial data to come to the reasonable 

conclusion that Liuben, although probably not directly involved with 

the Nechaev group, was fully aware of the organization, its philo-

sophy and its membership. While in Moscow, Liuben Karavelov published 

his first book, Pamiatniki narodnogo byta Bolgar [Mementos of Bulgar-

ian Folkways], in 1861. His close friend and collaborator on that 

book was Ivan Prizhov (1827-1885), a recognized Russian ethnographer 

and historian. Prizhov was also a close associate of Nechaev while 

working with Karavelov. It is illogical to assume that during his 

34. Klincharov, pp. 91-92, also reproduces the entire plan 
and program from Svoboda #46, 14 October 1870; see also Arnaudov, 
pp. 374-380. 
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close association with Prizhov, Karavelov was not introduced to the 

Nechaev group and its goals. 

During 1868 Nechaev was a fugitive from a conspiracy charge 

and took refuge in Romania. In Braila he was the roommate of Khristo 

Botev (1847-1876) who, shortly thereafter, became an assistant editor 

on the staff of Karavelov's newspaper Svoboda [Freedom] (1869-1872), 

rechristened Nezavisimost, [Independence] (1873-1874). It is logical 

to assume that Karave10v was cognizant of the Botev-Nechaev associa-

tion in Br~ila. During the latter part of 1871 and during 1872 the 

Russian government barred Karavelov's newspaper, Svoboda, from Russian 

territory. Almost a year later, Karavelov learned of the Russian 

action, and in October 1873 he had his full say, when he addressed 

a letter to the Russian consul in Bucharest, Ivan A. Zinoviev, de

manding his name be c1eared: 35 

Mr. Dear Ivan Alekseevich! 
This past winter I went to Belgrade and met Mr. Bliznavac 

[sic], now deceased, and the present minister president, Mr. 
Ristic, who told me that my newspaper, Svoboda (now Nezavisi
most), had been barred from Russia for three reasons. I 
stand accused: 

1. Of having hosted the Russian immigrant Nechaev. 
2. Of having correspondence with some sort of criminal, 

Prizhov, and of having recommended to him some agents among 
the south Slavs. 

35. Karavelov, S~brani s~chineniia, IX, pp. 524-527. The 
original letter was in Russian. Used here is a Bulgarian translation, 
and bears the date it was received at the Russian embassy in Con
stantinople, 21 October 1873. A photocopy of the original is on file 
at Istoricheski Institut na BAN, sektsiia "vuzrazhdane," arkhivna 
sbirka 82/1949, (Sofiia). 



3. Of having published a Bakunin proclamation in an issue 
of my newspaper. 

It is all so obviously improbable. • • • Please check into 
the record and clear my name • • • • My vindication follows: 

1. The Russian trial court is well aware that Nechaev 
was in Bucharest during 1868, and that I was under arrest 
at that time in Austria-Hungary (in Budapest), where I was 
suspected of being a Russian spy or a Pan-Slav agitator, be
cause at that time I was correspondent of Golos and Moskov
skie Vedomosty. I came to Moldavia-Wallachia only in 1869. 

2. My correspondence with Prizhov dealt with nothing 
criminal, nothing political. It was limited to academic 
subjects only. During my stay in Belgrade (1867 and early 
1869), I received several letters from Prizhov in which he 
asked me to collect some material (i.e., Slavic sagas, songs, 
etc.) on the use of wine by the south Slavs. According to 
him, he was planning to publish a schola~ly research on the 
use of wine by the south Slav peoples. 

3. As to the third accusation, let me just say that no 
one will become his own enemy. I knew that for such an ac
tivity my paper would be barred, at a great monetary loss to 
me. I am ready to direct you to the people who carried out 
this villainous crime. The Russian immigrants in Geneva 
have the habit of sending their pamphlets to almost every 
printing plant. In early 1870 I had to announce publicly in 
my newspaper that if the editor receives similar pamphlets 
in the future, he will send them back. 

/s/ Liuben Karavelov 
P.S. I left a box of my books with Mr. Prizhov. Please, sir, 
find out where it is located so I can get it back. 
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Even though his links to some of the socio-political activist 

groups in Russia at that time are tenuously established, it is evident 

that during his decade (1857-1867) in Russia, Liuben Karavelov was 

exposed to varieties of revolutionary thinking and activity. His 

socio-political horizons were broadened and his perceptions and 

insights had matured. Yet, as we shall see further on, Karavelov did 

not become a devotee of any single one of the groups or their philo-

sophies, opting instead for his own eclectic philosophy and course of 

action. 



Russian Academic Community Connections 

Of the many influences to which Liuben Karavelov was subject 

during his stay in Russia, his association with members of the acade-

mic community in both Moscow and St. Petereburg had deep and lasting 

effects, and ended only with his own death. At Moscow University he 

developed very close personal friendships with a number of the pro-

fessors. Several became trusted counselors and a source of major 

assistance in launching his writing career. Many of the countless 

volumes that Liuben devoured with regularity were borrowed from sym-

pathetic professors, because the young Bulgarian simply could not af-

ford to buy them. 

One of the first academicians to spark Liuben Karavelov's 

intellectual curiosity was Osip Maksimovich Bodianskii (1808-1877) 

who, as his professor of Slavic languages, aroused Liuben's interest 

in Slavic folklore and literature. That relationship must have been 

very close, because Liuben entrusted some of his earliest efforts in 

folklore to this professor. Years later from Odessa~ K~ravelov wrote 

Bodianskii: "Osip Maksimovich! Please give Mr. Bonchev my collection 

of Bulgarian songs, because I plan to publish them in Bucharest.,,36 

36. Karavelov, S~brani suchineniia, IX, p. 505. The ori
ginal letter, dated Odessa, 15 August 1869, is in Russian. Used 
here is a Bulgarian translation. Mr. Bonchev is Nesho Bonchev (1839-
1878), literary critic, writer and teacher, fellow student of Kara
velov at Moscow University. 
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37 Again, several years later, he wrote his former professor: 

Mr. dear Osip Maksimovich! 
Eight years ago I left a collection of Bulgarian songs 

with you to be published in your reputable periodical, 
Chteniia [Readings]. I informed you that I will send com
mentary notes for the songs, but I was unable to do it be
cause the songs have never been in print, so that I could 
have reference to pages. Please let me know if you intend 
to publish my collection. If you do not, then please send 
them to me at the following address: Bucharest, the edi
tor of Svoboda. 

I am working at full force. The bad thing is that I 
have no books. The Wallachians concern themselves only 
with novels. 

I have as yet not seen your publication. 
/s/ Your student, L. Karavelov 

Another lifelong friend and advisor was Vladimir Ivanovich 
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Lamanskii (1833-1914), professor in philology and history at the Univer-

sity of St. Petersburg. Of all the Russians Karavelov knew, Lamansky 

was the only one fairly well acquainted with the south Slavs, having 

spent the years 1862-1864 travelling in the various Slavic countries 

outside Russia. He professed the concept of a union of south Slav 

peoples voluntarily entered into by them. He was probably the earli-

est influence in the formulation of Karavelov's federation dream for 

the Balkan peninsula. The very close friendship between the two 

37. Ibid., p. 513. The letter, in Russian, is dated Buch
arest, 29 September 1872. Used here is a Bulgarian translation. The 
original can be found at Slavianskii arkhiv, Sbornik statei i materi
alov, otdel'ny ottisk, Moskva (1963). Full title of Chteniia was 
~niia v obshchestve istorii i drevnostei rossiiskikh. 



is evident in the kind of requests Karavelov made of Lamanskii, such 

as the following letter of introduction: 38 

Vladimir Ivanovich! 
[May I present] two Serbians who are in Moscow to attend 

the Ethnographic Exhibit. Please take them under your wing 
and introduce them to the sights of St. Petersburg. They 
will be very beholden to you. They are good people, honest, 
and most important, they are independent. 

Belgrade is the same as you knew it, only that the Turks 
are no longer here, and the pigs, property of the Slavic 
Christian world, are beginning to roam the stl:eets freely 
again. You know the countryside and it would be superfluous 
to talk about it. However, I cannot resist saying that with
out the Turks it is much nicer. I shake your hand and remain 
your obedient servant, 

/s/ Liuben Karavelov 
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More than a decade later, after Bulgari~'s liberation, Karave-

lov wrote to Lamanskii from newly freed Turnovo to tell him about the 

literary-scientific journal, Znanie [Knowledge], he was editing, and 

even sent his former professor a courtesy subscription. In the letter 

Karavelov complained that there was a lack of material for publication 

in Turnovo, and invited the professor to send him some articles on 

the subject of Russian participation in the liberation of the Chris-

tians of the Balkan Penisnsu1a. His postscript to that letter re

veals clearly the confidence the two must have shared: 39 

38. Ibid., p. 495. The original Russian letter is dated 
Belgrade, 27 April 1867. A photocoEY of the original is at Istori
cheski Institut na BAN, sektsiia "vuzrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 
470/1950 (Sofiia). 

39. Ibid., pp. 533-534. The original Russian language letter 
is in Arkhiv, Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, fond 35, op. 1. Used 
here is a Bulgarian translation. It is dated Turnovo, 20 September 
1878; hereinafter Akademiia Nauk SSSR will be cited as AN SSSR. 



p,s, I just received news from Macedonia. Matters there 
are becoming serious. You must, repeat, must have indepen
dent agents among us. I have already written Naryshkin about 
that. Do not miss this opportunity, which may be of benefiL 
all around. 

The Naryshkin referred to was prince A. A. Naryshkin, Russian head of 

mission in Belgrade during the Serbo-Turkish war of 1876, and whose 

associate Karavelov was in establishing the Iugoslavsky Prosveten i 

Blagotvoritelen Komitet [The South Slav Educational and Benevolent 

C • ] 40 omml.ttee • 

Of Karavelov's Moscow academic friendships, the most unlikely 
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one was with professor Mikhail Petrovich Pogodin (1800-1875). Pogodin, 

a strong adherent to the slogan "orthodoxy, autocracy and nationalism" 

of Count Sergei Uvarov during the reign of Nicholas I [1825-1855], 

was also a staunch Pan-Slavist. Liuben Karavelov, on the other hand, 

opposed monarchy in general, the tsarist one in particular, and nursed 

a very strong aversion to the idea of Russian hegemony in a Slav world. 

Nevertheless, the relationship with Pogodin was a firm and lasting one. 

The professor published two newspapers during his lifetime, Moskovski 

Vestnik [Moscow Journal] from 1827 to 1830 and Moskvitianin [Muscovite] 

from 1841 to 1856, and undoubtedly helped Karavelov launch his jour-

nalism career by timely and impurtant introductions to several news-

paper editors in Moscow and St. Petersburg. Mikhail Pogodin, who 

headed the Russian history faculty at Moscow University, was also 

40. Discussed further in Chapter 5. 



the proponent of the concept of the existence of an official 

nationality of people, and may well have been the one who aroused in 

Karavelov the realization of Bulgarian uniqueness within the world of 

kindred Slavs. 

An indication of the closeness of the association between the 

young student and his professor are two short letters, actually notes, 

41 that Karavelov sent Pogodin during the student days in Moscow: 

My dear Mikhail Petrovich! 
Your are so kind to let me have the second volume of the 

songs of Vuk Karadzic. They are most necessary to my work, 
but I cannot come to pick them up. I am ill. Therefore, 
would you please send them to me at the following address: 
St. Petersburg Inn, #15, Tverska Street, right next door to 
the governor's home. Accept the most sincere regards of 
your humble servant. 

/s/ Liuben Karavelov 

Always short of funds, Karavelov obviously borrowed many volumes which 

he could not afford to purchase. Pogodin must have been the lender 

of several tomes, as the following note from Karavelov indicates: 42 

My dear Mikhail Petrovich! 
Permit me most humbly to ask you to lend me, for a time, 

the Academic Dictionary of the Russian Language and the Dic
tionary of Regional Dialects. I am preparing to publish the 

41. Karavelov, SUbrani suchineniia, IX, p. 488. The original 
letter, in Russian, is on file in the V.l. Lenin Library, Moscow, ruko
pisen otdel, Pogo II, 14-77. A photocopy of the original is on file 
in Istoricheski Institut na BAN, sektsiia "wzrazhdane," arkhivna 
sbirka 2725/1955, Sofiia. The letter is dated 20 January 1862. 

42. Ibid., pp. 488-489. The original letter, in Russian, is 
located in the V.I. Lenin Library, Moscow, rukopisen otdel, Pogo II, 
14-77. A photocopy of the original is in Istoricheski Institut na 
BAN, sektsiia "vuzrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 2724/1955, Sofiia. The 
letter is dated 30 April 1862. 



third volume of the Pamiatnitsi and, in the translations 
from Bulgarian into the Russian, I am meeting obstacles at 
every step, so much so, that I cannot express them because 
I have no dictionaries, in one case because there are none 
(Bulgarian), and in the other, because I cannot afford to 
buy. If you would let me have them, please send them to me 
at the New Petersburg Inn, Tverska Street, #15, by tha 
governor's house. I am working day and night. 

Accept the sincere regards of your most humble servant. 
/s/ Liuben Karavelov 

It also appears that he learned the ins and outs of academic 

and governmental bureaucracy while in Moscow, as is evident from a 

letter to the good professor Pogodin. In it Karavelov requested that 
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an enclosed letter to Count Nikolai Pavlovich Ignatiev (1832-1908), at 

that time head of the Asiatic department of the Russian foreign min-

istry~ be checked by Pogodin. If he found it in good order, he was 

asked to send it on to Ignatiev; but if it were not in proper form, 

he was asked to edit and return it. 43 The letter was probably in ex-

cellent form, but the device Liuben resorted to is very transparent. 

A letter from a renowned professor should get much quicker and assured 

attention than one from an unknown foreign student at Moscow University. 

There are more such letters to professors published in Karave-

lov's S~brani s~chineniia. All indicate that in the academic field, 

Liuben had made many good and close friends among the Russian acaderni-

cians during his university period in Moscow. His various endeavors, 

43. Ibid., p. 494. The original letter, in Russian, is on 
file in the V~Lenin Library, Moscow, rukopisen otdel, Pogo II, 
14-77. A photocopy of the original is in Istoricheski Instiut na 
BAN, sektsiia "v~zrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 2725/1955, Sofiia. The 
letter is dated 6 December 1863. 



be they journalistic, dramatic, poetic, or even regular personal 

correspondence, reflect the many basically ingrained effects of his 

mentors and confidants at the university. From evidence at hand, 

those close ties, friendly associations and mutual respect survived 

the years. 

Karave10v's circle of friends from academia included several 

Bulgarian fellow students at the university, his brother Petko Kara

velov (1843~1903), Petur Todorov Peev (1838-1904), Konstantin Miladi

nov (1830-1862), Marin Drinov (1838-1906), Nesho Bonchev (1839-1878) 

and Konstantin Gerov (1829-1863). The latter four were academically 

senior to Liuben, and were also more experienced in research techni

ques, locating and using source materials; and, of course, it is to 

be assumed that when such excellent minds came together, there must 

have been discussions, debates and arguments, with the inevitable 

by-product thereof, the cross-fertilization of ideas, concepts and 

theories. What many of them learned soon after arriving in Moscow 

was that the Russian public, Russian officaldorn and even the Russian 

scholarly, knew little or nothing of the various Slavic peoples out

side Russia. What most of them, including Liuben Karavelov, shared, 

was existing in Moscow on the generosity of a patron and whatever 

pocket money they could earn by writing for publication. 

Early Journalistic Efforts 

How little was really known in Russia about kindred Slavic 

people is illustrated in a humorous article Karavelov wrote many 

47 
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years after those student years in Moscow. The article, appropriately 

entitled "The Russians Know Very Little About Other Slavic Nations," 

cited Konstantin Aksakov (1817-1860) who had complained that Russians 

knew more about China and Japan than about their Slavic brothers in 

Turkey and in Austria, and they were more interested in Algiers and 

Abyssynia than they were in their kindred Balkan Slavic brothers. It 

must have been insulting, disappointing, frustrating and aggravating 

to the agile minds of those young Bulgarians to find such abysmal 

ignorance about their native land. The epitome of that sort of ex-

perience must have been the incident Karavelov related in this arti

cle: 44 

• • .an individual in a high position in the Ministry 
of Education ••• before Konstantin Aksakov died, at a time 
when all the talk, even among children, was about Pan-Slavism, 
expressed a desire to professors Bodiansky and Pogodin to meet 
a couple of those Bulgarian students. The professors recom
mended Konstantin Miladinov and Konstantin Gerov. The offi
cial was very gracious and friendly • • • asked about their 
homeland, whether they had large cities and educational in
stitutions at home, and what language was spoken. He also 
wanted to know whether they all knew Russian, and what re
ligious faith they professed. 

Konstantin Miladinov, normally a very reserved person, 
could not contain his irritation at those questions. He 
answered his "excellency" that the Bulgarians profess the 
Chinese faith. The official accepted the answer because he 
had a preconceived notion that the Bulgarians were some sort 
of Tatars. He even went so far as to advise the two young 
Bulgarians to convert to the Orthodox faith and become the 
apostles of Christianity in their homeland. 

44. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 276-281. The 
entire article from Svoboda 117, 13 February 1871, is reprinted. 



Russian popular ignorance of the other Slavic nations was 

apparently also known to some of the newspaper publishers of Russian 

Slavophile circles, and may well be the reason why both Miladinov and 
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Karavelov were able to succeed in publishing articles in Russian news-

papers and periodicals. The two wrote frequently about their native 

Bulgarian and other south Slav lands and people, customs, folklore 

and current national and religious difficulties under non-Slavic over-

lords. Their goal, other than earning a few extra rubles, was to ac

quaint the Russian reading public with the non-Russian Slavs of the 

Balkans. In 1861, for example, the newspaper Peterburg Vedomosti 

[Petersburg Register) (1728-1917) added a feature section, "Slavianskie 

zemli" [Slavic Lands), devoted entirely to articles pertaining to non

Russian Slavic lands and people. It was not successful and, in 1863, 

the ministry of foreign affairs asked Ivan Aksakov (1823-1886), 

Slavophile and publisher of the newspapers Den [The Day) (1863-1865) 

and Moskva [Moscow) (1867-1868). to adopt and incorporate into Den a 

regular feature segment devoted to Slavic lands outside the Russian 

borders. Veteran Pan-Slavist that he was, Aksakov readily complied, 

and the Bulgarian students in Moscow became the most prolific contri

butors. The feature was actually edited by Raiko Zhinzifov (1839-

1877), a Macedonian Bulgarian from Veles. 45 

45. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, p. 14. 
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Liuben Karavelov wrote for a total of twenty-five Russian 

publications, from the daily newspapers to learned journals such as 

the FilologicheskieZapiski [Philologic Notes] .46 He wrote for so many 

different publications for practical reasons: first, he wrote for 

those which sought his articles; second, he sought to write for papers 

and periodicals which reached the various economic and social strata 

of Russian society; and third, he wrote to earn the extra income 

needed to survive. During this period of writing in Russia there 

seems to be a striking similarity to the themes of his articles in 

the different publications. Karavelov apparently adopted a system he 

used even in later years as foreign correspondent in the Balkans, 

namely, when contributing to several newspapers simultaneously, he 

wrote one basic article which he then adapted to each of the publica-

47 tions for which he wrote. As has already been indicated, in 1863 

Karavelov began to devote himself fully to writing for publication. 

During 1864 Karavelov published in the Bulgarian press for 

the first time, when his long critique of a new collection of 

46. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 685-687 and II, pp. 
556-560. An analysis of the "siidurzhanie" [Table of Contents] of 
each volume reveals a list of the several publications and the 
titles of the articles. 

4 7. Ibid. 



Bulgarian poetry was continued through four issues of Bulgarska 

48 Pchela. It was Liuben's debut in the Bulgarian press and also in 

the field of literary criticism. He was not kind to the author, a 

fellow student in Moscow, Raiko Zhinzifov. At about the same time he 

launched his dramatic career when he published his first play in the 

G "d 49 newspaper ~. 

As the year 1866 was ending and Liuben Karavelov departed 

Russia, this child of the Sredna Gora Mountains of Bulgaria, endowed 

from birth with a free mountain spirit, an inquisitive, active and 
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tenacious intellect, had completely changed the goals he had sought to 

attain upon arrival in Moscow in 1857. The would-be military academy 

cadet, instead of mastering military science and tactics, acquired for-

mal academic knowledge and assimilated much of the social and humani-

tarian philosophies of the era at Moscow and St. Petersburg. Even 

though he stopped attending lectures at Moscow University, he had con-

tinued to absorb knowledge by visiting the university and many private 

libraries, borrowing and avidly devouring books, sometimes sixteen to 

48. Bulgarska Pchela [Bulgarian Bee] (1863-1865), published 
in 'Braila, Romania, edited by Khristo Vaklidov, ran the critique of 
Zhinzifov's Novobulgarska Sbirka [New Bulgarian Collection] (Moscow: 
1863) through issues #3, 4, 5 and 6, on 16, 23 and 30 June and 10 July 
1864. For a complete reprint of the article, "Bulgarska knizhina," 
see Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VI, pp. 25-36. 

49. Gaida [Bagpipe] (1863-1867), published in Constantinople, 
edited by Petko R. Slaveikov, ran the playlet "Stsena iz domashniat 
zhibot na nashite chorbadzhii" [A scene from the Horne Life of our 
Chorbadzhii], a comedy, through three issues of the newspaper, #1, 2 
and 3, 21 June, 4 and 11 July 1864. See Karavelov, Sub rani such i
neniia, IV, pp. 301-308, for a reprint. 
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eighteen hours at a time. As he re~d in the sciences, Slavic folklore 

and history, he found the political, cultural end economic' conditions 

imposed by harsh methods on his Christian fatherland by the Moslem Turk-

ish empire and its surrogates, the Greek phanariots, to be totally in-

tolerable. ¥~turing and focusing his attention on formal academic 

training, Liuben Karavelov indeed became an ardent, well-educated and 

dedicated Bulgarian, with a high degree of nationalistic idealism, and 

a fervent devotion to the cult of science of that era. His national 

self-consciousness had crystalized, and his childhood lionization of 

the Bulgarian mountaineer resistance fighter, the khaidut, had been 

transformed into a more mature, ideelistic national pride. He totally 

rejected foreign political and spiritual guardianship for Bulgaria. 

Love of his fatherland, its simple, honest, hardy and industrious but 

. .. dId d d . 50 v~ct~m~ze peop e, was eep an en ur~ng: 

If I were to follow my heart, I would not wander for 
long periods of time in foreign lands, amid foreign people, 
along Moscow streets, in Romanian swamps • • • far from my 
dear and favorite regions • • .far from my enslaved and 
unhappy fatherland. 

The things that were in his heart, Liuben also divulged: 5l 

I like the native lifestyle, with its songs and its pro
verbs, its tales and legends, rituals and customs. I would 
like everyone to visit my fatherland, so that I could show 
him our high mountains, our oak and beech forests. 

I would like to show everyone my nation, with its little 
white houses, its songs and its festivals. 

50. Karavelov, Zapiski, p. 125. 

51. Ibid., p. 10. 
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Karavelov's sogourn in Moscow and St. Petersburg--beginning 

at the probable age of twenty-two years, during the golden age of Rus

sian literature--exposing him to the leavening effect of Russian 

socio-political ferment and the movement to abolish serfdom during 

the reign of Alexander II [1855-1881], all converged in shaping and 

honing the Weltanschauung of Liuben Karavelov, creating what academ

ician Mikhail Arnaudov termed "a little Voltaire among us."
52 

There are allegations that the "little Voltaire" left Russia 

late in 1866 amid only hurried preparation. The attempted assassina

tion of tsar Alexander II in April 1866 loosed a series of repressive 

actions against the dissident elements in Russia. Wholesale arrests, 

trials, banishments and strict bridling of the major press organs 

ensued, well into the winter months. Karavelov apparently was in

directly linked through mutual acquaintances to the assassin (Dimitri 

Karakazov), although there is no substantial evidence to these alle

gations. These acquaintances of Karavelov will be discussed in sub

sequent pages. At any rate, it is possible that under such circum

circumstances, Karavelov was advised to depart Moscow and Russia more 

hurriedly than he had anticipated, in order to avoid closer scrutiny 

by the Russian police. 

52. Arnaudov, p. 133. 



GHAPTER 3 

INHOSPITABLE SERBIA 

Balkan Socio-Political Milieu in 1867 

T~en Liuben Karavelov reached Belgrade in early 1867, Serbia 

and the Balkan peninsula had recently experienced significant changes. 

The Balkans were the scene of an international chess game wherein not 

only the major players made moves, but the very pawns on the chess

board were making tactical and strategic moves of their own. 1 These 

moves and countermoves soon were buffeting Liuben Karavelov, the new-

ly arrived correspondent of the leading Russian newspapers: Golos 

[The Voice] (1863-1884) and MoskovoskieVedomosti [Moscow Register] 

(1756-1917). The Bulgarian apostle of Balkan federation was soon to 

learn that the power of international politics and intrigue was sig-

nificantly mightier than his or any other pen. 

The Treaty of Paris (1856) had forced the new tsar, Alexander 

II [1855-1881], to reconsider Russia's relations with the other Euro-

pean powers. England and Austria, regarded as friendly and as allies, 

had shown only malevolence, while France and its leader, Napoleon III, 

whom the legitimist Alexander despised, were most sympathetic to 

1. L. S. Stavrianos, Balkan Federation: A History of the 
Movement toward Balkan Unity in Modern Times, Smith College Studies 
in History, XXVIII, #1-4 (October 1941-July 1942) (Northampton, Mass.: 
Smith College Department of History, 1944), pp. 84-104. 
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Russian interests, as seemed to be Prussia and Bismarck. The interest 

of the Russian Pan-Slav circles in the Balkan Slavs had not waned. 

On the contrary, the humiliation Russia endured in the wake of the 

Crimean war--forced cession of Bessarabia to the principality of Mol-

davia, with the resulting loss of control of the mouths of the Danube 

River; the barring of Russian warships in the Black Sea; and the 

forced surrender by the tsar of the role of protector of the Christian 

2 subjects of the Turkish sultan --had spurred the dedication of the 

Russian Pan-Slavs. The new power alignments, including the hostility 

of England and Austria, forced a new approach to Pan-Slav activities 

in the Balkans. The fortuitous restoration of the Obrenovic dynasty 

to the Serbian throne in 1858 had established a pro-Russian government 

in the Serbian principality. By 1860 prince Mihail Obrenovic [1839-

1842; 1860-1868] became the new focus of Pan-Slav attention. 

The Russian Pan-Slavs, ably served by count Nikolai P. Igna-

tiev (1832-1908), head of the Asiatic Department of the Russian for-

eign ministry and later (1864) Russian ambassador in Constantinople, 

saw in prince Mihail's Serbia a feasible surrogate in the Balkans. 

Serbia was a self-governing principality, its integrity guaranteed 

by the European powers in a clause of the Treaty of Paris. Moreover, 

after the Turkish garrisons were totally withdrawn in 1867, Serbia 

was free of further Turkish interference in its affairs. Serbia also 

was the only Balkan Slavic state of consequence at that time, 

2. A role assumed and proclaimed by Catherine the Great 
with the Treaty of Kuchuk Kainardji in 1774. 
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situated between the Austrian and the Turkish empires; it needed 

domestic and international assistance and support, something the 

Russian government was only too willing to furnish. 

As an integral part of that Balkan chessboard was Greece, 

turbulent domestically, but comparatively autonomous. The Hellenes 

were seeking territorial aggrandizement from the dying Ottoman empire 

in the regions of Thrace, Macedonia and Crete, and were dreaming of 

resurrecting Byzantium. As a step to fulfilling that dream, Greece 

strove to conclude alliances with Serbia, Montenegro and Romania 3 

over a period of time. 

Early in 1867 some of the ~migre Bulgarians in Serbia and 

Romania, with the support of Count Ignatiev, sought to establish a 

Serbo-Bulgarian union, while another group formally proposed a Turko-

Bulgarian relationship along the lines of the Austro-Hungarian Aus-

gleich as a means of attaining some local Bulgarian autonomy within 

the Turkish state. 4 

As a consequence of Austria's decisive and abrupt defeat at 

KOniggratz ISadowaJ in July 1866 at the hands of Prussia, and Aus-

tria's conclusive exclusion from Bismarck's new German world, emper-

or Franz Josef was forced to come to terms with another minority in 

the Austrian empire, the Magyars. The vehicle for this was the 

Ausgleich of 1867 which created the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy. 

3. The principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia had merged 
and formed the new state of Romania in 1862. 

4. These efforts will be discussed in more detail later. 



With her new co-equal status with Austria, Hungary's power and 

influence in Croatia, Slovenia and the Serbian Voivodina5 rose. 

Great Britain and France backed the "sick man of Europe" be-
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cause Turkey was the main obstacle to Russian ambitions in the Balkans, 

and more important still, especially to Britain, was the extensive 

and expansive trade with the Turkish empire. 6 

Several major changes had occurred in Serbia itself during 

Karavelov's decade-long stay in Russia (1857-1867). The pro-Russian 

Obrenovic dynasty had replaced the Karageorgevic line in 1858, and 

prince Mihail had re-ascended the Serbian throne in 1860. Mihail was 

an educated man, ambitious, authoritarian and one who had ruled Ser-

bia from 1839 to 1842, when he was dethroned. During his exile he 

apparently formulated detailed plans for Serbia, should he again be-

come the ruling monarch. In London in 1859, Mihail unfolded his long 

range plans and goals to the Hungarian ex-revolutionary and ex-

president, Lajos Kossuth (1802-1894). The prince's blueprint for 

Serbia's future was simple, having but four basic points: first, 

Serbia must refrain from concluding an alliance with either Russia 

or Austria so as not to become a protectorate of either; "second, 

Serbia must lead the way in establishing a Danube confederation en-

compassing all Serbian and all Bulgarian lands; third, Serbia, as 

the leading member of the confederation, should invite Hungary and 

5. The Voivodina, also referred to as Austrian Serbia, 
consisted of the Banat of Temesvar, Srem and the Backa. 

6. Stavrianos, p. 16. 
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the principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia to join; fourth~ Serbia 

must get the blessings for such a union from several of the European 

great powers. Mihail considered this plan to be the only way that 

the independence of the south Slavs could be attained and subsequent-

7 ly secured. 

As the new reigning prince of Serbia in 1860, Mihail formally 

inquired of both France and Russia whether he could be assured of 

their moral support for his plan, should it lead to conflict with 

Turkey. From Paris and St. Petersburg he received assurances in 

March 1861 that if the plan led to conflict, France and Russia would 

8 adopt a non-interference position. Almost from the hour of receipt 

of the French and Russian assurances, Mihail began diplomatic and 

military preparations to implement his grand design. 

Also in Belgrade at that time, editing his newspaper, 

Dunavski Lebed {Danube Swan] (1860-1861), and planning his own Bul-

garian revolt, was the dean of Bulgarian revolutionaries, Georgi S. 

Rakovski (1821-1867). He saw a golden opportunity in Mihail's plan, 

not only to help the prince, but at the same time to train a cadre 

of young Bulgarians for his planned revolutionary forces. He there-

fore jumped at Mihail's invitation to establish a Bulgarian legion 

7. Stanoje Stanojevic, Istorija srpskoga naroda IHistory of 
the Serbian NatjonJ (Beograd: Knjizarnica Napredak, 1908), p. 359; 
see also David MacKenzie, The Serbs 'and Russian Pan-Slavism 1875-
1878 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1967), pp. 7-11. 

8. Ibid. 
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in Belgrade, to be equipped, trained and supported by the Serbian 

military establishment. A bombardment of Belgrade by Turkish forces 

in June 1862 led to a great powers' ambassadorial conference in Con-

stantinople at which Turkey was induced to reduce its forces inside 

Serbia to a token force. They were to be concentrated in only two 

or three places, Belgrade being one of them. Prince Mihail's first 

goal, reduction of Turkish power within Serbia's borders, had been 

achieved by diplomatic means; and upon great power advice, Mihail 

was convinced that the need for a strong Serbian military buildup at 

that time was both unnecessary and unwise. Therefore, in order not 

to alienate the Turkish government or any of the great powers, the 

Serbian regime ordered Rakovski to disband the Bulgarian Legion, post 

haste. The venerable voivoda9 had no choice, all support having been 

withdrawn, but to dismiss his legionnaires and vacate the Serbian 

facilities that had been their headquarters. Rakovski knew full 

well that he had been used by the Serbian government and by prince 

Mihail.
10 

This duplicity by the prince and his ministers led the 

veteran revolutionary to lose all trust henceforth in the Serbian 

state and its leaders. Stemming from this bitter experience arose 

the main difference between Rakovski's approach and that of Liuben 

Karavelov to the Bulgarian liberation movement. Liuben had a deep 

9. The Bulgarian term voivoda or voevoda means chieftain or 
leader. but it has a more romantic connotation, akin to a Robin Hood
type figure. 

10. Georgi S. Rakovski, S~chineniia [Works] (Sofiia: D~rz
havna Pechatnitsa, 1922), p. 669; 673. 
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faith in Serbia and in prince Mihail, and was convinced that their 

combined destiny was to lead the Slav liberation in the Balkans and 

thereby that of his fatherland. Unhappily, by 1876 Karavelov was to 

come to the same conclusion as had Rakovski, namely, that Serbia was 

untrustworthy as an ally in Bulgaria's liberation hopes. 

Also occurring during Karavelov's Moscow decade was the move-

ment to unify the Italian states into Italy. Giuseppe Mazzini and 

Giuseppe Garibaldi were aiding and abetting Balkan revolts. 

All these changes and the on-going machinations seemed to 

converge in a flurry of activity early in 1867. At about the time 

Karavelov arrived in Belgrade, February 1867, the Taen Tsentralen 

B~lgarski Komitet 1Secret Central Bulgarian Committee] ,11 headed by 

Ivan Kasabov (1837-1911), later the editor of Narodnost [Nationality], 

the newspaperof the liberal Bulgarian party in Bucharest, had formal-

ly proposed to sultan Abdul Azis 11861-1876] the establishment of 

Bulgaria as a kingdom within the Turkish empire. The sultan was to 

assume the title of tsar of the Bulgarians. Bulgaria was to become 

administratively autonomous, with a native legislature and an inde-

pendent, indigenous church hierarchy. Turkey ignored the proposal 

12 completely. 

11. This committee should not be confused with the Bulgar
ski Revoliutsionen Tsentralen Komitet [Bulgarian Revolutionary 
Central Committee] (BRCC) organized by Liuben Karavelov and Vasil 
Levski in 1870. 

12. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
Bulgarskata Akademiia na Naukite (BAN), 1964), p. 219. 
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The Russian Pan-Slavists, on the other hand, became concerned 

that if such an offer were to b~ implemented, their ambitions for 

Russian hegemony in the Balkan Slav areas would be dealt a serious 

blow. A viable, independent or autonomous Bulgaria as a Russian pro-

tectorate was an integral part of Pan-Slav aims on the Balkan pen in-

sula, namely, as a sound base for pressure on both the Habsburg and 

Ottoman empires. Consequently, as a counter to the Turko-Bulgarian 

dualist plan, Count Ignatiev, Naiden Gerov, Russian consul in Plovdiv 

and Baron Offenberg, Russian consul in Bucharest, induced the 

Bucharest-based Dobrodetelna Druzhina IBenevolent SocietyJ 13 formally 

to propose to prince Mihail the establishment of a Serbo-Bulgarian 

dual kingdom under the Obrenovic crown. The proposal foresaw a south 

Slav kingdom, headed by prince Mihai1, in which Serbia and Bulgaria 

IBu1g;:'.:l:'ia was to include the current Bulgarian province and the re-

gions of Thrace and Macedonia] would be co-equal partners, each to 

14 
have administrative and linguistic autonomy. The Benevolent So-

ciety, headed by Kristo Georgiev (1824-1872), a Bulgarian Russophile 

of long standing and future publisher (1869) of the newspaper Otech-

estvo IFatherland], organ of the conservative party of the Bulgarian 

community in Bucharest, solidly endorsed the proposal. Georgiev and 

13. Dobrodetelna Druzhina, also referred to as Blagodetelna 
Druzhina [Beneficent Society], was established in Bucharest during 
the Crimean War under Russian auspices. Its original purpose was to 
assist Bulgarian refugees and students. By 1876 it had become the 
captive of the wealthy businessmen of the Bucharest Bulgarian com
munity. 

14. Mikhail Dimitrov, IIKomitet na starite," in B~lgariia: 
lOOOgodini (Sofiia: BAN, 1930), p. 762. 
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the rest of the Society's leadership moved into action rapidly. 

They called for a conference of Bulgarian leaders from within Turkey 

and from the emigre groups in Romania, Serbia and Russia to meet in 

Bucharest at the beginning of April 1867. At that conference the 

representatives agreed to the proposal and adopted a resolution, the 

5 April Protocol. Part of that protocol called for an uprising in-

side Bulgaria during June 1867. To demonstrate its sincerity to 

prince Mihail, the Benevolent Society fully equipped the chetas 15 of 

Panaiot Khitov (1830-1918) and Filip Totiu (1830-1907), both exper-

ienced insurgent leaders, and infiltrated them into Turkish territory 

later that same spring. 

In the midst of all this maneuvering arrived Liuben Karavelov, 

certainly not aware of most o! the negotiations, nor of Count Igna

tiev's role, nor of the 5 April Protocol, until after the fact. 

Nevertheless, months before he left Moscow, writing for the Russian 

paper, Golos, Karavelov seems to have sensed something new going on 

in the Balkans: 16 

All enslaved Slavs are turning their attention towards 
Mihail Obrenovic. Their hopes and dreams lie in a union of 
the Slays and on the assistance the liberated Serbians will 
give them • • • • Around him, as around Victor Emmanuel, will 
gather the Christians from all corners of the Turkish empire 

15. Ibid. The term cheta denotes an insurgent detachment 
of varying size. 

16. Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata na Liuben Karavelov 
[The Political Journalism of Liuben KaravelovJ (Sofiia: BAN, 1957), 
I, item #22, pp. 148-149, reprints Golos #271, 4 September 1866; 
hereinafter referred to as Publitsistikata. 



• • • Serbia represents for us a protective wing. There 
we will also find knowledge, counsel, an army and financing. 

We hope, brother Serbians, that you will not desert us, 
but will extend us a brotherly hand. The time has come for 
Bulgaria to begin rising from the dead. 
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Count Ignatiev was pleased with the 5 April Protocol, because 

it incorporated all that he had suggested, and more. Self-

satisfaction is evident in his message urging the Russian minister 

of foreign affairs in St. Petersburg to support it: l7 

••• because Prince Mihail's faith in us [Russia] and his 
estrangement from Austria are beyond question, and the 
Bulgarians represent only raw material. Without adequate 
cadres to establish an independent principality suggests 
that all Serbo-Bulgarian lands that are being considered 
for liberation from the Turkish yoke, should enter the 
established kingdom under the rule of Prince Mihail. 

Mihail Obrenovic and his advisers had serious reservations 

about the proposed agreement, and especially about the Russian machin-

ation behind it. The prince feared that the result could be the ex-

change of Turkish for Russian vassalage, something he intended to 

avoid. Moreover, he and his advisers were also not pleased with the 

specifics of the proposed union wherein the Bulgarians would be 

autonomous, and they found especial displeasure in the proposed ter-

ritorial boundaries, because they benefitted Bulgaria at Serbia's 

expense. 

Upon his arriv.al in Belgrade, it is most unlikely that Karav-

elov was privy to all the negotiations. He certainly must have 

17. Mikhail Dimitrov, "Komitet na starite," Bulgariia: ~OOO 
godini ["Committee of the Elders," Bulgaria: 100 Years] (Sofiia: 
BAN, 1930), p. 761. 
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become aware quickly that in Belgrade in February 1867 there were two 

main Serbian schools of thought about the solution to the eastern 

question. One line of thinking was fostered mainly by the Serbian 

youth organization Ujedinjena Srpska Omladina [United Serbian Youth] 

(generally referred to simply as Omladina) and by most of the non-

government intelligentsia. They envisioned a south Slav union of 

Serbia and Bulgaria wherein each member's national cultural identity 

would be mutually recognized, and the right to maintain it, assured. 

Such a partnership they considered to be the most formidable Slav 

front against the common foes, Austria and Turkey. For them there 

were no territorial conflicts. The other line of thinking, a Pan-

Serbian concept held by prince Mihail and his government, envisioned 

a dominant Serbia in any political structure proposed. This was the 

core of the Great Serbia circle's philosophy, with its leading pro

ponents being Ilja Garasanin (1812-1874), Milos Mi10jevic (1840-1876) 

and Panta Sretkovic (1834-1903), with whom Karavelov would have many 

polemical duels. Prince Mihai1, although a supporter of the Great 

Serbia idea, was most discreet in not lending it public support for 

fear of alienating the several Balkan Slavic nationalities he in

tended to absorb in~o that Great Serbia state.
18 

Liuben Karavelov appears to have had a curious premonition 

of these concepts years earlier while in Moscow. In 1861, in an 

18. Arnaudov, p. 234. 
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article, one of his earliest politico-literary attempts published in 

Georgi Rakovski's paper, Dunavski Lebed, he wrote: 19 

Several people of the Bulgarian and Serbian nations will 
establish an association in Belgrade. That association will 
concern itself with the welfare of the Bulgarians, as well 
as that of the Serbians. It will be the directing force of 
the south Slavs. The association will be similar to the 
Hungarian one founded in Torino by Klapka [George Klapka 
(1820-1892)J and Kossuth, or it will be similar to the Rus
sian one in London, established by Herzen. Such an associa
tion can impel the south Slavs forward and show them the way 
to a splendid future. The association will speak for the 
Bulgarian national clergy and for the nation. It will issue 
its own publication in the Bulgarian and Russian languages, 
or it will support the newspaper Dunavski Lebed. 

The publication must keep accurate records of all abuses 
by the Turks or the phanariots. It must carry articles of 
common Slavic interest in order that the brother Slavs get 
to know one another, to acquaint the Bulgarians with the 
other Slavs and vice versa. 

The association should establish contact with Moscow, 
Kiev, Warsaw, London, and in that way make the publication 
the organ of the Slavic movement. The direction of the pub
lication today is moderate. Its responsibility is to be the 
vanguard, and to support firmly every breakthrough. There, 
that's everything, the minimum of that which is most impor
tant and necessary for our Bulgaria • • • . 

Whether the association Karavelov discussed was the result of clair-

voyance, wishful thinking or whether he had some direct information 

about Georgi Rakosvki's establishment of the Privremenno B~lgarsko 

Nachalstvo [Provisional Bulgarian High Command] in 1862 in Belgrade 

for controlling revolutionary activity, is unknown. On the other 

19. Liuben Karaveloc, S~brani s~chineniia [Collected Works], 
ed. Tsveta Undzhieva et al. (Sofiia: Btlgarski Pisatel, 1968), VIII, 
pp. 568-575. Originallywritten in Rus'sian under the title "Chern 
mozhno pomoch bolgaram?" [What Will Help the Bulgarians?], used here 
is a reprint of the Bulgarian version that Karavelov wrote and pub
lished in 1873 under the Bulgarian form of the title: ItS kakvo da 
se pomogne na bulgarete?" 
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hand, Karavelov may well have been imitating Nikolai Chernyshevskii 

(whom he admired) who published a similar article, "Chto nuzhno 

narodu?" [What do the People Need?], in Alexander Herzen's periodi-

20 cal, Kolokol [The Bell], which proved to be a very popular revolu-

tionary tract for Chernyshevsk~i. 

The reservations that prince Mihail and his advisors had 

about the Russian inspired Serbo-Bulgarian union led the prince to 

assure himself of other options by concluding a secret agreement with 

Romania in January 1868. Turkey's weakness and its difficulties with 

the Crete revolt of 1866, the Austrian defeat at the hands of the 

Prussians that same year at Koniggratz, and Mihail's obvious discom-

fort with the Serbo-Bulgarian union, induced Romania to realize an 

opportunity to gain a little more independence from Turkey by join-

ing with Serbia and refusing to pay any further tribute to the sul-

tan. In the agreement Mihail saw an opportunity to assure himself 

eventual territorial gains, while Romania viewed it as an assurance 

that if Turkey responded militarily to Bucharest's refusal to pay 

its tribute, the combined forces of Romania and Serbia would present 

a respectable force with which the Turkish government would have to 

reckon. If, on the other hand, TUl"i<ish forces were to overwhelm 

the Serbo-Romanians, the latter could invoke the provisions of the 

Treaty of Paris (1856), by which the great powers had guaranteed 

20. Alexander Herzen, Kolokol lThe BellJ (London-Geneva: 
Volnaiya Russkaia Tipografiia 1857-1867), issue #102, (I July 1861). 
This is a bound collection published in Moscow: Faksimilnoe 
Izdatel'stvo, Akademiia Nauk, SSSR, 1962-1964. 
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the security and the integrity of the principalities of MOldavia, 

Wallachia and Serbia. Romania also had territorial ambitions which 

she hoped to realize with the help of the agreement with Serbia, as 

Article 8 of that accord attests: 21 

If providence blesses their efforts and gives them the 
free disposition of territories removed from Ottoman domi
nation, the two Contracting Parties will make the follow
ing arrangements between them: 

The islands forming the delta of the Danube and the 
eastern region of Bulgaria, bounded by Ruschuk and Varna on 
the one side, and the Black Sea on the other, will be an
nexed and reunited with Romania in perpetuity. 

Old Serbia, Bosnia, Hercegovina and Bulgaria, except the 
region of this province attached to Romania, will be annexed 
and reunited with Serbia in perpetuity. 

As we have seen, when Liuben Karavelov arrived in Belgrade 

early in 1867, dramatic changes had occurred in Serbia and in the 

Balkans during his ten year stay in Russia. In addition, he set-

tIed in Belgrade at the time when many politico-military machina-

tions were in full swing. He could not have been aware of most of 

the proposals and agreements, but that is not to say that he was out 

of touch with affairs in the Balkans while in Russia. It is evident 

that he kept abreast of political and literary news from the south. 

In an article for the Russian newspaper Moskovskie Vedomosti, en-

titled "Iz b~lgariiall [From Bulgaria], Karavelov pointed out to his 

Russian readers that since the end of the Crimean War (1856) Roman 

Catholic and Protestant proselytizing was making Bulgaria an area of 

21. Stavrianos, p. 286, extracted from E. Engelhardt, 
"La Confederation Balcaniques," Revue d'Histoire Diplomatique, IV 
(1892), pp. 36-39. 
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religious propaganda wars. Led ~inly by Jesuits under the aegis of 

France and Poland, the religious campaigns in Bulgaria were anti-

Russian in purpose. The gist of the Jesuit message aimed at the 

22 simple Bulgarian peasantry was: 

If you want to safeguard yourselves from Russian maniacs, 
from the Greek phanariot clergy and from the Turkish govern
ment • • . your only salvation lies in cooperation with the 
French emperor, and such cooperation can come about only if 
you become Catholics or at least Uniates • • •• 

In explaining the nature of the religious campaigns in his homeland, 

Karavelov launched into an evaluation of the Bulgarian native press. 

In so doing, he singled out four of the main papers and evaluated 

them by the level of the language used, by the nature of their edi-

torial policy and even by their individual subscription rates. Only 

a regular reader would have such details on hand. 

Not being aware of prince Mihail's plans, trusting and almost 

ncl1';ely believing in his own publicist theme of true Balkan Slavic 

brotherhood, Karavelov supported the Serbo-Bulgarian dualism from the 

22. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 32-24, reprints 
the article from Moskovskie Vedomosty #107, 15 May 1864, in Bulgarian 
translation. 

The religious propaganda war, though led by Catholics, showed 
a strong Protestant effort as well. The American Evangelical Society 
began publishing the Bulgarian language periodical Zornitsa [Morning 
Star] in Braila (28 January 1864-22 July 1864), edited by Khristo 
Vaklidov, and in Constantinople (Jan 1864-1944), at first edited by 
American Missionary Dr. Albert Long. A Bulgarian language daily 
newspaper, same name, began publication in Constantinople in Feb
ruary 1876 under the auspices (If th2 American Bible Society, con
tinuing until September 1944. Its first editor was an American 
missionary, T. L. Byington. 
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outset, with a deep and sincere faith in his Serbian kinsmen. That 

faith was liot blind and baseless. Karavelov had concluded many years 

before that the Balkan Slavs in general, and Bulgaria in particular, 

needed Serbia as the leader in any successful liberation movement, 

because it was the sole organized Slavic state with a functioning 

government, an armed force and the ability to acquire the necessary 

arms and equipment for a successful revolt. Almost from the day of 

his arrival in Belgrade, his circle of close daily contacts con

sisted of activists of the Serbian Omladina and the non-governmental 

Serbian intelligentsia. From them he could have gotten only the 

impression of a true feeling of Serbo-Bulgarian fraternity. Any 

doubts in his mind would certainly have been allayed by his Omla

dina friends. Soon, however, Karavelov came into contact with mem

bers of the Serbian government, predominantly adherents to the Great 

Serbia concept, which initiated a much more sober, realistic view 

in his articles of the official Serbo-Bulgarian attitudes in Bel

grade. Within less than a year he would suffer two formal expul

sions from the Serbian principality. 

Belgrade: Mission of Revoluation? 

Liuben Karavelov arrived in Belgrade some time in early 

February 1867 according to a letter from Liuben's brother Petko 

(apparently still in residence at the Universi~y of Moscow), dated 

8 February 1867, to Marin Drinov. In the letter Petko reported 

that Liuben had left Moscow via Belgrade for "Turkish 
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territory. ,,23 Why Karavelov chose to go to the Serbian capital from 

Mbscow has evolved into an academic dispute since the mid-1960s, when 

there was a significant entry of Soviet historians into research of 

the Moscow activities of Liuben Karavelov. They delved into Liuben's 

Russian journalistic and literary efforts and into his personal Rus-

sian correspondence. As a result of that research, the question has 

been raised as to whether Karavelov chose to relocate in Belgrade spe-

cifically to implement the organizing, arming, training and leading of 

Bulgarian insurgent chetas across the Serbo-Turkish borders in an armed 

bid to liberate his fatherland; or, did he relocate there to drum up 

support for his dream of establishing a federation of states in the 

Balkans with which to assure Bulgaria's liberation? That federation, 

depending on its constituent membership, appeared under several labels. 

A Bulgaro-Serbo-Croatian federation was called the South Slav Federa-

tion and, when neighboring non-Slav Romania was included, it became 

the Danube Federation; whereas, if Greece and Albania were brought in, 

it was labeled the Balkan or Eastern Federation. Karavelov's models 

were to be that of the United States of America and that of Switzer-

land. 

Krumka Sharova, a professor in the department of history of the 

University of Sofia, and a current researcher and writer on Liuben 

contends that Karave10v left Moscow in late 1866 with the specific 

23. 
article by 
stituta za 
Journal of 
p. 123. 

Arnaudov, p. 222, quotes from the letter included in an 
Ilia Konev, "Liuben Karavelov v surbiia," Izvestiia na In
B~lgarskata Literatura ["Liuben Karavelov in Serbia," 
the Institute of Bulgarian Literature], kniga III, (1955), 



objective of preparing and conducting active revolutionary strikes 

against the Turks.
24 

His education in Moscow, the revolutionary in-

fluencesof Chernyshevskii, Herzen, Bakunin, Nechaev and others, con-
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cludes Sharova, had made of Liuben Karavelov a consummate revolutionary 

activist. The majority of Karavelov's biographers have maintained 

that he was not a rifle-wielding physical revolutionary, but rather an 

intellectual democrat and reformer who fought his battles with ideas 

and words. We will see more of that facet of Karavelov in subsequent 

pages. For the moment, let us examine professor Sharova's syllogism 

in arriving at her conclusion that Karavelov came to Belgrade to wage 

active revolution against Turkey. Based on a letter, dated 11 February 

1867, Karavelov allegedly wrote to A. A. Khovans~i, publisher of the 

periodical Filologicheskie Zapisky [Philological Notes], in Voronezh, 

Russia, Sharova is convinced that he spent most of the month of Jan-

uary 1867 touring Dalmatia and other areas of the western Balkan penin

sula. 25 The letter from which she arrives at this conclusion and 

begins her deductive process, was the subject of an article by V. P. 

Korshunova and M. M. Sitkovetskaia, Soviet researchers in 1957. 26 

24. Krurnka Sharova, Liuben Karavelov i bulgarskoto osvobodi
telno dvizhenie 1860-1867 [Liuben Karavelov and the Bulgarian Libera
tion Movement" 1860-1867] (Sofiia: Nauki i Izkustvo, 1970), p. 23. 

25. Sharova, p. 106. Dalmatia, it should be noted, was not 
Turkish territory. Petko Karavelov stated that his brother went via 
Belgrade "to Turkish territory," see p.69, above. 

26. Sharova, p. 117, paraphrases from V. P. Korshunova and 
M. M. Sitkovetskaia, "Pi sma Liubena Karavelova," Istoricheskii Arkhiv 
["Letters of Liuben Karavelov," Historical Archives], kniga 6 (1957). 
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In 1970, when she published her monograph, pruiessor Sharova noted 

" • • • the letter has not been sufficiently evaluated nor used in 

27 
historical research." There is evidence that Karavelov arrived in 

Belgrade in early February 1867,28 and there is no question that Karave

lov wrote an article for publisher Khovanskii;29 but there is serious 

doubt about the assumptions and deductions Sharova makes from this in-

sufficiently evaluated letter. For example: "What attracted Karave10v 

to Dalmatia?" she asks. Her response: "Dalmatia is very close to 

Italy. We know Liuben was aware of Garibaldi's interest in the Balkans, 

and was hoping for the Italian liberator's aid in Bulgaria's quest for 

freedom." Sharova's rationale continues along solid geographic lines, 

namely, that Dalmatia is contiguous to Bosnia, Hercegovina, Croatia 

30 and Montenegro. She notes further that the European and Slav press 

were avidly following Garibaldi's movements, and it was not coinci-

dental that in early February 1867, while Garibaldi's son Ricciotti 

was on a mission to Greece, Garibaldi himself was reported by the press 

to be touring the northeast provinces of Italy, having recently been 

in Florence and Venice. 31 From this gossamer web Krumka Sharova con-

cludes that Liuben Karavelov could very well have met with Garibaldi 

27. Sharova, p. 105. 

28. See page 69, above. 

29. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, item #24, pp. 155-164, re
prints the original Russian article in Filologicheskie Zapiski, Jan
uary 1867. 

30. Sharova, pp. 105-107. 

31. Ibid. 



to coordinate the Italian's activities with those that Karavelov had 

come to Belgrade to accomplish. 
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To be sure, anything is possible, but in this case, is it 

probable? Karavelov already had his article in Filologicheskie Zapiski 

published in January and needed no further selling of his product. Why 

would Karavelov want to impress or ingratiate himself with Khovanskii 

since he already was fully employed as foreign correspondent for both 

Golosand Moskovskie Vedomosti upon his arrival in Belgrade? Why write 

to a publisher, with whom he was not at all close, about a Dalmatian 

stay, but not write about it to his brother or his close friends? 

Moreover, had Karavelov been the mission-oriented revolutionary acti

vist as portrayed by Krumka Sharoya, why would he not have used the 

fact that he had met with the great Italian revolutionary? As a 

stranger, a newcomer in Belgrade, with the supposed mission of active 

revolution, would it not have boosted Karavelov's success in recruiting 

men and money having it known that he had conferred with Garibaldi? If 

the press was able to keep up with Garibaldi as easily and freely as 

Sharova maintains, there would then have been no concern on the part of 

Karavelov of breeching the Italian's security. A Karavelov-Garibaldi 

meeting in January-February 1867 seems unlikely, especially in view of 

no apparent Karavelov reference to such an event. 

Professor Sharova further contends that "at the time of the up

risings in Crete (1866), Russia, as did the other great powers, showed 
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opposition to Garibaldi's influence •••• ,,32 This distrust of 

Garibaldi's influence in the Balkans, Sharova believes, may have re-

suIted in the editing out of Golos articles anything pertaining to 

Garibaldi and his revolutionary activities. 33 This contention is in-

consistent with several facts. Although it is true that "temporary 

regulations" by the government of Alexander II in 1865 included a new 

censorship law which remained in force until 1905, it is also true 

that St. Petersburg and Moscow newspaper editors were privileged with 

exemptions from preliminary censorship. Even though bureaucratic 

pressure on the editors after 1865 was comparatively heavy through 

the imposition of taboo subjects, it is evident that Garibaldi was not 

one of those subjects. Karavelov wrote several articles in Golos dur-

ing the fall of 1866 in which the Italian is prominently featured. 

For example, in an article lauding prince Mihail of Serbia, Karavelov 

editorialized about the fact that the prince would be a rallying point 

for the Balkan Slavs, a "Serbian Victor Emmanuel to a Slavic Gari

baldi •••• ,,34 Since the editors of the St. Petersburg and Moscow 

newspapers were their own censors, with punitive consequences should 

32. Sharova, pp. 104-105. 

33. Ibid. 

34. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 148-149, item #22, re
prints the article from Golos #271, 4 September 1866. 



they violate a taboo subject, many other Karavelov articles would 

certainly have appeared without comments such as this: 35 

• • • General Garibaldi wants to help both Greeks and Slavs, 
and it appears that he has already begun to dispatch a few 
volunteers into Greece and Montenegro. He himself is to ar
rive in the Balkans with his son this spring • • •• 

Sharova's thesis that Karavelov may have been subject to 

censorship is also inconsistent with the temperamental nature of 

Liuben Karavelov. He adamantly opposed any alterations to or tamper-

ing with his articles and reports. His fiercely independent journal-

ist attitude would have driven him to resign as correspondent were his 

articles subject to editorial censorship. An illustration in point 

is his lette~ to the editor of the Russian periodical Iliustrirovan-

naia Gazeta [Illustrated Gazette], Vladimir R. Zotov. In the letter 

Karavelov sent instructions for an article he had submitted, "Bulgar-

36 ski insurgenti" [Bulgarian Insurgents]: 

Dear Sir: 
I am sending you a small note about the pictures of the 

Bulgarian insurgents. I would like to send you similar notes, 
a variety of pictures, portrait type and others, but under 
the following conditions: 1) you must send me your periodi
cal gratis; 2) correct my articles, but do not abridge 
ili~ •••• 

35. Karavelov, SUbrani suchineniia, VII, p. 34, reprints the 
article from Golos #314, 25 November 1866 in Bulgarian translation. 
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36. Ibid., IX, p. 500, reprints a Bulgarian translation of 
the original Russian letter, dated Belgrade, 6 July 1867. The Russian 
original is on file in Arkhiv Instituta Russkoi Literatury, Akademiia 
Nauk, SSSR, Pushkinski Dom, arkhiv V. R. Zotov, fond 548, Ope I, #325. 



In essence, Karavelov was insisting that he would accept corrections 

of any faulty Russian grammar or vocabulary, but would not tolerate 

any alterations to the content of his articles. He did this at a 

time when his finances were far from stable, and he certainly had 

need for money. It is doubtful that Karavelov would have agreed to 
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major alterations to or censoring of any of his articles by any of the 

publications to which he contributed. As a matter of record, as we 

shall see later, Karavelov suffered pride of authorship to a fault; 

he rejected the editorship of the Bucharest based newspaper, Otech

estvo [Fatherland], in July 1869 because his would-be employers al

tered an article he had written. 37 Such a man would not likely accept 

censoring from anyone. 

From Karavelov's Omladina connections professor Sharova 

weaves yet another delicate strand to tie him to a predetermined mis

sion of conducting direct revolutionary activity from Belgrade against 

the Turks. She insists that a group of Serbian students in St. Peters

burg formed the Srbska Obstina [Serbian Community] in the spring of 

1866. It supposedly was a branch of the newly organized Ujedinjenja 

Srpska Omladina [United Serbian Youth] at Novi Sad in the Voivodina 

during 1866. Sharova involves Karavelov with the St. Petersburg and 

Novi Sad organizations by means of a series of assumptions. She 

37. See pp. 155-159 below for further discussion. 
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cites Zastava [Banner] ,38 organ of the Serbian Liberal Party and of 

the Omladina, which reported that among the members of the St. Peters

burg Srbska Ob;tina were three Russians and one Bulgarian, and that 

two of those four left for Belgrade during November-December 1866. 39 

Karavelov, she suggests, also departed Moscow for Belgrade at 

about that time and could very well have been that one Bulgarian mem-

ber. Another tie between Karavelov, the St. Petersburg organization 

and a direct revolutionary mission is fashioned by Sharova with the 

aid of a letter from Jovan Drec. Writing for the executive committee 

of the St. Petersburg Srbska Obstina, Drec addresses Liuben Karavelov 

40 directly in the letter, and asks: 

What is the attitude there [Belgrad~? Tell me, from the 
outward signs can you determine whether they are thinking, 
woyking and preparing something serious? 

From this letter Sharova assumes that Karavelov had been sent by the 

St. Petersburg Srbska Obstina as its agent to participate in what they 

anticipated as the imminent uprising aginst the Turks. Neither Drec 

nor Sharova further define the "they" in Belgrade or the "something 

38. Zastava was first published in Budapest during 1866; in 
Novi Sad from 1867-1925. Its first editor and publisher was Dr. Sveto
zar Miletic. It was co-organ with Srbija of the Omladina. Srbija was 
published in Belgrade (1867-1870) by Vladimir Jovanovic, edited by 
Liubomir Kalevic, later in 1875, minister president of Serbia. 

39. Sharova, p. 126, paraphrases from an article in Zastava 
#102, 9 November 1867. 

40. Ibid., pp. 127-128, extracted and translated this pas
sage into Bulgarian from the Serbian letter, dated St. Petersburg, 
3 March 1867. The original letter is on file iu the Serbian State 
Archives (Belgrade) in the collection "pokloni i odkupi," fond /170. 
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serious." It is apparent that Sharova concludes that the "they" are 

the revolutionary activists and the "something serious" is a full 

blown revolution. It should be borne in mind that the various Serbian 

youth organizations united and met at Novi Sad in their first congress 

in August of 1866, and had scheduled their second one for Belgrade in 

August of 1867. 41 Drec may well have been inquiring about that second 

congress. None of the announced aims and goals of the United Serbian 

Youth could in any way be construed as being revolutionary.42 

Furthering the thesis that Karavelov had come to Belgrade on 

a specific mission to coordinate revolutionary activity from the 

Serbian capital, Sharova points to the fact that one of the top priori-

ties for Karavelov was to begin publication of a political newspaper. 

Why this should have been such a high priority matter she does not ex-

plain. There were already two political papers, Zastava in Novi Sad 

and Srbija in Belgrade serving as organs for the Omladina and the 

Serbian Liberal Party. The Belgrade government denied Karavelov's 

request for a permit to publish a Bulgarian language paper in Bel-

grade, and Zastava's editor, Dr. Svetozar Miletic, criticized the 

Serbian government for refusing to allow Liuben Karavelov "a patriot, 

a promoter of Bulgarian-Serbian friendship to publish a newspaper in 

41. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: Biografiia [Liuben 
Karavelov: Biography] (Sofiia: BAN, 1959), p. 102, hereinafter re
ferred to as Biografiia. 

42. Jovan Skerlic, Omladina i njerna knji~evnost [The Omla
dina and its Literature] (Beograd: Izdavacka KnjiZarnica Napredak, 
1925), pp. 92-93. 
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,,43 
his native language. One very logical reason for denying Karavelov 

such a permit was the concern of the Great Serbia adherents for their 

aim of absorbing the Bulgarians in a future Serbian state. A Bulgarian 

language newspaper in the hands of Liuben Karavelov would have been a 

serious threat to that aim, because although he supported a Serbo-

Bulgarian union, he would be fanning the nationalistic awakening of 

the Bulgarians. 

Professor Sharova, it seems, is straining to fit assumptions, 

as well as disjointed bits and pieces of information into a mosaic 

wi~h which to support her thesis that Karavelov came to Belgrade from 

his ten year stay in Russia with a specific mission to organize, co-

ordinate and support active revolution against the Turks across 

Serbian borders. Sharova, as other Soviet and Bulgarian Marxist his-

torians, persists in depicting Liuben Karavelov as an active revolu-

tionary, a precursor of the Bulgarian Marxist socialist revolution, 

and not as an intellectual, theoretical reformer and republican, as 

he is painted by pre-Marxist Bulgarian historians. However, in none 

of Karavelov's literary and journalistic efforts while in Belgrade, 

nor in his personal correspondence is there a positive clue that revo-

lutionary action was his bent upon arriving in the Serbian capital. 

On the contrary, as we shall see, his writing and his personal ac-

tivities seem to point in the opposite direction. 

43. Sharova, p. 130, quotes and paraphrases from articles in 
Zastava #89 and #95, 24 September and 15 October 1867, respectively. 
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Liuben Karavelov: Promoter of New Ideas 

From the start, Karavelov became a social, political and 

intellectual celebrity in Belgrade, readily befriending the Serbian 

Omladina leaders, . Liubomir Kalevic, editor of Serbija (1867-1970), 

Svetozar Miletic, editor of Zastava, Olimpii Vasilevic, Milan Janko-

vic, Stojan Boskovic and others. Liuben impressed the younger mem-

bers of the Omladina particularly, because he had just arrived from 

Russia and because of his acquaintance with their favorites; Cherny-

shevskii, Herzen,Dobroliubov, Pisarev, Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenevand 

others. Many of these young members left their impressions of "the 

professor of political agreement," as Todor Markovic characterized 

Karavelov, because of Liuben's habit of trying to reconcile opposing 

political views by a series of logical arguments. Referring to these 

younger members of the Omladina, Markovic recalls: 44 

With Karavelov they were like brothers. His [Karavelov's] 
written songs went from hand to hand, and along the streets 
they sang his songs, alluding to the prjnce and the ruling 
authorities, and upon the whole bureaucracy of that time. 
They looked with scorn upon high offices, the big salaries, 
and felt themselves fully enslaved • • • • 

45 
A contemporary, Konstantin Velickov, described Karavelov as: 

• very energentic, an original man, full of temperament, 
with a visage of a Tamerlane, a clear white face, a thick 
black beard and curly black hair. He aroused general interest. 

44. Arnaudov, p. 232, translates and quotes from Todor Markovic, 
"Liuben Karavelov u Srpskoi knjizevnosti," Srpski Knjizevni Glasnik 
["Liuben Karavelov in Serbian Literature," The Serbian Literary 
Herald], XXIV, #5 (1910), p. 358. 

45. Ibid., p. 233, extracts from Konstantin Velickov, Povesti, 
razkazi. spomeni [Novels, Narratives, Memoirs] (Sofiia: 1911), p. 259. 



For several days on end he would work untiringly, and then 
,for several nights in a row he would celebrate with friends. 
His exultant spirit revealed a man of rare talents and great 
capabilities. 

Petur Ivan Berkovski, a revolutionary and seminarian in Be1-

46 grade in 1867, appraised Liuben Karavelov forthrightly: 

I remember well that Karavelov criticized the new Serbian 
literature from the beginning, which he did with skillful im
partiality. Thanks to that, he became acquainted with Serbian 
learned men and highly placed persons. He even became ac
quainted with the prince, Mihail Obrenovic, who was active in 
literature and supported it. This literary criticism by 
Karavelov brought about a total coup in Serbian literature. 

Moreover, Berkovski had strong impressions of the meetings of the 

Belgrade Bulgarians, where: 47 

. • • the great Bulgarian just arrived from Russia held 
sway. His reputation in Belgrade as a scholar and writer who 
embodied everything honorable and Bulgarian, impressed us 
students with his idealism, which he matched to his practi
cality. He discussed with us constitutions and republican 
forms of government that more advanced nations had instituted. 
The students just voted him our political messiah. 
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Berkovski further described how conversations were held in the 

yard of Karavelov's home with students and other Bulgarians sitting 

around in a circle, listening to Karavelov expound animatedly on the 

European political situation and the situation inside Bulgaria. At 

the time, Berkovski compared his favorite teacher, Nikola Purvanov, 

to Liuben Karavelov. "Karavelov was hot blooded, belligerent, while 

46. Ibid., p. 223, quotes at length from Petur I. Berkovski, 
Iz vUzpominanIata mi [From my Recollections] (Sofiia: 1894), pp. 33-34. 

47. Ibid. 



P~rvanov was mild mannered and pacifistic, espousing the slogan: 

"First education, then liberation.,,48 

Jovan Skerlic, Serbian literary historian, credited Liuben 

with a noticeable impact on Serbia, "because the brother Bulgarian 

had a significant influence on the young Serbian spirits who were 

looking for new things and changes.,,49 

Dimit~r Marinov, another Belgrade seminarian from Bulgaria, 

wrote of his impressions of Liuben Karavelov: 50 

I was then a 24-year old youth, and the political situa
tion of the Bulgarian nation troubled me. Liuben made me a 
captive proponent of Bulgaro-Serbian rapprochement, even 
under a dualist form of state under the Serbian crown. Liuben 
fostered a republican form of government, while Panaiot 
Khitov and Bai Ilio, both veteran voivodas, were for monarchy. 
I became a republican radical for a Bulgaro-Serbian dual state, 
as a republic, but with each member state having its own ad
ministration and its own government. 

From these contemporary appraisals it is clear that Liuben Karavelov 
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captivated the Serbian and Bulgarian young men of letters in Belgrade. 

Such success is not accomplished during only one or two conversations 

or discussions, but must have been the result of a very active lite-

rary, social, political and academic schedule. In none of the evalua-

tions, however, is there any indication of active revolutionary 

48. Ibid. 

49. Jovan Skerli~, p. 238. 

50. Arnaudov, p. 243, quotes from Dimit~r Marinov, "Stefan 
Stambolov i noveishata ni istoriia," 'Letopis naB~lgarskata Knizhovna 
Druzhina ["Stefan Stambolov and Our Latest History," Annals of the 
Bulgarian Literary Society], IV, (1909), p. 38. In 1911 the Kniz
hovna Druzhina became the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences [Bu1garskata 
Akademiia na Naukite]. 
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recruiting, soliciting, or in any other way plotting and planning to 

cross the border leading an insurgent group in armed attack against 

the Turks. Instead, we get the picture of a persuader, a thinker, a 

debater, a teacher expounding a few basic concepts--Slavic unity. 

Serbo-Bulgarian kinship, republicanism and progress. 

During the 1866-1868 period, prince Mihail Obrenovic, taking 

advantage of Turkish difficulties with the Cretan uprising (1866) and 

the fact that Austria's decisive defeat at Koniggratz at the hands of 

Prussia made it unlikely it would be able to help Turkey, convinced 

the European great powers to induce the Turkish government to evacuate 

its last garrisons from Serbia. With great ceremony the last of the 

Turkish forces departed from Belgrade in April 1867 amid wild local 

jubilation. Serbia also concluded a series of secret treaties; with 

Montenegro in September 1866, with Romania in May 1867 and with Greece 

in August 1867. 

In order to press his advantage further in planning coordi-

nated military action against Turkey during 1868, prince Mihail ex-

tended an invitation to the Belgrade Bulgarian community to establish 

the Second Bulgarian Legion, to be logistically supported and trained 

by the Serbian army. Although reluctant because of Serbian duplicity 

with the First Bulgarian Legion in 1861-1862, Georgi Rakovski finally 

accepted the invitation and took command of the legion in 1867. 51 He 

accepted despite his distrust of the Serbian government, because it 

51. Mikhail Dimitrov, Sbornik: Bulgariia 1000 godini 
[Symposium: Bulgaria 1000 Years] (Sofiia: BAN, 1930), p. 769. 
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provided an opportunity once again to train Bulgarian military 

leaders, and because the Bulgarian Benevolent Society in Bucharest 

had experienced a severe shortage of some 100-200 trained leaders for 

the insurgent chetas they had equipped and dispatched into Bulgaria 

in accordance with their agreement in the 5 April Protoco1.
52 

The 

Legion and its new Belgrade training center drew hundreds of Bulgarian 

youths into its ranks, including Vasil Levski, Kiriak Tsankov, Dimit~r 

Obshti, Mikhail Grekov, Khristo Ivanov Golemiat and Angel K~nchev--

young men who were to cut a glorious swath through Bulgaria's libera-

tion movement i~ years to follow. Count Ignatiev and Russian Pan-Slav 

interests at that time were bent on establishing a strong Slav force 

in the Balkans to block Austrian aspirations of expansion to Salonika. 

Despite Mihail Obrenovic's diplomatic and military prepara-

tions, Serbia's military strength in mid-1867 was as yet woefully 

weak, mainly the result of a lack of trained and capable officers.
53 

Realizing this fundamental weakness, prince Mihail seems to have sue-

cumbed to the conciliation efforts of Austria-Hungary intended to 

54 create an obstacle to Russian designs in the Balkans, and to aid 

52. See page 62, above. 

53. Slobodan Jovanovic, Druga vlada Milosa i Mihaila [The 
Two Reigns of Milosh and }1ikhail] (Beograd: G. Kon, 1933), pp. 171-
173. 

54. The main efforts were carried out in the programs of 
Friedrich von Beust, foreign minister and Gyula Andrassy, the Hungar
ian foreign minister, to strengthen Austria-Hungary's position vis-a
vis Bismarck's Germany and to improve Hungary's position in her sea 
of south Slavs. 
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Austria in planning to settle the score for Koniggratz by establishing 

friendlier relations with as many states as possible. Through Serbia, 

Austria also was seeking to draw closer to the desired entente with 

France. With the departure of the last Turkish forces from Serbian 

territory, Mihail had attained a major goal and as a consequence, the 

need to apply ever stronger pressure on Turkey had passed. As in 1862, 

so now again in 1868, prince Mihail found the existence of a Bulgarian 

legion in Belgrade no longer an asset to his plans, but rather a lia-

bility. He promptly withdrew all support and summarily evicted the 

Bulgarian legion in early April 1868, to the consternation of the Bul-

garians in Serbia and in Romania. A letter from Khristo Georgiev of 

the conservative Bucharest-based Benevolent Society to his confidant, 

Naiden Gerov, in Plovdiv, illustrates how completely disenchanted 

Georgiev, himself, had become with the Serbian political machinations 

and the shabby treatment of the Bulgarian legion members: 55 

Our brothers, the Serbians, are acting very much like 
asses. As they sidle up to the Turks, it is obvious that 
they have become obligated to expel the Bulgarian lads from 
the military school. There is just nothing better to be 
expected of them, tribal brothers or not. 

Panaiot Khitov, enjoying a Serbian pension in Belgrade, was equally 

disillusioned and henceforth was distrustful of both Serbians and 

55. Naiden Gerov, Iz arkhiva na Naiden Gerov [From the Ar
chives of Naiden Gerov] ed. T. Panchev, (Sofiia: BAN, 1911), I, p. 284. 
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Russians: "Serbian lands seem to extend to God knows where. Salonika 

is now part of old Serbia. v 56 
Bulgaria is only from Turnovo to Varna." 

Liuben Karavelov mentioned the Second Bulgarian Legion in his 

articles only indirectly during its short life, referring to it sim-

ply as "a military school in Belgrade, which many Bulgarians ••• are 

attending ... 57 Not until after the Serbian government had ordered the 

legion disbanded did he specifically call it the Bulgarian Legion: 58 

The Serbian government is exhibiting a very bad attitude 
towards the Bulgarian Legion in Belgrade by forcing it to. dis
band and causing the scattering of the nearly destitute mem
bers outside the Serbian principality. 

Throughout his Belgrade stay, Karavelov's personal activities 

suggest that he was not engaged in an active revolutionary role. Upon 

his arrival in February 1867, he immediately became directly involved 

in Serbian Omladina and Bulgarian community affairs, constantly propa-

gating Slavic unity, Serbo-Bulgarian solidarity and dualism in a 

future federation. By October 1867 Karavelov was again in dire finan-

cial difficulty. Moreover, he was ordered deported from the Serbian 

principality by the chief of police of Belgrade, Mihail Barlovac, 

56. Arnaudov, p. 244, quotes Panaiot Khitov, Moeto putuvane 
po Stara Planina [My Travels along the Balkan Mountains], ed. Alek
sandur Burmov, (Sofiia: BAN, 1940), pp. 28-29; p. 32. 

57. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, item #28, pp. 341-342, re
prints an article from Golas #324, 6 November 1867; see also item #87, 
pp. 357-360, reprint of-an-8rticle from Golas #60, 9 February 1868. 

58. Ibid., item #92, pp. 367-371, reprint of an article 
from Golas #9r:-T0 March 1868. 
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acting for the minister of interior, Khristic. 59 Karave10v had become 

an irritant to the Great Serbian plans of minister president I1ja 

Garasanin (1812-1874). Garasanin had concluded secret treaties with 

Montenegro, Romania and Greece on a state to state basis, but the 

signatories had regarded Bulgaria merely as a Serbian province to be 

absorbed by Greece and Serbia after liberation. Karave10v however, 

in his close association with the Omladina, had publicized in speeches 

and in articles his concept of a federation of Serbia and Bulgaria as 

co-equal partner states. Equally undesirable to Great Serbia plans 

was Karavelov's Bulgarian nationalist agitation, i.e., his efforts 

at arousing Bulgarian national consciousness. In short, Karavelov's 

federation propaganda clashed directly with Garasanin's plans. Spe-

cifical1y, Karavelov was accused of being an agitator with the Om1a-

dina, of consorting with exiled Bulgarian revolutionaries and with , 
having urged the Bulgarian nation to revolution in a proclamation he 

had written. In a letter to AndreiA. Kraevskii (1810-1889), publisher 

59. Chief protagonists in Karavelov's deportation were 
Nikola Khristic and the minister of education, . Kosta Cukic, as is 
evident from Karavelov's article in Golos #295, 6(?) October 1867, 
in which he charges that the two ministers were engaging in anti
Omladina action. See Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, item #79, reprint 
of the article from Golos #295, pp. 330-331. 



of the Moscow daily newspaper Golos, Karavelov confirms part of the 

accusations as he unburdens himself: 60 

My dear Mr. Andrei Aleksandrovich! 
If you have not as yet forwarded me the money, please do so, 

in care of Dr. Militec in Novi Sad (Austria). I leave Bel
grade today. If only the Hungarians do not also exile me. 
That is very possible. No matter what happens, we will con
tinue what we have started. • • • Everything indicates that 
Slavic unity must be realized, despite all failures and exile. 
It is just a shame that they persecute people whom they should 
thank. I'm leaving with two rubles in my pockets. Whatever 
is to be? Two days ago they discharged professor Kujundzhic 
from the lyceum; today he leaves with me, as will professor 
Gersic, who was exiled earlier. 

I am accused of having participated in last summer's Bul
garian uprisings and of having written proclamations to the 
Bulgarians. If they exile me from Austria, I will go to Wal
achia and will continue what has been begun, nevertheless. 

Your Karavelov 

It should be remembered that the Bucharest Bulgarian Benevo-

lent Society had agreed in its 5 April Protocol to launch insurgent 

chetas into Bulgaria during summer 1867. 61 Karavelov was not associ-

ated with that organization in any way. Karavelov, however, did at-

tack the Belgrade government, its ministers, its tyrannical rule, its 

censorship and anti-Slav attitudes through a series of articles in 

60. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, pp. 500-501. Used 
here is a Bulgarian translation of the original Russian langauge let
ter. A photocopy of the original is on file in Istoricheski Institut 
na BAN, sektsiia "wzrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 468/1950; see also 
Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, p. 143 for reprint of the original, 
dated 11 October 1867. 

61. See page 62, above. 
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62 Golos. His deportation order was sharply attacked by the Serbian 

63 64 Liberal Party organ, Zastava: 

Karavelov, a learned man, honorable and a patriot, who is 
fond of Serbia, knows how the fate of Serbia and Bulgaria are 
tied together. And the Serbian governments deports such a man! 

89 

Regardless of the circumstances or the reasons for Karavelov's 

exile from the Serbian principality on 11 October 1867, it obviously 

was of short duration, because he was back in Belgrade before the end 

of the year. There seems to be no specific evidence at hand to explain 

the short stay in Novi Sad, but Mikhail Arnaudov credits "friends of 

Karavelov" for cutting it short. 65 Those "friends" are not further 

identified, but the fact that they were able to get the deportation 

order rescinded within only ninety days indicates a group, or indivi-

dual, with significant political influence in Belgrade. It is reason-

able to assume that they were probably members of the opposition 

Serbian Liberal Party in the skupstina attending the second Omladina 

congress. That congress opened in August, and had not yet adjourned 

by October 1867. 66 The fact that prince Mihail and his minister 

62. Golos #214, 7 August 1867; #231, 21 August 1867; #242. 
12 August 1867, reprinted in Dimitrov, Publitsistikata. I, pp. 285-
287, pp. 297-300, pp. 301-305, respectiv-ely. 

63. At that time the party was the opposition to minister 
president Garasanin in the Serbian skupstina (legislature). 

64. Dimitrov, Biografiia, p. 136, extracts from articles in 
two issues of Zastava, 24 and 26 September 1867, 

65. Arnaudov, p. 252. 

66. Go10s #68, 21 February 1868, reprinted in Dimitrov, Pub
litsistikata. I, pp. 331-336. 
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president, Ilj a Garasanin, we're planning to establish the Second 

Bulgarian Legion in Belgrade at that time, may well have given Karave-

lov's "friends" extra influence at court. A clue to the possible 

identity of these friends can be found in two articles that Karave10v 

wrote for Golos67 in which he reported on the Omladina congress ses-

sions. In the articles he attacked the Serbian government, specifical-

ly foreign minister Filip Khristic (1819-1905) and then minister of 

education, Kosta CUkic (1826-1879) for their overt hostility towards 

the skupstina deputies who were also delegat~s to the Omladina congress. 

The deputies had led the parliamentary fight in support of a motion to 

guarantee freedom of the press and to eliminate press censorship, 

On 11 February 1868 Karavelov was again expelled from the 

Serbian principality on orders of the minister of interior, the order 

being carried out by chief of police, Mihail Barlovac, as described by 

Karavelov: 68 

• • • thus, everything came to a head, with Barlovac very 
courteously asking me to leave Belgrade at once, never to 
return to the city. If not, he said that he would have to 
resort to stiffer measures. On Monday I left "free" Serbia 
and arrived in Novi Sad • 

This time he was charged with falsely painting condition of life in 

the Serbian principality. That charge must have stemmed from articles 

he had written for Golos in November 1867, because in that same month 

67. Ibid.; also Golos #295, 6 October 1867, Publitsistikata 
I, pp. 330-33~ 

68. Golos #68, 21 February 1868, reprinted in Dimitrov, Pub
litsistikata,~p. 360-362. 



Golos, Zmaij [The Dragon] and Zastava were banned in Serbia on the 

general charge that "they showed an unfriendly attitude toward prince 

Mihail and his government.,,69 Zmaij was a satirical periodical pub-

lished in Novi Sad, edited by Jovan Jovanovic, a close friend of 

Karavelov. 

As an exile in Novi Sad, Karavelov befriended Nastas Petrovic, 

a teacher who had published a French-Serbian dictionary. In conversa-

tion it was brought out that Nastas had a widowed sister living in the 

farm village of Makce. The sister, Natalia, was a simple, uneducated 

peasant woman, considered a Russophile and politically very vocal. 
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From inferences in later writings by Karavelov, it appears that Natalia 

had been left a propertied and wealthy widow. Karavelov, then a thirty-

four year old bachelor, asked to meet the woman. Shortly after their 

first meeting, late in May, they were married. The day that Mrs. 

Karavelov arrived in Belgrade to set up housekeeping, anticipating 

Liuben's re-admission to Serbia, prince Mihail Obrenovic was assassi-

nated in Kosutnjak Park near Topcider, a suburb of Belgarde. Several 

weeks later, on 15 June 1868, in Novi Said, Liuben Karavelov and Vladi-

mir Jovanovic (1833-1922), one of the founders of the Serbian Liberal 

Party, were arrested by a special agent of the Austrian government in 

Vienna, Ferenc Ast. 70 They were imprisoned in Petrovaradin fortress 

for forty-eight days before they were transferred to the central 

69. Ibid. 

70. Dimitrov, Biografiia, p. 161; see also Arnaudov, p. 249, 
footnote. 
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criminal prison in Budapest, charged with being possible co-conspirators 

in the assassination of prince MihailObrenovic. Specifically, Karavelov 

\Jas accused of being an ac.quaintance of the actual assassins, of having 

in his personal effects letters containing incriminating matter and of 

having been regarded as unfriendly toward the Serbian government and 

consequently expelled from the principality therefor in March 1868.
71 

Austro-Hungarian authorities were actually trying to deal a damaging 

blow to the Serbian Liberal Party, intending to curtail Svetozar Miletic 

influence, but the latter, as a member of the Hungarian parliament, 

was immune from arrest. Jovanovic and Karavelov were second choice in 

the attempt to cripple the Liberal Party. The most serious accusation 

against Karavelov, apparently, was that he was "a Russian spy or Pan-

Slav agitator," as Karavelov himself revealed years later in a letter 

to Ivan A. Zinoviev, Russian consul in Bucharest. 72 

Karavelov and Jovanovic were held in custody until 4 January 

1869, when investigations by the court proved the charges invalid, 

whereupon the Budapest Criminal Court dismissed all charges and 

exhonorated both Jovanovic and Karavelov. 

71. Ibid.; see also Petur Miatev, "Liuben Karavelov pred 
Peshtenskiia sud," Izsledvaniia v chest na Marin Drinov ["Liuben Kara
'l7elov before the Budapest Court," Research Honoring Marin Drinov] 
(Sofiia: BAN, 1960), p. 498. 

72. Karavelov, Siibrani siichineniia, IX, p. 525, reprints the 
letter of October 1873 in Bulgarian translation. A photocopy of the 
original Russian is on file in Istoricheski Institut na BAN, sektsiia 
"viizrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 82/1949. 



It should be noted that Liuben Karavelov, after his second 

deportation early in 1868, may well have contributed to his' later 

arrest. In exile in Novi Sad, he continued to attack the Serbian gov

ernment repressions in articles for Golos: 73 

The Serbian government demonstrates a most unfriendly 
attitude towards Bulgarians and especially the Bulgarian 
Legion in Belgrade. It has summarily expelled several Bul
garians from Serbia, has forced the Legion to disband, scatter
ing its members into neighboring countries. It censors the 
Serbian and foreign press heavily, prohibiting Serbian news
papers from writing anything about Turks or Turkey. The minis
try of internal affairs has banned the newspapers Golos, Zmaij, 
and Zastava from distribution in Serbia. Despotism, terror, 
censorship and mass arrests by the Serbian government continue. 

Two weeks later, Karavelov pointedly attacked the Serbian government 

again by an implied comparison of Serbia to Turkey and Austria-Hungary, 

in that all three are frantically screaming against Russia. "Rumors 
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are floating around about the possible ceding of Bosnia and Hercegovina 

74 to Austria," he concluded. This was a distinct Karavelov pin prick 

of the Great Serbia balloon, because Great Serbia plans considered both 

those provinces as integral parts of historic Serbia. This group un-

doubtedly was the main instigator of Karavelov's second banishment from 

Serbia, because he propagated the concept of a federation in which 

Serbia and Bulgaria were to be co-equal, autonomous members, whereas 

their circle was thinking in terms of Serbia absorbing the Bulgarians 

73. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 360-362, reprints an 
article from Golos #68, 21 February 1868. 

74. Ibid., pp. 364-366, reprints the article from Russkie 
Vedomosti, 8 ~h 1868. 
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into their Great Serbia state. Moreover. Karave10v was fanning the 

nationalism of his fellow countrymen, and were he to succeed, Serbian 

assimilation of the Bulgarians would be most difficult, if not 

impossible. 

In what appears to have been his last article for Go1os before 

being arrested in Novi Sad. Karave10v analyzed the assassination of 

prince Mihail Obrenovic. He concluded that it was precipitated by the 

prince's despotic, arbitrary and unjust government, and it was his im-

pression that there would be continued distrust shown towards Mihai1's 

successor, Milan. who also would not be able to win the confidence of 

75 the Serbian populace. His directness in not mincing words about con-

ditions in the Serbian principality as they appeared in Go1os may well 

have led to his own arrest: 76 

Serbia is in no position to undertake anything, because 
she lacks the domestic freedom with which to unite and rouse 
the Serbian nation. Abuses and coercion by the minister of 
internal affairs, Niko1a Ristic, and his gendarmes and spies 
go on. They are continuing persecution of those who were 
educated in Russia. Bulgarians, Bosnians and Hercegovinians 
are ready to die for freedom, but are not willing to exchange 
one yoke (Turkish) for another (Serbiau), or one despot for 
another. What good is it to us if Midhat Pasha or Osman Pasha 
no longer beat us and hang us, but our blood brother Mihai1 
Obrenovic, Niko1a Ristic or Bar10vac does? 

To this point, Liuben Karave10v had meticulously refrained from any 

direct personal criticism of Mihai1 Obrenovic, directing his attacks 

75. Ibid., pp. 382-385, reprints the article from Go1os #167, 
8 June 1868. 

76. Ibid., PP. 367-371, reprints the article from Go10s #91, 
10 March 1868-.-
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instead at the Serbian government and its ministers. In his own way, 

Karavelov clung to his faith and trust in Mihail Obrenovic as the sole 

viable rallying point for the Balkan Slavs, in particular his fellow 

Bulgarians, refusing to believe that the prince was not a friend of the 

Bulgarians and the other non-Serbian Slavs. Having been twice expelled 

arbitrarily, he should have become convinced that the old voivoda, 

Georgi Rakovski, was right in his total distrust of the Serbians as 

allies in Bulgaria's liberation movement. In the 10 March article, 

however, Karavelov for the first time did attack prince Mihail 

Obrenovic personally. 

The turmoil of his second deportation from Serbia was exacerbat

ed b~ Karavelov's realization that he had failed in his political goal 

of convincing the Serbian government to take action in fulfilling 

Serbia's destiny as the leader of the united Balkan Slavs in their 

liberation movement by waging war against Turkey. More importantly, 

his campaign to launch the liberation of his fatherland had sustained 

a significant set back. 

During this exile, whether it was boredom or the proverbial 

young man's fancy of springtime, Karavelov had assumed the responsibil

ities of marriage by May of 1868. There is no indication that it was 

one of those overwhelming romances, nor was Liuben the innocent love

sick young man. Years earlier, his father had scolded Liuben for his 

escapades at Moscow University with Gypsy women at their camps. In 

none of his writing, be it poetry, songs, dramas, novels or narratives, 

is there any mention of Natalia, his wife, nor is she the subject of 
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any of his literary efforts. This marriage is indeed: " curious 

and most characteristic of Karavelov as a man of the people and a 

democrat, to marry Natalia Petrovic ••• a robust, toiling peasant 

woman ,,77 At that time Karavelov's finances were in a very bad 

state and his assumption of the additional financial responsibilities 

of marriage was unexpected. Furthermore, as the main Bulgarian 

nationalist arouser, marriage to a Serbian national was impolitic, at 

best, for Karavelov. Anti-Serbian feeling among the Bulgarian emigres, 

especially among the followers of Georgi Rakovski,wasvery strong and 

sharp. There is, of course, the distinct possibility that as a 

foreigner exiled from the Serbian principality, Karavelov may have 

seen his marriage as the acquisition of a Serbian passport. 78 It was 

common practice at that time for emigres in non-Turkish lands to be 

denied professional licenses. Marriage to a citizen of the host coun-

try facilitated licensing. It should be recalled that shortly after 

arriving in Belgrade in 1867, Liuben had been denied a permit to pub-

lish a Bulgarian language newspaper. There is also the likelihood that 

the persistently financially troubled Liuben Karavelov may have seen 

in Natalia and the Petrovic family a source of some financial security 

77. Arnaudov, p. 249, note 1. 

78. Ivan Kasabov (1837-1911), one of the founders of the 
Secret Central Bulgarian Committee in 1866 in Bucharest, was a lawyer 
who was denied a license to practice law in Romania because he was a 
foreigner. He married a Romanian national and thereupon was licensed. 
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for the future. Her brothers helped him finance his printing press in 

79 Belgrade several years later. 

Meanwhile, during the summer of 1867 in Bucharest, the Benevo-

lent Society, implementing its support of Count Ignatiev's Serbo-

80 Bulgarian state proposal, had organized and equipped the chetas of 

Panaiot Khitov and Filip Totiu, and had sent them into action across 

the Turko-Romanian border into Bulgaria to probe Turkish defenses and 

to arouse the local population to revolt. Khitov, with Vasil Levski 

as his guidon bearer, crossed the Danube river near Tutrakan, about 80 

kilometers downstream from Ruse [Ruschuk], and headed for the Balkan 

M . 81 ounta1ns. Along the crest of the Balkans he swung his detachment 

westward. Having crossed into Turkish territory during April, Khitov 

finished his mission on 20 August 1867, entering Serbian territory near 

zajecar. 82 Totiu's forces did not fare as well, having crossed into 

Turkish territory near Svishtov, with the assigned task of heading 

southeast to link up eventually with Khitov in the mountains. Enroute 

they ran into heavy Turkish resistance and suffered serious losses. 

Liuben Karavelov was keeping his Golos readers well informed about 

the Bulgarian insurgent action in his regular reports. In May 1867 he 

79. See p. 203 below. 

80. See p. 62 above. 

81. See map, p. 118 below. 

82. Aleksandur Burmov, Bulgarski revoliutsionnen tsentralen 
komitet 1868-1876 [Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee 1868-1876] 
(Sofiia: Bulgarska Kniga, 1943), p. 26, extracting from documents of 
Arkhiv na Narodna Biblioteka, II, A, 8177. 
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described heavy skirmishes near Ruse,83 and in June he pinpointed and 

described in minute detail bloody clashes with Turkish forces south of 

the Balkan Mountains near Sliven and Yambol. 84 Thus, even though the 

Benevolent Society had followed through in its agreement to dispatch 

insurgent units into and to agitate local revolutions in Bulgaria to 

coincide with Serbian military plans, procrastination and delays in 

Serbia had thrown the timing off schedule. 

During spring and summer 1867 expectation of a Serbo-Turkish war 

was at its height, because a series of circumstances had converged. The 

Cretan uprising (1866-1868) tested Ottoman military resources severely, 

and Turkey had been forced .to withdraw her last garrisons from Serbia 

as an economy measure to augment troop strength for Crete. Serbia had 

concluded a trio of secret treaties: in August 1866 with Montenegro, 

in May 1867 with Romania, and in August 1867 with Greece. The Serbian 

government and its Russian advisors had encouraged the Bulgarian insur-

gent actions in order to put pressure on Turkey and to feel cut Turkish 

troop dispositions along the Serbian and Romanian borders of the Otto-

man empire. This also was the time when the Bulgarian colony was in-

vited to establish the Second Bulgarian Legion in Belgrade. Officially 

Serbia had placed a ban on insurgent activity across its borders with 

Turkey, a policy which Karave10v attacked forcefully in several Golos 

83. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 230-234, reprints the 
article from Golos #155, 18 May 1867. 

84. Ibid., pp. 237-240, reprints articles from Golos #159 and 
#163, 13 June and 16 June 1867, respectively. 
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its borders totally to insurgents, and thereby tacitly permitted insur-

gent units to make frequent forays across the borders into Turkey. 

Sharova, in her monograph cited above, contends that during sum-

m~r 1867 in Belgrade, Liuben Karavelov was the "initiator" in establish-

ing a Bulgarian Secret Central Committee which organized, equipped and 

d . h d h . T k· h . 86 Y . 11 f h even 1.spatc e c etas 1.nto ur 1.S terr1.tory. et l.n a 0 t e 

research she conducted in Yugoslavia 1963-1965, she found no definitive 

and incontrovertible evidence to substantiate her contention. As a 

very patriotic Bulgarian national, Liuben Karavelov undoubtedly must 

have done his part, as many others assuredly did, in helping recruit 

volunteers, collect needed funds for what he seems to have considered 

zero hour for the start of the final phase of the Bulgarian liberation 

movement. Had such a committee truly existed at the time, and had 

Karavelov been its "initiator," war minister Blasnavac87 would most 

certainly have had a full, running record, because his host of inform-

ers were present in and reporting on every immigrant colony in Serbia, 

and especially the Russian and Bulgarian, be they secret or public 

activities. Blasnavac obviously was well informed on many much less 

consequential matters pertaining to the Belgrade Bulgarian colony. 

85. Ibid. 

86. Sharova, p. 403. 

87. Milivoi Petrovic Blasnavac (1824-1873) was war minister 
in 1867 and for a time aided Bulgarian insurgents logistically. He 
later served as Serbian minister president. 
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Moreover, had Karavelov been the "initiator" of such a committee in 

Belgrade, both of his expulsions from Serbia would have been based 

on chaJ:ges of revolutionary activities inimical to the interests and 

the security of the Serbian principality, rather than the flimsy 

charges of unfriendly attitudes towards the prince and the Serbian 

government. 

Karavelov's own philosophic framework clashes with the very 

concept of an active, physically militant revolutionary. Within him 

dwelled a host of eclectic political, social and moral philosophies. 

His views incorporated some elements of the Slavophile, at times and 

to a degree those of the Pan-Slav; but at the same time he harbored 

many vehement anti-Slavophile and anti-Pan-Slav sentiments. From his 

personal experiences as a youth in his native Bulgaria, Karavelov had 

acquired an unyielding loathing of the Turkish empire and of the Mos-

lem Turk, whom he often categorized as an incorrigible, inhuman and 

bloodthirsty creature beyond any hope of salvation. The Greek phana-

riots fared little better in his estimation because of their religious 

hypocrisy, their debauchery, their persistent economic exploitation of 

the faithful, simple peasants, and especially because of their con-

certed efforts to de-nationalize the Bulgarians and Hellenize the peo-

pIe and their simple, native life style. He villified the Bulgarian 

chorbadzhii,88 because as lackeys of Turkish officials, they sacrificed 

88. The term chorbadzhii refers to those Bulgarian nationals 
who collaborated with the Greeks and the Turks in subjugating their 
fellow countrymen, and in the process gain personal wealth and power. 
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their brother Bulgarians for their own personal gain. Liuben's hatreds 

were not of the violent type of a Bakunin, an Ogarev or a Nechaev, nor 

the active kind of the Zemlia i Volia or of the Ukrainian Hromada, but 

rather of a moralistic and philosophic sort. He rejected warfare: 

"Warfare is • • • liked only by brigands or criminals • to steal 

wealth from nearby, or to gain more glory. ,,89 Karavelov's 

eclectic nature is best expressed in his own words: "I want to use 

90 that which is of value, no matter where I find it, at home or abroad." 

He reached this conclusion in a series of articles on education and 

its application on a national basis. As a devotee of the cult of sci-

ence, Karavelov proposed elimination of a nationalistic and classical 

Greek education, and the substitution therefor of a modern system 

focusing on science. 

Krumka Sharova insists that Karavelov's newspaper articles dur-

ing spring and summer of 1867 reflect a nature that could come only 

from someone who was directly and actively involved in revolutionary 

action. There can be no argument if Sharova meant thereby to convey 

the idea that Liuben Karavelov evinced an intense interest in the Bul-

garian and the Balkan liberation movements in his many articles. How-

ever, when she infers that only by direct, physical participation in 

revolutionary action could Karavelov have written the articles he did, 

89. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 428-453, reprints 
articles from Srbija #51 and #52 of 1867, in Bulgarian translation. 

90. Ibid. Quotation used is on p. 444. 
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then there is much room for dispute= The literally hundreds of 

datelines that appear in the Karavelov articles in the Russian, Bul

garian and Serbian press certainly do not attest to his physical 

presence in all those places. It is a well known fact that Karavelov, 

as did all the other journalists of that day, made wide use of 

"stringers"--local news item contributors whose reports he received 

either in Belgrade, Novi Sad or later on in Bucharest by mail or by 

courier. Around the gist of such contributions, Liuben Karavelov wove 

his articles, injecting into them his own words, ideas and philosophies. 

Nor was Karavelov averse to fabricating characters here and there, and 

to placing his own words into their mouths. The use of this technique, 

so characteristic of the German writer, Heinrich Heine, ably explains 

how in many Karavelov articles and literary works an illiterate peasant 

insurgent, real or imagined, from the hinterlands of Bulgaria, Bosnia, 

Hercegovina or Montenegro, suddenly bursts forth in masterful prose, 

expounding on complex universal transcendental concepts. The repeti

tiousness of themes and data in the many articles and literary pieces 

by Liuben Karavelov reflect a large, handy repository of facts and 

appropriate tales at the fingertips of a skilled publicist. It should 

be noted that much of Karavelov's publicist effort revolves around 

reports or news items extracted from friendly and opposition publica

tions alike. Polemics with such items did not necessarily require 

intimate, personal knowledge of or experience with the issue at hand. 

The role of the publicist is simply to bring a person, place 

or thing to the public's attention. It does not require eyewitness, 
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on the spot, factual information. Then, as now, the publicist credo 

must have been to make sure the name or title publicized is correctly 

identified, regardless of how it is brought to the public's notice. 

Karavelov must have been thinking along those very lines in his letter 

to a St. Petersburg friend: 91 

One impartial word used in the international press about us 
south Slavs at this critical time, has done and is still 
creating more good than thousands of soldiers volunteering 
to help us. 

92 
An illustration in point is an article in Golos in July 1867, carry-

ing a Bucharest dateline, at a time when Karavelov was very much active 

in Omladina matters in Belgrade. In that article Karavelov dealt, in 

the main, with the ramifications of the deposing of prince Alexander 

Cuza (1820-1873) in Romania in 1866. In the course of his analysis, 

Karavelov estimated that there were about 150,000 Bulgarians living in 

Wallachia at that time and that such a number constituted a whole army. 

The latter notion, contends Krumka Sharova, led Karavelov to conclude 

that the real strength of any Bulgarian uprising lay in those Bulgarian 

immigrants because of their access to resources and their relative 

freedom of action. 93 Yet in numerous articles Karavelov specifically 

91. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, p. 408. The letter, 
dated 6 May 1867, Belgrade, is addressed to Aleksandur Ivanovich 
Kraevsky in St. Petersburg. Used here is a Bulgarian translation. A 
photocopy of the original Russian is in Istoricheski Institut na BAN, 
Sofiia, sektsiia "vuzrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 469/1950. 

92. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, item #66, pp. 287-290, 
reprints the article from Golos #219, 23 July 1867. 

93. Sharova, p. 147. 
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maintained his conviction that, in the final analysis, a successful 

Bulgarian revolution depends on the dedication and participation of the 

native Bulgarian population within Bulgaria, itself. In the July 

article, Karavelov was stressing the point that those inside Bulgaria 

were not alone if and when the revolt began. To his readers in Moscow 

and St. Petersburg he was giving assurance not to fear helping Bulgaria, 

because in its neighbor state of Romania there was "a whole army" of 

150,000 emigre Bulgarians ready to join in the fight against the Turks. 

Whether there were 50, 5,000 or 150,000 was not the major issue. He 

publicized the fact that there was a sizeable number of Bulgarians in 

Romania to be added to any liberation force, and the larger that number, 

the more impressive it sounded. 

A..,other case in point is a Karavelov article later that .July. 94 

In the article he reported on Bulgarian immigrants in Serbia crossing 

into Turkish territory as insurgents. He listed specific numbers of 

insurgents and the specific points along the borders where they 

crossed. 
95 It can be argued logically, as Sharova does, that only a 

person on the inside, directly involved in such an activity would have 

access to such detailed information. It can be argued equally logical-

ly, of course, that anyone directly involved in such an operation would 

not divulge such information soon after dispatching detachments into 

94. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 291-296, reprints the 
article from Golos #220, 27 July 1867, datelined Belgrade. 

95. Sharova, pp. 185-191. 
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hostile territory, because the enemy can also read. If, on the other 

hand, a skilled publicist wanted to have it known to his Ru'ssian read-

ers that widespread, direct insurgent action against Turkish forces was 

being taken by Bulgarians themselves, did it really matter whether the 

announced number of insurgents was correct? The main purpose of the 

publicist was to inform his readers in Moscow, St. Petersburg or else-

where that emigre Bulgarians in sizeable numbers were engaging Turkish 

military forces on Bulgarian soil. 

Committees, Committees, Committees 

The decade from the mid-1860s through the mid-1870s produced a 

proliferation of committees in Europe and especially in the Balkans. 

Committees were popular and conveyed a quasi-authoritativeness to pro-

nouncements made by a group. It appears to have been the fad of that 

era that when a few individuals or a specific faction felt strongly 

about an issue, they would promptly form a committee and, in the name 

of that committee, issue statements of support for or condemnation of 

something or someone. Many of those committees were spurious 

., b 96 
organ~zat~ons at est. 

96. D. T. Strashim:i.rov. "Komitetsko desetiletie (epokha na 
komitete) 1866-1876," Bulgariia: 1000 godini [The Committee Decade 
(era of con;unittees) 1866-1876," Bulgaria: 1000 Years] (Sofiia: BAN, 
1930), pp. 781-888. 
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At the time of his a~~ival in Belgrade in February 1867, 

Karavelov was aware of several political groupings among the southern 

97 Slavs: 

Russophiles, who supported the Russian Pan-Slavists; 
patriots, who sought union of the south Slavs (Romania, 
Greece and Albania may be invited to join) in a federal sys
tem under Russian guarantees; westerners, who were Russo
phobe, influenced by western European powers, the papacy, 
the Poles, and especially the France of Napoleon III •• 

The political striations among the Bulgarian emigres in Serbia 

and Romania were slightly different from those of the other south Slavs. 

In Belgrade the leading element among the Bulgarian colony was headed 

by the venerable Georgi Rakovski, who had organized the first control 

headquarters for the Bulgarian insurgents, the Privremenno Bulgarsko 

Nachalstvo [The Provisional Bulgarian Command] in Belgrade in 1862. 98 

In late 1866 it was converted into the Vurkhovno Narodno Taino Grazh

dansko Nachalstvo [The Supreme National Secret Civil Command].99 His 

group of veteran voivodas and khaiduks lOO were anti-Russian mainly 

because of the Russian governm~~t's 1861 policy of re-settling Tatars 

97. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 150-152, reprints a 
Karavelov article from Golos #314, 13 November 1866. 

98. Burmov, p. 17. 

99. Istoriia na Bulgariia [History of Bulgaria], ed. D. Kosev 
et al. (Sofiia: Nauka i Izkustvo, 1961), I, p. 413. 

100. The khaiduk, or brigand, was the original armed opposi
tion to Turkish occupation of Bulgaria. His image is akin to Robin 
Hood's merry men of Sherwood Forest. 
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and Circassians in the western regions of the Bulgarian province. 101 

These resettled ','wild men" wrought havoc among the local Bulgarians. 

After the unceremonious demise of the First Bulgarian Legion in Bel-

grade in 1862, Rakovski and his followers were anti-Serbian as well. 

Their aim was the expulsion of the Turks as rulers and the Greek 

phanariot clergy as the spiritual masters from Bulgarian soil by means 

of coordinated insurgent action and popular revolt and the establish-

ment of an independent Bulgarian state, preferably a royal kingdom. 

In Bucharest, a larger colony of Bulgarians was divided into 

two major political groupings. The Dobrodetelna Druzhina [The Benevo-

lent Society] was thoroughly Russophile and, in 1867 with its 5 April 

Protocol, had fostered a Serbo-Bulgarian dual kingdom under Serbian 

prince Mihail Obrenovic. The Taen Tsentralen Bulgarski Komitet [The 

Secret Central Bulgarian Committee], established in 1866 in Bucharest 

as an offshoot of the Rakovski group in Belgrade, led by Ivan Kasabov 

(1837-1911), was Russophobe. It was designed to function in conjunc-

tion with the Romanian state plans within what was termed the "sveshtena 

koalitsiia" [sacred coalition], with the ultimate goal of establishing 

independent and autonomous states in Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia in a 

101. The re-settling was devastating to the lives and 
property of the local population, so much so, that Rakovski published 
a vehement pamphlet, "Ruskata ubiistvena politika" [Russia's Murderous 
Policy] in 1861. 
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. 102 con e erat1on. Rom~nian 6~pport was withdrawn when a new regime 

came into power in late 1866, and the committee shifted its political 

position to promulgating a Turko-Bulgarian dualist state. Several 

minor groups also existed in Bucharest and Braila. The Bulgarskoto 

Knizhovno Druzhestvo [Bulgarian Literary Society], established in 

Brai1a in 1869, headed by Marin Drinov (1838-1906), generally supported 

liberation of Bulgaria by gradual reform within the Turkish empire. 

Other organizations came and went without significant impact. 

During the period 1866-1867 the Benevolent Society consistently 

supported Russian Pan-Slav policies, and based its Bulgarian liberation 

philosophy on Russian intervention. It was, after all, the organi~a-

tion of the wealthy Bulgarian business interests, conservative, and its 

members were dubbed starite [the elders]. The Secret Central Bulgarian 

Committee, on the other hand, converts to the views of Georgi Rakovski, 

resisted all Russian overtures and distrusted Serbian chauvinism. The 

Committee generally represented the liberal Bulgarian political element 

and was dubbed the mladite [the youngsters]. By early 1867 the Com-

mittee became western European oriented, believing that Bulgarian 

liberation can be advanced only through the influences of western 

European powers, and finally submitted its Turko-Bulgarian dualist 

proposal. Nothing came of that plan. When the insurgent detachments 

102. Dimitur T. Strashimirov~ Istoriia na aprilskoto vUzstanie 
[History of the April Uprising] (Plovdiv: Plovdivskata Okruzhna 
Postoiana Komisiia, 1907), I, pp. 16-17; see also Dokumenti za bul
garskata Istoriia [Documents on Bulgarian History] (Sofiia: Durzhavna 
Pechatnitsa, 1931), I, pp. 438-439. 
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of Khitov and Totiu made incursions into Turkish territory in 

spring-summer 1867, that whole concept died. Then, with the origi!lal 

purpose of cooperation with Romania sidetracked and its dualist proposal 

no longer viable, the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee disintegrated, 

b AI k d- B .. 103 ecause, as e san ur urmov ma~nta~ns: 

••• it had nothing in common with the chetas, and believed 
that they were doing Bulgarian interests more harm than good. 
Furthermore, the committee • • • had lost all of its former 
credibility. 

By spring 1867 the Committee no longer existed as an effective, func-

tioning organization. Thereafter the name Secret Central Bulgarian 

Committee was indiscriminately 'and spuriously used by individual 

former members. In early 1868 remnants of the Committee and members 

of the mladite political element merged and in quick succession estab-

lished the Bratska Liubov [Brotherly Love] society and, in May 1868, 

the Bulgarsko Obshtestvo [Bulgarian Society]. Narodnost [Nationality] 

(1867-1869), published in Bucharest, became their newspaper, edited by 

Ivan Bogorov, Ivan Grudov and finally by Ivan Kasabov and published at 

first by Teofan Rainov and subsequently by Bozhidar Zaprianov. 

With the very short life of the Secret Central Bulgarian Com-

mitte~ as a viable, functioning organization, it is not logical to 

assume, as Sharova does" ••• that there is no doubt that Liuben 

Karavelov was a member • • • soon after his arrival in Belgrade on 

104 10 February 1867." It should also be noted that there was no 

103. Burmov, p. 20. 

104. Sharova, p. 158. 
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Belgrade branch of that Committee, and Liuben Karavelov did not move 

to Bucharest until May 1869. Moreover, he vehemently attacked the Com

mittee and its dualist proposal from Belgrade: 105 

As far as we are concerned, we can have common interests 
with Turkey only when the Bulgarians are separated from the 
Turks, and when each nation has its own laws, when each is 
comfortable with his own customs and religion. In short, we 
cannot have anything in common except a supreme government. 
Let the sultan become our Bulgarian tsar and we will rule our
selves as does Serbia or Moldavia/Wallachia, but without a 
prince and without a foreign minister. 

No matter what diversity there may have been in the Secret Central Bul-

garian Committee, no member would possibly have been accepted, nor long 

endured, who opposed so diametrically the main concept of that organiza-

tion, and who so publicly articulated such disagreement. There is a 

distinct possibility, of course, that Liuben Karavelov and a few friends 

from the Serbian Omladina did establish " 

on Bulgarian matters • • • in Belgrade. 

• • a subsidiary committee 

,,106 as Karave10v described 

it. His article describes the organization as a Bulgaro-Serbian commit-

tee to aid Bulgarian insurgents. As we have already seen, during the 

1866-1877 decade of committees it would not have been unusual for one 

105. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, p. 40, reprints the 
article from Golos #140, 1 May 1867, in Bulgarian translation. Kara
velov's reference-is to the fact that such Bulgarian "self-government" 
will mean relatively little change, with no native monarch, nor will 
the Bulgarians have any control over their foreign relations. Change 
will be in name only. 

106. Sharova, p. 90, quotes from a Karavelov article in 
Slavianskaia Zaria [Slavic Dawn), a Russian language periodical pub
lished in Vienna, issue #3, 16 August 1867; Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, 
I, reprints the entire article, pp. 308-313. 
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of the Omladina members to join with Bulgarian soulmates to form an aid 

to Bulgarian insurgents committee in the Serbian capital. 

It is patently clear that the insurgents dispatched into Bul-

garia in 1867 were the efforts of the Benevolent Society. It is equally 

clear that the activity of the insurgents was fundamentally condemned by 

the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee. Karavelov, however, endorsed 

and lauded the exploits of the chetas, as a series of his Golos articles 

attest. Typical of the series is the article in Golos #155: 107 

Bulgarians, who crossed from Wallachia into Bulgaria in 
groups, made their way into Balkan Mountain hideouts. Students 
from local schools swarmed to join them • • • • Near the vil
lage of Vurbovka there was a bitter skirmish. Despite the 
numerical superiority of the Turks, the insurgents inflicted 
heavy losses upon the enemy, and when they were about to be 
overwhelmed by the Turks, they silently extricated themselves 
to safety in the mountains • • • • A proclamation in the Bul
garian language, addressed to all south Slavs, appeared in 
Svishtov. It called for Slavic unity and vowed to cast off 
the Turkish and Austrian yokes • • • • 

That the myriad of Balkan committees proved confusing is borne 

out by no less a respected international publication than the staid 

The Times of London, whose Constantinople correspondent concluded from 

his vantage point in Turkey that there were three distinct Bulgarian 

committees in existence. 108 Bozhidar Zaprianov, a member of the Secret 

Central Bulgarian Committee, took issue with The Times statement and, 

107. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, reprints the articles from 
Golas: issues #155, 30 May 1867, pp. 230-234, #157, 5 June 1867, pp. 
236-237, #159, 13 June 1867, pp. 237-239. 

108. Sharova, pp. 165-166, paraphrasing from The Times. 
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accuracy for misinformation. Zaprianov maintained that there were in 

existence but two Bulgarian committees, neither of which was located 

in Serbia. 

In the meantime, during the first few months of his short stay 

in Belgrade, LiuQen Karavelov repeated a few main themes in his 

articles for Golos and Moskovskie Vedomosty. In March 1867, for exam-

110 pIe, he wrote: 

Europe has not tried to know more about the Slavs. To 
extinguish Greek freedom is regarded [in Europe] as barbaric, 
but to extinguish the national aims of all the Slavs is not 
considered ignom1n1ous. The movement of the Slavs will end 
in success only when the self-same Slavs unite • • 

Then, just a few weeks later, he stressed Slavic unity once more: "For 

true freedom and independence, development, education and cooperation, 

111 the love of other Slavs will be necessary." In May he stressed 

Sl ' . d If f'd . 112 aV1C un1ty an se -con 1 ence yet aga1n: 

Germans (Austrians), Hungarians and Turks will not 
divest themselves of control over Slavs [voluntarily]. 
The latter will liberate themselves only when they make the 
effort and unite. The Slavs must believe in themselves. 

109. Ibid., p. 166, paraphrasing Zaprianov's letter to the 
editor of Moskva-#165, 28 October 1867. 

110. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 190-196, reprints the 
article from Golos #96, 5 March 1867. 

111. Ibid., pp. 196-198, reprints the article from Golos #99, 
24 March 1867.--

112. Ibid., pp. 204-210, reprints the article from GOlDS #124, 
5 May 1867. 



The Russian nation cannot deny them its deepest sympathies 
and moral support • • • • 

And, with typical nationalistic fervor, Karavelov sounded the unity 

theme again some weeks later: 113 

The motto of the American states, Ex pluribus ~, is 
also applicable to the life of our nations. During 1789 a 
very splintered France was reborn a united country. 
America's and Switzerland's struggles for unity were 
successful. 
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Describing to his Russian readers the jubilation evoked by the 

Turkish evacuation of Belgrade in spring 1867, Karavelov again focused 

on the Slavic unity theme, carrying it over to his federation concept 

for the Balkan Slavs in particular, and for the whole Balkan Peninsula 

. I 114 1n genera • For Russian and Serbian consumption, he outlined in 

detail the first stage of such a federation, a Serbo-Bulgarian union, 

which he deemed the core to which states of the Balkan Peninsula could 

gradually gravitate. In that initial union each "tribe,,115 would 

establish its own autonomous state, be able to pass its own laws, be 

able to use its own native language, be able to evolve its own litera-

ture, be able to operate its own school system. A supra-national com-

mon parliament would be ordained, and into its collective hand the 

113. Ibid., pp. 215-218, reprints the article from Golos #135, 
16 May 1867. 

114. See page 70, above, for the several conformations of his 
federation. 

115. Karavelov used the Slavic term pleme [tribe] purposely 
so as to emphasize the concept of Slavic kinship and simultaneously to 
mute Serbian and Bulgarian nationalistic differences. 
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sovereignty of that union and federation would be entrusted. Its 

membership would be elected on the basis of population, with the 

monarch, prince Mihail Obrenovic, presiding over that representative 

legislature. The monarch would be empowered by that parliament to 

d ' h' " , 116 es~gnate ~s government s m~n~sters. As designed, this would be 

Karavelov's South Slav Federation, with Croatia as an integral part of 

Serbia. Were Romania to accept the invitation to join, the union would 

then be termed Danube Federation. If Greece and Albania were to join, 

the organization would be designated the Balkan or Eastern Federation. 

The first step in Karavelov's federation for the Balkans coincided 

in most respects with the Benevolent Society's proposal for Serbo-' 

Bulgarian dualism, but was diametrically opposed to the proposal by 

the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee for a Turko-Bulgarian dual 

state, because under the latter proposal, Bulgaria would remain a part 

of the Ottoman empire. 

During late spring and summer 1867, while Bulgarian chetas 

were engaging Turkish forces inside Bulgaria, Karavelov was obviously 

vexed by the lack of Serbian support for the insurgents. This led him 

to admonish the Belgrade government not to forget that one-third of its 

d f B 1 , d M 'l 117 army was compose 0 u gar~an an ontenegr~n vo unteers: 

116. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 228-230, reprints the 
article from Golos #141, 17 May 1867. 

117. Ibid., pp. 230-234, reprints the article from Golos #155, 
30 May 1867. 



• • • who came to Serbia only to learn military tactics and 
then return to their homelands [to help their own causes] • 
Can they remain coldblooded onlookers while their fathers, 
brothers and sons are spilling their blood awaiting Serbian 
aid? The Serbian government is honor bound either to let 
them return to their homelands, or itself to get involved 
in the struggle. It can be no other way. 

The Serbian government cannot hope to stop several 
thousand • • • but they will cross the borders without ask
ing permission. Who can stop an entire nation from sym
pathizing with its blood brothers and co-religionists? 
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He again insisted that the idea of a south Slav federation was steadily 

spreading throughout Serbia, despite rumors that minister president 

Ilija Garasanin (1812-1874) had concluded a secret treaty with 

Greece,118 which provided for the partitioning of Bulgaria between 

Greece and Serbia. In that same article Karavelov added some somber 

observations and warnings: 

The Serbian government is preparing for war while in Bul
garia revolt has broken out and is spreading • • • the Ser
bian army is not really Serbian, but south Slav • • • and 
there are insidious political machinations in full swing, 
while the Serbian brothers are only watching and not help
ing. Serbian government take heed • • • the idea of a 
south Slav federation is becoming popular among the south 
Slav peoples • 

A succinct summary of Liuben Karavelov's basic ideas and con-

cepts on the solution of the eastern question is contained in an after 

dinner speech he made in Belgrade on 12 May 1867 on the occasion of 

the feastday of SSe Cyril and Methodius. To an audience comprised 

primarily of members of the Serbian Omladina, he outlined his program 

of Slavic solidarity, mutual understanding and successful liberation 

118. This was the Treaty of Voeslau of August 1867. 
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of the Slavs from foreign domL,ation, and thereafter for assured 

independent national survival via a federation on the Balkan 

P . 1 119 
en~nsu a. 

In his address, Karavelov stressed national rights and endorsed 

the federal system used by the United States of America as a model the 

Slavs should emulate. He urged that Serbs and Bulgarians subdue indi-

vidual nationalistic ambitions, forget their past and their national 

heroes and focus instead on the common cause at hand--liberation from 

foreign domination. In line with his role as "the professor of politi-

cal agreement," as he was dubbed by Serbian Omladina leader, Svetozar 

k . ~ 120 1 11 f Mar ov~c, Karave ov exto ed the value 0 and emphasized the need 

for general Slavic education in order to catch up to the rest of the 

world and to prove that south Slavs are human beings deserving of human 

rights and respect. He was roundly cheered by his Serbian and Bulgarian 

brother Slavs. 

Unfortunately, Karavelov had no similar influence on the ambi-

tions and political tactics of prince Mihail Obrenovic and the Great 

Serbia nationalists in the government. His pen proved to be no match 

for the Serbian government sword, because twice during his short year 

in Belgrade, Liuben was officially exileJ from the Serbian principality. 

119. See Appendix A for a full English translation of his 
speech. 

120. See page 80, above. 



Undaunted, almost to the last day of his stay in Belgrade, the 

Bulgarian apostle of Balkan federation preached his federal. form of 

salvation for the south Slavs, with particular emphasis on Serbian

Bulgarian participation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EDITOR. PUBLICIST, REVOLUTIONARY, 

Liuben Karavelov and Federation 

Karavelov's second exile from the Serbian principalityl dealt 

a serious blow to his dream of Slavic solidarity and Balkan federation. 

He had failed to induce the Serbian government via the Russian press-

Golos [The Voice] (1863-1884) and Moskovskie Vedomosti [Moscow Register] 

(1756-1917) whose Belgrade correspondent he was--to fulfill what he 

considered Serbia's innate role as leader of the south Slav liberation 

movement. His focus, as a result, shifted to his own countrymen, whom 

he had to approach directly, but first had to educate to the benefits 

of Slavic unity and federation. To accomplish this shift, Karavelov 

looked to mass communication with his fellow Bulgarians via a Bulgarian 

language newspaper. The main obstacles to this were the financing 

needed and the Serbian government permit to publish, denied him earlier 

in 1867 when he arrived in Belgrade. 

Shortly after the assassination of the Serbian prince, Mihail 

Obrenovic, Austro-Hungarian imperial authorities arrested Liuben 

Karavelov on 15 June 1868 in Novi Sad, acting on the basis of a letter 

from the Serbian government to the imperial Austrian consul general in 

Belgrade. In that letter, Serbia levelled an eight-point accusation 

1. For details see pp. 91-95 above. 

119 
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against the Serbian community in Novi Sad. In point #7 of that 

indictment, Serbia specifically charged that Karavelov "deposited 

1,000 docats and 5,000 Hungarian forints in Novi Sad the day before 

th "" f " M" h "1 ,,2 e assass~nat~on 0 pr~nce ~ a~ • • • • 

Karavelov and Vladimir Jovanovic (1833-1922), co-founder with 

Dr. Svetozar Miletic of the Serbian Liberal Party, were arrested by a 

special agent from Vienna, Ferenc Ast. Miletic, leader of the Liberal 

Party in Austrian Serbia, was the individual authorities would have 

preferred to arrest, but as mayor of Novi Sad and as a delegate to the 

Hungarian parliament, he was immune from arrest. Apparently consider-

ing Karavelov a leading associate of the Liberal Party, the Austrians 

hoped that with the arrest of the number two man, Jovanovic and the 

party's very vocal publicist, Karavelov, to silence or at least dis-

rupt the day-to-day functioning of the Serbian Liberal Party. 

Karavelov, Jovanovic and another member of the Liberal Party, Nikola 

Tomie, were incarcerated in Petrovaradin fortress. Forty-eight days 

later the trio was transferred to the Central Budapest Criminal Prison. 

Some months later, on 4 January 1869, the three were released from 

prison, having been cleared of charges by an extensive Criminal Court 

investigation carried out by Hungarian authorities under imperial 

supervision from Vienna. The investigation was long and tedious, 

2. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: ·biografiia [Liuben 
Karavelov: Biography] (Sofiia: Bulgarska Akademiia na Naukite, 1959), 
p. 160, cites Serbian government letter #2436, 13 June 1868, and ex
tracts from it. Hereinafter Bulgarska Akademiia na Naukite will be 
referred to as BAN. 
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requiring translations from Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Hungarian and 

German documents. Dr. Miletic brought pressure on the Hungarian minis-

try of justice by sharp, critical speeches from the floor of parliament. 

During the seven months in prison, Liuben Karavelov apparently 

reviewed his federation concepts, his Slavic unity goals and particu-

larly his idea of a Serbo-Bulgarian dual state as a nucleus of a Balkan 

federation. On the whole, Liuben's political ideology reflected the 

progressive thinking of the mid-nineteenth century; that is, he opposed 

absolutism and favored republicanism, national sovereignty and populist 

democratic practices. Although strongly influenced by Pan-Slavism, 

Karavelov had fundamental reservations, especially about those aspects 

inherent to the Russian version. He was unalterably opposed to even a 

hint of Russian hegemony in a Slav world and particularly in his native 

Bulgaria. Similarly, Karavelov's concept of a federation in the Bal-

kans, although generally Pan-Slav in tone, was not an end in itself. 

Uppermost in his mind, always, was the liberation of Bulgaria, This 

fundamental outlook is clearly defined in a letter to his friend, Ivan 

Kishelski (1820-l88l?):3 

I am first a Bulgarian, then a Slav and finally an 
individual human being, and therefore, the fate of my 
native land must always have first priority. 

Karavelov valued the prospect of a federation in the Balkans as a 

salutary condition, be it the Yugoslav (south Slav) federation, 

3. Liuben Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works] , 
ed. Tsveta Undzhieva et al., (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1968), IX, 
pp. 508-509, reprints~letter from Karavelov (Bucharest) to 
Kishelski (Moscow), dated 15 December 1870. 
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including Serbia~ Croatia, Bulgaria, Bosnia and Hercegovina, or be it 

the Danube federation, when Romania was added, or be it the Balkan or 

Eastern federation, when Greece and Albania were added. Whichever ver-

sion was being considered, Karavelov regarded it primarily as the most 

propitious device or mechanism with which to attain and subsequently 

secure Bulgaria's independence and sovereignty. The consolidation of 

efforts and forces of the captive Ottoman nationalities was of para-

mount concern to Karavelov from the outset, the result of his realistic 

appraisal of the chances of success in overthrowing Turkish rule. He 

was not in the least myopic in viewing the role of the big powers of 

Europe in the Balkan liberation movement: 4 

Diplomacy of the big powers of Europe currently is 
definitely not cavalier, but rather egocentric. The 
politics of the major powers is a patent business to 
satisfy their own interests. That appears to be the 
prime motivation of current diplomacy ••• thus, 
neither ties of birth nor religious upbringing, nor 
human progressive ideas have anything in common with 
cabinet diplomacy. 

Singling out the major powers, Karavelov sharply delineated each one's 

self-interest: 5 

Russia has become a friend of and a defender of 
Turkey • • • while at the same time is trying to spread 
its influence among the subjects of Turkey • • . to 
prepare them for a future harvest--planning to grab 
them as soon as the Turkish empire falls .••• 

4. Svoboda [Freedom], #17, 26 February 1870, as extracted by 
Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, epokha 1834-1879 
[Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-l879J(Sofiia: BAN, 1964), p. 502. 

5. Nezavisimost [Independence], #43, 14 July 1873, reprinted 
in Karavelov, Sub rani sllchineniia, VII, pp. 602-603. 



Austria • • • fearing each rumble in Turkey • • • as 
fatal and fearing its spread into Austria, is trying with 
all its power to maintain Turkish rule [in the Balkans] 

England • • • which is collecting Turkish products 
• • • views Turkey as its personal province, necessary to 
English trade and wealth. • • • When she is convinced that 
Turkey can no longer be an asset, she will play that same 
role vis-a-vis • • • the inheritors of the Balkan penin
sula. 

As a specific example of a diplomatic posture of England, he firmly 

. . d 6 mal.ntal.ne : 

England knows very well that the Turks are bloodthirsty 
fanatics, cutthroats and lecherous barbarians, but those 
very same Turks are borrowing money from her bankers at 60% 
interest. 

123 

Thus, British commercial interests in Turkish lands were recog-

nized by Karavelov as the guiding element in England's support of the 

continued existence of the sick man of Europe. Nor was he unaware of 

Russian competition with Austria for Balkan territorial gains. Liuben 

was fully cognizant of the Napoleonic and Bismarckian ambitions within 

the European power structure, the moves of which impinged on Turkey 

and its Balkan holdings. 7 

Karavelov also understood western Europe's fear of Russian 

Pan-Slavism and the specter of concomitant Russian power and influence 

expansion. This is evident in several Karavelov articles in which he 

promoted a rationale with which to try and allay some of the fears of 

Russian penetration in the Balkans and possible Russian control of the 

6. Nezavisimost, #50, 1 October 1873, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 630-635. 

7. Ibid. 
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Bosporus, namely, his argument that a fairly strong, populous 

federation of Balkan states would serve the interests of European big 

powers by constituting a significant force, capable of defending itself 

against any power and, thereby, serving as a viable buffer between 

St. Petersburg and Constantinople. 8 

Liuben Karavelov certainly was not the father of the idea of a 

federation on the Balkan peninsula. There had been numerous proposals 

to establish some form of unified political entity composed of several 

Balkan nationalities after their liberation from Turkey. Citing but a 

selected few such blueprints should suffice to illustrate the wide 

variety of designs for such political unions under the differing con-

ditions of the respective historic periods. In 1790, for example, a 

Greek, Rhigas Pheraios (1757-1797), proposed a Hellenic republic for 

the Balkan Peninsula after its liberation from Turkish rule. He en-

visioned equal status for all member nationalities, but with the use 

of Greek as the official language serving as a common bond. 9 In 1802 

Prince Adam Czartoryski (1770-1861), a Polish nobleman in the service of 

tsar Alexander I [1801-1825], formally proposed a federation of Balkan 

nationalities under the aegis of Russia after their liberation from 

Turkey. During that same period Ion Capodistrias (Capo d'Istrias) 

(1776-1831), also in the service of Alexander I, drafted a blueprint 

8. Svoboda, #50, 18 November 1870, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 238-242. 

9. Rhigas was arrested in Vienna, extradited to Constantinople 
and there executed by the Turks in 1797. 
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of a division of the European provinces of Turkey following collapse 

of the Ottoman empire. He envisioned the creation of five separate 

10 
states, each to be ruled by a leading European prince. Subsequently 

the five states were to be united in a federation. 

The Pan-Serbia or the Great Serbia movement had its beginning 

under prince Alexander Karadzordzevic (1842-1858), ably launched and 

orchestrated by Ilja Garasanin (1812-1874), a Pan-Slav adherent, by 

means of his Nacertanje [Outline] or unification plan in 1844. In it 

he proposed coalescing of the co-nationals, Serbians, Bosnians, Monte-

negrins, Hercegovinians and Bulgarians into a single Slavic (Serbian) 

11 state under the Serbian crown. 

The many proposals, it should be noted, were generally individ-

ual efforts, usually in the form of memoranda to the various monarchs 

or their governments by advisors, but there apparently was no semblance 

of any sort of mass support or movement behind any of them. The revo-

lutions of 1848 seriously impaired, for the time being, any probability 

of Slavic or Balkan unification by diverting the focus of the Balkan 

Slavic groups to defending the Habsburg empire. 12 

10. The five states were: a) Moldavia/Wallacha; b) Serbia, 
Bosnia, Hercegovina and Bulgaria; c) Macedonia and Thrace; d) Epirus 
and Albania; e) Greece and the Aegean islands. 

11. Svetozar Markovic, Srbija na Istoku [Serbia in the East] 
(Zagreb: Nakladni Zavod Hrvatske, 1946), pp. 140-141. Freedom of 
conscience and toleration of the Orthodox, Catholic, Uniate and Moslem 
religions were to be instituted. 

12. Russian armies, the Croatian forces under Jellacic, among 
others, disregarded their own Slavic interests and came to the aid of 
the Habsburgs. 
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In the post-1848 Balkans, Cuiseppe Mazzini (1805-1872) openly 

fostered the formation of a south Slav state consisting of Croatia, 

I i S bi M D 1 i . d 1 . 13 str a, er a, ontenegro, a mat a, Bosn1a an Bu gar1a. At the 

Slav Congress in Prague in 1848, Mikhail Bakunin (1814-1876) called 

for the break up of the Austrian empire and the creation of a federa-

. f f Sl· bl· 14 t10n 0 ree aV1C repu 1CS. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels how-

ever, opposed Bakunin's appeal, because they considered the Slavs 

unreliable and unprepared for independence, since they were supporting 

15 despotism and reaction by defending the Habsburgs. In 1850 Lajos 

Kossuth sternly rejected a Danubian federation of Hungary, Romania and 

Serbia proposed by Ion Ghica (1817-1897). As late as 1874, Svetozar 

Markovic (1846-1875) maintained that freedom for the Balkan Peninsula 

can come about only through revolution against the Turks and unity 

among the Balkan states, and that freedom can be further assured only 

through the establishment of a Balkan federal republic consisting of 

"free people and workers in a common union within a self-governing 

state. ,,16 

Karavelov more than likely was exposed to the Russian Pan-Slav 

philosophy of Rotislav Fadeev (1824-1883) and Nikolai Danilevskii 

13. Guiseppe Mazzini, "Slavic Letters," Italia del Popolo, 
(13-19 June 1857), as paraphrased by Stavrianos, p. 81. 

14. In his pamphlet for the Slav Congress, "Appeal to the 
Slavs." 

15. Edward Hallet Carr, Michael Bakunin (London, McMillan & 
Co., 1937), pp. 156-176. 

16. Markovic, p. 147. 
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(1822-1885). The former suggested that upon attaining freedom and 

independence, the Slav nationalities should form a close tribal union 

with Russia. His rationale was that through her military and interna-

tional superiority, Russia can furnish the necessary great Slav tsar 

to act and speak with authority for the smaller Slav states collective-

lye Fadeev emphasized that unless the latter status were to be estab-

lished, the continued existence of the Slav peoples of the Balkans and 

the Danube region was in doubt. 17 Danilevskiimaintained that only with 

Russian help can the Slavs of the Balkans free themselves. He was con-

vinced that the only possible permanent solution to the eastern ques-

tion was a Slav federation for the Balkans, a union which all of the 

other non-Slav peoples (Greeks, Romanians and Albanians) of that region 

would have to join, whether they desired to do so or not, because their 

fate was historically and geographically tied to that of their Slav 

. hb 18 ne1g ors. 

In a highly polemic article in rebuttal to a Golos article by 

Russian Slavophile, Vikentii Makushev (1837-1883). in which the latter 

asserted that in a close union with Russia, the Slavs of Austria and 

Turkey, once liberated, would not be subjugated, nor absorbed by 

Russia, nor would their national uniqueness be destroyed, Karavelov 

17. RostislavFadeev, Opinion on the Eastern Question (London: 
E. Stanford, 1871), p. 83. 

18. Nikolai Danilevskii, Rossiiai Evropa [Russia and Europe], 
5th ed. (New York: Johnson Reprint Co., 1966), pp. 439-441; see also 
A. Fischel, Der Panslawismus bis zum Weltkrieg [Pan-Slavism to the 
World War] (Stuttgart/Berlin: Cotta, 1919), pp. 395-397. 
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took sharp issue. He attacked the Pan-Slav and Slavophile positions, 

"Pan-S1avism is an empty dream. • • • ,,19 The Slavophiles ''believe that 

all the Slavic tribes must establish a single entity and genuflect to 

their elder sister Russia. ,,20 Karavelov's attack gave special 

attention to Makushev's contention that there were no true nationali-

ties among the Slavs. Czech nationality exists no more than does a 

Bavarian nationality, or a Saxon, Venetian or Neapolitan. The Bavar-

ians and Saxons are of German nationality, the Venetians and Neapoli-

tans, Italian, he insisted. 
21 

To this Karavelov responded sharply: 

Mr. Makushev shows ••. that neither Czechs, Poles, 
Serbs nor Bulgarians exist, but only mother Russia •••• 
With two simple sentences Mr. Makushev has destroyed all 
the Slavic nationalities which have existed for thousands 
of years ••• 

Karavelov fully recognized that Russian ambitions to rule over 

the Balkan nations, especially the Slavs, were very strong, because 

R . h' k 22 USSla t ~n s: 

• • • that we are still featherless chicks who are unable 
to liVe outside an incubator. But why should we want a 
Slav monarchy if in it we receive beatings as we do in 
Turkey? We know very well that in Russia the people still 
do not have a voice •••• 

From his exposure to Russian Pan-Slavism, his deeply ingrained love 

for Bulgaria and his fellow countrymen, his humanitarian sensitivities 

19. Nezavisimost, #44, 21 July 1873, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, p. 607. 

20. Ibid. 

21. Ibid., p. 608. 

22. Svoboda, #1, 2 January 1871, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VIII, p. 398. 



for the long suffering giaours23 of the Balkans, Liuben Karavelov 

understandably rationalized that fraternity and unity among the com-

miserating Balkanites would b2 a·natural inclination. To him it was 

patently logical that self-interest should motivate cooperation by 

Romanians, Greeks and Slavs in a union aimed at liberation from the 

Turks and the Austrians. 24 

Well read in contemporary European, Turkish, Russian, Greek 

129 

and American history, Karavelov naturally focused on the sole function-

ing Slav state in the Balkans, the Serbian principality. As such, 

Serbia, he felt, had contracted moral, kindred and historic responsi-

bilities to lead her Slav brothers and their non-Slavic neighbors in 

their liberation quest, not only with public and ~oral support, but 

with direct military aid and leadership.25 Writing several articles 

on the subject of these Serbian obligations in the Russian press, 

Karavelov seemed intent upon not only informing his Russian readers 

of the plight of their Balkan brother Slavs, but on convincing the 

Serbian government and Serbian society as a whole of the need for and 

the mutual advantages in a Serbo-Bulgarian federation, especially in 

23. The Turkish term of derision for the non-Moslem subjects 
of the Ottoman Empire. 

24. Karavelov article "Turtsiia i slaviane," Moskovskie Vedo
mosti, #155 (1962), is reprinted in Mihail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata 
nar:Iuben Karavelov [The Political Journalism of Liuben Karavelov] 
(Sofiia: BAN, 1957), I, item #12, pp. 98-99, hereinafter referred to 
as Publitsistikata. 

25. Karavelov, "Slavianskie izvestiia," Golos, #271, 4 Septem
ber 1866, reprinted in Dimitrov, Publitsistikata~item #22, pp. 
148-149; see also Karavelov articles in Golos #35, 24 February 1867, 
item #28, pp. 169-174; Golos #63, 3 March 1867, item #31, pp. 181-188. 
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the final push for liberation. This position was fully in consonance 

with the 5 April Protocol (1867) of the Bulgarian Benevolent Society in 

26 
Bucharest. Less than three months after his arrival in Belgrade, 

Karavelov wrote in glowing, enthusiastic terms for his Golos readers: 27 

A holiday air prevails in Belgrade after the departure 
of the Turkish troops •••• In Belgrade nothing is more 
discussed than the Moscow Ethnographic Exposition. • 

This exuberant reporting was followed shortly thereafter by a more 

28 excited account of an air of expectancy and anticipation in Belgrade: 

The Serbian government is preparing for war • • • 
[while] in Bulgaria the population has refused to pay 
taxes • [and] revolt is spreading throughout the 
land ••• 

Responding to local rumors of a Serbo-Greek treaty and plan to divide 

liberated Bulgaria between the two countries, Karavelov vociferously 

29 countered the rumors: 

By the very words of prince Mihail, I cannot fail but 
understand that he does not lshare] Grasanin's convictions 
• • • while the Bulgarians have remained totally calm 
[about it all]. 

Almost as if to convince himself at the same time, addressing an art i-

ele specifically to the Bulgarian nation, Karavelov confidently 

26. See pages 61-62 above. 

27. Golos #141, 17 May 1867, reprinted in Publitsistikata, I, 
item #44, pp. 228-230. The last Turkish troops evacuated Belgrade in 
April 1867. 

28. Golos #155, 30 May 1867, reprinted in Publitsistikata. I, 
item #45, pp. 230-234. 

29. Ibid. The specific treaty in question is the Treaty of 
Voeslau of 10 August 1867. Ilja Garasanin is the architect of the 
Great Serbia plan. See pp. 87, 115.and125 above for details. 
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re-assured his fellow countrymen as well as his Serbian hosts that the 

Serbo-Bulgarian relationship is a most natural one, a sincere one and 

one which promises mutual benefits: 30 

We, the Bulgarians, have but one state and but one 
person with whem we can have friendly relations--Serbia and 
prince Mihail Obrenovic. Without Serbia, Bulgaria cannot 
exist; no more than Serbia can, without Bulgaria ••.• With 
our own and Serbia's power combined, let him [Mihail] be the 
guardian angel to our Slavo-Bulgarian people, to our land, to 
our religion and our freedom, as he is at present to the 
Slavo-Serbians. 

We are told that the Serbs want to subjugate us, to be
come our masters and enslave us. Anyone with even an ounce 
of brains could not possibly believe that nonsense. In the 
first place, the times we live in today are such that one 
tribe is not able to be guardian of another; second, there 
are at least as many Bulgarians as there are Serbians and 
they are at least as powerful as are the Serbians; third, 
we and the Serbians are blood brothers, profess the same 
religion and, therefore, there can be only fraternal union, 
love and cooperation between us. • 

In that article Karavelov digressed in an apparent aside to the Serbian 

government, insisting that the Bulgarians must have their own litera-

ture, their own schools, their own laws, their own sovereignty. Re

focusing his attention to his fellow Bulgarians, Karavelov continued:
3l 

Five hundred years of slavery • • • should serve to teach 
us and to show us the path we must follow ••.. Had our an
cestors learned to co-exist • • • we would today not be the 
captives of barbarians, and our parents would not have to 
mourn their dead sons; our own sisters and other women would 
not be held in harems • • • and our own sons would not be in
voluntary Turkish servants. • • • Atone for the sins of our 
forefathers who betrayed us to the Turks and the Germans 
[Austrians] •••• Embrace freely and proclaim boldly: Free
dom or Death! 

30. Karavelov, "Proklamatsiia k bolgarskom narodu," Golos 11170, 
1 June 1867, reprinted in Publitsistikata, I, item 1151, pp. 245-248. 

31. Ibid. 
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Even though Karavelov arrived in Belgrade in 1867 under strong 

Slavo'phile influence, he was not a convert to Russian Pan-Slwvi::;m. He 

nursed several serious reservations about Russian benevolence toward 

its little brother Slavs of the Balkans. He critically compared Rus-

sian concern for a mere few million Balkan Slavs to but one drop of 

water in the ocean. With Bulgarian liberation his major purpose, 

Karavelov articulated this inevitable conclusion: 32 

We, the Bulgarians, like the Russians, but we like 
ourselves even more • and we are ready to defend com-
mon Slavic interests, but we would first like to defend 
ourselves •••• 

We think that Pan-Slavism may be possible • • • but 
only when the Austrian Slavs (Czechs, Moravians, Slovaks, 
Lusatians and Poles) constitute a single, independent 
entity; the Serbians and Bulgarians another independent 
entity; and the Russians, a third ••• each of the na
tionalities must retain its own tribal uniqueness and 
remain fully independent in every way. 

It is evident that Karave10v was intensely sensitive to charges of 

Russian designs on the Balkan Slav lands and peoples, even though he, 

himself, recognized that danger only too well. Nevertheless, his be1-

1igerent responses to English press allegations that Russia sought only 

33 control of Balkan Slav peoples and lands, are also for Russian eyes: 

If Russia thinks to subjugate the population of the 
Balkan peninsula • • • under the same conditions which 
Poland, the Ukraine, Georgia and the Caucasus tribes are 

32. Nezavisimost, #44, 21 July 1873, reprinted in Karave10v, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 607-611. Curiously, in 1947, Josip Broz 
Tito of Yugoslavia, uttered remarkably similar words: "No matter how 
much each of us loves the land of socialism, the 'USSR, we can, in no 
case love our country less." 

33. Nezavisimost, #36, 23 June 1874, reprinted in Karave10v, 
Subrani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 165-170. 



enduring, then she [Russia] will increase the number of 
her enemies which, sooner or later, will produce one of 
those revolutions which usually have proven most fatal 
to the ruling tribe. 
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Karavelov felt very strongly about, and adamantly expressed his 

convictions regarding Slavic brotherhood on numerous occasions. True 

Slavic fraternity will exist only under such conditions as will allow 

every "tribe" or nationality to maintain its "tribal" distinctions--

34 language, customs, mores and general lifestyle, but, he warned: 

If Russia were to come south as a liberator, she would 
most certainly experience a great welcome, but if she were 
to come south to conquer, she would most certainly add to 
her list of enemies, even among the Christian subjects of 
Turkey. 

By 1871 Bulgaro-Romanian relations had deteriorated. The lib-

eral policies of Ion Bratianu (1822-1891) and his sympathetic inclina-

tions towards the Bulgarian ~migr~s came under severe attack by the 

conservative element in Romanian politics. This resulted in increased 

Romanian police pressure to curb Bulgarian forays from Romanian terri-

tory against the Turks. This trend became a matter of concern to 

Karavelov. He sympathized with Bratianu, because Romanian financial 

interests, more so than ideological differences, forced Bratianu to 

sanction the increased police activity. Such increased surveillance 

caused many of the Bulgarian colony in Romania to voice disappointment 

in Bratianu and his government. At the same time the Romanian populace 

showed little understanding of or sympathy for Bulgarian liberation 

34. Svoboda, #49, 11 November 1870, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 234-238. 
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efforts. To counter the adverse turn of domestic Romanian politics 

which hindered Bulgarian liberation movement activities, Liuben 

Karavelov began publishing the Romanian language weekly paper, 

Libertatea {Freedom), as a supplement to the Bulgarian language paper 

Svoboda. Libertatea was aimed at Romanian officialdom and at the 

Romanian population, with the express purpose of propagandizing the 

nature of the Bulgarian liberation movement, the efforts of the Bulgar-

ian colony of about one and a half million, and the efficacy and mutual 

benefit to Bulgarians and Romanians alike in the efforts to overthrow 

Turkish oppression. The first issue came out on 7 January 1871 and 

35 publication continued through 25 October 1872. It should be borne in 

mind that many of the Bulgarian refugees, primarily second generation, 

were not able to read the Cyrillic alphabet. Even though they spoke 

the Bulgarian language, they read only Romanian. These Karavelov also 

sought to inform and influence to the common liberation cause. 

In issue #12 of Libertatea, for example, Karavelov defended 

Bratianu in his occasional opposition to Bulgarian desires and inter-

ests, because the Romanian prime minister had taken those actions "not 

bowing to the sultan,,,36 but rather as an honest, loyal Romanian and 

an enlightened spokesman for the Christians of Turkey. What must be 

35. Khristo Kapitanov, "Publitsistikata no Liuben Karavelov na 
rumunski ezik vuv vestnik Libertatea," Izsledvaniia i statii za Liuben 
Karavelov ["The Journalistic Works of Liuben Karavelov in the Romanian 
Language in the newspaper Libertatea," Research and Articles on Liuben 
Karavelov) (Sofiia: Institut za Literatura, BAN, 1963), pp. 281-282. 

36. Libertatea #12, 26 March 1871, as extracted by Arnaudov, 
p. 526. 
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kept uppermost in mind by the Romanian citizens is "the danger to the 

lower Danube states posed by western European commercial inroads 

37 •• " He felt that the danger was acute for both the Romanians and 

the Bulgarians, and he further cautioned that: 38 

• • • only through a Danube federation will we be able to 
succeed against the raw industrial and commercial power 
directed at us, a danger we are not faced with from those 
nations which exert only cultural influences upon us •• 

Libertatea was not simply a Romanian translation of Svoboda, 

but was a newspaper which specifically tailored the main themes of 

Svoboda articles to the Romanian readers. Therewith Karavelov was 

propagating his federation concept directly to Romanian society, again 

with his main purpose to aid directly the final thrust of the Bulgarian 

liberation movement. Karavelov's efforts to recruit Romania into the 

Danube federation were not confined to Libertatea, nor did those ef-

forts cease with the cessation of Libertatea's publication in October 

39 1872 as a consequence of Turkish protests to the Romanian government. 

In the successor paper to Svoboda, Nezavisimost, Karavelov continued to 

woo Romania into joining Bulgaria and Serbia in a common effort, be-

40 cause: 

37. Ibid. 

38. Ibid. 

39. Kapitanov, pp. 281-282. See page 194 for details of the 
Turkish-Romanian actions. 

40. Nezavisimost, #25, 10 March 1873, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 526-529. 



Romania is duty bound to help Bulgaria; Bulgaria, to 
help Serbia; Serbia, to help Romania. • • • The only al
ternative to a common future for us is terrifying and 
discomforting. Only the Danube federation will be capa
ble of making the Bulgarians, the Romanians and the Serb
ians happy. Anyone who opposes this federation is an 
enemy of his own nation. • • • 

Though a staunch Bulgarian nationalist, Karavelov often 

lamented the shortsightedness and the stupidity of the chauvinists--

Serbian, Romanian, Greek and Bulgarian--because that, more than any-

thing else, prevented agreement, cooperation and union between these 
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nationalities which had been neighbors for centuries. The chauvinists' 

unreasonable demands alienated natural allies. He argued passionately 

that it was high time that petty and insignificant differences of opin-

ion, childish ideas and impractical fantasies of the past be cast aside 

41 in a common effort to gain political independence from the Turks: 

We repeat for the 1,OOlst time that in Switzerland 
three totally different nationalities live together • • • 
with no tribal oppression by any of them. Sound reason, 
we maintain, suggests that this Danube federation is a 
logical and unbiased solution. • • • 

The logic Karavelov applied is highly plausible, though extremely 

idealistic. It follows that if in Switzerland three completely differ-

ent nationalities, German, French and Italian, living in peaceful co-

existence, have acquired a state consciousness that transcended 

individual nationalistic feelings permitting the retention of "tribal" 

uniqueness, the Christian nationalities of the Balkans should be 

41. Nezavisimost, #34, 8 June 1874, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 153-159. Karavelov ignored the fourth 
national element, Romansch. 
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capable of similar achievement in light of their common suffering 

and experience under the Turkish heel over a span of nearly five cen-

turies. On the other hand, the struggles and rivalries in the Balkan 

regions during the Middle Ages, often bent upon the destruction or 

total subjugation of one or the other of the national groups. had 

created animosities deeply ingrained in the different national out-

looks of the peoples. These had to be fundamentally expunged before 

unification could even be broached. Karavelov was acutely aware of 

these historic national animosities, and in oft repeated attempts to 

neutralize ancient national and dynastic prejudices, he naturally fell 

under strong suspicion of some of his own countrymen, who regarded him 

as either politically extremely naive or as having sold out to foreign 

interests. Nevertheless, his call for Slavic and Balkan-wide awaken

ing and cooperation persisted: 42 

Between Croats and Serbs there exists some sort of 
idiotic hatred and disdain; between Montenegro and Serbia 
there exist some false tribal differences and some an
cient dynastic rights disputes. Between the Bulgarians, 
Serbs, Croats, Bosnians and Hercegovinians there exists 
no common thinking, no common goals. • . • Unfortunately, 
we do not make the sign of the cross until it thunders 

With Bulgarian liberation his ultimate goal, Liuben Karave10v 

castigated and cajoled the Balkan Slavs for their shortsightedness and 

43 their mutual disservice to one another: 

42. Nezavisimost, #40, 20 July 1874, reprinted in Karave1ov~ 
Subrani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 186-191. 

43. Ibid. 



Serbia cannot win the love and sympathies of western 
Europe if it does not first gain the trust and respect of 
its true allies, i.e., the Austrian [Voivodina] Serbs, the 
Bulgarians, Bosnians, Hercegovinians and the Albanians. 
Romania cannot influence anything on the right bank of the 
Danube River ••• nor will she aid us materially. Greece 
will always be opposed to our efforts •••• The south Slavs 
just do not yet recognize their own interests, their natural 
allies or their sacred duties. 
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Serbia, in whom Karavelov had such deep faith as the leader of 

the final push to bring about Balkan and especially Bulgarian libera-

tion, came in for direct, vociferous criticism when the south Slav 

federation showed no sign of materializing, and Serbia proceeded to 

44 court Russia and the western European powers: 

If the Belgrade cabinet continues to remain the obedient 
tool of Russia, Prussia, Austria-Hungary, France, Turkey or 
England • • • and if the Serbian armed forces do not announce 
that the time has come and begin to move out against the 
Turks, then the nations awaiting liberation and the European 
powers will be fully justified in maintaining: "It is too 
late." 

In July 1873 Karavelov, under severe personal attack by various 

members of the conservative starite of the Bulgarian colonies in Ro-

mania, responded to their charges that he had sold out to the Serbian 

government. His vehicle was a critique of the plan for the organiza-

tion of the Balkan nations, after liberation, by Gyula Schwarz (1838-

1900), a deputy in the Hungarian legislature and a professor of an-

cient history at the University of Budapest. The Schwarz plan called 

for the establishment of five separate kingdoms on the Balkan 

44. Ibid. 
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P . 1 45 
en~nsu a. All five of the new kingdoms were to be tightly united 

in an Eastern European Empire, which would undertake the task of com-

mon defense under the supreme authority of an emperor and an all-union 

council of delegates from the individual member kingdoms. 46 A sixth 

state, that of the remnants of the Turkish empire, would be confined 

to the regions of Africa and Arabia. 47 Furthermore, the six states 

would have to have the guarantee of the European powers, "and if neces

sary, even the guarantee of the United States of America. ,,48 Karavelov 

attacked the Schwarz plan directly as the fantasy of Hungarian diplo-

macy, which had realized that Turkish friendship was no longer an asset 

and that the Ottoman empire was dying on the vine. He insisted that 

the plan had as its purpose the assurance that the Slavic nationalities 

under Austro-Hungarian rule would remain as such, and to provide the 

numerous royal princes of Europe with their own kingdoms to rule. The 

welfare of the Balkan nationalities, especially the Slavs, was of 

little or no concern to the learrted professor Schwarz. 49 

45. The five kingdoms were to be: 1) Romania, to remain as is 
under its own dynasty; 2) Bosnia, Hercegovina, Old Serbia, Voivodina, 
and Montenegro in a single kingdom under the Serbian king; 3) the Greek 
islands, Thessaly, Epirus and Albania were to unite in the new Greek 
kingdom; 4) Bulgaria was to constitute an independent kingdom, to be 
ruled by one of the princes from a leading European dynasty; 5) Con
stantinople and its environs (Urumenliia), Asia Minor and Palestine 
were to reconstitute a Byzantine empire, to be governed by an emperor 
chosen from one of the major European dynasties. 

46. Nezavisimost, #42, 7 July 1873, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 598-602. 

47. Ibid. 

48. Ibid. 

49. Ibid. 
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The only sensible, equitable and enduring solution for the 

post-Ottoman and post-Austro-Hungarian Balkans, Karavelov argued, would 

be an eastern federation, because only therewith would every nationality 

be able to satisfy its national ambition within a union that could 

50 mutually protect them all from external aggression. Karavelov out-

Ii d h · f d . 1 . d '1 51 ne ~s eastern e erat~on p an 1n eta1: 

We believe an eastern federation of the Balkan nations 
should be constituted as follows: 

1. Serbia, Bosnia, Hercegovina and Montenegro should be
come one unit. 

2. Bulgaria, Thrace and Macedonia should make up a second 
unit. 

3. Albania should become independent, self-governing, 
under the aegis of Serbia and Bulgaria. 

4. Romania should remain as currently constituted. 
5. Constantinople should be made a free city. 
6. Thessaly and Epirus should be joined to Greece. 
7. The sultan and his Turks should be re-settled in 

Asia. In addition, Bulgaria, Serbia and Romania should con
clude a tight union within the federation, within which each 
state must have its own autonomous government, and all three 
should establish a common parliament with supreme authority. 

Karavelov provided for future contingencies within the eastern federa-

tion in the event that Austria-Hungary also collapsed. If that occurred, 

he proposed that Dalmatia, Croatia, Srem and the Backa be joined to 

Serbia, while the northern Banat and Transylvania be made part of 

Romania. Greece and her Byzantine dreams were impediments to an east-

ern federation, Karavelov concluded, because "between the Greeks and 

50. Ibid. 

51. Ibid., pp. 600-601. 
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the Bulgarians there exists such a deep-seated hatred, such as does not 

exist between Serbians and Magyars.,,52 

As is evident from Karavelov's blueprint of the eastern federa-

tion, with its conditions and reservations stipulated, he was primarily 

concerned with assuring that Bulgarian independence and national ful-

fillment be achieved. By stressing the grouping of federation members 

on the basis of "tribal" cOIlllIlunity, he was therewith trying to establish 

distinct "tribal" territories, eliminating or at the least reducing ir-

redentist squabbles. Very early in his campaign for a federation in the 

Balkans, Karavelov became convinced that by means of such a federation, 

Bulgaria could most readily liberate herself and secure her future in-

dependence, because a bloc such as a federation would constitute pre-

sented a combined power which the Turks would hesitate to challenge, as 

would others. Thus, the spilling of Bulgarian blood would be mini-

. d 53 
m~ze • To Karavelov, historically delineated Bulgaria extended "from 

the Black Sea to the Adriatic Sea, and from the Sea or Marmara to the 

Danube River.,,54 He ignored the various minorities within that region 

completely. With the assurance that the federation could very well 

52. Ibid., p. 601. 

53. Golos #242, 20 August 1867, reprinted in Publitsistikata, 
I. Item #70, pp. 305-308. 

54. Svoboda #1, 2 January 1871, reprinted in Karavelov, 
Sub rani suchineniia. VIII, p. 394. 
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exist without Greece, Karavelov did leave open the possibility of the 

Greeks joining the federation: 55 

• 0 • when they [Greeks] renounce their dreams of resurrecting 
Byzantium, and when they begin to think of defending their very 
own tribe • • • • Pan-Hellenistic fantasies are empty dreams 
• • • and are causing friction with those • • • on whom future 
Greek happiness depends. The Greeks cannot attain full inde
pendence without their neighbor Slavic nationalities. 

Karavelov also was convinced that unless the Slavs and the other 

Christian peoples of the Balkan Peninsula united in a common effort, the 

European powers would certainly divide the spoils of the Ottomon 

. 56 emp1re: 

• • • we have said it a thousand times, but will say it again, 
that the salvation of all the Slavic and other Christian 
tribes of Turkey and Austria is tied to a Danube federation, 
i.e., in a mutual understanding between these tribes and in 
their cooperative and considered activities • • • • Individ
ually each tribe is powerless and cannot fight its enemies 
successfully without the help of the others • • • • 

Budapest to Novi Sad to Bucharest 

As we have already seen, Liuben Karavelov's second exile from 

the Serbian principality early in 1868 and his subsequent arrest by 

Austrian authorities in June 1868, had been a severe blow to his goal 

of inducing Serbia to form the nucleus of a south Slav federation with 

Bulgaria as the vanguard in the liberation of Bulgaria and the Balkans. 

On 4 January 1869, Karavelov, Vladimir Jovanovic snd Nikola Tomie were 

55. Nezavisimost, #51, 8 September 1873, as reprinted in 
Karavelov, Sub rani suchineniia, VII, pp. 635-639. 

56. Nezavisimost, #50, 28 September 1874, as reprinted in 
Karavelov, Sub rani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 242-247. 
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released from the Budapest Central Prison by order of the Criminal 

Court. From Budapest the trio apparently went directly to Novi Sad as 

the Serbian Omladina newspaper, Zastava [The Banner], reported: 57 

The exhilaration and the joy among the local youth groups were 
indescribable. A festive banquet ••• in their honor, was 
held • • • • The three heroes were our guests for five full 
days. They were roundly congratulated • 

Just about one week later the paper reported the tumultuous departure 

from Novi Sad of the three, and commented editorially:58 

thus we see that the Bulgarian needs no closer a brother 
than the Serbian, and the Serbian needs no greater a friend 
than the Bulgarian. Together, the freedom of all the south 
Slavs can be readily won • • • • 

The Bulgarian colony in Bucharest, through its liberal party 

newspaper, Narodnost [Nationality] (1867-1869), also congratulated its 

fellow countryman on his release from prison,59 as did the Bulgarian 

language paper in far off Constantinople, Makedonia {Macedonia] (1866-

1872), but with an apologetic observation that it had not been aware of 

1 ' d d d . . 60 Karave ov s arrest an exten e 1ncarcerat10n. From these samples of 

press reaction it is obvious that Liuben's seven month absence from 

active politics had not dulled the south Slav liberal press interest in 

his Slavic unity and federation views. 

57. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karavelov: Life; Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: BAN, 
1964), p. 254, extracts from Zastava, 10 January 1869. 

58. Ibid., extracts from Zastava, 17 January 1869. 

59. Ibid., paraphrases from Narodnost, 2 February 1869. 

60. Ibid., paraphrases from Makedonia, 15 February 1869. 
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Upon his release, Liuben had apparently planned to resume his 

journalistic work in Belgrade, or so he confided to his Moscow professor, 

Mikhail Petrovich Pogodin (1800-1875):61 

• after a month or two we will be permitted to return to 
the principality of Serbia and. God willing, we will find 
employment there. I find myself in great need, as you can 
well imagine. 

The editor of Russkie Vedomosti [Russian Register] , 
Skvortsov, owes me about eighty-five rubles, but does not 
answer my letters asking him for the money. Please, get 
him to pay me my hard earned money so that I will not have 
to resort to embarrassing him publicly in the newspapers. 

In the letter, Liuben asked Pogodin to address letters to him in Novi 

Sad not to the name Karavelov, but to D. Vakic instead, because those 

addressed to Karavelov, especially letters from Russia, were being in-

tercepted and read by Austrian authorities. From this apparent sur-

veillance of Karave1ov, it is reasonable to assume that his release 

from investigative custody in Budapest had not cleared him of all sus·-

picion. Karavelov apparenlty was granted official permission to 

re-settle in Serbia by the Belgrade government, inasmuch as Makedonia 

carried an item from the Zemunski Glas [Zemun Herald] which reported 

that Liuben Karavelov had been issued a re-entry permit. 62 In Novi Sad, 

Karavelov was barred by the authorities from contributing to the local 

newspaper, Zastava, and also prohibited from transmitting by wire and 

61. Karavelov. Subrani suchineniia. IX, p. 504. reprints a Bul
garian translation of the Russian original letter, dated Novi Sad, 
16 March 1869, a photocopy of which is on file at- the Istoricheski 
Institut na BAN, sektsiia "viizrazhdane," arkhivna sbirka 2730/1955. 

62. Arnaudov, p. 259, paraphrases from Makedonia, 12 April 
1869. Zemun is a suburb of Belgrade. 
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postal services, letters, articles and reports to the Russian 

publications Golos and Moskovskie Vedomosti. 63 

Despite the ban on writing for Zastava, Karavelov published a 

two-piece article entitled "Kakvo ni triabva?" [What Do We Need?], with 

a by-line, signed simply "K".64 In the article he upbraided the Serbian 

government for stressing narrow provincial loyalties in Serbia, rather 

than fostering Slavic solidarity:65 

Actually, how does the Serb differ from the Croat and the 
Croat from the Bosnian? Other than by religion, in no way. 
If there is some difference between the Serbian and Croatian 
dialects, we also have a difference between the Serbian and 
Bosnian dialects. Therefore, it really makes no 
difference • • • • 

In that two-piece article, Karavelov also saw the major tasks facing 

the Slavs of the Balkan peninsula as: first. to strive for and attain 

Slavic unity; second, to establish tribal solidarity and awareness; and 

third, to embrace the principle of freedom. When the Slavs have accom-

plished those three goals, he suggested they then adopt a banner with 

the following motto inscribed: "Freedom. Brotherhood. 66 Progress." 

That same article, Karavelov's first after release from prison, 

also indicates that his brushes with the Belgrade government and his 

63. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, p. 504, reprints the 
letter from Karave10v to professor Pogodin. See note 61 above. 

64. Ibid., VII, pp. 49-56. reprints the article from Zastava, 
#31 and #32, 7 March and 14 March 1869, respectively. 

65. Ibid., p. 50. 

66. Ibid., p. 54. 
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seven month incarceration in Budapest, had led him to modify his concept 

of Serbo-Bulgarian dualism as the core for a future federation on the 

Balkan peninsula. He now insisted vigorously that Serbo-Bulgarian 

"tribal" solidarity henceforth be based on the principles of brotherhood, 

freedom and progress. He insisted more than ever that Bulgarians and 

Serbians living under one government be assured that each would be able 

to exercise full internal self-government, and to pursue its own native, 

traditional life-style. The United States of America and Switzerland, 

he insisted, had accomplished this sort of multi-national federation, 

having learned to differentiate between nationality, on the one hand, 

and freedom and patriotism, on the other.
67 

He saw little or no dif-

ficulty in expanding the original south Slav federation of Serbia and 

Bulgaria by welcoming Romania and re-dubbing it the Danube federation, 

but he did foresee problems were Greece to be incorporated: 68 

• . • we will have to wait and see what the Greeks will do. 
The majority of us know that the Greek patriots rant about 
resurrecting the Byzantine empire in its widest territorial 
expanse, and that, even the most liberal people of Greece 
and Constantinople believe. We find that dream expressed in 
all Greek newspapers • • • • They will have to change their 
outlook .••• 

The Albanians, however, "are in their childhood • • • and as a child 

needs parental guidance and support, so, too, the Albanians."
69 

67. Ibid., p. 52. 

68. Ibid., p. 54. 

69. Ibid. 
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When the difficulties with Greece and Albania are overcome, Karavelov 

believed that the Balkan or Eastern federation could easily become a 

reality. 

As Liuben Karavelov's thoughts unfold in several subsequent 

articles, it becomes clear that his confrontations with the Belgrade 

government during 1867-1868 and his Budapest imprisonment had led him to 

recognize the serious obstacle to Serbo-Bulgarian solidarity and federa

tion posed by the Great Serbia chauvinism. 70 He had always rejected 

that position philosophically, but he now began to oppose it directly 

and publicly. It is evident that during his seven month prison stay, 

Karavelov had engaged in some basic re-thinking of several of his 

political viewpoints. The Belgrade unpleasantness and his lack of 

visible success in inducing closer ties in Slavic brotherhood among the 

Balkan Slavs, apparently caused Karavelov to shift his focus from Bal-

kan Slavdom as a whole, to his native Bulgaria. He no longer was will-

ing to accept tacitly a monarchic system for liberated Bulgaria; prince 

Mihail Obrenovic had convinced him against a monarch. He now insisted 

on a republic. Addressing his Bulgarian countrymen directly, but with 

a clear message to the Great Serbia proponents in Belgrade, Karavelov 

. d d 71 
m~nce no wor s: 

70. The Great Serbia proponents regarded the entire western 
regions of Bulgaria and most of Macedonia as Serbian provinces. 

71. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 56-59, reprints 
Karavelov's article, "Moi bratia" [My Brothers] from Narodnost, 1116, 
9 March 1869. 



••• we will not give up what is ours; want not what is not 
ours. He, who wants to snatch what is not his, will not 
attain true freedom. He, himself, is not a free man, but is 
a despot • • • • 

A Serbian monarch ruling over a Serbo-Bulgarian dualist state, with 

Great Serbia ambitions was, therefore, out of the question. 
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A good indication that Karavelov had become sorely disillusioned 

by the Great Serbia mentality of the Belgrade government officials, not 

at all representative of the Serbian populace, is a passage in his short 

story, Kriva Ii e sudbata? [Has Fate Gone Awry?], which he wrote between 

72 1868 and 1871, and in which a leading character is made to lament: 

Belgrade, Belgrade, several million people expect life and 
light from you, and Serbian happiness depends on you. You 
must be the first fighter for everything that is beautiful 
and uplifting. And what are you? You are filled with a 
miserly spirit and are full of evil. You close your eyes so 
you do not see the tears of your bloodbrothers • . • 

With his attention turned primarily to Bulgaria, Karavelov de-

termined that there were three basic pre-conditions to national and 

personal freedom for Bulgaria: education, a resolute will, and sound 

73 reason: 

Bulgaria has been enslaved for nearly 500 years by the most 
barbaric and uncivilized nation on earth and, . • • because 
until only recently, we have had little education. We have 
not been of one mind, and we have not had the sense to recog
nize who are our friends and who are our enemies • • • • 

72. Ibid., II, pp. 7-124, reprints the short story in its 
entirety. Passage cited will be found on p. 106. Belgrade is here 
meant to designate the government of Serbia. 

73. Ibid., VII, pp. 56-59, reprints the article. See note 
71 above. 
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Upon his release from prison, Karavelov systematically reflected on the 

immediate needs of the Bulgarian nation to encourage progress in their 

long-delayed liberation movement. He apparently had concluded that at 

that time (1869) Bulgarians needed first, to have inculcated in them a 

firm, durable and popularly acceptable concept of liberation, second, 

to be presented with a formulated and articulated, readily understand

able plan of action to attain that liberation, and third, to be given 

a clear, consistent and credible explanation of the impossibility of 

any national development under any form of political association with 

the Turkish empire and its tyrannical nature.
74 

The logical vehicle 

with which to fulfill those needs was a newspaper for mass communication 

with his countrymen inside Bulgaria and with the Bulgarian colonies in 

Serbia, Romania and Russia. For Liuben Karavelov, always short of 

capital, financing a newspaper was a formidable problem. He would soon 

receive an offer from Bucharest he would find difficult, it not 

impossible to resist. 

Bucharest: A Brand New Start 

On 2 May 1869, Liuben Karavelov arrived in Bucharest, capital 

of Romania, upon the invitation of the Bulgarian Dobrodetelna Druzhina 

[Benevolent Society], the organization of the well-to-do-businessmen 

of the Bulgarian colony there. From their economic conservatism and 

their Russophilism, they had been dubbed starite [the elders]. The 

74. Ibid. 
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Benevolent Society had been contemplating publication of its own 

newspaper in Bucharest for some time in order to compete with the news-

paper of the more liberal element of the Bulgarian community for the 

hearts and minds of the Bulgarian immigrants in Bucharest and in the 

rest of Romania. The younger and more liberal faction, dubbed mladite 

[the youngsters], published Narodnost, whose editor was Ivan Kasabov 

(1837-1911). 

Khristo Georgiev (1824-1872), one of the founding members of the 

Benevolent Society, was sponsor of the proposed newspaper, and had ex-

perienced difficulties in hiring an able editor. Apparently he sought 

a knowledgeable but pliant individual who would write and edit as he was 

directed to do. Several Bulgarian literati had declined the position 

under those conditions. Valuable time was passing and Narodnost was 

publishing regularly. Finally, almost in desperation, Georgiev offered 

the position to Liuben Karavelov, The political orientation of 

Georgiev and the Benevolent Society was at the opposite end of the 

spectrum from that of Liuben Karavelov. The former were avid Russo-

phi1es; the latter, passionately opposed Russian hegemony among the 

Slavs, as Karavelov pointedly informed an old friend, general Ivan 

Kishelski, a Bulgarian in Russian service: "I love my brother Russians, 

but do not intend to admit their faxes into the hen house containing my 

chickens. 11
75 There was compatability between Karavelov and the Society 

on the matter of a Serbo-Bulgarian dualist state. 

75. Ibid., IX, p. 508, reprints a Bulgarian translation of the 
letter from Karavelov (Bucharest) to Kishelski (Moscow), dated 15 
December 1870. 
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The need to start publication apparently forced Georgiev to 

hire Karavelov, but only as a last resort, and with some serious doubts, 

as his exchange of letters with his confidant, Naiden Gerov (1823-1900), 

serving in Plovdiv as Russian consul, indicates: 76 

I noticed how much you wrote about Karavelov, his record in 
Serbia and his prison term • • • even if all is true • • • 
we have no one better available • • • • However, this editor 
will not be independent, but subject to an editorial 
board • 

Why did Karavelov opt for Bucharest, rather than return to Bel-

grade as planned? He answered that question himself five years later 

(1874) in conversations with his close friend, Mikhail Grekov: 77 

I decided to work for the slave [the poor Bulgarian peasant] • 
I sat first in Serbia, where they did not much tolerate me. 
I went to Austrian territory, where I was treated even worse. 
Without reason, and only because I associated with all sorts 
of obstreperous elements, they seized me and threw me into 
the dungeons, where I sat, but at least did not leave my bones. 

His recent experiences obviously were not pleasant ones and, it is 

reasonable to assume that he looked forward to a change of scenery. 

After all, Bucharest was close to the fatherland, was also the capital 

city of an autonomous principality, and had a sizeable Bulgarian 

colony, which Karavelov had over-generously estimated sometime earlier 

76. Naiden Gerov, Iz arkhiva na Naiden Gerov [From the 
Archives of Naiden Gerov] ed. T. Panchev (Sofiia: BAN, 1911), I, 
p. 278, p. 290, p. 293, letters from Georgiev (Bucharest) to Gerov 
(Plovdiv), April 1869. 

77. Arnaudov, p. 288, quotes extensively from Mikhail Grekov, 
"Kak nie osvobozhdavakhme bulgariia" [How We Liberated Bulgaria] , 
Istoricheski Zapiski za 1867-1878 [Historical Notes for 1867-1878] 
(Sofiia: Arkhiva na BAN), p. 351. 
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at about 150,000. 78 Romanian state politics seemed to be less 

capricious than those he had experienced in the Serbian principality. 

He would soon have to alter that optimistic evaluation. As already 

pointed out, Karavelov's main focus had shifted to Bulgaria after his 

prison stint, as compared to his former emphasis on Serbia and the south 

Slavs as a whole. Moreover, the Bulgarian colony in Bucharest showed 

signs of much more activity in behalf of the Bulgarian liberation move-

ment than did that in Serbia. Also, there was a freer atmosphere in 

Romania, i.e., the Bulgarian immigrants were freer from local govern-

mental interference than was the case in Serbia. Bulgarian language 

newspapers flourished in Bucharest, whereas they were not permitted in 

S b · K 1 h d d' d 79 er 1a, as arave ov a 1scovere. 

Domestic Romanian policies were less restrictive to immigrant 

actvities, probably because of the slightly different history of evolu-

tion of the Romanian principality. In August 1858 a big power confer-

ence in Paris had established the United Principalities of Moldavia and 

Wallachia. Alexander Cuza (1820-1873) was elected reigning prince by 

each principality, and a legislative fusing by 1862 resulted in a new 

state, which adopted the name Romania. In 1866 Cuza was forced to 

abdicate by a strong coalition of conservative and liberal elements. 

78. See page 103 above. 

79. In 1867, upon his arrival in Belgrade, Liuben Karavelov 
was denied a permit to publish a Belgrade edition of the Moscow Bul
garian language newspaper, Bratski Trud [Brotherly Toil], or any other 
Bulgarian language publication. 
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Charles of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen was chosen as the new prince, 

ruling as Carol I [1866-1881] and as King Carol [1881-1914]. During 

the early weeks of the 1866 coup Turkey was believed to be moving troops 

closer to the Danube River border of Romania and a Turkish invasion was 

feared. At that time (1866), Georgi Rakovski (1821-1867) first, then 

Ivan Kasabov was invited by an element of the coup group headed by Ion 

Bratianu (1822-1891) to organize a Bulgarian legion to help ward off any 

possible attempt of a Turkish occupation. This resulted in the so-

called sveshtena koa1itsiia [sacred coalition], in which Kasabov and a 

Romanian group, including Constantin Ciorcir1an, Eugenio Carada and G. 

Serurie planned Balkan-wide uprisings and eventually the formation of a 

Balkan confederation.
80 

To carry out his part of organizing the pro-

posed legion and the training of insurgent detachments, Kasabov orga-

nized the Taen Tsentralen Bulgarski Komitet [Secret Central Bulgarian 

Committee (SCBC)]. 81 

After prince Carol settled in as the new Romanian monarch, with 

European great power and Turkish recognition, a Turko-Romanian recon-

ciliation was negotiated during late summer and early fall 1866, making 

the Bulgarian immigrant legion and its insurgent activities a distinct 

80. Dokumenti za bulgarskata istoriia [Documents Pertaining to 
Bulgarian History] (Sofiia: nUrzhavna Pechatnitsa, 1931), I, 
pp. 438-439; see also Arnaudov, p. 294. 

81. Aleksandur Burmov, Bulgarski revoliutsionnen tsentralen 
komitet [Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee] (Sofiia: Izdatelst
vo Bulgarska Kniga, 1943), p. 18. The Secret Central Bulgarian Commit
tee of Ivan Kasabov of 1866, should not be confused with the one 
established in 1870 by Liuben Karavelov and Vasil Levski. 
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diplomatic liability for Romania. Ion Bratianu so informed Ivan Kasabov 

in the summer of 1866: 82 

Romania currently needs a period of peace to consolidate 
and, because of that, it is necessary to stop all activities 
of the Bulgarian Assistance Committee [sic] • • • • As to Bul
garia in general, we cannot become involved, but do wish you 
success. However, relations are so delicate and secret that 
no suspicion can be cast upon us, which is what you would 
bring upon us • 

Unlike the Serbian, the Romanian government had no immediate Bulgarian 

territorial ambitions and, consequently, did not pressure and persecute 

the Bulgarian leaders. As is evident from Bratianu's advice to Kasabov, 

Romanian support of the SCBC was no longer forthcoming and all its 

activities would have to cease. Therefore, by fall 1866 that commit-

tee's original purpose no longer existed, and it no longer was a viable, 

functioning Bulgarian immigrant organization. As a result, Ivan Kasabov 

and several leaders of the mladite political faction in Bucharest merged, 

reorganized and began publishing the liberal party's newspaper Narodnost 

in Bucharest on 21 October 1867. 

As noted earlier,83 Khristo Georgiev and the Benevolent Society 

in Bucharest, representing the core of the conservative starite element 

of the Bulgarian colony, were beginning to feel the effects of the loss 

of political influence to the liberals because of the success of the 

latters' newspaper Narodnost. To stem and counter Lhis growing 

82. Arnaudov, p. 294, extracted the passage from Ivan Kasabov, 
Moite spomeni ot vUzrazhdaneto na bulgariia [My Recollections of the 
Awakening of Bulgaria] (Sofiia: 1905), p. 61. 

83. See pp. 151-152 above. 
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influence of the liberals, the Benevolent Society pushed to speed up the 

appearance of its own newspaper, Otechestvo [Fatherland]. It was at 

this point, late April 1869, that Georgiev and the Society came to the 

reluctant decision to tender the post of editor to the controversial, 

but internationally experienced journalist, Liuben Karavelov, who re-

ceived the offer in Novi Sad and, for reasons already mentioned, accept-

ed the position. While in Novi Sad, Karavelov had been apprised of the 

Bucharest Bulgarian colony political division--the conservative, 

Russophile starite and the liberal, Russophobe mladite. His Serbian 

Omladina friends in Novi Sad had urged him to take advantage of the 

opportunity to bridge the political differences between the two fac-

tions. As a self-appointed peacemaker, Liuben Karavelov arrived in 

Bucharest on 2 May 1869, as the newly hired editor of the forthcoming 

84 newspaper, Otechestvo. Before he formally accepted the position, 

Karavelov emphasized to both political factions that they be cognizant 

of his own position on various issues, because on some of them he 

agreed with one group, while on others, he agreed with the opposing one. 

Karavelov leaned toward the mladite in general, but disagreed fundament-

ally with their persistent, avid Russop~obia and especially with their 

Turko-Bulgarian dualism position. In general, he opposed the starite, 

particularly their narrow, somewhat aristocratic attitudes; but he did 

appreciate and agree with their keen p~litical perceptions, and espe-

cially did he agree with their support of the Serbo-Bulgarian dualism. 

84. Arnaudov, p. 299. 
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He took particular pains to inform the starite that he fully opposed 

their total Russophilism. 

It is clear that Karavelov fit somewhere between the two politi-

cal extremes, a very logical position for a would-be peacemaker. Never-

theless, before the first edition of Otechestvo came out, he disclosed 

his personal viewpoints in an article he wrote for Narodnost. In the 

article, "Kakvo iskat biilgarite?" [What Do the Bulgarians Want?], he 

asserted, among other things, that the Bulgarian people have lost all 

faith in Turkish law and promises of reform. There are signs, he 

thought, that the Bulgarians have been re-born and "realize the path 

they must take, appreciating what is being offered them with a Balkan 

federation." He also put the starite on notice as to the difficulties 

he was having with their unquestioning devotion to Russian policies: 85 

••• Russia has always tried to smother Bulgarian movements, 
be they anti-Turkish or anti-Greek; nor has Russia ever abetted 
[Bulgarian] movements, because they were always in conflict 
with her own national interests • • 

Serbo-Bulgarian interests, he maintained, dovetailed Bulgarian ones 

86 because, simply put: 

• . • freedom for one means freedom for the other as well. 
The Bulgarian desires brotherhood, life and freedom, both 
personal and national. Where those three elements exist, 
despotism cannot ever enter into consideration • • • • 

85. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, pp. 510-512, reprints 
the article from Narodnost, #24, 11 May 1869. 

86. Ibid. 
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Karavelov also made it abundantly clear that he unequivocally 

rejected Russian or any other form of despotism, as well as any and all 

aristocratic principles. This should certainly have raised serious 

questions in the minds of Khristo Georgiev and the Benevolent Society 

for having hired Karavelov to be editor of their paper. It apparently 

did not or, if it did, they remained silent, and Liuben Karavelov began 

to prepare for his editorship. As his first official task, he drew up 

an article announcing the imminent appearance of Otechestvo in Bucharest. 

In the article he meticulously outlined the goals, the organizational 

structure and the editorial policy he envisioned for this newest publica-

tion. Clearing this advance article with Khristo Georgiev and the 

editorial board, Karavelov had the piece type-set before he departed 

for Novi Sad to fetch his wife, his library, manuscripts and household 

goods to Bucharest. 87 

While in Novi Sad and visiting Belgrade, Karavelov read an 

editorial in the liberal Bulgarian language paper of Braila, Romania, 

Dunavska Zora [Danube Dawn], which attacked him on his decision to be-

come editor of Otechestvo, because Dunavska Zora believed that Khristo 

Georgiev settled on Liuben Karavelov as his editor only after several 

other good men refused the position. They refused, the editorial 

asserted, because they did not want "to write for Georgiev what he 

wanted to have written."88 The editorial also expressed skepticism 

87. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, p. 59, reprints 
Karavelov's article f~om Narodnost, #31, 6 July 1869. 

88. Arnaudov, p. 308, quotes from the article in Dunavska 
Zora, #33, 29 June 1869. 



about the announced policy of serving common Bulgarian rather than 

private interests. Khristo Georgiev was called the power behind the 

throne, and any editor would be but a mere puppet, while Otechestvo 

would be nothing more than a Russian organ of propaganda. The final 

salvo of the editorial was reserved for Liuben Karavelov: 89 

••• no loyal, honorable man, who also wants to be a true son 
of Bulgaria, can lend himself to this service. Mr. Karavelov, 
we are sure, does not know them [Georgiev and the Benevolent 
Society], and as soon as he gets to know them, he will do what 
is best for our common national interest. 

The editorial deeply offended Karavelov, and apparently also 

caused him to re-consider his acceptance of the editorship. The 

charges in the editorial may well have made him more suspicious of· his 

would-be employers than he had. been because, when he returned to 

Bucharest, and before the first issue of Otechestvo was scheduled to 

appear on 25 July 1869, he discovered that the announcement he had 

drafted and type-set before he left for Novi Sad had been edited, and 

158 

the contents changed from what he had written. Karavelov may well have 

been looking for a cause to resign but, at any rate, the tampering with 

his article served as the deciding factor. He resigned. To clear the 

air and to cleanse himself of any suspicion that he was a man who could 

be bought, he inserted an article in Narodnost, entitled "Obiavlenie" 

[Announcement], and signed it "L,,:90 

89. Ibid. 

90. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, p. 59, reprints the 
article from Narodnost, #31, 6 July 1869. 



Some time ago there was an announcement made of a new 
newspaper, Otechestvo, which appeared over my name. I did 
commit myself to a Bucharest society, c~lled starite, to 
become editor of that newspaper, and I did write an organiza
tional policy statement for it • • • concerning Bulgarian 
affairs and Bulgarian interests in general. However, I had 
to travel to Austria on personal matters and, therefore, left 
the announcement, or rather my policy statement with the 
society mentioned, to have it printed and distributed by the 
time I returned. A week ago I returned to Bucharest, and 
what did I find? I found that my policy statement had been 
changed and recast in the mold of Mr. Khristo [Georgiev] and 
company. I have never been a foreign tool. I disclaim that 
announcement and declare to every Bulgarian not to attribute 
to me the announcement referred to above. 
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In its first edition, edited by Panteli Kisimov (1832-1905), on 

25 July 1869, Otechestvo published what it claimed was Karavelov's 

original text and, side by side, included the edited version. The 

original that appeared in Otechestvo was mild in tone by Karavelov 

journalistic standards, and had been intended to be a middle way posi-

tion, consonant with the peace-maker role he had assumed by accepting 

the position of editor. In Karavelov's journalistic writing to this 

point such moderation and choice of non-provocative words in express-

ing his viewpoints was atypical. What were the changes made to his 

article that caused the furor and the resignation? 

Kisimov indicated that Karavelov had written: "The Turks have 

held Bulgaria under a physical yoke, while the Greeks held it in moral 

slavery." In that sentence only the word "Greeks" was changed to 

"phanariot clergy." This was done, according to Kisimov, so that a 

hate campaign against all Greeks would not start. In the original ver-

sion, said Kisimov, Karavelov had written: "In Transylvania there are 

two million Wallachians." In that statement only the word "two" was 
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changed to "four," for the sake of accuracy and so as not to give either 

the Hungarians or the Romanians an advantage. The third change made was 

in listing the stationing of the paper's correspondents. Karavelov had 

listed correspondents in "the south Slav world." To this statement was 

added only the phrase "and Bohemia and Russia.,,9l All were seemingly 

minor changes, generally innocuous and not very lengthy. As already 

noted, Karavelov felt that his integrity as a journalist and as a man 

had been impugned, and his loyalty to the Bulgarian liberation cause had 

been questioned by the Dunavska Zora editorial and, as a result, he may 

well have had second thoughts about having accepted the editorship of 

Otechestvo. The changes to his prepared text, though minor, were a pre-

view of the tether that Georgiev and the Benevolent Society intended to 

affix to him as editor. The arbitrary editing of his text afforded him 

an excellent opportunity to withdraw from the position and at the same 

time demonstrate to his critics that his loyalty to the fatherland, his 

92 personal and professional integrity were beyond reproach. Karavelov's 

response was in the form of a letter to the editor of the very newspaper 

which attacked him, Dunavska Zora. The letter is probably Karavelov's 

best piece of polemic writing. In it he demonstrates masterful use of 

91. Arnaudov, pp. 311-312, extracted passages from Otechestvo 
#1, 25 July 1869. 

92. See Appendix B for a translation of Karave1ov's letter, 
"Am I Deceitful or Are the Publishers of Otechestvo?" This is his 
direct response to the article by Kisimov in the premiere edition. 
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93 the printed word as a weapon in a vicious duel. Here, Karavelov is 

the maligned, slandered, honorable Bulgarian journalist jousting with 

the evil black knights of the Bulgarian colony in Bucharest. Although 

he attacks the dishonesty shown in hiring him under false pretenses. and 

castigates the selfish motives of the publishers of Otechvesto, 

Karavelov singled out the wealthy Khristo Georgiev, the replete Russo-

94 phile, for special treatment. The attack is vitriolic, and indicates 

little or no moderation in his choice of words or expressions and, more 

than anything else, probably caused the Benevolent Society to regard 

him henceforth as its major enemy. Later, as we shall see, this affair 

led to massive defamation and the virtual hounding of Karavelov out of 

the publicist field. 

With his rejection of the editorship of Otechestvo and his 

realization of the unalterable Russophilism of the starite, with their 

pretentious aristocratic elitism, Karavelov was convinced that further 

cooperation with that group was out of the question. His concern had 

also risen about the near fanaticism in the Russophobism of the mladite; 

and he totally opposed their insistence on their Bulgaro-Turkish dualist 

95 state proposal. Under these circumstances it is logical to assume 

93. Karavelov, Subrani sllchineniia, VII, pp. 68-73, reprints 
the entire letter to the editor from Dunavska Zora, #39, 31 August 1869. 

94. Khristo Georgiev, businessman and banker, became a Russian 
citizen years before the liberation of Bulgaria by the Russian armies 
in 1877-1878. Georgiev is also the prototype for one of Karavelov's 
major characters, chorbadzhi Nicho, in his novel Khadzhi Nicho. 

95. See page 60, above for details of the 1867 proposal. 
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that with his self-assigned mission of rallying his countrymen to the 

f B I ' l'b ,96, i d I b h' k cause 0 u gar~an ~ erat~on 1n m n , Karave ov egan to t ~n ear-

nestly about publishing his own newspaper to maintain his independence 

of action. His trip to Odessa, Russia on 9 July 1869 shortly after he 

resigned as editor, was for the purpose of raising capital for a news-

paper he wanted to publish in Bucharest. He believed he could find 

financial support among the wealthy Bulgarians of Odessa and Romania 

outside Bucharest; especially from those opposed to Georgiev and the 

Benevolent Society. 

There is a curious sidelight to the Bulgaro-Turkish dual state 

proposal of 1867. There is an unusually interesting 1935 research 

, I h b' 97 art1c e on t e su Ject. The researcher, Pavel Oreshkov, contends 

that Liuben Karavelov either was not very well informed or was not much 

trusted by the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee in Bucharest (SCBC). 

Based on Russian state correspondence he examined, Oreshkov maintains 

that the SCBC proposed the dualist state in March 1867 as a political 

ploy, not as a serious, viable effort at dualism with Turkey. A few 

days after dispatching their proposal to Constantinople, according to 

96. See page 149,above. 

97. Pavel Oreshkov, "Russka diirzhavna prepiska po nasheto 
osvoboditelno dvizhenie, II Spisanie na BAN ["Russian State Correspondence 
Dealing with our Liberation Movement, II Bulletin of BAN], LII (1935), 
pp. 316-321. 
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Oreshkov's findings, the executive committee of the SCBC98 signed and 

dispatched a letter to prince Aleksander Gorchakov (1798-1883), then 

Russian foreign minister. Gorchakov was requested to forward the letter 

to the tsar. The executive committee submitted an eight point recommen-

dation for the tsar's consideration, including a suggestion that since 

the SCBC recognizes the tsar as protector of the Christians in Turkey, 

Russia should use the Russo-Bulgarian religious ties as justification 

for aiding the Bulgarian liberation movement directly and aiding the 

SCBC financially in its resistance to the inroads of Catholicism and 

Latinism in the Balkans. They also suggested to the tsar that even 

though there was no prospect that the sultan will even consider their 

dualism proposal, he should support it publicly and officially in order 

to hasten Turkish rejection of the offer. 

Considering the many outlandish recommendations and political 

maneuverings of that era, the eight point petition to the tsar is not 

as bizarre as it may appear to be. What is puzzling is why Liuben 

Karavelov apparently was not aware of the petition letter to the tsar? 

Liuben's vociferous attacks against the Bulgaro-Turkish dualism idea 

began in May 186799 and continued into the 1870s and followed the 

98. Members of the executive committee who signed the letter 
were: G. B. Diamandov, president; D. Brankov, secretary; and regular 
members: Ivan Grudov, Kiriak Tsankov, Atanas Andreev and Raicho 
Popovich. Members of the executive committee whq did not sign the 
letter were Ivan Kasabov and Pante1i Kisimov. 

99. Go1os, #140, 22 May 1867, reprinted in Karavelov, Subrani 
sllchineniia, VII, pp. 38-45. 
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general theme that Bulgaria and Turkey have nothing in cornmon, that all 

Turkey is barbaric and its members are inhuman, beyond salvation, and 

that Moslem Turk and Christian Bulgarian are totally incompatible. 

From the extent, the number and the vehemence of Karavelov's attacks on 

Bulgaro-Turkish dualism, it is illogical to assume that the proposal may 

have been a convenient straw man for Karavelov to attack and destroy, 

because there seems to be no apparent benefit to the Bulgarian libera-

tion movement in such a game. Either Liuben Karavelov was not a member 

of the SCBC in 1867 or, if he was a member, he was not a trusted one. 

There is the possibility, of course, that in early 1867 Karavelov may 

have been only a consultant of the Committee, or an amicus comitatae. 

At any rate, some of the signatories of that letter to the tsar became 

regular members of the Karavelov-Levski organized Bulgarian Revolution

ary Central Committee in 1870. 100 

Revolutionary Editor-Publisher 

Karavelov's resignation as editor of Otechestvo in July 1869 

spurred his efforts to publish his own newspaper in Bucharest. Between 

July and October 1869 Karavelov succeeded in getting Nikola (Nancho) 

Popovich and Dimitur Tsenovich, businessmen of Giurgiu, to finance, and 

the Romanian government to issue a permit for his planned newspaper in 

Bucharest. The first issue of that paper, Svoboda [Freedom], appeared 

100. The Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee (BRCC) 
established by Karavelov and Vasil Levski in 1870 should not be con
fused with the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee (SCBC) established 
by Ivan Kasabov in 1866. 
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on 7 November 1869. In a front page article of that issue Karavelov 

explained the choice of the name for his paper. The suggestion for its 

name came from its location in Romania " where every Bulgarian 

immigrant can express his views and desires." The suggestion was then 

further amplified by some of Karavelov's nationalistic feelings: "Free-

dom is Bulgaria's desire, freedom is our Bulgarian hope, freedom is the 

Bulgarian motto, and therefore, we too dedicate our newspaper to Bul

garian freedom."IOl The aim of Svoboda will be to uphold Bulgarian 

interests, "and to show the Bulgarian people the path they must follow 

in order to attain their moral unity and political independence more 

easily. ,,102 He also affirmed that Svoboda would use all its influence 

to acquaint the Bulgarian people with their neighbors, and vice versa. 

The paper would carry political articles, reports from Bulgaria, 

Bessarabia, Serbia, Bosnia, Dalmatia and elsewhere. It would feature 

short stories, narratives of Bulgarian life, statistical data, critiques 

and bibliographies, historical articles and other items. Karavelov also 

listed some basic editorial policies and opinions regarding Slavic unity 

and brotherhood, a Balkan federation and, of course, Turkish misdeeds. 

His first lead article, an editorial, developed the concept that freedom 

is the key to all human endeavor, no matter whether it be spiritual or 

. 1 103 
mater~a : 

101. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 76-80 reprints 
the article and reproduces a facsimile of Svoboda, 111, 7 November 1869. 

102. Ibid. 

103. Ibid. 



It is the firm conviction of the editor and the publishers 
of Svoboda that only he can say he is a man who thinks and 
speaks his own mind. Almost everything in life depends on 
freedom. Without freedom there is neither life nor happiness. 
Only that nation can live and prosper, which has its own 
historical life and its own domestic and international free
doms, i.e., which has sovereignty and independence of 
thought •••• 
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Liuben Karavelov had become editor and publisher of his own newspaper, 

and was in his element, but this very element, ironically, as we shall 

see, became the instrument of his greatest disenchantment and personal 

heartbreak. 

From its first issue and for the ensuing sixteen months, Svoboda 

was printed regularly and reliably at the Radulescu printing plant in 

Bucharest (from 7 November 1869 to 8 July 1870), then at the Andric 

plant until 17 April 1871, with only the inherent problems of accuracy 

and the meeting of various deadlines. 104 From the inaugural lead 

article of Svoboda, addressed to its readers on 7 November 1869, it is 

apparent that Karavelov had a clearly defined plan in mind for the role 

that his newspaper was to play in the liberation movement. He dedicated 

the paper to Bulgarian freedom; and it followed that he would become the 

consummate propagator of ideas with which to serve the movement. He 

intended to convince Bulgarians at home and abroad, as well as to 

104. Arnaudov, p. 800, quotes and paraphraee8 extensively from 
the works of the Bulgarian specialist on Karavelov's printing problems, 
St. Kutinchev, Pecharstvoto v bulgariia do osvobozhdenieto [The Print
int Art in Bulgaria to the Liberation] (Sofiia: DUrzhavna Pechatnitsa, 
1920); cf. N. Nachov "Novobulgarskata kniga i pechatnoto delo u nas ot 
1806 do 1877," Sbornik na BAN [Modern Bulgarian Book Publishing and 
Printing from 1806 to 1877, Collections of BAN], XV, kniga 10 (1921), 
pp. 1-132. 
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impress the rest of the world, of the justice of the liberation cause. 

We have already seen how much Liuben Karavelov valued a favorable word 

about the south Slavs in the international press. 105 The first of the 

liberation ideas he emphasized for his readers was that of justice, or 

rather the injustice inflicted upon the Bulgarian nation for nearly five 

106 
centuries by the Turks: 

Everyone knows that national welfare depends on a nation's 
level of education. The more educated a nation is, the more 
fortunate it is. But can a nation be enlightened, wealthy, 
happy and more educated if blocking its path are individuals 
who do not want to see happiness and the good life for that 
nation, because that would be detrimental to their own selfish 
interests? 

Is it possible for the Turks to want to see a Bulgarian 
re-birth, Bulgarian happiness and Bulgarian well-being, when 
all of it constitutes the death knell of the Turkish empire? 

As he had insisted before, so again Karavelov contended that Bulgaria 

was totally subjugated mainly because of a lack of education; that 

shortcoming, in turn, was a direct result of the absence of political 

independence. Educational opportunities for the Bulgarians were limited. 

Mo~t good elementary schools were staffed by Greek teachers or were 

taught in the Greek language. Few Bulgarians could afford European 

d 
. 107 higher e ucat~on. 

The Bulgarian education gap placed Karavelov on the horns of a 

dilemma. Which should have priority attention, education or political 

105. See page 103, above. 

106. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 76-80, reprints 
the lead article from Svoboda, #1, 7 November 1869. 

107. Ibid., p. 81. 
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liberation? A successful rebellion is difficult, if not impossible, 

without an educated mass of the people. Educating a subject people, as 

were the Bulgarians, would be a very slow and tedious process. His 

dilemma was further exacerbated by political divisions among Bulgarian 

colonies in Serbia, Romania and Russia. In Bucharest the starite, cen-

tered around the Benevolent Society, were well-financed and were con-

vinced that education must come first, while the liberal mladite, less 

able to afford contributions, were equally certain that the time for 

revolution was now. The latter felt that once political freedom had 

been won, education would follow apace. It should be pointed out that 

among the proponents of Bulgaro-Turkish dualism, education of the Bul-

gar ian nation was also an aim; but they rationalized that it would be 

easier to institute a Bulgarian national education system were Bulgaria 

semi-autonomous, free of Turkish and Greek control. 

It is also evident from Karavelov's lead article in the first 

issue of Svoboda that he was generally inclined to give top priority to 

political independence; but the pragmatist in him, viewing the uncer-

tainties of the direction of European big power politics, compelled him 

to vacillate in establishing his priorities more firmly. In a subse-

quent article he pointed out as a truism that no individual, nor any 

108 nation, is ever content with the status que: 

• because human expectations are limitless, and man's 
intellect is constantly at work; because every period of time 
has its good and its bad aspects. Only stupid or obtuse 

108. Ibid., pp. 82-87, reprints the article from Svoboda, #3, 
19 November 1869. 



people or nations in which governmental or religious fanaticism 
have rooted out every human feeling, every human manifestation 
and all human respect, can say: "Do not seek more, lest you 
lose what little you do ha,.,£!" 

The Bulgarian people show that they have decided to strive 
for their religious and political freedoms. Those among the 
Bulgarians who have trepidations, step aside, so the courageous, 
those with a pure Belgian heart may move ••• and go forward! 
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This apparent Karavelov inclination to the side of political liberation 

must have caused some raising of eyebrows among the education first pro-

ponents, and it is reasonable to assume that Liuben heard from some of 

them directly, because he followed that article soon afterward with one 

of a totally different nature. In the article, "Bez svoboda niarna 

obrazovanie, a bez obrazovanie, svoboda," ["Without Freedom there Is No 

Education, and without Education [there is], No Freedom."] Karavelov 

. 1 h' d d . b h' 109 certa~n y es~tate an once aga~nst ecame t e ~nstructor: 

Today we are in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
living in the year 1870. Consequently, 538 years have passed 
[since the Turks arrived in Europe], and the Bulgarians' con
dition has not improved from what it has been. Politically 
we are dead • • • • We still do not have any convictions • • 
~hat is how we Bulgarians are, in Serbia, in Russia and in 
Romania . • • we have started so many things • • • finished 
none of them •.•• We allot large sums of money, talk big 
• • • but when it comes to doing . • . we cannot be found • 

In the article Karavelov cited many examples of big Bulgarian plans, 

but no action; of opening schools here and there, then before they have 

a chance to get organized and functioning, closing them. He insisted 

that the Bulgarians must learn to work together, plan together and 

109. Ibid., pp. 109-111, reprints the article from Svoboda, 
HID, 8 January 1870. 
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reach logical conclusions before any new ventures are undertaken. And 

once again Karavelov launched into a new lesson for his readers: 110 

National education, or rather national civilization, is 
tied to political freedom. One without the other is neither 
possible, nor could it possibly be beneficial. The majority 
of wise men, so far, have expressed • • • the fact that en
lightenment brings with it freedom, and not freedom, enlighten
ment. But this truth applies to a nation which already has 
its own national government. We Bulgarians, however, are an 
enslaved nationality whose hands are shackled and eyes sewn 
shut. Consequently, for us, without freedom there can be no 
enlightenment, and without enlightenment, no freedom. 

It is apparent that in this article, Liuben Karavelov is ex-

plaining the dilemma posed by the Bulgarian need for both enlightenment 

and freedom. He cautioned the opposing proponents that freedom and 

enlightenment are closely interlocked. In essence, he was revealing 

the conflict going on in his own mind as to whether freedom or education 

should be given first priority. Another article, "We Need Gunpowder and 

Books, and Rifles, and Libraries,lI a week or so later, is a lecture on 

the facts of life in the real world of 1870: 111 

Human freedom is a duet, intellectual and physical. Intel
lectual freedom opens a man's eyes, shows him the way to go, 
in order to get his physical freedom more easily • • • • 

We hear it often said by some that Bulgarians presently 
must take up arms and free themeslves first from the Turkish 
lash, then see to their intellectual treasures, i.e., their 
development and enlightenment; that gunpowder is currently 
needed more than ink, and the rifle more than the book. Others 
say that the Bulgarians must concern themselves only for their 
intellectual development and education, because with those, 
they will always prevail over their opponents morally. Both 
these points of view are both correct and incorrect • • • • 

110. Ibid. 

111. Ibid., pp. 119-122, reprints the article from Svoboda, 
#13, 29 January 1870. 
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In the same article, Karavelov gave a simplistic, allegoric example of 

what is needed to build a house, beginning with the parcel of land on 

which it is to be built to the shingles and nails needed to finish it. 

A f f th 1 d ' b 'I i h h f h' 112 ree a er an ~s U1 t n muc t e same as 10n: 

• • • because we Bulgarians must start from the beginning, in 
that we still have practically nothing with which to build 
that house, our fatherland. To build it, however, we need 
gunpowder, books, rifles, libraries and bayonets, schools and 
priests and social organizations. In short, we need people, 
adobe, rocks and shingles • 

Karavelov felt that the concrete problems he recognized must be 

made known to his fellow Bulgarians, both at home and abroad. A wise 

leader knows, or soon learns, that things needed to build are usually 

hard to come by. In that vein, Karavelov lodged a broad indictment of 

his countrymen. It seems, he noted, that whenever Bulgarians are asked 

to contribute for schools, their response generally is that rifles are 

needed more; and when asked to contribute for rifles, their response 

is that schools are needed more. The result? Nothing is contributed. 

"tVhen will we Bulgarians become good citizens and support whatever is 

to the nation's benefit, without hiding our pusillanimity behind pre-

113 
texts?" In propagating the idea of Slavic unity and in getting the 

Slavic "tribes" to get to know each other, education, of course, was 

the key. He bewailed the fact that Slav brothers do not seem to lift 

a finger to help one another. For his Slav brothers he postulated a 

112. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 119-122, reprints 
he article from Svoboda #13, 29 January 1870. 

113. Ibid. 
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truism; one that they must learn, and as soon as possible, namely, that 

"National freedom, as personal freedom, is not given, but must be 

taken •• ,,114 

As the articles and issues of his newspaper rolled off the press 

month after month, it was evident that Karavelov, the teacher and pro-

mater of ideas, was trying to instruct his readers, both inside Bulgaria 

and out, in the basic realities of the international relationships of 

that time. During the period from November 1869 to April 1870, as we 

have already seen, Karavelov seemed to be making up his mind whether to 

push revolution or stress education. He had a third school of thought 

among the Bulgarian colonies to consider--those who were convinced that 

nothing should be done. They believed strongly that it was best for 

the Bulgarians to wait for other nations to undertake the liberation of 

Bulgaria and the rest of the Balkan peninsula. For Karavelov these 

countrymen typified the worst among the Bulgarian immigrants, lacking 

all courage and without the least determination, content to ride out 

the storm safely as refugees, in hopes of being rescued in due time. 

He regarded them as very foolish, naive and as being parasites. Anyone 

with any sense can see that Russia, Austria, Turkey or any European 

power certainly will not shed its blood for Bulgarians or any other 

Balkan Christians. Karavelov's realistic appraisal of the European 

international scene, wherein the powers were intent upon satisfying 

114. Ibid., pp. 234-238, reprints the article from Svoboda 
#6, 11 December 1869. 



only their own national interests, led him to remind his countrymen 

that they have but a limited number of possible allies: 115 

the Serbians, Romanians, Croatians, Montenegrins and 
Bosnians • • • who are themselves seeking the same things we 
are, who hate and like what we do and who are suffering the 
same tortures and bear the same yoke we do • • • • 
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Even though Karavelov was writing primarily for fellow Bulgar-

ians, he always kept an eye and an ear trained on the foreign scene--on 

Serbia, Turkey, Austria, Russia, England. A good illustration of his 

international concern is an article in Svoboda in which he admonished 

116 his readers: 

We must show all of Europe that we are awake • • • and 
ready to proceed • • • together with the other enlightened 
nationalities, if with nothing else save words ••• with 
newspapers, books, pamphlets ••• we must give good advice 
to our brother Slavs • 

By spring 1870 the tone and content of Karavelov's articles 

showed a decided change. Gone was the vacillation between education 

and revolution. Liuben apparently had made up his mind and emphasis 

began to be placed On revolution, ever mQre militant in appeal, until 

Svoboda seemed to make clarion calls to rebellion exclusively:117 

No matter how downhearted the Bulgarians are, they under
stand that evil must be matched by evil; the bayonet, by the 
bayonet; the battle axe by the battle axe! We Bulgarians of . 
Romania are becoming Slavophiles, Grecophiles, etc., but not 

115. Ibid., pp. 122-126, reprints the article from Svoboda, 
. #14, 5 February 1870. 

116. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 294-296, re
prints the article from Svoboda, #3, 19 November 1869. 

117. Ibid., pp. 338-340, reprints the article from Svoboda, 
#24, 22 April 1870. 



Bulgarophiles. We seek the needle in the haystack, but are 
overlooking the haystack entirely. 
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What had caused Karavelov to opt for propagating open rebellion at this 

time? A major factor was the frustration he must have felt that, with 

all his earlier efforts at bringing opposing political factions closer 

together, there was no sign of it happening. Another, perhaps the de-

cisive factor, was Karavelov's meeting with Vasil Levski. Georgi Rakov-

ski's young protege, Levski (1837-1873), had been converted to the old 

voivoda's credo of the need for a carefully and thoroughly developed 

internal Bulgarian revolutionary organization before any thought of a 

successful revolt could be entertained. During the period 1867-1869, 

Levski had made several trips into Bulgaria with some success in organiz-

ing local insurgent groups throughout Bulgaria, but he, too had become 

disenchanted with the political bickerings of the Bulgarian colony in 

Bucharest. In the course of their meetings during the early months of 

1870, Karavelov apparently had been converted to Levski's strategy of 

internal organization of Bulgaria in preparation for revolt. The two 

obviously had planned and organized the Bulgarski Revoliutionen Tsen-

tralen Komitet [Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee) (BRCC). 

Levski's tactical concepts had struck a responsive chord in Liuben 

Karavelov, since the latter, too, had been convinced for some tinle that 

simultaneous uprisings, well-coordinated, well-planned and well-led in 

several, if not all of the Balkan subject nations, would have the 

highest chance of success. 
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Karavelov's diminished faith in the Serbian leadership of the 

Balkan Slavs' liberation movement against Austria and Turkey bore 

heavily upon his decision to join Levski and launch the BRCC. Also a 

factor in his decision was the ferman of sultan Abdul Azis of February 

1870 establishing an autocephalous Bulgarian exarchate. Karave10v 

feared that the exultation evoked inside Bulgaria by the ferman would 

have a pacifying effect upon the peasantry and lull them into a false 

sense of security, as happened many times before. 

There is strong evidence that the discussions between Levski 

and Karavelov had come to fruition in a very militant article on 30 

April 1870 in Svoboda entitled: "A Few Words to the Bulgarians of 

Romania." The article was signed: "From the Bulgarian Revolutionary 

Central Committee.,,118 The signature, in the name of the BRCC, indi-

cates that the committee had definitely been formed and organized by 

the end of April 1870. The signature was also intended to convey to 

any skeptic that this was not just another emigre organization, but 

that it existed within the borders of Bulgaria. Levski's hand is recog-

nizable in the addition of the phrase "in Bulgaria" below the signature. 

He had persisten1y argued that any revolutionary organization had to be 

internally based, because the credibility of a foreign based group 

would be difficult for the simple peasantry inside Bulgaria to accept. 

In addition, Levski was convinced that the Bulgarian emigres were so 

out of touch with the people and conditions inside Bulgaria that they 

118. Ibid., pp. 341-243. reprints the article from Svoboda, 
#25, 30 April 1870. 
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were unable to comprehend the attitudes and the inclinations of the 

native Bulgarian population. Even though Karavelov, himself, fell into 

this emigre category, having been outside Bulgaria since 1857, his 

° 1 k di 1 h b O 119 art1c e spo every rect y to t e su Ject: 

Brothers! You live in a free. constitutional land, and 
you are able to think,to speak, to live and write freely. You 
live in a country in which no one forces you to act against 
your consciences, and to say things which you do not feel. 
Finally, you live in a land from which you can readily fight 
our common enemies, or you can cover up their criminal 
activities. And what d0 you do? You dispatch thank you's 
to the sultan and Ali Pasha, thanking them for great 
beneficences which they have bestowed upon the Bulgarian 
people. Your actions are un-Bulgarian, un-Christian and un
humanitarian. 

You view Bulgarian affairs from afar through a telescope, 
and you see tulips growing in the swamp and white lilies on 
the rocks. 

That Turkish government to which you burn incense today, 
has killed every national progressive movement which has ap
peared within the Bulgarian nation. Be exceptionally cautious, 
and do nothing until you check with us, because you may well 
be doing the nation harm, instead of benefitting it. Our 
motto is: Freedom or Death! That should be your motto, 
too 

The announcement of the establishment of the BRCC, its organiza-

tion and its by-laws, was actually a comprehensive political declaration 

outlining the purposes, aims and methods to be used in liberating Bul-

garia. Its terminology and style point to Karavelov as its main draft-

er, with Vasil Levski and Ivan Kasabov very likely assisting. The 

latter probably had a hand in either the preliminary discussions or 

119. Ibid. 



in the actual final drafting of the document, because years later he 

maintained: 120 

• • • the committee extracted very beneficial things for Bul
garia from our correspondence with Mikhail Bakunin and 
Giuseppe Mazzini at times when we, ourselves, were not capable 
of determining appropriate tactics. In many matters we asked 
them, and they gave us good tips on political matters • • 

177 

There is only controversial evidence that Bakunin and Mazzini were in-

volved in the drafting of the original declaration of the BRCC, most of 

the evidence being of the memoir type by the lesser lights of the libera-

tion movement. Nevertheless, the declaration of the BRCC was a clear 

statement of the conditions, the abuses and actions that had led to the 

establishment of the Committee. Included in the declaration were 

detailed plans for a voluntary federation in the Balkans, the spelling 

out of political, social and religious conditions that would prevail in 

any such federation. The terms used, the style of the writing and the 

ideas expressed have the indisputable mark of Liuben Karavelov. 12l A 

glance through the declaration shows conclusively that it is not a 

Bakunin-type nihilist proclamation; but it does state exactly what the 

BRCC envisions for the future of Bulgaria and a non-Turkish dominated 

Balkan peninsula, namely, a free, independent Bulgaria, sovereign, safe-

guarding its national traditions and life style, and living in peace 

120. Arnaudov, p. 323, quotes from Ivan Kasabov, Moite spomeni 
ot vuzrazhdane na bulgariia [My Recollections of the Renaissance of 
Bulgaria] (Sofiia: 1905), p. 96, 99-100; see also pp. 36-37, above. 

121. See Appendix C for a full English translation of the 
BRCC declaration. 
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with its several neighbor nationalities, each also living its OW" life 

in a friendly, voluntarily accepted federation. 

Karavelov followed up the origiDal declaration of the BRCC witt 

a l4-page pamphlet, Bulgarski Glas [Voice of Bulgaria] ,122 which was an 

expansion of the declaration, heavily editorialized in manifesto style. 

Included in the pamphlet was a call to arms to the Bulgarian nation, 

with emphasis on the dire need for a unity of purpose among Bulgarians 

within the country and among all those outside its boundaries. He 

reiterated his prediction that Turkey, rotten to the core, is just hang-

ing on a~d all it may take to topple it permanently is action against it 

by the Bulgarians. In line with his simplistic explanations of the 

evils in Bulgaria as a manifestation of the problem of absolute monarchy 

and centralization of the church authority, Karavelov took the Greek 

clergy to task for their abuses, in league with the sultan's corrupt 

government. The pamphlet ended with a rousing rallying cry:123 

Let the young, intelligent and honorable heads rise up to 
renew Bulgarian life. Brother Bulgarians, have faith in your 
own powers, in your own sinews. The time of national libera
tion is at hand. Come forward for our righteous and sacred 
action. Come, drive out the evils and cleanse our land with 
fire and bayonet of the terrible barbarity and the phanariot 
depravity. Forward! 

The three-line poetic motto at the top of the pamphlet is not typical 

124 
of Liuben's style of poetry, but it is memorable: 

122. Karavelov, Subrani sllchineniia, IX, pp. 537-556, reprints 
the pamphlet Bulgarski Glas. 

123. Ibid., pp. 555-556. 

124. Ibid., p. 537. 



Flow, flow, forlorn blood; 
Fall, fall, bloody dew; 
Grow, ripen, thirst for vengeance! 
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As soon as the declaration and the program of action of the BRCC 

had been agreed upon by its several drafters, probably late March 1870, 

Vasil Levski began to organize the populace inside Bulgaria in earnest, 

selecting about ten individuals in Bucharest and dispatching them into 

Bulgaria to do preliminary work in organizing local committees. He, 

himself, slipped across the Danube into Bulgaria about the end of May 

1870.
125 

By October, Levski reported to the BRCC executive committee in 

Bucharest that progress with the primary organizations inside Bulgaria, 

centered around the major urban areas, was being made. He had requested 

the BRCC to prepare and issue him an official stamp with a specially 

126 designed seal, a lion in the center, wearing a crown, and streaming 

from the lion's mouth, the words: "Death or Republic." Embossed 

around the outer edge of the stamp he wanted the words: "Provisional 

Bulgarian Government in Bulgaria" to appear. 127 This stamp was for use 

by the central committee that Levski had established at Lovech, Bul-

garia. By the end of 1870, Levski proudly announced to the BRCC 

executive committee in Bucharest that the basic organizational network 

125. Burmov, pp. 44-45. 

126. As a member of the Bulgarian Legion in Belgrade, Vasil 
Levski (real name Vasil Ivanov) excelled in athletic events, especially 
the broad and high jumps. His ability to leap was compared to that of 
a lion. The Bulgarian word for lion is luv or lev; thus he acquired 
his revolutionary pseudonym, Levski (lion-like)-.-The 'Bulgarian monetary 
unit, the lev, stems from this same association. 

127. Burmov, p. 45. 
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i °d B I ° ° I d f ° i 128 ns~ e u gar~a was ~n p ace an unct~on ng. The next step would 

be expansion of that organization down in a hierarchic chain, reaching 

into the smaller towns and villages within easy radius of each of the 

129 committees he had established in the more populated centers. 

Up to this point the Bucharest BRCC had little difficulty pro-

viding the relatively minor things that Levski's internal organization 

had requested. When Levski began calling for equipment, arms and ammuni-

tion, raising the funds necessary to purchase such materiel became a 

virtually impossible undertaking of the BRCC members. The most persis-

tent obstacle was the unfortunate fact that those Bulgarians in Romania, 

Serbia and Russia most able to make financial contributions to the 

cause, were not in sympathy with the BRCC activities and aims. Those 

Bulgarian immigrants supporting the BRCC efforts, on the other hand, 

did not have the financial ability to make significant contributions. 

When contributions were good and the BRCC was able to purchase the re-

quested arms and equipment, the next problem was in getting the 

materiel across the borders into Bulgaria. From Serbian territory it 

was most difficult to smuggle guns and ammunition in quantity into Bul-

garia, because government restrictions on such traffic in arms were 

meticulously enforced. It was less difficult transporting arms from 

Odessa via Romania; but Romanian authorities showed concern when 

128. However, within less than a year it became obvious that 
even though organized, the network of committees was unprepared, 111-
equipped, woefully under-armed and psychologically not ready for full 
scale revolt. 

129. Burmov, p. 45. 
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sizeable numbers of guns or large quantities of ammunition moved through 

Romanian territory. The call from Levski at times was for thousands of 

130 rifles--in one request he had asked for 100,000 of them. 

As Levski continued organizing throughout Bulgaria, a sharp dif-

ference of opinion arose between Levski, as plenipotentiary representa-

tive of the BRCC within the territory of Bulgaria, and the executive 

committee of the BRCC in Bucharest, headed by Liuben Karavelov. It is 

apparent that Vasil Levski considered the Bucharest organization to be 

merely the coordinating center, while operational control of the revolu-

tionary activity was his via the internal central committee which he had 

established at Lovech. The ingredients of a typical power struggle were 

present. Within a year (1871) Levski was accused by Panaiot Khitov, 

among others of the Bucharest executive committee, of playing second 

fiddle to Karavelov. To this charge Levski replied brusquely, "The 

Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee is in Bulgaria!,,131 A few 

months later Levski expressed full confidence in his internal Bulgarian 

organizations, and insisted that "We do not want to be directed by 

anything outside Bulgaria.,,132 From indications, especially Levski's 

correspondence, he contacted the BRCC executive committee in Bucharest 

130. Ibid., p. 47. 

131. Burmov, p. 52, quotes and paraphras~s from document #8094, 
Arkhiv na Narodna Biblioteka, II, A, 60, the Levski correspondence file. 

132. Ibid., quotes from document #8014, Arkhiv na Narodna 
Biblioteka, II~ 60, the Levski correspondence file. 
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only for major support items, but otherwise ignored it. 133 Levski had 

a close friend and confidant in Danail Khristo Popov (1840-1909) of 

Turnu Migurele, Romania, who became his channel for almost all contacts 

into or out of Bulgaria. This came about mainly because Popov operated 

the key transfer point in the secret postal network into and out of 

Bulgaria, but also because Levski lacked confidence in the feuding mem-

bers of the executive committee in Bucharest. In a letter to Panaiot 

Kh ' Pdf' L k' 'd d . 134 ~tov, opov ten s to con ~rm evs ~ seep 1strust: 

• here in Wallachia no one else • • • knows all the things 
pertaining to operations inside Bulgaria, because Levski tells 
no one else about them. All letters coming out of Bulgaria 
are addressed to me, and all in-going messages are dispatched 
by me. I am the only one outside Bulgaria who knows where 
the centers inside Bulgaria are • 

Levski also entrusted solely to Popov the shuttle of personnel into and 

out of Bulgaria. "Anyone who has to be briefed to go into Bulgaria is 

b f d '1 P' u 1 ,,135 to e re erre to Dana~ opov ~n Turnu Magure e. 

The poor communications and the tenuous control lines that 

existed between the Bucharest executive committee of the BRCC and Lev-

ski's internal Bulgarian organization had four basic causes: first, a 

lack of trust between Levski and the Bucharest Bulgarians as a whole; 

second, a near paralysis within the BRCC executive committee, resulting 

133. Ibid., pp. 45-85. 

134. Ibid., p. 52, extracts from the letter of D. Popov (Turnu 
Migurele) to P. Khitov (Belgrade), document #8012, Arkhiva na Narodna 
Biblioteka, II, A, 60. 

135. Ibid., quotes from a letter from Levski (Lovech) to D. 
Popov (Turnu Magurele), document #102, Arkhiv na Narodna Biblioteka, 
II, A. 
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from the power struggle within the committee between the Karavelov 

supporters and a faction composed of the ex-members of the defunct 

Secret Central Bulgarian Committee; third, an unfortunate parallel 

existence of two independent headquarters, one in Bucharest, the other 

in Lovech, Bulgaria, with neither one fully in charge of operations; and 

fourth, Levski's insistence that all major decisions be put to a vote 

of the full leadership, that in Bucharest as well as that inside Bul

garia, a step that caused unacceptable delays and concomitant 

deleterious inaction. 

Within the Bucharest BRCC there were four major factions: those 

members who were old Rakovski followers and First Bulgarian Legion 

veterans who clung tenaciously to the khaiduk hit and run tactics; those 

ex-members of the Secret Central Bulgarian Committee who were still 

thinking in terms of Bulgaro-Turkish dualism; those members who sup

ported Vasil Levski's tactics of internal Bulgarian organization; and 

those members of the mladite radical wing who were strong proponents of 

Karavelov's Danube/Balkan federation idea. These groupings engaged in 

their own power struggle within the BRCC which, month by month, became 

more pronounced, resulting in little or no cooperation between members 

of the BRCC in Bucharest.
136 

An excellent example of the tug of war between the internal 

Bulgarian revolutionary committee organization (Levski) and the 

Bucharest BRCC is an episode in June 1871. Several members of 'the 

136. Burmov, pp. 54-55. 
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Bucharest BRCC called for a general meeting to get some accounting of 

what was going on inside Bulgaria and justification for the funds that 

were being expended by Levski. Responding from inside Bulgaria on 20 

June 1871, Levski agreed to a general meeting, but insisted it be held 

within Bulgaria. The Bucharest group refused to go to Bulgaria. After 

much dickering, it was decided to hold the meeting "somewhere in ", 
Wallachia.,,137 Finally, on 29 April 1872, the first session of a 

general meeting was held in Bucharest, at the home of Liuben Ka~avelov. 

Twenty-one delegates, representing committees from inside Bulgaria, 

from Wallachia and from Bessarabia attended. Not all internal Bulgarian 

committees were able to send delegates, but they did give their proxies 

to those who went. As a result, even though outnumbered physically by 

the emigre Bulgarian delegates, the internal committees' representatives, 

exercising their proxy votes, held a 32 to 15 majority edge. Five ses

sions were held, and the general meeting adjourned on 5 May 1872. 138 

Among the several actions taken by the delegates was the elec-

tion of a new executive committee, with Liuben Karavelov re-elected 

president by unanimous vote. A new charter was adopted as was a new 

program of action, both drafted by a committee composed of Karavelov, 

Kiriak Tsankov, Vasil Levski and Todor Peeve As newly re-elected 

president, Liuben Karavelov was empowered by the delegates to name the 

137. Ibid., pp. 57-58. 

138. Ibid., p. 62; see also Arnaudov, p. 383, paraphrasing 
from Nikola Obretenov, Moite Spomeni za bulgarskite vuzstaniia [My 
Recollections of the Bulgarian Uprisings] (Sofiia: Bulgarska Kniga, 
1942), p. 134. 
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rest of the executive committee. He chose Kiriak Tsankov as his vice 

president, Olimpii Panov as secretary, Dragan Tsenovich as treasurer, 

Panaiot Khitov and Vasil Levski as members. In addition, Vasil Levski 

had his plenipotentiary power to speak and act in the name of the BRCC 

in all matters inside Bulgaria extended, despite the problems that 

arrangement had caused in the past. The reason for the extension of 

Levski's plenipotentiary powers was the fact that his stature and influ-

ence in the BRCC had risen significantly, as is also shown by the revi-

sions adopted--all basic Levski convictions. For example, the 1870 

f · d 139 program 0 act10n announce : 

We will use against the Turkish government the same peace
ful means used against the Greek clergy, except in the most 
extreme cases we will use arms, fire and the bayonet against 
it . . . . 

This passage was changed in 1872 to read: "We will liberate Bulgaria by 

means of revolution, morally and by arms." In the 1870 program Kara-

velov's south Slav or Danube federation of free lands was proposed, but 

the revised version, although still a Levski concession, stipulated that 

the "free lands of Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro and Romania" may enter 

a voluntary confederation or federation. Whereas the 1870 declaration 

of the BRCC considered the chorbadzhii as being "among our foes," the 

new version added to that warning ~ qualifying statement: " • only 

those chorbadzhii who interfere with the national aim (those who oppose 

the activities of the BRCC openly) are among our foes." Most assuredly 

that qualifying statement was added at the insistence of Vasil Levski, 

139. See Appendix C. 
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because he had found that the chorbadzhii were most able to contribute 

substantially to the liberation cause; but if they were condemned as 

foes whether they contributed or not, why should they contribute? With 

the change, the individual chorbadzhi was given the opportunity to in-

vest in insurance for the future, in the event of Bulgarian liberation. 

Vasil Levski insisted on another qualification: ".. • we are not 

rebelling against the Turkish people, but against the Turkish govern-

ment." He also had the 1870 definition of "friends of Bulgaria" revised 

by substituting for it "among Bulgarian friends will be counted all 

peoples and religious groups who sympathize with our sacred and honor

able action."140 

The tug of war for control of the BRCC activities between 

Levski's internal organization and the Bucharest-based executive COID-

mittee prompted the delegates to adopt new, clarifying terminology. 

The many town and village committees established by Levski and adminis-

tered through his headquarters at Lovech were re-designated as "local 

individual revolutionary committees [mestni chastni revoliutsionni 

komiteti] ,,,141 whose task it was to recruit and prepare local sympathiz-

ers for specific roles in the planned uprising. All were united under 

the direction of the supreme authority of the BRCC, whose seat was 

140. Burmov, pp. 63-64; see also Ivan Undzhiev, Vasil Levski: 
biografiia (Sofiia: Direktsiia na Izkustvata, 1945), p. 521 ff. The 
term chorbadzhii was applied to native Bulgarians who amassed wealth 
and position in the community in the service of Turkish authorities 
and at the expense of fellow countrymen. 

141. Ibid., p. 64. 
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cryptically designated as being "everywhere and nowhere in 

. 142 
particular," a symbolic image of an omnipresence. The supreme 

authority of the BRCC was vested in its executive committee, headed by 

its president; but any member of that committee so authorized by the 

general membership, would be the agent plenipotentiary of the executive 

committee (Vasil Levski). 

Communications would be the responsibility of each of the 

local revolutionary committees via a secret postal service established 

and maintained by the BRCC in Bucharest. The Bucharest-based executive 

committee would be charged with countering Turkish security measures by 

means of its own secret police, scattered throughout the territory of 

Bulgaria. Only members of the BRCC executive committee were to know 

the identity of the secret police. The executive committee also had 

worked out a set of code names and pseudonyms for individual leaders 

d f h I I t · f . .. d B 1 . 143 an or t e severa oca 10ns 0 comm1ttees 1nS1 e u gar1a. 

With rare unity among the Bulgarian representatives, the first 

general meeting of the BRCC had produced a new, revised charter and 

program of action, a specific plan for preparing and organizing the 

Bulgarian nation for the anticipated revolution, and launched a new, 

secret communications system whose success and efficiency, to a large 

degree, were the legacy of one of the most heroic women of the 

142. Ibid. 

143. Ibid., p. 64-66. 
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liberation movement, Baba Tonka of the town of Ruse. 144 An eyewitness 

to the sessions, Kiro Tuleshkov, recalled that the unity and harmony 

shown during the several sessions were unique, especially when consider-

ing the number of conflicting views and ideas held by the delegates, 

d h b I . h· l· 145 an t e tur u ent preparat~ons to arrange t ~s genera meet~ng. The 

serious, business-like approach to the general meeting by Karavelov and 

Levski, their patriotic unanimity and the temper of the times may have 

been the stimuli to concensus. 

There were two international events shortly before the general 

meeting which cast their shadow upon the assembled delegates, and they, 

too, may have encouraged serious delegate cooperation. A London con-

ference on 13 March 1871 had accepted the 1870 unilateral Russian 

repudiation of the Black Sea clause of the Treaty of Paris (1856), which 

had barred Russian warships on the Black Sea. Russian power vis-a-vis 

the Turkish empire was thus condoned by the great powers, especially 

England. Then, early in 1872, Ali Pasha, the Grand Vizier, had proposed 

a total reorganization of the Turkish empire, including provisions for 

144. For a good, concise account of the part played by this 
heroic grandmother in Bulgaria's liberation movement, see Zakhari 
Stoianov, Zapiski po bulgarskite vUzstaniia [Notes on the Bulgarian 
Uprisings] (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1965), I, pp. 64-79. 

145. Arnaudov, p. 385-386, quotes and paraphrases extensively 
from Kiro Tuleshkov, "Biilgarskiia taen tsentralen Komitet v Bukuresht" 
in Stefan Karakostov, Vasil Levski v spomenite na suvremennitsite si, 
2nd ed. ["The Bulgarian Secret Central Conunittee in Bucharest" in 
Vasil Levski from the Recollections of His Contemporaries] (Sofiia: 
I. Koiumdzhiev, 1943), p. 35 ff. 
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granting self-government to the several Balkan nationalities. Even 

though the proposal never came to fruition, it may well have conveyed 

the idea to the delegates that the time for Bulgarian liberation was 

near at hand. 

Vasil Levski departed for Bulgaria on his last trip on 1 July 

1872, with his major problem being no longer organization, but rather 

" d '1' . 146 arms, ammun1t10n an m1 1tary equ1pment. Although the problems fac-

ing Levski loomed large and discouraging when he left Bucharest, he 

soon faced a terminal calamity when, on 20 September 1872, one of his 

co-workers inside Bulgaria, Dimitur Obshtii, a strong-willed, undisci-

plined person, decided on his own, contrary to Levski's admonitions, 

to rob the Turkish postal service shipment at Arabakonak pass, south of 

Sofia. Obshtii and a group of insurgents, dressed in Turkish army 

uniforms. held up the postal service stagecoach and robbed it of its 

money shipment. Within a few days Turkish security police picked up 

the robbers' trail, captured some of them, and within a week had cap-

tured the lot of them, including Obshtii. The latter decided to make a 

big public display by informing the Turkish authorities about all of the 

secret names, dates, places and even turned over some of the secret 

records correspondence of the BRCC. His rationale was that as a common 

146. Apostolut: stranitsi ot pismata na Vasil Levski [The 
Apostle: Pages from the Letters of Vasil LevskiJ., ed. Ivan Undzhiev 
et al., (Sofiia: Durzhavno Voenno Izdatelstvo, 1971), p. 43; also see 
BUrmov, p. 66, paraphrasing from Vasil Levski's letter to Kiriak Tsan
kov (Bucharest), dated 2 July 1872 (Turnu Magurele). The original is 
document #102, Arkhiva na Narodna Biblioteka. II, A, (Sofiia). 
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highwayman, according to Turkish law, he would be hanged as an ordinary 

criminal; but, as a proclaimed revolutionary, he would go down in 

history as a national hero. His detailed information led to the 

destruction of dozens of local committees and their leaders, and to the 

intensified hunt for Vasil Levski. 

When the news of Obshtii's arrest and his betrayal reached 

Bucharest, consternation reigned among the BRCC executive committee. 

There certainly must have been many hurried and serious discussions. 

A hasty letter over Karavelov's code name went out to Levski on 30 

October 1872: 147 

Brother Vasil! 
Danail Popov telegraphed that they have captured Dimitur 

Obshtii and his boys. They found 50,000 groschen on Dimitur. 
The Turkish government has a dragnet out. Use all forces 

to rescue those arrested, otherwise everything will be 
exposed. 

Velcho Karalov Buchukovlu 

The postscript added caution: "If the Turks look on this as a brigand 

act, do not attack the jails." With that cryptic letter on its way, 

Karavelov and the executive committee must have reconsidered their ac-

tion in sending the first letter, because they followed it immediately 

with another to Levski: 148 

Brother V ! 
We prodded you to act. We were groping. We now inform 

you that circumstances demand, if nothing else, courage on 
our part, to call for the uprising. The reasons for the 

147. Karavelov, Sub rani suchineniia, IX, p. 514, reprints the 
letter, dated 30 October 1872. 

148. Ibid., p. 515, reprints Karavelov's letter to Levski, 
dated 2 November 1872. 



action must be known to you, so we will not discuss them, but 
just inform you that you should go into battle without losing 
a minute. We are writing all the local patriots to be pre
pared to cross over [into Bulgaria]. We are hoping for help 
from Serbia and Montenegro. 

Kara Mustafa Buchukoglu 
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Karavelov's letters of alarm indicate that he, and undoubtedly 

the rest of the BRCC executive committee, perceived a very high degree 

of danger which is most apparent in the letter of the same date to 

Georgi Zhivkov in nearby Giurgiu: 149 

Brother George! 
Everything which assured a total future revolution has been 

compromised: letters, by-laws, regional areas, etc., all have 
fallen into Turkish hands • • 

Only one thing is left to us, that is the several thousand 
patriots we have in Bulgaria. But when they have captured a 
number of them, those will betray and turn in their buddies to 
the Turks. In that way~ the enemy will capture them all, and 
will haul them off to wherever he pleases, like sheep • 

Under the circumstances, Karavelov perceived three distinct dangers 

immediately facing the BRCC and the entire liberation movement. First, 

unless the prisoners were freed at once, and that could now be accom-

plished only by a widespread general uprising, the Turkish security 

forces would try, convict and execute the culprits and therewith inform 

the rest of the world that this was an action by ordinary criminals--bad 

publicity for the liberation movement of Bulgaria, second, if an upris-

ing w~re not called, the BRCC may lose all credibility, and third, the 

robbery would have serious international consequences, in that: 150 

149. Ibid., pp. 515-516, reprints the letter, dated 2 "November 
1872. 

150. Ibid. 



Europe will take no part in the court proceedings of those 
unfortunate patriots, and will think we are far from being 
capable of states rights, and thus, once again Bulgarian libera
tion has been botched • • • • 

That is why, brother, without losing a minute, gather as 
many as you can for your detachment and move [into Bulgaria] 
to rouse the people against the current persecutions • • • • 
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Some years later Liuben Karavelov confided to his friend Mikhail 

Grekov that during this turmoil he was convinced that as soon as the 

uprisings began, the Turks, in desperation, would take terroristic 

151 measures to quell them. Under such conditions, he believed, Russia 

could not possibly stand passively by, nor would the Serbians and the 

Montenegrins. Karavelov did attempt to convince Vasil Levski in one of 

his letters after Obshtii's arrest that Russia, Serbia and Montenegro 

would certainly come to Bulgaria's aid; but Levski, less excitable, and 

a man who knew the situation inside Bulgaria very well and one with 

great compassion for his hapless countrymen, did not think in grand 

international chess game strategies. He believed that the Bulgarian 

people were psychologically and organizationally prepared for rebellion, 

but were neither armed, nor equipped, and would certainly fall easy 

victim to Turkish forces. Levski summarily rejected the idea of call-

ing an uprising at that time, and began to contact the various local 

committees in the area, inducing them to send Karave10v and the BRCC 

executive committee a clear message that they were not ready. The 

151. Arnaudov, p. 433~ paraphrases extensively from Mikhail 
Grekov, "Kak nie osvobozhdavakhme biilgariia," Istoricheski Zapiski za 
1867-1878 ["How We Liberated Bulgaria, II Historical Notes for 1867-1878] 
(Sofiia: Arkhiva na BAN). 



Stara Zagora and Sliven committees did write Karavelov just such a 

152 
message: 

Do you know what condition our affairs are in? First, we 
have not one new rifle; second, we have no funds at all; third, 
we have no capable leaders. We do not want to rely on anyone; 
but until we see that Serbians and Montenegrins are chasing the 
enemy, we will take no steps, being as unprepared as we are. 
Let them move ahead, and then as we see them in combat, one, 
two, we will rise with cannon, scythe and axe • 
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The caustic sentiments expressed about the Serbians and Montenegrins as 

allies reflect Levski's convictions. 

Several weeks later, on 27 December 1872, at an inn near the 

village of Kakrina, Levski was captured, the result of betrayal by a 

153 trusted friend and priest. He was interrogated, tortured, tried, 

convicted of anti-state activity and for having killed one of the mem-

bers of the detachment of troops which arrested him. He was hanged in 

154 the outskirts of Sofia on 6 February 1873. 

Dimitur Obshtii, convicted of anti-state activities, to which he 

readily confessed, of the murder of three Turkish soldiers guarding the 

152. Burmov, p. 83; see also Dimitur Strashimirov, Vasil Lev
ski: zhivot. dela. izvori [Vasil Levski: Life, Works, Sources] 
(Sofiia: Narodniiat Komitet "Vasil Levski," 1929), I, pp. 572-573, 
reprints the letter to Karavelov, dated 24 November 1872. 

153. Stoian Zaimov, Minaloto: ocherki i spomeni [The Past: 
Sketches and Recollections] 2nd ed. (Plovdiv: Khristo G. Doganov, 
1898), II, p. 244, also notes that a 100,000 groschen reward was of
fered for the arrest of Vasil Levsky by general Said Pasha, special 
prosecutor sent from Constantinople to Sofiia to try Dimitur Obshti 
and his crew. 

154. Strashimirov, pp. 589-590, reprints in item #496, a tele
gram from Said Pasha to the Grand Vizier, dated 14 January 1873, in 
which Said Pasha requests clearance to execute the sentence of Vasil 
Levski. 



postal shipment and of robbing the Turkish government of its money 

shipment, was hanged at Sofia on 14 December 1872. 155 Among the many 

incriminating documents Obshtii provided the Turkish authorities were 
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several letters from Liuben Karavelov to Vasil Levski and to others of 

the internal Bulgarian committees. 

As a result of those letters from Karavelov, the Turkish govern-

ment, late in November 1872, demanded the arrest and extradition of the 

"president and ringleader of the BRCC," Liuben Karavelov. The Romanian 

government was also requested to halt publication of the "revolutionary 

organ" of the BRCC, Svoboda. The Romanian authorities acquiesced. 156 

Liuben's friend and co-worker (he wrote and composed the pages of the 

Romanian language paper Libertatea), Kiriak Tsankov, learned of the 

Turkish demands and of the government's cooperation from a contact' he 

had in the Romanian cabinet. He quickly arranged to have Liuben hidden 

from the police in the home of Nikola Kretsu (Krustev), a Bulgarian of 

means and a great admirer of Georgi Rakovski and Liuben Karavelov. 

The Romanian police were unable to locate Karavelov and, a few 

days later, the records and the files of the BRCC were spirited away 

to the home of Vasa Zivanovic, secretary to the Serbian consulate in 

Bucharest, by Natalia Karavelov. 

155. Ibid., pp. 587-588, reprints in item #493, a telegram 
from Said Pasha to the Grand Vizier, requesting clearance to carry out 
the execution of Obshtii, dated 14 December 1872. 

156. Zaimov, III, pp. 1-9. The Romanian government at that 
time (1872) was headed by the conservative Lascar Catargiu. 
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On 7 December 1872 Kiriak Tsankov formally requested Russian 

protection for Liuben Karavelov at the Russian consulate, but the con-

157 suI, Ivan A. Zinoviev, refused to help, because: 

Karavelov is friendly with Polish emigrants and revolu
tionaries, corresponds with Russian nihilists, is involved 
with Sergei Nechaev,158 and in his newspaper, Svoboda, he at
tacks Bulgarian leaders in Bucharest who are close friends of 
mine, and is himself a revolutionary conspirator • • 

Tsankov then turned to the Serbian consul that same day. Milan 

Petronievic, the consul in Bucharest, also refused protection because 

the Serbian government regarded Karavelov as an intellectual co-

conspirator in the assassination of prince Mihail Obrenovic, " as 

a sympathizer of the Karadzordzevic dynasty and as an instigator of 

nihilism among Serbian youth • • ,,159 Petronievic, however, agreed 

to forward the request to one of the Serbian regents, Jovan Ristic 

(1831-1899), Serbian Liberal Party leader. Several days later Ristic 

directed Petronievic to do all in his power in Bucharest to protect and, 

b 11 K 1 S b . . 160 h· h h d d a ove a , to get arave ov to er 1an terr1tory, w 1C e succee e 

in doing secretly via Turnu Severin to Belgrade. 

On 10 January 1873 the Catargiu government fell. replaced by a 

liberal one headed by Mihai Kogalniceanu (1817-1891) which was induced 

by the Serbian consul to drop all charges against and permit the return 

157. Zaimov, III, pp. 9-10. 

158. See'pp. 3~-40,above for details on the Nechaev connection. 

159. Zaimov, III, pp. 10-11. 

160. Ibid., p. 18. 
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of Karave10v to Bucharest. By the end of January 1873, Liuben was back 

in Bucharest. Upon his return, he paid a courtesy calIon minister 

president Kogalniceanu to thank him personally for his understanding, 

his sympathy and his kindness, not only to Karavelov, himself, but to 

the Bulgarian immigrants in Romania as a whole. 

Since the newspaper Svoboda had been labeled and ide~tified by 

the Turkish government as the organ of the BRCC by means of secret 

documentary evidence from the Dimitur Obshtii trial, Karavelov, upon ad-

vice of the minister president, re-christined and administratively re-

organized Svoboda. The new masthead proclaimed Nezavisimost as the new 

paper, Kiro Tuleshkov as the new editor-in-chief and publisher, and 

161 Liuben Karavelov as the managing editor. 

A curious sidelight to Karavelov's short absence from Bucharest 

is cited by Arnaudov, quoting from a Russian foreign ministry report 

dated 27 November 1873:
162 

• • in December 1872 in Paris • • • the Bulgarian, 
Liuben Karavelov, visited there under the pseudonyms of 
d'Arbiloff and Maksimovski, and was seen in the company of 
Georgi Filipovich • 

Arnaudov maintains that there is no corraborative evidence to the 

veracity of the Russian foreign ministry report. Nevertheless, the mere 

161. Ibid., pp. 18-29. Zaimov's sources of information on 
this matter are Natlia Karavelov, Kiriak Tsankov and Kiro Tuleshkov, 
whom Zaimov interviewed personally. 

162. Arnaudov, p. 394, extracts from transcripts of the Russian 
Foreign Ministry Report, located in Arkhiven Otdel, Institute Khristo 
Botev pri BAN, dokument #452. 
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existence of such a report shows conclusively that the Russian government 

did keep a suspicious eye on the movements and activities of Liuben 

Karavelov from his student days in Moscow.163 and especially after his 

suspected contact with the Russian nihilist figure. Sergei Nechaev. in 

1868. 

Upon returning from his brief flight to Belgrade, Karavelov was 

concerned about the condition of the BRCC in the w~ke of the turmoil sur-

rounding Levski's capture and execution. To determine the actual status 

of the Committee, he called for a general meeting in Bucharest for 

either 20 or 30 April 1873. Internal Bulgarian committees had difficul-

ties in operating under increased Turkish surveillance; therefore, the 

meeting had to be postponed until 11 May 1873. Two BRCC sessions were 

held on 11 and 12 May 1873; attending both meetings were only a few 

delegates from committees inside Bulgaria. Karavelov was again re-

elected president. but his position and authority had been substantially 

weakened by the Levski catastrophe. 164 

During the turbulent weeks following the arrest of Levski, the 

leaders of the internal committees at Sliven, Stara Zagora and Turnovo 

had begun to take matters into their own hands. These leaders, learning 

from various rumors, resented the fact that Liuben Karavelov had fled to 

163. Ibid., pp. 208-209, extracts from the files of Moscow 
Police director, Krips, item 11111 of the year 1865, which lists "Turkish 
subject, Bulgarian Liuben Karavelov" under covert surveillance .since 
March 1859; a facsimile of the police files is located in Arkhiv Khristo 
Botev #442/1950. 

164. Burmov, p. 111, paraphrases the original minutes of the 
two BRCC sessions which are on file in Arkhiva na Narodna Biblioteka, 
II, A, 55, 7326. (Sofiia). 
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Belgrade to save his own hide, allegedly after having been responsible 

for Levski's misfortune. It deepened their original distrust not only 

of Karavelov, but of the entire Bulgarian colony and the BRCC in Romania. 

To aggravate matters, important secret records of the BRCC, which 

Natalia Karavelov had delivered to Vasa Zivanovic at the Serbian con-

sulate, had been pilfered by the latter's wastrel brother-in-law and 

sold to Turkish agents for cash, used to payoff outstanding gambling 

165 
and high living debts. In addition to official Committee papers, 

included in the stolen records were several personal letters from and 

to Vasil Levski which left no doubt of his role as a revolutionary 

organizer for the BRCC. Because Natalia Karavelov was a Serbian sub-

ject, the internal Bulgarian committee leaders and a few of Karavelov's 

1 .. B h d h· f d 1·· 166 persona enem1es 1n uc arest accuse 1m 0 up 1C1ty. Rumors pre-

vailing among the Bucharest Bulgarian colony contended that Karavelov 

had made personal overtures to the Belgrade government while he was a 

refugee there, to support and to encouarge a full scale uprising in 

Bulgaria. BRCC by-laws categorically prohibited individuals fr.om nego-

tiating with governments unless authorized by the general membership to 

do so. These rumors, although not substantiated, created even more 

distrust of Karavelov and the executive committee of the BRCC. 

The net result of all the rumors, accusations and suspicions 

was that the leaders of the internal Bulgarian revolutionary committees, 

165. Zaimov, III, pp. 26-27. 

166. Burmov, pp. 114-115. 
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themselves hounded, arrested and sentenced by Turkish courts, turned to 

the trusted voivoda, Panaiot Khitov, in Belgrade, for counsel and for 

some sort of leadership. 

After December 1872, the overall condition of the BRCC is best 

described as chaotic, disunited, racked by mutual suspicions, and 

totally ineffective. The fear that Karavelov expressed in his letter 

167 
to Georgi Zhivkov on 2 November 1872 --that one certain misfortune to 

befall the BRCC if it did not call for a full uprising in the wake of 

Dimitur Obshtii's arrest and disclosures would be that the people of 

Bulgaria would lose confidence in it--had come to pass. In view of the 

disintegration of the BRCC organization, Karavelov's short career as a 

revolutionary leader, editor and publisher was singularly unsuccessful. 

His revolutionary leadership had failed totally and disastrously. His 

revolutionary editor-publisher role would soon suffer the same fate. 

Disillusioned Revolutionary 

The disastrous events leading to the death of Vasil Levski on 

a Turkish gallows in February 1873, also served as the death knell of 

the BRCC and Liuben Karavelov's active revolutionary career, virtually 

before either was fully underway. The confusion, the lack of direc-

tion, the mutual suspicions between the internal Bulgarian committee 

members and the Bucharest BRCC, the in-fighting among the leadership 

of the BRCC executive committee,and, of course, the very effective 

167. See pp. 191-192 above for details. 
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Turkish counter-measures, all combined to make a total shambles of the 

organization that Vasil Levski and the BRCC had succeeded to build in 

nearly three years (1870-1873) of effort. 

For Liuben Karavelov the distintegration of the BRCC and its 

organization inside Bulgaria did not loom as irreparable, but the deluge 

of calumny heaped upon him by friend and foe alike, apparently was too 

much of a personal load to carry in the long run. As he confided to 

168 
friend Mikhail Grekov: 

• • • [yes there are moments] when I simply become discouraged 
and think of • • • getting away from it all. The servant 
should not be asked to sacrifice what I have demanded of him. 
I've stretched my strength to the limit to fight the 
chorbadzhii, to scoff at them, to expose them and to defend 
the rights of the slave • • • • It is difficult for me, but 
it is not the work involved, because Liuben Karavelov has 
never been afraid of work, but it is difficult, because I 
work and lay myself open for indifferent slaves, who not 
only do not understand me, but do not want to understand, 
and then even turn on me and persecute me. That is comical, 
is laughable, but my heart hangs heavy. It hurts ••• and 
I run totally exhausted • • • • 

In retrospect, Karavelov's focusing on Bulgaria and its libera-

tion movement after his release from the Budapest prison in 1869, then 

joining with Vasil Levski in establishing the BRCC in 1870, did not dim 

his passionate Slavophile interest in the Balkan peoples as a whole. 

The promoter of ideas in Liuben Karavelov remained very much alive and 

his goal of uniting the Balkans yet unfulfilled. His newspaper articles 

consistently expounded on the need for B~lkan unification, albeit 

168. Arnaudov, pp. 427-428, quotes from Grekov, Ope cit., 
p. 328 ff (see note 151, above) • The "slave" is the Bulgarian people; 
the "servant" is Karavelov himself. 
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considered by him mainly a pre-condition to a successful Bulgarian 

liberation effort. Typical of this tandem nature of his propaganda is 

the lead article in Svoboda of 2 June 1870: 169 

Understand that we have quite a few external enemies, and 
we do not even have to mention the internal ones, whom we will 
be able to overcome only when the Bulgarians, Romanians and 
Serbians (and Greeks ?) closely combine their forces and for
get the irritating habits which exist in almost every tribe, 
and which cannot be appreciated without progress and enlighten
ment. In other words, we will provide for [combining of forces] 
by establishing a Danube federation on the Swiss model • • • • 

With this consistent theme Karavelov simultaneously pointed out the 

power harnessed in such a Balkan federation, not only as a vehicle to 

liberation from Turkey and Austria-Hungary, but to the powers of 

western Europe he sought to present it as a distinct asset to be pitted 

170 against Russian ambitions in southeast Europe: 

If western Europe fears Russian plans of conquest, then 
western Europe should be glad to see that on the Balkan Penin
sula there is about to be established a power which would be 
capable of defending itself against all enemies. And when 
western governments realize that their interests are served 
by such a power, they will be agreeable • • •• 

In essence, Karavelov was rationalizing that even though the European 

powers may not actively aid in the establishment of such a federation, 

their self-interest, once realized, would lead them not to block it or 

interfere with its existence. 

169. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII., pp. 176-177, reprints 
the article from Svoboda,#29, 2 June 1870. 

170. Ibid., pp. 238-242, reprints the article from Svoboda, 
#50, 18 November 1870. 
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Reference was made earlier171 to the fact that with the first 

issue of Svoboda in November 1869, Liuben Karavelov had almost become 

a fully self-sufficient publicist--almost, since he still had to depend 

on the outside printing of his paper. At first Svoboda was printed 

weekly by the Ridulescu printing plant in Bucharest, through issue #33, 

8 July 1870, thereafter, through issue #16, 17 April 1871, by the Andric 

plant in Bucharest. The agreement with Ridulescu had expired and Andric 

apparently presented a more favorable arrangement to Karavelo,-. Tech-

nically and professionally the outside printing of Svoboda worked well, 

but when Romanian state politics entered the picture, Karavelov was be-

set with a major problem. The new conservative government under Lascar 

Catargiu assumed power in Bucharest in 1871. Svoboda's anti-Turkish, 

anti-Austrian and anti-Hungarian positions were inimical to Romania's 

relations with them. As a result, economic and political pressures by 

the government were applied to attempt to silence Karavelov and his 

paper. Direct action by the government to close down the newspaper would 

have had unfavorable political consequences for Catargiu's administra-

tion. Andric, a Serbian exile, printer of Svoboda, had journalistic 

ambitions and wanted to publish a newspaper of his own, gladly agreed 

to the government's request to terminate his agreement with Karvelov. 

At the same time, the government of Romania hinted to Karavelov's back-

ers, Nikola (Nancho) Popovich and Dimitur Tsenovich, both heavy inves-

tors in other Romanian enterprises, that it would behoove the two of 

171. See page 166 above for details. 
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them to withdraw financial support from Svoboda. To protect their 

larger investments, they agreed to drop the newspaper. Thus, with 

issue #16, 17 April 1871, Svoboda temporarily ceased publication. 172 

Faced with such overwhelming odds, Liuben and his wife left for 

Belgrade. While there, Natalia Karave10v, her two brothers and several 

Serbian friends of theirs, pooled their financial resources, succeeding 

by October 1871 in purchasing an entire printing plant through the Ser-

bian state printing office. Apparently sufficient operating capital 

had also been gathered. Returning to Bucharest, Liuben resumed pub1i-

cation of Svoboda, picking up exactly where he had left off in April. 

Issue #17 was published almost six months later, on 4 October 1871. 173 

Liuben Karave10v must have felt triumphant, very self-satisfied 

and secure in his publicist task, now that he had his own printing 

press and adequate operating capital. That, however, was not to be for 

long. 
174 By the end of 1872, as already explained, Karavelov's news-

paper was closed down by the Romanian government, and Karave1ov, him-

self, fled to Belgrade to avoid arrest and extradition to Turkey, as a 

consequence of the Dimitur Obshtii and Vasil Levski capture and execu-

tions. Even though his flight from Bucharest was of short duration and 

publication of Svoboda's successor, Nezavisimost followed in February 

1873, Karavelov's difficulties with editing and publishing began to mount. 

172. Kapitanov, pp. 291-292. 

173. Ibid., p. 292. 

174. See pp. 194, above. 
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It should be recalled that with his acrimonious resignation from 

the editorship of Otechestvo in July 1869,175 Karavelov created a legion 

of ideological and personal enemies among the Bucharest Bulgarian colony. 

As a direct consequence, he and Svoboda came under fire from its first 

issue on 7 November 1869. To this original pool of opponents, he added 

regularly with each issue by attacking, ridiculing, polemicizing and be-

ing generally very outspoken on issues; principles and individuals. 

Mikhail Arnaudov cites an informative letter from Pavel Kaliandzhi, a 

highly educated Bulgarian, a teacher in Russia for years who, after 

176 
touring Bulgaria in 1874 after many years away in Russia, wrote: 

Let me tell y~u~the service that Karavelov is rendering in 
rousing Bulgaria is tremendous ••.• He has a significant fol
lowing inside Bulgaria •..• Too bad he is not more moderate .• 

Stoian Zaimov (1853-1932), a contemporary of Karavelov, de-

scribes the various subterfuges used by a regular courier service in 

smuggling Svoboda into Bulgaria via Danube River steamers from Giurgiu 

(Romania) to Ruse (Bulgaria), and from there through the ingenious meth-

177 ods of the revolutionary heroine Baba Tonka of Ruse. Zaimov 

175. See page 158, above. 

176. Arnaudov, p. 400, quotes extensively from the letter from 
Kaliandzhi to Todor Peev (Braila) (1838-1904). The original is on file 
in Arkhiva na Todor Peev, BAN (Sofiia). 

177. Baba Tonka (Tonka Tikhova Obretenova) (1812-1893) was a 
heroine of epic proportions, having sacrificed four sons and a daughter 
to the Bulgarian liberation and providing innumerable other ser-
vices to the movement. Zakhari Stoianov, ~. cit., I, has devoted an 
entire chapter, pp. 118-137 to Baba Tonka's exploits. 
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described the arrival of each issue of the "Bucharest paper," as Svoboda 

11 d b h i B 1 . 178 was ca e y t e nat ve u gar~ans: 

• • • the appearance of each issue • • • was tantamount to the 
arrival of some sort of apostolic epistle. The literates met 
secretly with the illiterates and read them the outlawed paper 

• always evoking discussions • • • and heated arguments • • 

There is no doubt that Karavelov's newspapers were the most 

serious and durable Bulgarian publications up to the liberation in 1878. 

His eight-page, three columns each, newspapers were unrivaled in 

their breadth and depth of coverage by other Bulgarian language printed 

media. On a weekly basis, from 7 November 1869 through 12 October 1874, 

when he ended his publicist career, Karavelov published a total of 208 

issues of Svoboda and Nezavisimost, and an additional 56 issues of the 

Romanian language paper, Libertatea. In all those issues Karavelov 

wrote all the lead and feature articles, and edited or re-wrote those 

written by assistants. Known are also over 400 articles he wrote for 

Russian and Serbian newspapers and periodicals. Svoboda and Nezavisi-

most were actually part newspaper and part periodical, offering both 

current news and literary efforts. 

In addition to his journalistic work, Karavelov published his 

academic journal, Znanie, poems, folksongs, short stories, narratives, 

novels and a few dramas, a prodigious accomplishment. His journalistic 

work was guided by an idealized concept of the role and responsibilities 

178. Zaimov, II, p. 8 f; p. 23. 



of the journalist, which he expressed clearly in a New Year's 

d "" 179 e l.tl.on: 

Our sacred duty is to safeguard our nation from the traps 
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set for it by our numerous enemies •• " Thus, glory and honor 
to the patriotic Bulgarians who have given us the means to 
continue our efforts, and we are hopeful that we .rill not 
bring dishonor upon ourselves and them • • • • 

The safeguarding, of course, was from misinformation, false prophets, 

national denigration and Turkish malevolence. From this self-imposed 

mission of the journalist flowed Karavelov's outspokenness, his patriot-

ic zealousness and his many vitriolic, at times intemperate attacks 

upon groups, individuals and actions. As a result, it was to be ex-

pected that from the many he took to task would come counter attacks 

of equal intensity or more. Following the Obshtii and Levski affairs, 

the assults on Karavelov increased in number and in volume, and be-

came ever more personal in nature. 

Most of the personal attacks on Karavelov focused on the charge 

that he was financed by and was in the employ of the Serbian govern-

mente An excellent example of such a scurrilous attack being answered 

by Karavelov is the lead article in Svoboda of 20 March 1870. In it he 

is responding to a very personal attack by Dr. G. Atanasovich of the 

Benevolent Society in Bucharest. Atanasovich accused Karavelov of be-

ing so depraved in his life style that he was being abandoned by those 

179. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 250-254, reprints 
the article from Svoboda #1, 2 January 1871. See page 217 below for 
details on the journal, ?~~. 
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who had been financing him and his paper, and that his mishandling of 

capital funds was causing the imminent closing down of Svoboda. In 

his rebuttal, Karavelov minced no words: 180 

Truly, our editor is not wealthy, because he has neither 
Bulgarian native gold pieces (which were to be used to open 
Bulgarian schools), nor does he g~t money from the Romanian 
government to open hospitals in Turnovo. Our editor, though 
poor, still has 30 gold pieces in the treasury, with which 
to assure publication through the rest of the year, But, if 
Dr. Atanasovich would only stop prosyletizing our good type
setters • 

Other attacks came in varying forms, including the seemingly 

innocuous planted letter to the editor. One such contended that if 

the letter were not printed in Svoboda, it would be proof positive 

that the editor had sold out to the Serbians and the Russians. That 

181 ploy evoked this fiery but humorous Karavelov response: 

In order to confirm your suspicions, we reject carrying 
out your wishes, because: first, we recognize ourselves as 
Bulgarian spies, and every nation in sympathy with Bulgaria 
is our brother and friend; second, if you think we are Rus
sian and Serbian spies, then you cannot be thinking we are 
Turkish spies, which is of great consolation to us; third, 
according to you every editorial section and even people 
must be bribed by somebody (as you are by the Turks), but 
to us it is a million times better and more honest to sell 
ourselves to Russians and Serbians, who are disliked by 
Makhmud Pasha. Why do you not publish your item in Turtsiia, 
which agrees in every way with your convictions? You would 
be honored for it by the Grand Vizier. However, remember 
this one thing, only dogs bark at something without reason. 

180. Arnaudov, p. 401, quotes from the article in Svoboda 
#20, 22 March 1870. 

181. Ibid., quotes extensively from the article in Svoboda 
#20, 31 October 1871. Makhmud Nedim Pasha (1806-1884) was Grand 
Vizier from 1871 to 1873. 
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Attempts to discredit Liuben Karavelov and silence his 

newspaper were continuous. In the forefront of these attacks were two 

personal foes, Ivan V. M~nzov (1843-1918), editor of Tupan [The Drum] 

(1869-1870; 1875) published in Bucharest, and Panteli Kisimov (1832-

1905), editor of the paper Karavelov had refused to edit in 1869, 

Otechestvo (1869-1871). M~nzov was briefly employed by Karavelov on 

the staff of Svoboda for the first ten issues, and had been discharged 

for financial irregularities with Svoboda subscriptions. There were 

two Turkophile Bulgarian language newspapers published in Constantin-

ople which were major Karavelov antagonists, Pravo [Right] (1869-1873), 

edited by Ivan Naidenov (1834-1910), and Turtsiia [Turkey] (1864~1873), 

edited by Nikola Genovich (1835-1912).182 The four editors cooperated 

in sharing gossip and muckracking and, as a result, theirs were general-

ly personal attacks rather than of ideologic substance. A typical ex-

ample of their style of assult was Turtsiia's salvo at Karavelov in the 

issue of 14 April 1873, in which Liuben was accused of a variety of 

. 183 S1ns: 

.•. the degenerate Bulgarian, Karavelov, abandoned by the 
benefactors of Svoboda, because of his professing a de~raved 

182. Nikola Genovich also held the position of Turkish govern
ment censor of all Bulgarian language publications in the Turkish empire. 

183. Arnaudov, p. 403, quotes and paraphrases extensively from 
Turtsiia #9, 14 April 1873. 



kind of freedom and some sort of south Slavism • • • a fantasy 
of Belgrade he is carrying out • 

Liuben was also accused of having received a printing press 
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from the Serbian government as payment for future services to be ren-

dered the Serbian state, a charge that would haunt him to the end of 

his days. Featured as his most despicable sin, however, was the indict-

184 ment that he recruited Vasil Levski as an agent to: 

solicit money throughout Bulgaria from poor, simple 
peasant folk for some sort of committee in Bucharest. 
Karave10v • • • must be either completely insane or does 
not know what he is doing, or our enemies, Russia and Serbia, 
have so blinded him that he is no longer able to act as a 
human being and a Christian • • • , 

T h " 1"" k KId d" k" d " "1 185 o t 1S ma 1C10US attac arave ov respon e 1n 1n 1n an art1c e. 

In it Karave10v followed his usual pattern of laying out one charge af-

ter another, and then tearing each to shreds, citing facts, figures, 

names, dates, places and times. His formal responses did not halt the 

attacks, nor did they Inoderate them. Fully aware of the Turkophile and 

personal vendetta intended to break him and his newspaper, he switched 

tactics and began to employ derisive humor in his defenses. A good ex-

ample of this new strategy is his article in Nezavisimost #33, wherein 

184. Ibid. 

185. Karavelov, S~brani s~chineniia, IX, pp. 463-465, reprints 
the article, "Otgovor" ["Response"] from Nezavisimost #31, 21 April 
1873. A full English translation is at Appendix D. 
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he used a fable and the biblical story of Cain and Abel, and applied 

them to his tormentors with acid humor: 186 

Why did Cain slay his brother Abel? Envy! Why does the 
dog just lie in the manger guarding his bone, but not eating 
it? He just does not want anyone else to have it • • • . 

During 1873 and into 1874 the attacks continued, apparently be-

cause of Karavelov's unrelenting assaults on Turkish misgovernment and 

cruel suppression, his constant propagandizing of Bulgarian nationalism 

and of south Slav need for unity and his vociferous call to arms against 

the Turkish occupation of his fatherland. Svoboda and Nezavisimost 

must have been successful in stirring up the Bulgarian population. At 

any rate, the scurrilous attacks on Liuben Karavelov and his paper did 

extract a beavy toll from subscription and payment rates. For example, 

subscriptions to Nezavisirnost in summer 1873 had dwindled from over 

5,000 to slightly over 1,000, and some of those subscribers did not pay 

their subscriptions with any regularity, resulting in a serious capital 

flow problem for Karavelov. 187. Fro~ 20 September until 20 October 1873 

Nezavisimost was not published because of a lack of money; but apparent-

ly Karavelov received money from somewhere, and Nezavisimost was again 

issued on 20 October, but not without some difficulty, as he wrote to 

Panaiot Khitov:,,188 

186. Ibid., V, pp. 218-223, reprints the article from Nezavisi
most #33, 5 May 1873. 

187. Arnaudov, p. 427, paraphrases from Grekov, ~. cit. 
p. 328 ff. 

188. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, p. 524, reprints the 
letter to Panaiot Khitov (Belgrade), dated 12 October 1873. 



I am thinking of selling the house. What do I need it for? 
You said that you are thinking of coming to Bucharest. 
That is very good • • • because I cannot manage here 
alone • 
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One reason why Karavolev pushed a little beyond his financial 

and physical resources to continue the newspaper probably was the 

premature crowing over the imminent demise of Nezavisimost by Ivan 

189 Naidenov in Pravo in which the latter gleefully observed that: 

Although Pravo rarely has referred to the blustering activity 
of Mr. Karavelov, but now, at the gravesite of Nezavisimost, 
we will bare the whole truth about him • • • • 

Karavalov began to publish his newspaper under the finan
cial protective wings of Serbia. Unfortunately, General 
Blasnavac is dead, so he cannot tell us with what means he 
managed to get Karavelov off in the Belgrade courts. 

But Belgrade wanted results from its investments. They 
needed revolutionary preparations. Those were the conditions 
of his bribery. The events in Sofiia [the trials of Dimitur 
Obshtii, Vasil Levski and company] were the consequences. 
After a five year period of activism, which gave rise only to 
criminal actions, he leaves the arena in which he won his 
glory, realizing fully his helplessness and the nobody that 
he is • 

Despite his cutting retorts to these attacks, Liuben obviously was suf-

fering more and more disillusionment as each week passed. Frustration 

must have weighed heavily upon Karavelov reviewing all the revolutionary 

and publicist work he had done, with what visible success? His lead 

article in an early January 1874 issue of Nezavisimost indicated what 

must have been going through his mind. How many Bulgarians had been 

189. Arnaudov, pp. 418-419, n. 1, paraphrases and quotes from 
the Pravo issue of 21 September 1873. 
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enlightened at all? Were not most Bulgarians still apathetic or even 

totally unaware of the issues as they faced constant Turkish 

. ?190 
repress~ons. 

Shortly before he hit the nadir of his despair in 1874, Liuben 

apparently did undergo one major shift in strategic political thinking 

as to the Bulgarian liberation movement. In a long lead article he 

made a practical appraisal of the situation in the south Slav world as 

of 1874. After many years of propounding the theme of terminal Turkish 

weakness, Karavelov realized that Turkey was much stronger than he had 

thought, in terms of its quantity of weapons and war materiel alone. 

As a result, he was convinced that: 191 

••• if ever Russia were to help free us, her own interests 
would be advanced one step closer to Constantinople. Only 
the Russians will liberate the Bulgarian nation. That is 
their task. That is their mission. • • • 

That was a 1800 turn for him, who had so often written: .. . . • our 

salvation depends on us alone; and Bulgarian well being will not come 

192 from the north." This abrupt reversal of thinking apparently result-

ed from a fully realistic assessment of the chances of success of a 

Bulgarian uprising under the prevailing world conditions and the seem-

ing apathy of the Bulgarian people towards taking up the fight for 

190. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, pp. 57-61, reprints 
the article from Nezavisimost #13, 12 January 1874. 

191. Arnaudov, pp. 430-431, quotes and paraphrases from 
Nezavisimost #44, 21 July 1873~ Emphasis added. 

192. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, VII, pp. 247-250, re
prints the article from Svoboda #52, 10 December 1870. 
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their national independence. There was also a strange revelation of 

Karavelov's strategic concepts at that time as to the Bulgarian role in 

their own liberation. He told his friend Mikhail Grekov: 193 

The committees that Levski organized inside Bulgaria could not 
have won the nation's freedom, but could only have started a 
revolution. Can you understand how fired up Europe would have 
become, those states fruniliar with the name Bulgaria, when 
they would have learned that in the Turkish empire on the 
Balkan peninsula so and so many thousands of people had been 
killed? As a consequence, had we been able to bring about 
tumult, revolt, massacres, somewhere inside the fatherland, 
something which undoubtedly would have triggered Russian 
intervention, I would say that the committees had played 
out their roles, and I'd be content •• 

This very calculating attitude that Karavelov displayed in his 

envisioned scenario was foreign to his usually idealistic, patriotic 

inclination towards his fatherland and countrymen. Since he confided 

these thoughts to Grekov in January 1874, it may well have been that 

the untimely death of Levski in February 1873 and Liuben's apparent 

lack of visible success in rousing the apathetic "slaves who do not 

want to understand," exacerbated by the detached attitudes of the 

western European powers towards the fate of his fatherland, caused him 

to rationalize so coldbloodedly. It is not difficult to understand that 

even after years of avid political activity in behalf of his countrymen 

and the other Balkan Slavs, that Karavelov would declare forthrightly 

to Grekov at a farewell at the Bucharest railroad station: "... I 

193. Arnaudov, p. 433, quotes and paraphrases at length from 
Grekov, ££. cit., p. 388. 
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will leave politics to Botev, who is younger and no less capable than 

am 1. ,,194 

The most telling circumstance leading to Karavelov's abandon-

ment of his newspaper was, in the final analysis, the capital flow 

problem of early 1873 origin. His financial situation deteriorated 

steadily during the rest of 1873 and 1874, and by fall 1874 Karavelov 

had become totally disillusioned. With issue #52, 12 October 1874 

Nezavisimost appeared for the last time. He had reached the conclusion 

that the strenuous efforts of the past five years were no longer war-

ranted by the results obtained. Angry because for several months he 

had been urging his few remaining subscribers in vain to pay their over-

due subscriptions, Karavelov turned over to Khristo Botev the drafting 

of a response to a Constantinople reader, whose letter to the editor 

had urged Liuben not to give up publishing Nezavisimost. Botev's con

cise answer reflected the editor's feelings precisely: 195 

Circumstances have led us to abandon the work we had under
taken. You say we are obligated to fight to the very end. We 
believe that were we to take your advice, everyone of you would 
have full right to dub us Don Quixote, who jousts with wind
mills. Farewell! 

Liuben's personal farewell in the very last issue of Nezavisi

~ was short and summed up his emotions well: 196 

194. Ibid. 

195. Arnaudov, p. 437, quotes from Nezavisimost #52, 
12 October 1874. 

196. Karavelov, Subrani sllchineniia, IX, p. 478, reprints the 
personal farewell from Nezavisimost #52, 12 October 1874. 



My brother Bulgarians! During the past five years I have 
fought for Bulgarian interests energetically, and I now leave 
the publicist field with a clear conscience and a peaceful 
heart. In short, I have paid my debt to my fatherland. I 
have worked conscientiously, and my ideas have been correct, 
my policies, helpful. That, time and objectivity will estab
lish. And thus, farewell! I have been forced by circum
stances to abandon my occupation. I ask those of you, my 
countrymen, whom I have attacked directly or indirectly in 
my newspaper, simply to forgive me. Journalism is a diffi
cult and thankless function. 

That short farewell piece was probably the most difficult one that 
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Karavelov had ever done. A man, with the level of personal integrity 

and personal pride of Liuben Karavelov, must have agonized in having to 

admit publicly to spiritual and physical defeat. How bitter it must 

have been for him to realize the fact that ordinary patriotism, let 

alone fiery patriotism, was not alive and thriving in the hearts of his 

fellow Bulgarians. He may well have been correct when he told Mikhail 

Grekov that" ••• they will not have earned it," referring to his own 

" " h" b h If " I" bl"" 197 strenuous campa~gns ~n t e~r e a as a Journa ~st-pu ~c~st. 

Literary Editor-Publisher 

With the last issue of Nezavisimost on 12 October 1874, Liuben 

Karavelov bowed out of the revolutionary publicist field, having made 

up his mind to drop out of direct revolutionary activity. Since he had 

been elected to the temporary executive committee of the BRCC at its 

19-21 August 1874 meetings, he felt obligated to carry out the assign-

ments that had been given that committee to prepare for the scheduled 

197. Arnaudov, pp. 427-428, quoting Grekov, ~. cit., p. 124 
and p. 328. 
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session on 26 December 1874. Apparently his heart was not in it, and 

very little preparation Nas made by either Karave10v or the rest of 

h 
. . 198 t e execut~ve comm~ttee. 

The scheduled 26 December session was held, however, and was 

well attended by delegates from inside Bulgaria and from the Romanian 

199 areas. From the first gavel the December meeting split into two 

opposing camps, one led by Liuben Karavelov, the other, by Khristo 

Botev. These former close friends and co-workers at Nezavisimost had 

had a serious falling out, the result of a clash of gigantic egos. 

Karavelov apparently felt that the younger, more militant Botev was 

beginning to overshadow him in the affairs of the BRCC. The very first 

proposal was made by Karavelov, namely, to re-constitute the BRCC and 

its executive committee as it was originally organized in 1870. He 

also moved that the provision in the 1870 by-laws--the delegdL::!on of 

plenipotentiary powers by the full BRCC membership to one of the execu-

tive committee members to make all decisions necessary when the occa-

sion called for it--be retained. In 1870, it should be recalled, that 

power was given to Vasil Levski. Many delegates assumed that Karavelov 

had himself in mind for the plenipotentiary power. That may well have 

been the case, in light of the take-over of the BRCC by the more mili-

f 
. 200 tant Botev act~on. The ensuing debate and petty wrangling doomed 

198. Burmov, pp. 125-132. 

199. Khristo Botev, Suchineniia [Works], ed. Aleksandur 
Burmov, (Sofiia: BAN, 1940), p. 603. 

200. Ibid. 
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the session to a hopeless deadlock. Since no positive action was 

forthcoming at this session on proposed programs of activity of the 

BRCC. the delegates, as a closing gesture, voted to schedule a new 

plenary session for 1 March 1875. It failed to take place because of 

inaction by the executive committee in making arrangements. 

Liuben Karavelov announced on 12 December 1874 that his forth-

coming literary, academic and educational journal Znanie [Knowledge] 

would be out with its first edition on 15 January 1875. 201 In his 

announcement of the new journal, Karavelov very specifically placed 

himself totally outside the political arena, declaring that at 

Z . 202 nanl.e: 

We are obliged to say that in our publication there will 
be no articles accepted which are of a political nature, 
which attack individual people or attack a government. Our 
publication will concern itself exclusively with academic 
subjects, and will treat questions which, in general, are of 
a purely academic character. 

Karavelov apparently had become so thoroughly disenchanted with the 

liberation movement, the lack of Slavic unity and especially the apathy 

he encountered in his countrymen, that he abandoned revolutionary 

agitation and politics completely. The issues of Znanie attest to his 

sincerity in dealing only with themes exclusively academic. In that 

same announcement he spelled out the specific purposes for publishing 

Znanie: 1) to provide a collection of contemporary knowledge; 2) to 

develop learning, recognized as great, beneficial and envigorating; 

201. Burmov, pp. 132-133. 

202. Ibid., p. 141, n. 62, reprints the entire announcement. 
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3) to bring to light of day all the "good and bad sides" of our people, 

with the intention of changing that which is bad; 4) to familiarize 

the Bulgarians with the life of other nations; 5) to be of benefit not 

only to students and teachers, but to businessmen as well. 

Znanie was put under the patronage of a Druzhestvo za Raspros-

traniavane Polezni Znaniia [Society for Distributing Useful Knowledge] • 

The Society would distribute Znanie, to be published twice per month, 

and would also be the agency which would periodically distribute teach-

ing aids developed by the Znanie staff. Karavelov presented many 

historical articles, drawing on foreign authors and translating their 

work into Bulgarian, during the first year of Znanie. 203 In reality, 

Karavelov the teacher, no longer the publicist, was putting his full 

efforts into education in general. A little of the publicist remained 

however, because in a series of Znanie articles in issues #6 through 

#23, March through November 1875, Karavelov espoused the idea of 

women's liberation in education. He specifically suggested that: 

1) stereotyping of women's education be eliminated; 2) orienting women 

students in the different fields of study and the most appropriate 

universities for each field, be introduced; 3) teaching women in the 

social sciences be started; 4) introducing women students to the 

American school system be done; and 5) training women in the physical 

sciences be innaugurated. Under such conditions, he felt, Bulgarian 

schools will be able to carry out their mission best, since "the school 

203. Arnaudov, p. 747, quotes from several sample issues of 
Znanie's first year of publication. 



is lIOt designed to produce machines, nor blind mimics, but rather 

honest, industrious and sound-thinking YOtmg citizens.,,204 
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Karavelov must have become very enamored of the American school 

system, because he cited that system again as a model of not teaching 

"God's law" in the public schools, leaving the teaching of religion as 

the concern of the family and the priests, and not of the schools. 

Karavelov, the pragmatic utilitarian, advised against concentrating on 

the classical writers of antiquity, recommending in his last article on 

education, the study of modern languages instead, because: 205 

Other than our mother tongue, we must learn a foreign 
language, useful in literature or in business. French does 
not serve our needs, neither in business nor in literature. 
Our businessmen deal mainly with Austria and England. When 
we compare French with German and. English literature, we 
find the latter are richer. 

Considering the field of literary criticism as important as any 

other phase of education, Karavelov published such critiques regularly 

in Znanie. Zakhari Stoianov, a Karavelov devotee, and his original 

biographer, unabashedly dubbed Liuben Karavelov the "Bulgarian Lessing 

h B 1 ' B l' k"'" l' 206 or t e u gar loan e 1.ns 1.1. 1.n 1. terature. Less scrupulous in his 

literary critiques than either Lessing or Belinskii, Karavelov, very 

204. Karavelov, Sub rani suchineniia, VIII, pp. 484-491, re
prints the entire series of articles "Za vuzpitanie vuobshte" [On 
Education in General] Znanie, #24, 30 November 1875 (last article of 
the series). 

205. Ibid., p. 491, reprints the article "Za shkolskite 
programi" [On School Programs] Znanie #24, 15 December 1875. 

206. Gotthold Lessing (1729-1781) Saxon critic, dramatist; 
VissarionBelinskii (1811-1848), Russian critic and editor (1836) of the 
Mikhail Bakunin-owned newspaper, Moskovski Nabludatel [Moscow Observer] • 
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temperamental, spoke or wrote what was on his mind, and was totally 

unconcerned whether he offended or not. This characteristic of the man 

earned him many life-long personal and professional enemies. 207 The 

following excerpt is a good illustration of how he did that: 208 

.•• most of our writers write for one of two reasons, first, 
to earn a living, and second, to earn public acclaim for their 
education and intelligence. If we look at our literature 
closely, we must be convinced that our writers and journalists 
are totally without heads • • • • 

With Znanie, Keravelov hoped to prepare the future generation 

209 of a liberated Bulgaria, and therefore: 

We would like to extract from every natural occurrence, 
and from each product of the mind, some actual benefit with 
which to improve our existence, and to prepare a new moving 
force for future generations. 

Learning should consist basically of the love of truth, 
which will teach us with what means to eliminate base super
stitions, which have played such important roles in the 
lives of our forefathers, and still have their adherents 
even to this day . . • . 

Karavelov, the man behind the pen and the printer's ink who, even 

though he was the victim of his volcanic temper, and often used slash-

ing, intemperate words and exp~essjons, never forgot that he was 

207. Arnaudov, p. 584, quotes from Zakharai Stoianov, 
"Suvremennata kritika u nas," I"Our Contemporary Criticism"], 
Iuzhna Bulgariia, #56 (18 January 1884) (Sofiia). 

208. Arnaudov, p. 590, quotes from Svoboda #117, 21 October 
1872. 

209. Ibid., quotes and paraphrases extensively from Znanie 
#15, 15 August 1875. 
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producing reading material for people. Mikhail Arnaudov encapsulated 

Liuben Karavelov the man, the journalist, the publicist and the 

d d · bl 210 e ucator a m~ra y: 

Karavelov's sense of humor showed devilish delight. He 
rarely overstepped the bounds of literary good taste, even 
when in a most agitated state • • • • It was an obvious attempt 
to control his temper and keep writing within the bounds of 
good literature • • • • 

His satirical tirades, his caricatures and grotesque 
scenes always ended in a humorous vein, with an obvious in
tent to convey to the reader that the foibles or rottenness 
of life he was attacking, can easily be remedied or totally 
avoided 

Political events in the Balkans progressed apace, and in July 

1875 a revolt broke out in Bosnia and Hercegovina; and the Bulgarian 

Revolutionary Central Committee, its hopes suddenly rekindled, began 

to stir into action again. In mid-July Karavelov was approached by 

BRCC members for his views on what actions should be taken. He readily 

discussed the options open to them, but refused active participation in 

the special session for which the BRCC had re-designated itself as 

Izvunredno Narodno Subranie [Special National Congress]. At its 12 

August 1875 session, chaired by Panaiot Khitov, the delegates decided 

to call for an uprising in Bulgaria to show solidarity with the Bos-

nians and Hercegovinians. The main leaders in this action were Khristo 

Botev, Stefan Stambolov, Khitov and Ivan Drasov (1848-1901). They 

were convinced that the hour for a common Slav uprising in the Balkans 

had arrived. Plans and actions of the group were precipitously arrived 

210. Arnaudov, pp. 603-604. 
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at, with several different actions projected simultaneously--including 

a bizarre plan entrusted to Stoian Zaimov (1853-1932) and five others. 

The six were dispatched with the mission of setting Constantinople 

ablaze at five different points to coincide with the start of the Bul-

garian uprising. 211 
It was eventually aborted. Internal Bulgarian 

committees were promised significant materiel aid from the Bucharest 

executive committee as soon as the uprising was underway. 

The revolt broke out prematurely on 16 September 1875 in Stara 

Zagora and spread to Ruse and Shumen, but was quelled decisively within 

four days. None of the chetas haphazardly scheduled by the executive 

committee in Bucharest to cross over into Bulgaria in force from 

. d d 11 212 Roman~a respon e upon ca • The abortive uprising had serious con-

sequences for the internal Bulgarian organization. Most of the local 

leaders were forced to flee in the wake of decisive Turkish counter-

revolutionary measures. Poorly armed and equipped, the local revolu-

tionary committees fell easy victim to organized Turkish military 

operations, being either destroyed in place, or by being scattered to 

the four winds. 

During October 1875 there was a rump revolutionary organization 

established in the Romanian port city of Giurgiu, to which many of the 

211. Burmov, p. 152. 

212. Ibid., p. 151. Members of the executive comrnit~ee at 
that time were Ivan Drasov, Khristo Botev, Dr. Chobanov, Dragan 
Tsenovich and D. Shopov. 
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internal committee leaders had fled. That group continued its activity, 

preparing for another uprising in the spring of 1876. 

On 20 April 1876 a revolt did break out in Karavelov's birth-

place, Koprivshtitsa. Although filled with exceptional individual 

national heroics, including the fatal Botev cheta assault in a com-

mandeered Austrian Danube steamer, Radetzky, the April uprising also 

had little chance of success. Superior Turkish forces, apparently ex-

pecting an uprising, readily snuffed it out by what became known as 

the Bulgarian horrors--measures of extreme cruelty, carnage and pillage. 

In Bucharest Liuben Karavelov abruptly stopped publication of Znanie 

on 30 March 1876,213 and departed for Belgrade, as seems to be indicated 

by an item in the Czech newspaper Narodni Listi, which reported that 

Liuben Karavelov was in Belgrade, engaging in discussion with the 

b o Oml dO ° ° 214 Ser 1an a 1na organ1zaZ10n. It should be borne in mind that dur-

ing spring 1876 Serbia was preparing for war against Turkey in earnest, 

and Karavelov, the major proponent of a united Slavic effort against 

the Turks, was probably convinced that with Bosnia and Hercegovina in 

revolt and Bulgaria having just revolted and Serbia now mobilizing, 

the hour for a Balkan-wide uprising had arrived. When Serbia did 

actually declare war against Turkey on 30 June 1876, Liuben made cer-

tain he was on the scene in Belgrade. At the same time, we find that 

213. Dimitrov, Biografiia, p. 295. 

214. Ibid., p. 296, quotes from Narodni Listi, 25 May 1876. 



he also had arranged to become the war correspondent of the Russian 

newspaper Golos [The Voice]. 
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As events in the Balkans rose to a crescendo in mid-1876, 

Liuben Karavelov must have felt that success in launching the final 

drive in the Bulgarian liberation movement had at last been achieved. 

His mind must have kaleidoscopically reviewed the course of events to 

this momentous action in the Balkans--his relatively short stay in 

Serbia, his two expulsions from Belgrade, his seven month long prison 

term in Budapest, his arrival in Bucharest, where he edited and pub

lished his own newspaper, Svoboda, later called Nezavisimost. He must 

have reflected on his unsuccessful attempt at mediating between the 

Russophobia of the liberal political element and the Russophilism of 

the conservative element of the Bulgarian emigres in Romania; and he 

would have recalled the ill-fated Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Com

mittee he and Vasil Levski had organized in the spring of 1870, and 

which by 1873 had collapsed in the wake of Levski's trial and execution. 

Karavelov the revolutionary activist had failed, as had the publicist, 

but as of 1875 the teacher in Liuben was still alive and viable via 

the publication, Znanie. The April 1876 Bulgarian uprising and the 

outbreak of the Serbo-Turkish war of 1876 brought the teacher in 

Karavelov to an abrupt halt, reactivated the old war-horse foreign 

correspondent who, once again, joined the staff of Golos to report the 

war for the Russian readers in Moscow and St. Petersburg from the 

Serbian battle fronts. 



CHAPTER 5 

WAR CORRESPONDENT, INSURGENT RECRUITER, PUBLISHER 

Golos and Odesski Vestnik 

Believing the moment for the final drive of the south Slav 

liberation movement had arrived by spring of 1876, Karavelov abandoned 

his academic journalist role in Bucharest and assumed a more active 

stance, first as coordinator of recruiting for the Serbian army, by serv

ing as an active war correspondent, then joining Russian refugee aid 

efforts in Belgrade and later in liberated Bulgaria. 

Karavelov's activities during the 1876-1878 period are still 

clouded by sketchy and contradictory information. The nature of those 

activities, as we shall see, may well have been the cause for the 

paucity of reliable data. During 1875, Karavelov entered into an agree

ment with the Serbian government of minister-president Liubomir Ka1evic 

(1844-1907), a good friend of his from the Omladina days of 1867-1868. 

The agreement seems to have been for Karavelov to serve as coordinator 

and go-between in matters concerning the Serbian government and Bul

garian insurgent elements in the event of the anticipated war with Tur

key. Tihomir Nikolic (1832-1885), war minister under Kalevic also had 

direct agreements with some of the Bulgarian internal revolutionary com

mittees, among them the Turnovo committee. That series of agreements 
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provided that open Bulgarian uprisings be launched in direct 

1 coordination with the Serbian declaration of war on Turkey. 
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Unfortunately, the hurriedly arranged and ill-prepared Bulgarian 

uprising erupted prematurely on 20 April 1876, before the Serbian army 

was ready. It should be recalled that in July 1875 Karavelov was ap-

proached by the active members of the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central 

Committee [BRRC] for his advice as to the course of action the BRCC 

2 should follow in light of the Bosnian and Hercegovinian revolts. One 

of the options Karavelov endorsed was that in the event of a Serbian 

declaration of war in support of the revolts, massiv Bulgarian cheta 

activity must ensue to coincide with Serbian military action, under 

Serbian high command. The old voivoda, Panaiot Khitov, concurred, but 

the militant faction of the BRCC, led by Khristo Botev, rejected the 

very suggestion of subservience to a Serbian high command. 

Karavelov apparently launched his Serbo-Bulgari~n coordinator 

role with as little fanfare as possible so as not to attract the 

1. Aprilskoto vUzstanie [April Uprising], ed. Ivan Undzhiev 
et al. (Sofiia: Bulgarskata Akademiia na Naukite (BAN), 1966), p. 146, 
paraphrases from reports of Milan A. Petronievic, Serbian consul in 
Bucharest, to the Serbian minister of foreign affairs, dated 20 April 
1876, as found in Diplomatski arkhiv sekretarija inostranih poslova 
[Diplomatic Archives of the Secretariat for Foreign Affairs], B-5 
(Beograd), pertaining to the agreements; see also Aprilskoto vuzstanie 
l876:Sbornik ot dokumenti (Sofiia: BAN, 1956), I, p. 108, which repro
duced a letter from Kalevic (via Nikolic) to Karavelov, stating: 
" • • everything dealing with the Bulgarians in Wallachia [Romania] 
be accomplished through Karavelov or [Kiriak] Tsankov •••• " 

2. See page 221, above. Karavelov had dropped out of active 
participation in the BRCC in 1874. 
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attention of Romanian authorities, who were resolutely trying to 

maintain neutrality in the rising Serbo-Turkish tensions. He was also 

aware of the many Turkish agents in Romania, and wanted to maintain a 

low profile vis-a-vis their activities. As a result, some information 

at hand places Karavelov in Belgrade, Negotin and other Serbian locali-

ties, while other data locates him throughout Romania, sweeping the 

regions from one end to the other, recruiting Bulgarian volunteers for 

the rapidly mobilizing Serbian army. He probably was actively involved 

in both the areas. Regardless of where he may have been at any given 

time, it is certain that he had become, once again, a regular foreign 

correspondent of the Moscow newspaper, Golos [The Voice].3 At the same 

time he had also joined Odesski Vestnik [Odessa Journal] as 

4 corresponden t. 

Serbia declared war on Turkey on 30 June 1876, and a horde of 

foreign correspondents descended upon Belgrade. Most were totally 

dependent for news of the war on the handouts of the Serbian government 

press department. Liuben, fluent in Serbian, familiar with the country, , 

with acquaintances in high places of government and the military, 

tapped these sources immediately. Many of the scoops on military and 

diplomatic activities scored by Golos were results of these personal 

3. Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata na Liuben Karavelov [The 
Political Journalism of Liuben Karavelov] (Sofiia: BAN, 1965), II, pp. 
155-158, reprints from a Karavelov article from Golos #98, 13 April 
1876. hereinafter referred to as Publitsistikata-.----

4. Ibid., p. 413, reprints an article from Odesski Vestnik 
#75, 7 April 1876 by "corresondent Liuben Karavelov." 
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contacts. The Serbian minister of internal affairs 1875-1876, Radivoi 

Miloikovic (1832-1888), had been a personal friend earlier. He was an 

5 excellent source. Miloiko Lesanin, commander of the Serbian Timok Army, 

was a close friend. Sava Gruic (1840-1913), minister of war 1876-1878 

was a pre-war friend,6 as was Dzoka Vlaikovic (1831-1883), veteran of 

the Crimean War who, as a colonel, commanded all volunteer units with 

the Serbian army.7 

LiubenKaravelov, himself, had a good military background. Dur-

ing the many months of waiting in Odessa and Moscow in 1857, pending a 

decision on his application to the Russian military academy, he had 

read extensively in military science in preparation for cadet status. 

In Liuben's library there was a full set of Russian military science 

texts. In Golos, evaluating Serbian military operations in the short 

Serbo-Turkish war, Karavelov determined that there was an overall 

failure on the part of Serbian commanders to take timely, decisive ac-

tion; and he suggested that on this subject he had sufficient back

ground experience to recognize such a military shortcoming. 8 Causes 

for Serbian failures, he asserted, were: lack of experience of mili-

tary personnel, weak staying power of the units and a lack of adequate 

5. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, II, p. 60. 

6. Ibid., p. 188. 

7. Ibid., p. 207. 

8. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, II, pp. 227-229, reprints the 
article in GOlDS #207, 31 July 1876. 
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discipline. 9 In discussing a cease fire being observed, pending an 

armistice agreement, Karavelov rated the Serbian army in the field as 

fighting bravely on the whole, but lacking good organization and dis

cipline, and as a consequence, not being effective against the Turks. lO 

He may well have been a good reporter, listening to experienced hands 

critiquing the Serbian army; but only a person with some military back-

ground could appreciate the points of the analyses. The terminology 

Liuben used and the context in which he presented his appraisals indi-

cate a knowledgeable person, not necessarily a military expert. He 

knew whereof he wrote. 

Following the November 1876 armistice, there ensued from Karav-

elov a series of letters, each attached to a regular article submitted 

to Golas, in which he gave a full military critique of the short war 

for his Russian readers. Serbia's military errors, he pointed out, 

were most basic: first, Serbia refused to engage in coordinated, com-

man operations with her Bulgarian, Bosnian and Hercegovinian allies 

during the several campaigns; second, Serbia stopped short of total 

mobilization, and was short in military preparations and stores; third, 

there was widespread inexperience among career military leaders; 

fourth, there was a lack of central command control of Serbian forces; 

fifth, there was inadequate military equipment and materiel; sixth, 

9. Ibid., pp. 230-233, reprints the Karavelov article in 
Golas #213, 7 August 1876. 

10. Ibid., pp. 248-251, reprints the Karave10v article in 
Golos #246, 10 September 1876. 
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the Serbian cavalry was inadequate for the job, was inexperienced and 

was improperly employed; seventh, there was a total absence of engineer 

troops and pontoon units; and eighth, there was insufficient and poor 

strategic and tactical planning, with too much bickering between Ser-

b , dR' 'I' 1 d 11 1an an USS1an m1 1tary ea ers. 

While he was feeding dispatches from the war zone to Golos, 

Karavelov was also sending regular reports to Odesski Vestnik. The two 

sets of reports differed markedly from one another in their content and 

in their direction. Whereas Golos dispatches were primarily for Rus-

sian consumption, those for Odessk"i Vestnik were intended for consump-

tion by the large colony of Bulgarians of Odessa and environs. In 

Golos articles the war scene was the focus, while those for Odesski 

Vestnik concentrated on Turkish misdeeds, miscues and malevolence and 

on European big power perfidy. Favorite targets for his Odessa readers 

were also the England of Disraeli and the Austria-Hungary of Count 

Andrassy. For his Golos readers he frequently stressed the theme of 

brutality by the Mohammedan Turks visited upon the normally peaceful 

Slav Christians of the Balkan peninsula, whom they considered as mere 

herds of cattle. The obvious intent in Golos articles was to influence 

the Russian readers, to arouse them to anger and disgust with the 

11. Ibid., pp. 295-327, reprints the series of ten Karavelov 
articles in Golos, 8 through 17 November 1876. It should be borne in 
mind that scores of Russian officers and soldiers had joined the Ser
bian army as volunteers. Russian general Mikhail G. Cherniaev 
(1828-1898), in defiance of tsar Alexander, had come to Belgrade 
28 April 1876, became a naturalized Serbian citizen and assumed com
mand of Serbian armed forces, resulting in both military and political 
adversity for Serbia. 



barbarity of the Turk vis a vis fellow Slavs and Orthodox Christians. 

It must have brought a smile of satisfaction to Liuben's face as he 

read tsar Alexander II's public pronouncement in Moscow on 29 October 

1876: 12 

If peaceful means do not succeed in getting Turkey to 
improve the lot of the Orthodox Christians under her rule, 
then it will be done by force • • • • 
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While more peaceful diplomatic means were being used to get Turkish con-

cessions and reforms in the treatment of her Christian subjects during 

the armistice negotiations in late 1876~ Karavelov reminded his Russian 

13 readers that: 

Whenever someone tells a Turk that he should grant Chris
tians some rights, the Turk invariably responds with an ex
pression that is straightforward and conclusive: "Our Koran 
is totally unchangeable!" 

By November 1876, Karavelov introduced a new and persistent 

theme into his Golas articles, namely, "only with Russian help will 

Serbia and the south Slavs be able to surmount the odds [they face with 

14 the Turk]." Even though he was the war correspondent for Golos, 

Karavelov did not miss an opportunity to propagandize activities inside 

Bulgaria, even when they had no connection with the military situation 

12. Aleksandur Burmov. Bulgarski Revoliutsionen Tsentralen 
Komitet 1868-1876 [The Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee 1868-
1876] (Sofiia: Bulgarska Kniga, 1943), p. 174. 

13. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, II, pp. 266-269, reprints the 
Karavelov article from Golos #261, 24 September 1876. 

14. Ibid., pp. 330-332, reprints the Karavelov article from 
Golas #321, 24 November 1876. 
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on the Serbo-Turkish battlelines. In fully one-third of the Golos 

articles Karavelov dispatched from the war zone from June 1876 on, he 

mentions Russia, Russian volunteers and the need for Russian aid. 15 The 

wording of the articles makes the hints to the Russian readers very 

clear: Russia must step in and help her Slav brothers in the Balkans! 

In his articles for Odes ski Vestnik there is only minLual 

reference to Russia and Russian help. In those articles, Karavelov 

propagandized Turkish affairs, the uprisings, actions inside Bulgaria 

and Turkish malevolence.
16 

Karavelov devoted a significant portion of 

his reports for Odessa to Bulgarian inactivity in helping Serbian 

forces, castigating his countrymen for sitting on their hands when 

" there is a great need for field hands to gather in the har-

vest. ,,17 The peak of his scolding fellow Bulgarians occurred during 

the fall of 1876 when Serbian reverses were a serious concern, and a 

second Bulgarian uprising was needed to divert Turkish forces. In like 

manner, Karavelov also wrote for the Bulgarian language paper in Turnu 

Severin, Romania, Bulgarski Glas [The Voice of Bulgaria] :18 

Now is not the time to pose questions, because every dif
ference of opinion causes much to be lost •••• Our common 

15. Ibid., pp. 556-560, inspection of the list of articles in 
"sudiirzhanie" [Contents]. 

16. Ibid. 

17. Ibid., pp. 467-470, reprints one such article by Karavelov 
from Odesski vestnik #179, 15 August 1876. 

18. Ibid., pp. 487-489, reprints the Karavelov article from 
Bulgarski Glas #16, 3 August 1876. 



goal j.s to drive out wild barbarians from Slavic areas where, 
as Slavs, we will come to some agreement with the Serbians 
• • • • We must forget for now all past ideas, and get to work 
energetically, because every single minute is expensive and 
time is truly invaluable. 

During the nadir of Serbian fortunes in late summer and fall 
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of 1876, Karavelov persisted in both Odesski Vestnik and Bulgarski Glas 

in urging a second Bulgarian uprising, insisting that if the Bulgarians 

joined wholeheartedly with Serbia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, the Turks 

could be defeated. There was another factor motivating him at that 

time, his n&tional pride. Serbian press contentions were that if Ser-

bia failed in defeating the Turks, it would be largely because Bulgaria 

failed to do its part--rebelling in coordination with Serbian military 

operations in June of 1876. This accusation undoubtedly was what pro-

voked Karavelov to append the ten letters of military analysis to his 

articles for Golos. 19 

Ever the purveyor of ideas to solve the eastern question and, 

of course, to attain Bulgaria's liberation, Karavelov proposed in both 

Golos and Bulgarski Glas that in view of the failure of the great 

powers conference in Constantinople during December 1876 to gain Turk-

ish acceptance of recommendations for improving the lot of the Chris-

tians of Turkey, another approach should be tried. An acceptable 

alternative, he maintained, would be for a consortium of the European 

powers to occupy Bulgaria and the rest of the Christian lands of Turkey 

19. See pp. 229-230, above. 
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in order to institute and monitor the recommended reforms.
20 

The 

European powers, each with its own int~rests paramount, showed no 

inclination toward such an undertaking. Russia and Austria, having 

come to formal agreement on the disposition of the spoils in the Balkans 

via the Reichstadt Agreement of 8 July 1876,21 which covered the even-

tuality of either a Serbian or a Turkish victory in the war, were not 

about to consider or support such an alternative. Moreover, one of 

Russia's main concerns was a European powers coalition, most prejudi-

cial to her Balkan ambitions. Such a solution in late 1876 would also 

have eliminated a convenient causus belli should Turkey resume military 

action against either Serbia or Montenegro. 

Since the conference in Constantinople 'was in the main the 

brainchild of Count Nikolai Ignatiev (1832-1908), Russian ambassador at 

Constantinople, Karavelov may have been trying to help the powers see 

the futility of expecting the Porte to consider reforms seriously, and 

to suggest to the Russians to volunteer to act as agent for such a con-

sortium. Karavelov consistently maintained that it was impossible to 

rely on the Turkish government to institute meaningful reforms to 

20. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata II, p. 295; p. 491, reprints 
the Karavelov articles from Golos #306, 9 Npvember 1876 and from 
Bulgarski Glas #34, 8 January 1877. The Golos article preceded the 
Constantinople Conference. 

21. The Reichstadt Agreement (Gorchakov and Andrassy) provid
ed, in essence, that in the event of a Serbian victory, Austria would 
annex Bosnia and Hercegovina; Russia, Bessarabia (lost by the Treaty 
of Paris 1856). In the event of a Turkish victory, the status quo 
ante for Serbia would be demanded. 
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benefit its Christians. The failure of Turkey to adopt the reforms 

recommended by the conference became ane of the causes of the outbreak 

of the Russo-Turkish war in April 1877. 

During 1876 and 1877 Liuben Karavelov also contributed articles 

to the newly established Bulgarian language newspaper in Bucharest, 

Stara Planina [Balkan Mountain] (1876-1877), edited by Stefan S. Bobchev 

(1853-1940), a staunch Slavophile. From the articles it is obvious that 

Karavelov had tailored them for consumption by the Bulgarian cornmu

nity.22 One of those Karavelov articles is a classic in the use (If 

sarcastic irony as a political weapon. The article was published in 

the form of an open letter, addressed to one of Liuben's favorite 

enemies, Midhat Pasha (1822-1884), the Turkish governor of the Ruse 

region of Bulgaria, major political figure in Turkey, the Grand Vizier 

1876-1877. Midhat, Russophobe leader of the "Young Turks" faction of 

Turkish politics, had become Grand Vizier on 11 May 1876 and engineered 

the overthrow of sultan Abdul Aziz on 29 May 1876. Murad V [1876], a 

weak and feeble minded person, succeeded to the throne and was easily 

induced to sanction Midhat's program of reforms that included a new 

constitution which ushered in parliamentary government for Turkey, On 

31 August 1876 Murad was deposed because of insanity, and Abdul Hamid 

II [1876-1909] became sultan, but he had n~ intention of following 

through on the reforms or the constitution, using the latter only as 

22. Dimitrov, Pub1itsistikata II, pp. 495-510, reprints the 
five Karaveluv articles from Stara Planina #24, 30 October 1876; #44, 
#45, #53 and #57, 15 January through 30 March, 1877. 
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a ruse to influence the Constantinople conference. On 5 February 1877, 

shortly after the conference ended, Abdul Hamid dismissed Midhat ignomin-

iously, tried him for murder and exiled him from the empire. Gloating 

throughout his letter, addressed to "Your Highness," Karavelov lectured 

the reform-minded former Turkish high official on the major mistakes he 

had made in his long career, especially while governor in Bulgaria. 

The perennial teacher in Karavelov took rare delight in explaining to 

the disgraced and exiled pasha some transcendental truths of life in 

politics and in the decadent Turkish empire. 23 

With the ill-fated April 1876 uprising in Bulgaria, Karavelov 

had closed shop in Bucharest and sought, in whatever way he could, to 

aid or at least abet that revolt; and, obviously, he chose to become 

the active journalist-publicist again. Unlike many of the other 

Bulgarian emigres who went home to help their kinsmen, Karavelov re-

lied on his unique weapon, the pen of the journalist to do his part. 

He wishfully had assumed that the liberation of Bulgaria had finally 

begun and, since the Serbian mobilization was in full swing, Serbia 

would throw its full weight behind her Bulgarian brothers. Having been 

convinced for some time that only Russian intervention could bring cer

tain success to the liberation movement,24 Karavelov's dispatches from 

the war fronts to the Russian readers of Golos were designed to arouse 

23. Ibid., pp. 504-507, reprints the article from Stara 
Planina 1153, 6 March 1877. Karavelov's open letter, "Your Highness," 
in full English translation, is at Appendix E. 

24. See pp. 212-213, above. 



disgust at the atrocities of Turkish forces and possibly to prod 

Russian officialdom to action in order to save the brother Slavs from 

the barbarism of the inhuman Moslem Turk. That within less than a 

year Russia did intervene, may well have been partly the result of 

frontline reports in the several Russian newspapers, among them 

25 Karavelov's. 

At the same time, in his articles for Odesski Vestnik and for 

B~lgarski Glas, Liuben Karave10v was persistently urging his fellow 

countrymen to u~ite behind Serbia. The time and the conditions were 

right, he assured the Bulgarians, and the hour of liberation was at 

hand, provided the Bulgarians join the rest of their Slavic brothers 
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in delivering that final blow to the dying Turkish empire. The revolu-

tionary publicist in Karave10v had been fully resurrected by April 1876, 

and in full bloom at the Serbian declaration of war on Turkey in June 

1876, at least while that short war lasted. 

25. David MacKenzie, The Serbs and Russian Pan-Slavism 1875-
1878 (Ithaca N.Y.: Cornell U. Press, 1967), pp. 116-117, quotes and 
paraphrases at length from Russian police reports on the subject of 
the widespread pro-Slav enthusiasm generated among the Russian popula
tion as found in Osvobozhdenie Bolgarii ot turetskogo iga [The Libera
tion of Bulgaria from the Turkish Yoke] (Moskva: Institut Slaviano
vedeniia, Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1961-1964), I, pp. 316-317; he also 
quotes from A. A. Porokhovshchikov, "Zapiski starozhila," Istoricheskii 
Vestnik #67, 1897, p. 9, that the Russian minister of internal 'affairs, 
A. E. Timashev was " • • • annoyed that the pro-Slav enthusiasm throve 
so, despite his censors' efforts •••• " 
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Russian-Bulgarian Liaison 

While Liuben Karavelov remained aloof from the organizational 

activities of the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee (BRCC) in 

Bucharest after 1874, his interest in the Bulgarian liberation movement 

had not waned. Contrary to his earlier position of fostering Bulgarian 

self-liberation with the help of fellow south Slavs, Karavelov's prag-

matism had forced him to accept the efficacy of coordinated Serbian and 

Russian military actions to launch a successful final liberation drive 

for his homeland. A coordinated Bulgarian uprising in conjunction with 

those military actions of Serbia and Russia, rationally offered the best 

chance of achieving Bulgarian liberation, and at the least cost in Bul-

garian lives and property. The validity of his judgment was certainly 

proven by the abortive four-day uprising in September 1875, which re-

suIted only in a horrible price being paid by the Bulgarians. He had 

also become convinced that the lack of trained and capable Bulgarian 

military leaders made it imperative to subordinate all Bulgarian forces 

under a much more able Serbian or Russian supreme command. The sub-

ordination of Bulgarian forces to Serbian or Russian command was one of 

the major rifts within the BRCC. Khristo Botev and his faction ada-

mantly rejected any such subordination. This rejection was forcefully 

expressed by Botev in the official organ of the BRCC in 1875, Zname 

[The Banner] :26 

26. Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, epokha 
1834-1879 [Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879] (Sofiia: 
BAN, 1964), p. 757, quotes from Zname #24, 3 August 1875. 



Our only salvation is to raise Our hands ourselves, and 
when we plunge our swords into the backs of our torturers, 
we will then, by ourselves, demand that which is ours and to 
which we have a historical, legal and ethnic right. Now is 
the most propitious time for helping ourselves and our 
brothers, the Hercegovinians • • • • Now is the time to 
light fires in the Balkans from one end to the other . • 
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Karavelov had no qualms about subordinating Bulgarian forces to 

an overall Serbian or Russian command for practical reasons, if for no 

others. Moreover, under a Serbian command, his south Slav federation 

would be one step closer to realization. Unlike Karavelov, those who 

feared Serbian perfidy were convinced that the Serbians were urging 

Bulgarians to revolt as a ploy to extract concessions from Turkey. The 

Serbians, they believed, were using their ability to induce a Bulgarian 

general uprising as a quid pro quo. If Turkey offered appropriate con-

cessions, Serbia would forestall a Bulgarian revolt. Karavelov, on the 

other hand, still nurtured his belief that Serbia was destined to be the 

leader in the liberation of the Balkan Slavs. He also saw signs that 

circumstances were bearing out his belief, namely, Bosnia and Herce-

govina were already in revolt, the Bulgarians had risen once, and Ser-

bia was undergoing mobilization for an imminent war against Turkey. 

There is considerable evidence that Karavelov, even while serv-

ing as war correspondent in Serbia, moved about not only in Serbia. but 

in Romania as well, recruiting Bulgarian volunteers for the Serbian 

army. On 27 May 1876, for example, the Romanian minister of the in-

terior had ordered Liuben Karavelov detained in Gala;i, because 

" • . • his recruiting Bulgarians to organize into insurgent units, and 

his maintaining liaison with various committees throughout Romania and 
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abroad,,27 were activities which damaged the avowed Romanian neutrality 

in the strained Serbo-Turkish relations. Karavelov verifies his arrest 

in a letter to Kiriak Tsankov in Bucharest: 28 

Find the boys from Bolgrad and buy them nine tickets to 
Turnu Severin, then see them off. I am under arrest. I have 
the money. Tell the Serbian consul that Serbian protection 
is not respected. Console Natalia. Tomorrow I will wire 
you, if they release me. Meet me at the railroad station. 

Cherni Veliu 

On 31 May 1876, a few days before Liuben wrote from Galati, 

both he and Tsankov had been detained in Bucharest; but through the 

intercession of the Serbian consul, Milan Petronievic, they were re

leased. 29 One of the conditions of the release was that Karavelov leave 

30 
Romania within two weeks. He apparently did leave Romania on 30 June 

27. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, I, p. 613; see also Arnaudov, 
p. 766. 

28. Liuben Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works] , 
ed. Tsveta Undzhieva et al. (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1968), IX, 
p. 531, reprints the letter. 

29. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia [Liuben 
Karavelov: Biography] (Sofiia: BAN, 1959), p. 298, cites Serbian 
State Archive documents from the Serbian ministerial council files for 
1862-1898, in which is stated that Petronievic submitted a strong pro
test to the Romanian government against the arrest of several Bul
garians, among them one, Liuben Karavelov, "who is in possession of 
a Serbian passport." 

30. Ibid. 



1876. 31 There is a dramatic word picture of Liuben packing to leave 

Bucharest by one of Bulgaria's major literary figures, Ivan Vazov 

(1850-1921) :32 

The first time I saw Liuben Karavelov in Bucharest in 1876, 
was soon after Botev's crossing with his cheta into Bulgaria. 
That moment probably was one of the most difficult in Kara
velov's life. I visited not Karavelov the leader, the driving 
force of the Bulgarian emigres,the idol of the exiles, be
loved and heeded national tribune, the encircled, charming, 
indomitable revolutionary, but Karavelov the outcast, the ig
nored, almost detested by the Bulgarian colony in Bucharest 
and Romania. At that time he was isolated, abandoned by his 
former admirers and converts to his ideas. His name evoked 
gossip and insinuations and, when Botev died on Vratsa Peak 
near Volut, Karavelov's situation became totally intolerable. 
His obvious despondency, more than just apathy, held him in 
a tight grip. He had been completely abandoned and 
ostracized • • • • 
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After his wife and mother joined Liuben in Negotin on 4 July 1876, the 

trio left for Belgrade, where Metropolitan Mihall of Serbia had extended 

31. Ibid. Dimitrov states that shortly before he published 
his biography~Karavelov, in 1958, he received a personal letter from 
a friend in Yugoslavia, Doctor pzordze Ignjatovic, member of the 
Yugoslav Academy of Sciences, confirming the fact that Karavelov did 
leave Romania for Negotin (Serbia) on 30 June 1876. Liuben's wife, 
Natalia and his mother, Nedelia, arrived in Negotin On 4 July 1876, 
after having been issued Serbian entry visas. Ignjatovic is the author 
of Srpski drugi Liubena Karavelova [Serbi3n Friends of Liuben Karavelovl 
(Beograd: 1957). 

32. Arnaudov, p. 768, quotes Ivan Vazov from "Sreshtite mi s 
Liuben Karavelov, II Biilgarska Sbirka, X, kniga 10 .(1903), pp. 605-609. 
[''My Meetings with Liuben Karavelov"]. Botev is Khristo Botev, who 
led a cheta into Bulgaria on a commandeered Austrian Danube steamer, 
Radetzky, which landed the insurgents on Bulgarian soil on 17 May 1876. 
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an invitation to Karavelov and his family to occupy the diocese guest 

33 house on the outskirts of Belgrade. 

This hospitality by the primate of the Serbian church was not 

solely out of courtesy and national kinship, but seems to have had a 

distinct political purpose. Mihai1, a Russophile of long standing, had 

tried for some time to induce the Slavic committees of both Moscow and 

St. Petersburg to help him organize a Belgrade branch of their committees 

to facilitate distribution of refugee aid that the Russian committees 

were sending to Belgrade in massive quantities. In response, the Moscow 

Committee dispatched several representatives to Belgrade in mid-October 

1876,34 among them Pavel A. Viskovatov [Viskovatii; Viskovskii] (1842-

1905), a Bulgarian national, and prince Aleksander A. Naryshkin of the 

St. Petersburg Slavic Committee. 35 The latter was assigned the task of 

organizing the Iugoslaviansky Prosvetny i Dobrotvorny Otbor [The South 

33. Metropolitan Mihail Mihai10 (1826-1898) was the bishop of 
Belgrade from 1859, then became primate of Serbia. He was of Bulgarian 
origin. 

34. Nikolai Genchev, ed., Sto godini ot rusko-turskata 
osvobodite1na voina 1877-1878 [One Hundred Years Since the Russo-Turkish 
War of Liberation 1877-1878], I, (Sofiia: Narodna Bib1ioteka Kiril i 
Metodii, 1979), p. 52, document #43, reprints a letter from Grigor 
Nachovic (1845-1920) in Belgrade, to Dimitur Ivanov of the Bulgarsko 
Tsentralnoto B1agotvoritelno Obshtestvo [Bulgarian Central Benevolent 
Society], the successor to the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Commit
tee, Bucharest, announcing the arrival in Belgrade of the representa
tives. Hereinafter designated Sto godini. 

35. Ibid., p. 207, document #268, reprints a letter from 
Naryshkin to Stefan Stambo10v (Bucharest), 27 June 1877, which he 
signed as the "plenipotentiary representative of both the Moscow and 
the St. Petersburg Slavic Committees." 
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Slav Educational and Benevolent Team], which was accomplished finally in 

April 1877 in Belgrade. Its mission was to: 36 

support friendly relations and develop common ties 
between the Slavic nations in general, and the south Slavs 
in particular • • • • 

The Belgrade organizers were overwhelmed by the immensity of the 

task of caring just for the basic needs of food, clothing and shelter of 

the thousands of refugees streaming in from the Turkish territories. To 

aggravate the problem even more, a cease fire announced in October 1876 

had released a tidal wave of refugees into both Serbia and Romania. 

The Serbian army exacerbated the difficulty when it summarily discharged 

several thousand Bulgarian volunteers in early October, with literally 

only the shirts on their backs. 

From Moscow, IVan Aksakov (1823-1886), then vice president and 

later president of the Moscow Slavic Committee, advised prince Naryshkin 

specifically that: 37 

• . • it is necessary that one or two Bulgarians be placed 
on the staff of the Belgrade branch when organized, but they 

36. Ibid., p. 173, document #211, reprints a Bulgarian trans
lation of the official announcement of a newly formed special commission 
under prince VladimirA. Cherkaskii (1824-1878) as of April 1877. This 
commission was formed in Kishinev, Russia, as early as 25 November 1876. 
It was tasked to prepare plans for the future administration of a 
liberated Bulgaria. Naryshkin's position was one subordinate to the 
Cherkaskii commission. A copy of the original Russian announcement is 
on file in BIA, fond 63 (SNS), a. e. list 61-62; pechat., dated 
21 May 1877 (Sofiia). 

37. Arnaudov, p. 770, quotes from K. A. Pushkarevich,Trudii 
Instituta Slavianovedeniia [Works of the Institute of Slavic Studies] 
(Moskva: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1934), II, pp. 202-204. Akademiia Nauk 
SSSR hereinafter will be referred to as AN SSSR. 



should be selected from among the most judicious. Bulgarian 
representation will serve as a symbol of a broader concept 
of unity • • • and will deflect every reason for Bulgarian 
distrust of the Serbians and Serbia • 
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Apparently Metropolitan Mihail had decided that Liuben Karavelov would 

be one of those Bulgarian representatives, recommending him highly. 

Aksakov apparently opposed Karavelov's selection, as is indicated by 

Naryshkin's lengthy response to Aksakov in defense of Karavelov:
38 

I am morally impelled to do everything within my preroga
tive to present you with other information, other than that 
which you gave on him in one of your letters to me. 

Specifically, here in Belgrade, he has been an invaluable 
volunteer co-worker, at no cost, who has never asked me for 
anything, and did all that he could by himself. I took ad
vantage of his influence and connections and the strength of 
his sympathetic nature. He is honest and unselfish as few 
people are. He lives with his wife, no children, and with
out trying to profit from his work with us. He has money 
from the sale of his newspaper and what his wife was able to 
save. As to his relationship with the late prince Mihail and 
his government, he opposed them because of their ties to 
Austria • • • • An ardent patriot, he persists in settling 
local disagreements, in eliminating personal interests in 
favor of the common goal--Slavic unity. As every zealot, 
he is carried away to extremes at times . • • . 

38. Ibid., quotes from the Naryshkin letter. Liuben Karavelov 
wrote for the Russian paper, Den, while in Moscow. At that time Ivan 
Aksakov was its editor. Aksakov had also provided major critical 
f~nancial assistance in the publication of Karavelov's first book in 
1861, Pamiatniki narodnogo byta bolgar. A dispute arose over credit 
and the re~ayment, which apparently had not been settled by 1877. 
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There is evidence that Liuben Karave10v was instrumental in drafting 

the charter and the by-laws of the South Slav Educational and Benevolent 

39 
Team. 

From Naryshkin's observations on Karavelov's efforts in foster-

ing Slavic unity, it is evident that despite Liuben's disenchantment 

with his fellow Bu1garians'and other Balkan Slavs'disinc1ination toward 

unification, he still nurtured his dream of a federation on the Balkan 

peninsula. 

With the decisive defeat of the Serbian forces at Aleksinac in 

September 1876, Karavelov returned to Bucharest, at least for a time, 

40 as is indicated by a contemporary, Georgi Ivanov, who recalled that 

Karavelov and some of his former adversaries had reconciled and on 

41 6 November 1876, Stefan Stambolov (1854-1895) and a group of cronies 

39. Iz arkhiva na Liuben Karavelov, ed. Petur Dinekov et al. 
(Sofiia: BAN, 1964), pp. 675-676, reprints the draft fragment "Ustav 
Slavianskogo Komiteta Prosvety i Literatury v Belgrade" in Karavelov's 
handwriting. The original is on file at Arkhiv na BAN, fond 37. The 
organization's title underwent several changes. 

40. Ibid., p. 773, paraphrases and quotes from Georgi Ivanov, 
"Iz spomenite mi za Stefan Stambolov," [From l1y Recollections of Stefan 
Stambolov], Prolom, godina III, kniga IX (1925), p. 479. 

41. Stambolov was one of Karavelov's opponents during the 
final day's of Liuben's active role in the BRCC 1874-1875. He led one 
of the invading chetas in the abortive September 1875 Bulgarian upris
ing; was a major figure in the Bulgarian support organizations of the 
Russian military forces during the Russo-Turkish war; became president 
of the Bulgarian subranie [legislature] in 1884; was one of the three 
regents of Bulgaria in 1886; became prime minister and minister of the 
interior in 1887, ruling with an iron fist until he retired in 1894. 
Shortly thereafter he became the victim of a bizarre assassination and 
burial at the hands of Macedonian revolutionaries. 
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had gathered at the home of Karavelov in Bucharest. Ivanov described 

some lively repartee that ensued. It appears, therefore, that Karavelov 

had returned to Bucharest after Aleksinac, but was back in Belgrade in 

April 1877, because during that month he assisted prince Naryshkin in 

establishing the South Slav Educational and Benevolent Team. 42 

In the meantime in Bucharest, another representative of the St. 

Petersburg and Moscow Slavic Committees, Vladimir S. Ionin (1837-

1900),43 had arrived in Bucharest on 10 June 1876. His mission was to 

organize the Bulgarian emigre military potential in Romania. The dis-

integrated Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee had spa~~ed several 

separate and philosophically antagonistic groups. In its stead, under 

the aegis of Ionin and his generous financial support, the B~lgarsko 

Tsentralno Blagotvoritelno Obshtestvo [Bulgarian Central Benevolent 

Society] (BCBS) was founded on 10 July 1876. While Ionin was elected 

honorary president, the BCBS elected Kiriak Tsankov (1847-1903), a close 

journalistic co-worker and personal friend of Karavelov, as its presi-

dent. Their announced mission of providing refugee welfare assistance 

being but a cover ploy to prevent embarrassment to the Romanian govern-

ment, it was tasked to recruit, train and equip Bulgarian chetas and 

volunteer military units to serve in the Russian forces and to assist 

42. See pp. 242-245,above, It should also be noted that 
Karavelov's last article from Belgrade for Golos #72, was dated 10 
March 1877, which is reprinted in Dimitrov,~itsistikata II, 
pp. 402-405. 

43. Ionin was a former Russian consul in Dubrovnik (Dalmatia) 
and Cetinje (Montenegro), and was an active Russian Slavic Committee 
agent in Bosnia before being dispatched to Bucharest. 
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a new Bulgarian uprising in the near future. Their main effort in this 

direction, at first, was to recruit Bulgarian volunteers for the commit-

ted Serbian army in operations against Turkish forces. The BCBS ratio-

nale was two-fold in recruiting for Serbia: first, to add to Serbian 

military strength and, second, to provide experience and training for 

future Bulgarian military leaders. Karavelov was an active recruiter 

44 for the BCBS. Several months later, after the start of the Russo-

Turkish war in April 1877, the BCBS assumed the major function of pro-

viding broad military reconnaissance service to the Russian forces. 

The BCBS also led the way in calling and holding a major con-

gress of Bulgarian and Bulgarian emigre leaders, the Bulgarskiia Naroden 

Subor [Bulgarian National Congress], in Bucharest on 18 November 1876. 

The aim of the congress was fourfold: first, to focus on a search for 

future military and political leaders; second, to draft a specific 

I , , 1 f' 45 h' d bl' h d ' po ~t~ca program 0 act~on; t ~r , to esta ~s an sanct~on an 

official Bulgarian volunteer army46 and, fourth, to serve as official 

spokesman for the Bulgarian people. According to Ivan Vazov (1850-

1921), a delegate to that congress in Bucharest, it was popularly 

44. Stefan Doinov, Bulgarskoto obshtestvenost i russko
turetskata osvoboditelna voina 1877-1878 [The Bulgarian Public and 
the Russo-Turkish War of Liberation 1877-1878] (Sofiia: Izdatelstvo 
na Otechestven Front, 1978), pp. 99-103; cf. Burmov, p. 166. 

45. Genchev, Sto godini, p. 56, document #45, reprints the 
six-point political program adopted. The origin~l document is on file 
at Bulgarski Istoricheski Arkhiv (BIA), fond 56 (BCBS), II, D 1021, 
v:T.I. No. 376 (Sofiia). 

46. Established at the Romanian city of Ploejti. 
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referred to as "the first Bulgarian national parliament.,,47 Karavelov 

did not attend the sessions either as an observer or as a reporter, 

apparently maintaining the apolitical stance he had adopted with termina-

tion of his publication, Nezavisimost, in October of 1874. The congress 

sat through 22 November 1876 and issued a final communique, which was 

48 the preamble to its announced political program: 

[The action of this congress has been taken] in order to 
establish peace in the east, and to halt the persistent vio
lence of the Turks, who do not respect human rights, and to 
carry out the rightful decisions of the Bulgarian people. 
Europe is duty bound to promote and help us realize our 
goals enumerated in our program • • 

The Russian declaration of war on Turkey in April 1877 was not 

at all unexpected, since p42paration and mobilization of the Russian 

army had been in progress since October-November 1876 in the Kishinev 

region. Naryshkin and Karavelov were fully aware of the failure of the 

Constantinople conference of the foreign ministers of Britain, Russia, 

Germany, Austria-Hungary, France, Italy and Turkey in December 1876-

January 1877. The Turkish government had summarily rejected the recom-

mendations of that conference, because the suggested autonomy for 

Bulgaria and the unification of Bosnia and Hercegovina under a Chris-

tian governor, appointed by the European powers and approved by 

Turkey, were deemed unnecessary, and because the newly published con-

stitution of Grand Vizier Midhat Pasha in December 1876, had introduced 

47. Arnaudov, p. 771, paraphrases Vazov extensively. 

48. Genchev, Sto godini, p. 56, document #45; cf. note 45 
above. 
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a liberal regime for the empire and a series of reforms which made the 

conference recommendations virtually superfluous. Nor did the Turkish 

government relish the added conference recommendation that reforms be 

implemented under the superivision of the powers. Turkish obstinacy in 

rejecting all the recommendations outright, the dismissal, trial and 

exile of the palace-plotting Midhat Pasha by the new sultan, Abdul 

Hamid II, and the latter's abrogation of the new constitution served as 

an excellent causus belli for the strong Pan-Slav elements in Russia. 

Alexander II declared war on Turkey on 24 April 1877. 

One of the Austro-Hungarian conditions for neutrality was that 

Russia would not attack Turkey via the Serbian principality. As a 

result, the more difficult operation of crossing the Danube River via 

Romania against a hostile shore was forced upon her. In addition, the 

Romanian quid pro quo for unhampered Russian transit of Romanian ter-

ritory was that Russia guarantee total Romanian independence from Tur-

key and assure Romanian territorial integrity. Once in Romania, Russian 

forces methodically massed on the Turkish frontier--the Danube River. 

Prince Cherkaskii and prince Naryshkin were ordered to Bucharest 

on 30 April 1877 to establish the special commission ordained to admin-

ister liberated Bulgaria. It became operational on 3 May 1877. 49 

49. Ibid., p. 173, document #211, reprints a Bulgarian trans
lation of the official Russian announcement of the commission's opera
tional status. Members of Cherkaskii's staff included Russian prince 
Sergei V. ShakhovskiiandBulgarians Naiden Gerov, Todor Burmov, F. K. 
Lisevich and Khristo Stoianov. A copy of the original Russian announce
ment is on file at BIA, fond 63 (SNS), a, e. 95, list 61-62; pechat. 
(Sofiia). 
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Karavelov accompanied Naryshkin to Bucharest, as is evident from Vazov's 

account of meetings with Liuben Karavelov late in April 1877 in 

Bucharest: 50 

I thought I had been summoned before the Russian high com
mand. There with Karavelov were Colonel Parensov, prince 
Cherkasky and some prominent Bulgarians, just arrived from 
Moscow, Marin Drinov, Konstantin Stanishev and M. Pashev . 

There is little evidence as to Karavelov's specific activities 

with Russian forces other than his work with Naryshkin on Cherkaskii's 

staff. No available evidence indicates that Liuben accompanied or 

worked with Russian or Bulgarian volunteer combat units. It is note-

worthy that even though Karavelov had direct access to at least two very 

influential Russian princes, Naryshkin and Cherkaskii, the latter sub-

sequently becoming the Russian administrator of occupied liberated 

Bulgaria, making all political-administrative appointments, Liuben 

sought no lucrative appointment in the interim civil authority estab-

lished in liberated Bulgaria. Nor did he aspire to such appointments or 

evince any political ambitions, as did many of his contemporaries. 51 

From his writing and his private correspondence, one is led to the con-

clusion that the free-spirited Liuben Karavelov would avoid religiously 

50. Arnaudov, p. 776, quotes from IVan Vazov, Subrani 
suchineniia [Collected Works) (Sofiia: Khemus, 1943), IX, p. 232. 
Marin Drinov (1838-1906) was the founder of Bulgarian historical schol
arship and was at that time a professor of history at the University 
of Kharkov. All three probably accompanied Russian forces as advisors 
and consultants. 

51. Naiden Gerov was named governor of the Svishtov region, 
Marko Balabanov, vice governor. Karavelov's brother, Petko, became 
vice governor of the Vidin region. 
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the fettering a political-administrative Russian military government 

post would demand. He was the journalist, the critic, the ·teacher; 

none of which he could freely be as a Russian appointee. 

In June 1877 Russian forces liberated the ancient Bulgarian 

capital city of Turnovo, and within a month, Karavelov accompanied the 

Cherkaskii headquarters' move there. 52 Karavelov had ne~ided to settle 

in Turnovo and resume publication of his suspended periodical, Znanie. 

The first task to face him upon arrival in Turnovo was the establishment 

of a local branch of the Russian sponsored Slavic Benevolent Society to 

minister to the needs of thousands of destitute refugees streaming in 

from the combat zones to the south. Records indicate that Karavelov did 

organize and serve as vice president of the Turnovo branch of the Slavic 

Benevolent Society from its start in July until 17 October 1877, at 

which time Liuben's name disappeared from the organization's minutes, 

53 to re-appear again in the minutes of 25 March 1878. In the last half 

of October 1877 Liuben travelled to Bucharest and to Belgrade, very 

likely to make arrangements to have his printing plant dismantled and 

prepared for shipment to Turnovo, and undoubtedly to try and sell his 

52. Genchev, Sto godini. p. 228, document #306, a letter from 
Todor Burmov (Turnovo), a member of Cherkaskii' s staff, to his wife 
(France) confirms that the staff had moved to Turnovo early in July 
1877 • 

53. Arnaudov, p. 780, paraphrases T. Plochev, "Purvato blagot
voritelno slaviansko obshtestvo v Turnovo," Istoricheski Pregled, XI, 
kniga VI, (1955), p. 76 ["The First Tiirnovo Benevolent Slavic Society"]. 
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home in Bucharest. In Belgrade he probably made arrangements to have 

his wife and his mother move to liberated Bulgaria. 

With the armistice in January 1878, there is evidence that 

Karavelov had some advisory or consultant role with Russian forces. A 

free transit pass issued 15 February 1878 to Liuben Karavelov, placed 

him at the Russian field headquarters at Adrianople [Edirne] :54 

The bearer, presently a resident of Turnovo, Liuben 
Karavelov is travelling to the supreme headquarters of the 
active army in Adrianople to meet with his highness prince 
Vladimir Aleksandrovich Cherkaskiiand return. Therefore, all 
military and civil authorities are to insure him unhindered 
transit. This is certified by my signature and official seal 
affixed, this 15th day of February, 1878. 

An obituary for prince Cherkaskiiin the Novi Sad newspaper, Napredak 

[Progress] lists Liuben Karavelov as a merr-ber of prince Cherkaskii's 

55 entourage at the signing of the Treaty of San Stefano on 3 March 1878. 

The fact that Karavelov travelled all the way from Turnovo to Adrianople 

indicates that the trip was an important one. With the signing of the 

treaty such a short time later, it is probable that Liuben was there. 

Yet another indication that he was at the signing is a letter from 

54. Genchev, Sto godini, p. 398, document #577, reprints the 
pass, issued and signed by the governor of the Turnovo region, N. Sher
binskii. The original is on file at BIA, fond 2 (LK), a. e. 1. list 1. 

55. Arnaudov, p. 782, paraphrases from Napredak~ dated March 
1878. Prince Cherkaskiidied the very day the Treaty of San Stefano 
was signed, 3 March 1878. 



Karavelov to his friend, professor Orest Feodorovich Miller at St. 
, 56 

Petersburg: 

Your letter arrived in Turnovo some time ago, but I just 
received it about three days ago, because I had been out of 
town in Constantinople • 
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After the treaty had been signed, diplomatic activity among the 

se~eral European powers intensified, eventually resulting in the Treaty 

of Berlin on 13 July 1878, which reconstructed the Turkish empire and 

the Balkan peninsula. The king-sized Bulgaria of San Stefano was split 

into three parts: Bulgaria proper, north of the Balkan ~fountains to the 

Danube; eastern Rumelia, south of the Balkan Mounatins; and Macedonia. 

Serbia, Montenegro and Romania became fully independent sovereign states. 

Thrace and Macedonia were returned as integral parts of the Turkish em-

pire, while the territories of Bosnia and Hercegovina were turned over 

to Austria-Hungary. Bulgaria proper was made a principality under 

Turkish suzerainty, while Eastern Rumeliawasre-constituted as a prov-

ince of the Turkish empire, but with administrative autonomy under a 

Christian governor-general appointed by the Sultan to a five year term 

56. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, pp. 532-533, reprints 
in Bulgarian translation, the letter from Karavelov (Turnovo) to Miller 
(St. Petersburg), dated 20 May 1878. The Russian original is in the 
V. I. Lenin Library, manuscript department. Dost. II, 5-51. Cherkaskii's 
death was followed by extensive state ceremonies, and on 9 March 1878 
his body was put aboard a steamer for Russia, according to Todor Burmov 
(San Stefano) in a letter to Marin Drinov (Sofiia), dated 9 March 1878. 
In the same letter he states that Cherkaskii's replacement was prince 
Aleksander Dondukov-Korsakov who left for St. Petersburg, to return in 
a month to his duties. The entire Cherkaskii entourage was to remain 
in San Stefano. For the letter, see Genchev, Sto godini, p. 414, 
document #595. 
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of office. Turkey was given the right to station troops in the 

province. 

It did not take long for various territorial tiffs to begin. 

Greece sought lands in Thrace and Macedonia, while Serbia would expand 

in Macedonia. Even in the post-liberation era Liuben Karavelov was try-

ing to be the peacemaker and apostle of Balkan federation by still 

fostering and propagating amity and unity between Serbians and Bul-

garians in two articles written for the first Bulgarian newspaper pub

lished after the liberation, Maritsa, issued in Plovdiv: 57 

The Serbian press is trying to fan hostility between the 
brotherly, long suffering nations, which have been tied for 
centuries by a common historical fate • • • • 

In those articles Liuben may well have been showing his healthy 

Bulgarian nationalism by castigating the Serbian government-sponsored 

newspaper in Belgrade, Srpske Novine [Serbian News], for claiming Mace-

donia as a historic Serbian domain. He insisited that this position was 

being held despite the overwhelming majority of Bulgarians living there. 

His main theme in the two articles was an old one for him, namely, to 

point out that this was a Serbian government position, not one held by 

the brother Serbian people who, he charged, are not represented by that 

government in Belgrade. 

57. Dimitrov, Publitsistikata, II, pp. 510-514, reprints the 
articles from Maritsa #19 and #20, 26 September and 3 October 1878. 
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Karavelov made that same distinction a week or so later in a 

letter to the editor of Maritsa. 58 In it he pointed out the bad faith 

shown by the Serbian government agents in the Pirot region. He charged 

those agents with misleading the simple peasants there, with coercing 

them to sign petitions to prince Milan Obrenovic [1868-1901], avowing 

their desire to be joined to Serbia. 

In yet another article he wrote for the Bulgarian newspaper, 

Bulgarin, Karave10v faulted Serbian government officials in the Pirot 

region for sanctioning looting by the Serbian troops coming in to occupy 

that area after dislodging the Turkish army. He also decried the harsh 

administrative rules imposed and practiced by the Belgrade government 

in Pirot. As in the other articles, Karavelov again placed the onus on 

the Serbian government, not on the Serbian people nor on the Serbian 

59 
troops. 

Despite the obvious lack of good faith shown by the Serbian 

government, Liuben Karave10v had not completely abandoned his dream of 

a federation on the Balkan Peninsula. In the 1 November 1878 edition 

of Bu1garin, he reminded his readers, Serbians and Bulgarians, not to 

forget the common suffering at the hands of the Turks the two peoples 

had endured for centuries, and that it was only through the unified 

efforts of Serbians, Bulgarians and Russians that they were liberated 

58. Ibid., pp. 515-519, reprints the letter to Maritsa #22, 
10 October 18~ 

59. Ibid., pp. 519-521, reprints the article from the Vidin 
newspaper, BuIgarin #106, 1 November 1878. 
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from that yoke. The future peace and security of Bulgarians, Serbians 

and the rest of the Balkan peoples, are directly tied to Balkan soli-

darity, without which the Balkans face endless rivalries, territorial 

squabbles and fratricidal warfare. The only logical security for the 

Balkans is a federation. 60 The seriousness of his concern about the 

Serbo-Bulgarian vying over Macedonia is evident in his post-script to 

the letter he wrote professor Vladimir Ivanovich Lamanskii (1833-1914): 61 

I just received news from Macedonia. Things there are 
getting very serious. You must, I repeat, must send inde
pendent agents down here among us. I have already written 
Naryshkin about it. Do not miss the opportunity, which 
could be very beneficial in general. 

The warning and the plea Karavelov voiced, illustrated his deep 

concern for how detrimental irredentism in Macedonia and Thrace could 

be to common Slavic interests in the Balkana. Not only was there revo-

lutionary action in Macedonia against the re-imposed Turkish rule by 

the local populace, but Greek irregulars were also operating in Thrace. 

In addition there loomed the three-cornered territorial squabble be-

tween Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece over Macedonia, which concerned 

Karavelov most. His pleas to Lamansky and Naryshkin were probably more 

of a call to forestall that squabble than to note Turkish perfidy in 

the areas returned to her control. He felt very strongly that Greek, 

60. Ibid. 

61. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, p. 534, reprints a 
Bulgarian translation of the letter, dated 28 September 1878. Narysh
kin is prince Naryshkin, with whom Karavelov worked in Belgrade in 1877. 
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Serbian and Bulgarian chauvinism would lead to debilitating animosities 

and bloody rivalries, once the Turk was driven out of Macedonia. 

The crux of the danger he perceived, a legacy of the Treaty of 

Berlin, was the establishment of the Turnovo Benevolent Committee, 

Edinstvo [Unity]. Edinstvo was founded in Turnovo on 29 August 1878 at 

a meeting in the home of Khadzhi Nedialko, where Liuben Karavelov also 

lived. A group of leading Bulgarian activists gathered to discuss and 

evaluate the situation of fellow Bulgarians in territories returned by 

the Congress of Berlin to Turkish control in Thrace, Macedonia and in 

Eastern Rume1ia. The group decided it was incumbent upon them, in 

liberated Bulgaria, to do all in their power to improve the lot of 

their unfortunate brothers excluded from the Bulgarian principality. 

To do this they organized Edinstvo. Its announced goals were "the 

unification of all Bulgarians and the improvement of their political 

d
.. ,,62 con ~t~on. 

Among the founding members were a few familiar names from the 

earlier Bulgarian liberation movement, including Liuben Karavelov, 

Stefan Stambolov and others. To achieve their goals, a seven-man 

executive committee, headed by Dr. Stat Antonov decided, with unanimous 

approval of the members present, first, to dispatch individual founding 

members throughout the Turnovo district and the entire Bulgarian 

62. Patriarch Kiril, Suprotivata sreshtu Berlinskiia dogovor: 
Kresnenskoto vuzstanie [Opposition to the Treaty of Berlin: The Kres
nensko Uprising] (Sofiia: BAN, 1955), pp. 35-36; cf. Ivan Katardzhiev, 
Kresnenskoto vostanie 1878 [Kresnensko Uprising 1878] (Skopje: Nasha 
Kniga, 1978), p. 29. 
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principality, to Eastern Rumelia and Macedonia to assist in establishing 

and recruiting members for branch committees; second, to support with 

all means at their disposal any insurrection against the Turks. Within 

a month, by the end of September, the membership of Edinstvo in Turnovo, 

had risen from its original twenty or so, to a total of 179, including 

three more liberation activists, Ivan Vazov, Dragan Tsankov and Ivan 

63 Kasabov. Edinstvo supported the Kresnensko uprising in Macedonia, 

64 which began on 1 October 1878, near the village of Kresna and ended 

unsuccessfully in July 1879. 

Karavelov attended the first few sessions of Edinstvo, but did 

not participate actively after the organizational charter was completed 

65 during the fourth session on 3 Septmber 1878. His inactivity is 

understandable, because at that time he was fully occupied with his 

printing plant and the resumed publication of his academic journal, 

Znanie [Knowledge]. Liuben's health had also deterioriated. As early 

as the summer of 1877, Dobri Ganchev, a contemporary in Turnovo, 

66 
noted: 

Liuben looked ill. His big black beard filled his pallid 
face. He complained of various aches and pains of old age. 
He had noticeably aged prematurely. His voice was lusterless, 
hoarse 

63. Kiril, p. 36. 

64. Kresna is a small village on the east bank of the Struma 
river, about 25 miles south of Gorna Dzhumaiia (Blagoevgrad). 

65. Kiril, p. 36. 

66. Dobri Ganchev, Spomeni [Recollections] (Sofiia: Pridvorna 
Pechatnitsa, 1939), p. 69. Karavelov had contracted tuberculosis. 
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Znanie: Academic Publisher 

Upon arrival in Turnovo in early July 1877, Karavelov sought to 

resume publication of his suspended academic journal, Znanie. Prince 

Cherkasky's staff apparently denied his application for a permit to pub-

lish, as is indicated by another of Karavelov's contemporaries in 

67 
Turnovo, Evgenii Utin (1843-1894), who noted that in a letter he had 

received from Turnovo in 1877, he was informed that: 68 

Liuben Karavelov, one of the fiery Bulgarians of the time 
of Turkish rule in Bulgaria, who published the journal Znanie 
in Bucharest, arrived in liberated Bulgaria and requested a 
permit to publish a Bulgarian newspaper. He was denied the 
permit by the Turnovo civil authorities • • • • 

The denial of a permit must have occurred between the time of Kara-

velov's arrival in Turnovo in July 1877 and 19 December 1877, because 

on the latter date Liuben Karavelov personally addressed a request and 

made a proposal in Turnovo to the Russian military governor of the 

Turnovo region, N. Sherbinskiiandthe civil council:
69 

Based on a statement from the representative of the Mos
cow Slavic Benevolent Society, Mr. Khomiakov, the civil 

67. Utin, a Russian lawyer and publicist, writer for the Rus
sian periodical of St. Petersburg, Vestnik Evropy [European Herald], 
visited Bulgaria during the Russo-Turkish war (1877-1878), representing 
that periodical. 

68. Arnaudov, p. 782, quotes from Evgenii Utin, Pisma iz 
Bolgarii v 1877 godina [Letters from Bulgaria in 1877] (St. Petersburg: 
Tipografiia M. Stasiulevicha, 1879), p. 290. 

69. Arnaudov, p. 783, reprints the Karavelov petition. Mr. 
Khomiakov is Dimitri Khomiakov who was the Moscow Slavic Committee 
representative sent to the Dobrudzha region in 1877, with the assign
ment of coordinating reconnaissance efforts in that area. He was a 
member of prince Naryshkin's staff. 



authorities [Turnovo] expressed their intention of establishing 
a printing plant in the city of Turnovo, to be privately owned. 
I am willing to transfer my own plant, which I have owned for 
some eight years in Bucharest. I can augment it with all the 
necessary accessories, which I have already purchased in 
Vienna. I will locate it here in the city. I have the honor 
of interceding with your excellency [Sherbinskii] for a deci
sion on opening such a printing facility, under the firm name 
of Tipografiia L. Karavelov. 
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Another major Bulgarian journalistic figur~, Petko R. Slaveikov 

(1827-1895), friend of Karavelov, applied for a permit to publish a Bul-

garian language newspaper in Turnovo. His request was also denied by 

prince Cherkaskii's staff, because: 70 

••• there is a war still going on and P. R. Slaveikov 
may unwittingly publish something that could be detrimental to 
successful military operations • 

While still in Bucharest (21 May 1877), prince Cherkaskii's spe-

cial commission staff, in response to a directive for specific publica-

tions by the commander-in-chief of the Southern or the Danube Army, 

prince Nikolai Nikolaevich (brother of Alexander II), indicated that 

even in Bucharest: 71 

70. Genchev, Sto godini, p. 238, document #321, reprints a let
ter from Grigor Nachovich (Turnovo) to Stefan S. Bobchev (Moscow) in 
which Nachovich relates the P. R. Slaveikov denial of a publishing per
mit. The letter is dated 7 August 1877. Slaveikov was editor of two 
Bulgarian language newspapers, Gaida [Bagpipe] (1863-1866) and Makedonia 
[Macedonia] (1866-1872), both published in Constantinople. His papers 
were shut down several times by the Turkish government. Nachovich 
(1845-1920) was the main Bulgarian coordinator of Bulgarian reconnais
sance for Russian Colonel P. Parensov. Nachovich was the first Bul
garian minister of finance, while Parensov was its first minister of 
war (a post held by Russians until 1885). 

71. Ibid., p. 173, document #211, reprints a Bulgarian trans
lation of the reply. A copy of the original Russian is on file at BIA, 
fond 63 (SNS), a. e. 95, list 61-62; pechatno. 



• • • there was but one small printing plant [which could 
print in Russian and Bulgarian], with only two typesetters who 
are not knowledgeable in the Russian language • • • and the 
press is missing several Russian alphabet characters • • • • 

In Turnovo, and with the Russian high command, there was no printing 
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press. With both Russian and Bulgarian civil need for administrative 

printing, prince Cherkaskii' s staff and the civil authorities in Tiirnovo 

readily accepted Karavelov's proposal, but with restrictions. Only 

those things were to be printed which governor Sherbinsky or the chief 

of police approved. 

At the time he made his proposal to the governor of Tiirnovo, 

Karavelov had already transferred part of his printing plant to Tiirnovo, 

while another part of it he had stored in the city of Ruse with his new 

partner, Nikola K. Zheinov. Karavelov must have received his permit to 

publish Znanie, because several months later, on 15 May 1878, the first 

72 issue of Znanie, published in free Bulgaria, appeared. He proudly 

announced the re-appearance of his journal to professor Orest Miller in 

73 St. Petersburg: 

I have settled in Tiirnovo, where I opened a printing plant' 
and have just published a journal under the title Znanie. Has 
it not been announced in the newspapers? I will forward a 
copy to you, and you will readily recognize its aim. I hope 
you will be kind to me [with a professional critique] • 

72. Karavelov published twenty-four issues of Znanie in 1875, 
four issues in 1876 and only one issue in liberated Bulgaria in 1878. 

73. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, pp. 532-533, reprints 
a Bulgarian translation of Liuben's letter, dated 20 May 1878. The 
original is on file in Biblioteki imeni V. I. Lenina, otdel rukopisei, 
Dost. II, 5-51 (Moskva). 
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True to his announced purpose of treating only academic subjects 

in his first edition of Znanie in 1875, Karavelov's one and only issue 

in liberated Bulgaria contained, among other items, a continuation of 

74 the Bulgarian travelogue he had begun in 1876 in the last issue of 

Znanie in Bucharest, a full length article glorifying Russia's role in 

the liberation of the Christians of Turkey, and even a new poem he had 

composed: Izpulnikha se moite zhelaniia [My Desires Have Been Ful-

filled]. This issue of Znanie apparently impressed some of the native 

Bulgarian intelligentsia, because it was seen as "a harbinger of good 

things to come" by teacher-writer, Petur Ivanov (1847-1927). Ivanov's 

letter congratulated Karavelov on the merit of the issue and, in what 

obviously was highly emotional Bulgarian nationalism, he predicted that 

Znanie would be the core of future Bulgarian literary, academic and 

socio-political development, a true boon at the very beginning of the 

new Bulgarian freedom. 75 

That same new freedom in Bulgaria must have stirred the politi-

cal journalist in Liuben Karavelov. He was contemplating publishing a 

political newspaper as well, as he confided to his old friend and coun-

selor, professor Vladimir I. Lamanskii (1833-1914): "I hope to begin 

74. He began the travelogue in the last issue published in 
Bucharest in 1876. The entire travelogue is an integral part of Liuben 
Karavelov, Zapiski za bulgariia i bulgarete [Notes on Bulgaria and the 
Bulgarians], Boian Penev, ed. (Sofiia: ntrzhavna Pechatnitsa, 1930). 

75. Arnaudov, p. 788, quotes and paraphrases from the letter, 
on file in the Boian Penev archives at BAN (Sofiia). 
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publishing a political newspaper, Nacha10 [Beginning], within a week. 

76 
We shall see." Nachalo never saw the light of day, however, because 

Karavelov's tuberculosis had so weakened him that he was virtually bed-

ridden until his death. Liuben Karavelov the ~romoter of ideas never 

opened his sample case again in print. 

Thirty 

On his way back from San Stefano in March of 1878, Karavelov 

made a triumphant visit to his birthplace, after an absence of more than 

twenty years. He arrived in Koprivshtitsa via Plovdiv in very impres-

sive company. Accompanying him home were prince Alexander Naryshkin, 

prince Sergei V. Shakhovskiiand several Russian military dignjtaries. 

Liuben's mother, Nedelia, back from Belgrade several months already, 

was there to greet the prodigal returned, as was his father, Stoicho, 

his brothers and his sisters, all converged for the reunion. We have 

some intimate, eye-witness accounts of Karavelov's homecoming from fel-

low native of Koprivshtitsa, Mikhail Madzharov (1854-1944), who was at 

that time a student at the American-run Robert College in Constantino-

pIe. Madzharov recalled that Karavelov talked of plans to settle per-

manently in Plovdiv, because he assumed that it would be the logical 

site for the nation's new capital. The Congress of Berlin made that 

impossible, creating Eastern Rumelia and including Plovdiv within its 

76. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IX, pp. 533-534, reprints 
a Bulgarian translation of the original Russian letter, dated 20 Sep
tember 1878. The original is on file in Arkhiv AN SSSR, Leningrad, 
fond 35, on. 1. 
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boundaries. The young Madzharov was also struck by the moderate 

political views of Karavelov, whose many provocative articles he had 

read religiously, but surreptiously, while attending Robert College. 

He was saddeneci that the fire had disappeared from the rhetoric of the 

liberation movement's national tribune, Liuben Karavelov. The great 

journalist-publicist, Madzharov found, brushed political themes aside 

and preferred to discuss educational needs of the Bulgarian nation at 

this critical moment in history. Karavelov repeatedly maintained that 

education and training are most needed to bring the nation into the 

77 nineteenth century: 

• • • the Bulgarians • • • need knowledge and practical 
skills for living in the modern world • • • because in a free 
and independent nation it is the people who will have to be 
knowledgeable in order to determine their own fate 

To Madzharov's observation that the Bulgarians, having just been freed 

of the Turkish yoke, expect more yet of Liuben Karavelov, Liuben 

78 responded: 

Yes, that is my calling. I will bring my entire printing 
plant to Bulgaria, and will work with even greater energy at 
it. If only my health will permit it. 

Madzharov came away with the distinct feeling that this was no longer 

the Liuben Karavelov of the liberation movement era, but rather a 

totally different person, with little or no interest in political 

77. Arnaudov, p. 785, quotes and paraphrases extensively from 
Mikhail Madzharov, "Sreshta s Liuben Karavelov." Iubileen Sbornik: 
Koprivshtitsa ["Meeting with Liuben Karavelov," Anniversary Collection: 
Koprivshtitsa] (Sofiia: BAN, 1937), p. 9 ff. 

78, Ibid. 
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matters, much less revolutionary inclinations. He could well have 

drawn those conclusions at that time, because the Treaty of Berlin was 

still in the future. The euphoria of Bulgarian liberation, according to 

the San Stefano agreement, was widespread, and infected Liuben Karavelov 

as well. Logically, he would have felt that almost all was right with 

the world. The Congress of Berlin later that summer, however, over

turned that world, and we find that the revolutionary Karavelov was 

quickly re-born, as he participated in the founding of the anti-Berlin 

Treaty organization, Edinstvo, in Turnovo. The Kresnensko uprising en

sued, lasting more than a year. 

A euphoria in Karavelov was already apparent upon his arrival 

in Turnovo with Russian Danube Army headquarters in July 1877, when old 

animosities were forgotten and replaced by new friendships. In Turnovo 

Liuben met many of the liberation movement activists, sympathizers and 

opponents alike, and made it a point to associate himself with many of 

the younger Bulgarian intelligentsia, who flocked to Turnovo, then the 

center of Russian military and Bulgarian civil government activities. 

Almost all were seeking their fortunes in government careers. These 

young people became the focus of Karavelov's attention, because in them 

he saw the wave of Bulgaria's future. Through them he sought to 

instill a zeal for educating the backward Bulgarian people. 
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Only the apex of exhilaration can account for the populist 

Liuben Karavelov to pen and publish in Znanie a poem such as his Izpul

nikha se moite zhelaniia [My Desires Have Been Fulfilled] :79 

My desires have been fulfilled, 
the sweetest of dreams have come true
the horrible suffering has ended, 
and for all this, you are responsible! 
You, tsar, greatest of the great, 
liberator of the enslaved, 
guardian angel of the meanest, 
merciful even to the most wretched • • • • 

Yes, you do not need laurel wreaths nor tiaras
millions of toilers pray for you • • • • 
Today you have resurrected the Slavic family 
which, to our shame, had been asleep. 

Dating from his ten-year stay in Russia (1857-1867), Karavelov had 

acquired a basic aversion to monarchies, especially the Romanov form, 

a legacy of the Russian revolutionary movement in which he became im-

mer sed. It would have been more in line with his convictions and basic 

philosophies, had Karavelov directed such bouquets at the Russian 

people, whom he admired very much, rather than at the Romanov tsar, 

Alexander II. He may well have been swept up by the joyous popular 

feelings of his fellow liberated Bulgarians. 

The hubbub in Turnovo soon ended when Russian supreme head-

quarters and prince Cherkasky's special commission displaced to Gorna 

79. Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IV, pp. 282-283, reprints 
the poem Izpulnikha se moite zhelaniia. 
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Studena late in July 1877. 80 Karavelov remained behind in Turnovo, 

where in the month of August he organized the Turnovo Blagotvorite1no 

Slaviansko Druzhestvo [Slavic Benevolent Society] and, later in the fall, 

81 travelled to Belgrade and Bucharest to settle personal matters. Upon 

his return to Turnovo, sometime in December 1877, he apparently had a 

contract with the Russian military and Cherkaskii's special commission 

to provide them with office supplies and furnish them printing ser

vices. 82 Despite the services he provided the Russian forces, Turnovo 

must have been dull for the ever-active Karave10v. After his San 

Stefano trip in February-April 1878 and the publication of the first 

issue of Znanie in May, boredom in the provincial little town o~ Turnovo 

must have engulfed Liuben, so much so that, sometime during October, 

he moved the printing plant and his household to the more cosmopolitan 

town of Ruse on the Danube. Ruse was a lively Danube port city, with 

an international flavor, much like Belgrade and Bucharest. 

Even though Ruse provided the more active life-style to which 

Karavelov had become accustomed, he curtailed his own activities, be-

cause his health had deteriorated markedly. Relatively little 

80. Genchev, Sto godini, p. 239, document #324, reprints a 
letter from Todor Burmov, a member of Cherkaskii's staff, to his wife, 
Maria (France), dated 9 August 1878, confirming the move. 

81. See pp. 251-252, above, for Karave1ov's activities. 

82. Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia, p. 347, para
phrases a telegram to Karavelov (Turnovo) from the governor of the 
Vidin region, regarding those contracted services. The original is 
on file in DBVK, BlA, fond 2, arkhiv ed. No.3, list 1-2. 
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information is at hand about the last months of Liuben's life in Ruse. 

The animated, fiery publicist, Karavelov, seemed to simply fade away. 

What information there is, comes from the pen of Ivan Vazov, a frequent 

83 visitor of the ailing Karavelov during his final days: 

One month before his death when I visited him, he frightened 
me with his deathly pallor and emaciated appearance. His eyes 
were sunken, but still sparkled restlessly and brightly. His 
cheeks were hanging loosely from his high cheek bones and his 
lips had an absolutely deathly color to them. He coughed bad
ly. Noting my perplexity, he assured me that it was really 
nothing, and anyway, in a few more days he would be up and 
about, able to start his new newspaper. 

On 18 January 1879, three days before Liuben died, Vazov visited 

him and found him lying in bed reading. Karavelov was well aware of the 

upcoming session of the Provisional National Assembly on 10 February in 

Turnovo for the purpose of drawing up the nation's constitution. He had 

every intention of attending the opening session, because " now we 

must get to work and write. I've caught the devil and am laid low," he 

complained. 84 The day before, 17 January 1879, Karavelov had drawn up 

and had recorded his final will and testament, witnessed by metropoli-

tan Grigorii Dorostolochervenski (1828-1898) of Ruse. As executor of 

his will, Karavelov had designated his printing plant partner, Nikola 

K. Zheinov of Ruse. The original will has never been found. What 

information there is about it, comes from Zheinov's letter to the 

83. Arnaudov, p. 792, quotes and paraphrases from Ivan Vazov, 
Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works] (Sofiia: Khemus, 1950), XXII, 
p. 153 ff. The new newspaper mentioned is Nachalo [Beginning], which 
Karavelov had long been planning to publish, but never did. 

84. Ibid. 
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Bulgarian Ministry of Education months later, in August 1879. As 

explained in that letter, section II of the will stipulates·: "My 

library I leave to my dear Bulgarian people. II85 Mikhail Arnaudov main-

tained that as of 1964 that library consisted of 821 volumes, of which 

502 were in Russian, 179 in Bulgarian, 99 in Serbian, while 12 were in 

French. Most of those books were donated to the Ministry of Education 

by Natalia Karavelov in 1881. 86 

On 21 January 1879, Liuben Karavelov died in the city of Ruse, 

having survived so many turbulent events during his hectic journalistic 

career, including innumerable insults, countless villifications, and 

even having been ostracized by his fellow Bulgarian emigres in Bucha-

rest. Now, exhausted and sapped by tuberculosis, just as the newly 

liberated Bulgaria was about to commence its efforts at self-government 

after nearly 500 years of Turkish servitude, Karavelov was denied the 

opportunity to contribute his agile mind, his ideals, his dedication 

and his valuable experience gained during the long liberation movement. 

His gift of articulating effectively his visionary concepts for Balkan 

unity in a federation, may well have served to assure Bulgarian inde-

pendence and guarantee its peaceful coexistence on the Balkan peninsula 

85. Iz arkhiva na Liuben Karavelov [From the Archives of 
Liuben Karavelov], Docho Lekov, et al., ed. (Sofiia: BAN, 1964), p. 5. 
Zheinov's letter is dated 17 August 1879; cf. Vasil Iordanov, Istoriata 
na narodnata biblioteka v Sofiia [The History of the National Library 
in Sofia] (Sofiia: Narodna Biblioteka, 1930), p. 54. 

86. Ibid., p. 6; cf. Arnaudov, p. 493, note 2. The balance of 
the 821 volumes are not specifically identified, but it can be logical
ly assumed that they were in Bulgarian. 
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through the first generation of liberation. He was buried on Tuesday, 

23 January 1879, with Russian military and Bulgarian civil authorities 

attending. Leading the Russian delegation was general Vasilii Akimov, 

Danube Army general staff officer, while the Bulgarian officials were 

led by the vice governor of the Ruse region, Marko Balabanov (1837-

1921). A mixed choir of Bulgarian, Serbian, Dalmatian and Czech 

nationals escorted the funeral cortege in symbolic recognition of 

Karave1ov's life-long dream of Slavic unity and solidarity. In an 

article for the Plovdiv newspaper, Maritsa, Ivan Vazov noted the follow

ing about the interment of Karavelov: 87 

For him there were yet to come obvious results of some 
noble dreams and designs. We sprinkled him with earth, bid
ding him our last farewell, in everlasting memory of the man 
who will live beyond us all • 

A Russian general officer of the Danube Army general staff 

eulogizing Karavelov, observed that Liuben Karavelov worked equally 

well in Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian and that, 3S a result, he be-

longs to the Russians and the Serbians as well as to the Bulgarians. 

Symbolically, a copy of the 15 May 1878 issue of Znanie was placed 

under his folded hands; and a pen was put into his hand, to be buried 

87. Arnaudov, p. 794, quotes from Maritsa #58, 9 February 
1879; cf. Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia, p. 351. 



with him. Years later, in 1904, Vazov recalled the interment of 

Kara~elov:88 

They buried Liuben in a grave besides that of Stefan 
Karadzha. Together, they went into the earth with their 
dreams, serving anew their liberated fatherland •••• They 
went timelessly into their graves, and the great spirit and 
moral strength of the renowned son of Bulgaria, so necessary 
to the affairs of every day of the new political life of Bul
garia, went with him. 
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Golos, the Russian newspaper Karavelov served as war correspon

dent, published its own obituary which castigated his detractors: 89 

Alas, during his life the departed earned only the abuse 
of his fellow countrymen for alleged expenditure of sums of 
money collected for an uprising. But today in all Bulgarian 
newspapers, the departed Karavelov is extolled as a genius, 
immortal writer and human being, worthy of glorification and 
a national monument. 

Political affairs in Bulgaria following Karavelov's death 

evolved into the same basic divisions found among the Bulgarian colony 

in Bucharest during the early years of the 1870 decade, namely, the 

conservative starite [elders] on the one hand, and the militant, 

aggressive mladite [youngsters] on the other. Petko Slaveikov, 

88. Ibid., quotes and paraphrases extensively from Ivan Vazov, 
Subrani suchin;O:iia, IX, p. 233. Stefan Karadzha [Karadzhata] (1840-
1868), was a heroic Bulgarian patriot and khaiduk (insurgent) who, with 
Khadzhi Dimitur invaded the Bulgarian province in July 1868 from 
Romania. Their heroic stand against insurmountable odds became a 
patriotic rallying cry. Karadzha, himself, was severely wounded, cap
tured, imprisoned in Ruse, sentenced to be hanged, but cheated the hang
man by dying of his wounds. Karavelov made an epic heroic figure of 
Karadzha in his drama Khadzhi Dimitur Iasenov, in 1872, which is re
printed in Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia, IV, pp. 301-389. 

89. Mikhail Dimitrov, Liuben Karavelov: biografiia, p. 351; 
and Arnaudov, p. 794, both quote from Golos #59, 28 February 1879. 
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erstwhile Karavelov journalistic opponent, decried the ruling, first 

government of liberated Bulgaria in his new newspaper, Tselokupna 

Bulgariia [All Bulgaria]. He contended that it was a betrayal of the 

liberation movement in that the major leaders, Todor Burmov (1834-1906), 

prime minister and minister of foreign affairs, Marko Balabanov (1837-

1921), minister of internal affairs and former Turkophile, established 

policies limiting popular freedom by placing all former revolutionaries 

and democratic leaders of the liberation movement under close police 

surveillance. Slaveikov underlined his major objection by including an 

excerpt from his newly composed poem, In Memory of Liuben Karavelov in 

. 1 90 an art~c e: 

Who will defend our national honor today 
from our tyrants, from the Bulgarians with a fez? 
Rise! Wake up! See what has happened to us? 
And who is at the helm with power and authority today? 
Those who drank the blood of our wretched nation, 
and who broke bloody bread with the Turks; 
and our patriots have been sentenced to death. 

Another former Karavelov opponent, Stefan Stambolov, earlier, had also 

denounced the travesty of the fate of former revolutionary figures in 

newly liberated Bulgaria with an epigram of his own: 91 

90. Arnaudov, p. 789, quotes from Tselokupna Bulgariia, 
19 August 1879. 

91. Ibid., quotes from Tselokupna Bulgariia, 9 July 1879. 
During his term of office, Stambolov exiled Karavelov's widow and with
drew the pension she had been voted by the earlier Bulgarian government. 



Why is this grave dug 
amid the rubble? 
And what unfortunate slave 
is buried in it? 
Dh, my brother, tell me! 
• • • an insurgent lies here. 
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Bemoaning the conservative stranglehold on liberated Bulgaria, Stambo1ov 

mourned the premature loss of the publicist journalist, more often his 

opponent than not, whom he had come to consider ·the most valuable and 

talented representative of the entire liberation movement, whose 

democratic, humanistic ideals needed a strong defender now more than 

ever before. The irony of Stambolov's lament and denunciation is 

reflected in later history of Bulgarian politics, when in 1886 Stambolov 

took over the helm of state as prime minister, and proceeded to rule for 

almost eight years with an iron fist, oftentimes more restrictive and 

fatal to his political adversaries than was that of the government he 

denounced. Had Liuben Karave10v been alive during the 1886-1894 era, 

he may well have been Stambolov's first opponent, and possibly victim. 

The populist Karavelov would certainly have opposed, with all his fiery 

words, any autocrat, even a good friend and fellow revolutionary. 
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(F. Lee Benns, European History since 1870, ~~: F. S. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Liuben Stoicho Karavelov, Bulgarian intellectual, visionary 

Slavophile and Bulgarian patriot, social, political and cultural 

reformer, played out his role as an instrument of the Bulgarian libera

tion movement during its final decade. He was a product of the mid

nineteenth century reform and revolutionary ferment, and became a mem

ber of a relatively small Bulgarian intellectual elite. He was an 

exceptionally articulate Bulgarian, who had been exposed for nearly a 

decade (1857-1867) to the mid-century currents of Russian intellectual 

development: radicalism, progressivism and Slavophilism. A firm con

vert to eighteenth century western socio-political philosophies of 

representative government and individual, personal freedom; Karavelov 

considered the experiment of the United States of America, and that of 

Switzerland in Europe, as the epitome of those philosophies. He accept

ed fully the slogan of the French Revolution: Liberte, Egalite, 

Fraternite. 

His Russian experience led him to become a confirmed opponent 

of monarchy, the nobility, autocratic bureaucracy, serfdom and cleri

calism. Anachronistic tsarism and its secret police instilled ,in 

Karavelov a life-long aversion to the Romanov government, yet he deeply 

admired the Russian people, and was especially fond of the Ukrainians. 

276 
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Liuben's Slavophilism, however, had not enticed him to embrace the 

Pan-Slav positions of some Russian Slavophiles, because he appreciated 

and cherished the uniqueness of the historical, cultural, political and 

national evolution of the several non-Russian Slavic "tribes." He ob-

jected that thes.e smaller "tribes" should "genuflect to the larger, 

more powerful Slav big sister--Russia.,,1 

Karavelov nurtured a strong Bulgarian patriotism, a deep, 

romanticized love of the simple, unaffected Bulgarian native life style; 

and he felt a binding obligation to devote himself to the enlightenment 

and liberation of Bulgaria. This debt he owed to the land of his birth, 

the fatherland. His perennial financial difficulties attest to his 

transcendental dedication and self-denial to repay that debt. No 

slavish follower of any particular philosophy or philosopher, Karavelov 

rather eclectically adopted those principles, concepts and policies as 

best served the south Slavs and, in particular, the cause of Bulgarian 

liberation. 

As did many contemporary members of the foreign-educated Bul-

garian intelligentsia, Liuben Karavelov converted his own intellectual 

awakening into a few self-styled imperatives, his major ones being the 

forging of south Slav unity and the establishment of a federation on 

the Balkan peninsula. Unlike Georgi Rakovski, Vasil Levski, Khristo 

Botev and other notable Bulgarian revolutionary figures, Karavelov was 

1. Liuben Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works] , 
ed. Tsveta Undzhieva et a1. (Sofiia: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1967), VII, 
p. 607 in a reprint o~an-article in Nezavisimost #44, 21 July 1873. 
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not a physical activist in the liberation movement, fighting his 

major battles not with rifle, pistol or saber, but with ideas, pen and 

printers' ink instead. He fired unrelenting volleys of democratic, 

populist thoughts, using as his main ammunition his visionary federation 

of free, independent and equal nations, living harmoniously, peacefully 

and securely on the Balkan peninsula. His prime targets included not 

only his own countrymen, but the Serbians, Croatians, Bosnians, 

Montenegrins, Hercegovinians and the non-Slavic Romanians, Greeks and 

Albanians. Idealistically, Karavelov was convinced that once the Turk

ish yoke was removed, understanding among the south Slav brother 

"tribes," and that between the Slavs and their Balkan Christian neighbor 

nations should, and would, come to pass naturally and logically. This 

utopian outlook, however, was tempered somewhat by his realistic ap

praisal of the international political and economic circumstances 

enveloping the Balkans and Europe in general. Reluctantly, by 1874 

Karavelov accepted the fact that only Russian intervention could bring 

about the successful liberation of hi~ ... fa'therland, in view of the south 

Slav aversion to unification, as well as the political involvement of 

Russia, England, Austria-Hungary, France and Germany in the European 

part of the "sick man of Europe." 

To spread the ideas of liberation, freedom, unification and 

federation among the south Slavs, Karavelov's instruments were the 

daily and periodic press of Russia, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria. He 

first became a clarion voice of the Bulgarian and south Slav liberation 

movement while in Russia, writing articles for a variety of Russian 
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publications during the early years of the 1860s. In Russia, he and 

fellow Bulgarian students were chagrined that so few Russians were even 

aware of the existence of Bulgaria or of Slavs to the south of Russia. 

The main objective of most of his Russian press contributions was to 

acquaint Russian society with the fact that there were other Christian 

Slavs outside Russia's borders, and that these brother Slavs and fellow 

Orthodox faithful were being cruelly subjugated and exploited by the 

"barbaric Asian Muslim Turks." 

Arriving in the Serbian capital, Belgrade, in February 1867, 

Karavelov maintained his Russian readership by serving as foreign cor

respondent for two major Russian newspapers, Golas and Moskovskie 

Vedomosti. In Belgrade and Novi Sad (Austrian Serbia), Liuben soon 

became the idol of young Serbian intellectuals (the Omladina), con

tributing to various Serbian liberal newspapers and journals. His 

idolized Serbian literary status was ideally suited as an avenue for 

promulgating his unity and federation concepts, especially the foster

ing of a Serbo-Bulgarian dual kingdom, which he considered an integral 

first step in the evolution of a south Slav or Balkan-wide federation. 

Karavelov saw Serbia as the keystone to such a federation, because it 

was the only self-governing south Slav state with an organized and func

tioning government, an independent military for.ce and a fairly sound 

economic base. Moreover, Serbia was, at that time, of key Russian 

interest in the Balkans. 

In propagandizing his proposal for a federation of independent, 

equal members, and in his efforts at rousing Bulgarian nationalism via 
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newspaper and journal articles, public speeches and active participation 

in Serbian Omladina affairs, Karavelov predictably became persona non 

grata to the Great Serbia elements in the Belgrade government. The 

inevitable result was his expulsion--twice--from the Serbian prin-

cipality, the second exile being followed by detention for seven months 

in Austria-Hungary. This experience, as that in Russia, led Karavelov 

to assume that as with the tsarist regime, the Obrenovic government of 

Serbia did not reflect the will and inclination of the people. Succumb-

ing to his populist bias, he also assumed, erroneously, that the 

government-people dichotomy spelled non-support of official policies. 

Throughout his adult life, Liuben Karavelov believed unreserved-

ly that a feder.ation of the south Slavs, as a minimum, and of all Chris-

tian nations on the Balkan peninsula, as the ideal, was the sole hope 

of the Balkan peoples. He was ambivalent about the composition of such 

a federation, and it mattered little in his thinking whether that fed-

eration was a Slav union (Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro 

and Hercegovina), a Danube federation (adding the non-Slav Romanians 

to the south Slavs), or a Balkan federation (bringing Greece and 

Albania to the Danube form). Anyone of these combinations of "autono

mous, self-governing, culturally independent states,,2 would constitute 

a formidable, powerful entity with which to wrest independence from 

2. Golos #141, 17 May 1867, reprinted in Mikhail Dimitrov, 
Publitsistik~a Liuben Karavelov [The Political Journalism of Liuben 
Karavelovl (Sofiia: Bulgarska Akademiia na Naukite, 1957), I, item 
#44, pp. 228-230. 
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Turkey, and to guarantee that no other foreign yoke would replace the 

Turkish one in the future. In the absence of such a union, Karavelov 

prophetically foresaw only continued territorial squabbles, fratricidal 

Balkan wars, instability and abject weakness, with the concomitant 

prolongation of foreign domination of the Balkans by one or the other 

of the major powers or power blocs. 

The Bulgarian apostle of federation saw advocative journalism 

as a vital weapon in the arsenal of the Bulgarian and south Slav libera

tion movements. Tirelessly, masterfully for nearly five years, 1869 to 

1874, he popularized his concepts via his own newspapers, Svoboda and 

Nezavisimost in Bucharest. He became the avid student and chronicler 

of the so-called eastern question. From his prolific journalistic out

put it is clear that Karavelov was captivated by the apparently success

ful differentiation made in the United States and Switzerland between 

nationality (language, customs, religion, heritage) and citizenship or 

patriotism (allegiance to a political structure of self-government). 

Consequently, he saw no logical reason why Serbians, Bulgarians, Bos

nians and even Greeks and Romanians could not similarly co-exist in a 

Balkan federation of co-equal states. Even though he was cognizant of 

the many animosities developed through centuries between Balkan peoples, 

Karavelov naively believed that logic and self-interest would allay the 

many traditional enmities. He, of the intellectual elite, had indeed 

lost contact with and understanding of the simple peasant population 

of the Balkans. He blithely assumed that the simple peasant was able 

to exercise such complex rationality; but by 1874 Karavelov realized 
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that the simple people in Bulgaria and in Serbia "did not understand, 

nor did they even want to understand.,,3 Their native interests were 

much more parochial, namely, concern for their daily livelihood. 

Karavelov's partnership with Vasil Levski, Khristo Botev and 

others in establishing the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee in 

Bucharest in 1870, was a four-year undertaking that was a most difficult 

transition for him. As president of the Committee, Liuben was out of 

his element. He was a dreamer, an argumentative thinker and enlightener, 

a purveyor of new ideas, not an organizer of revolutionary groups and 

activities. Karavelov was a man of contradictions. At times he cer-

tainly was the epitome of the eighteenth century enlightener and, in the 

blink of an eye, he became a nineteenth century nationalist. His 

eclectic nature and volatile personality cast him in, and precipitously 

out of, personal and professional associations with startling regular-

ity. Last week's close friend was this week's victim of stinging, at 

times, unfair and intemperate attacks. 

The catastrophic capture and execution of Vasil Levski in 

February 1873 virtually ended Karavelov's active participation in Com-

mittee functions; moreover, this tragedy crystallized his disenchant-

ment with what he deduced to be a total lack of patriotism and interest 

3. Mikhail Grekov, "Kak nie osvobozhdavaxme bulgariia, " 
Istoricheski Zapiski za 1867-1878 [How We Liberated Bulgaria, Histori
cal Notes for 1867-1878] (Sofiia: Arkhiva na BAN), p. 328, as quoted 
by Mikhail Arnaudov, Liuben Karavelov: zhivot, delo, epokha 1834-1879 
[Liuben Karavelov: Life, Works, Era 1834-1879J (Sofiia: Bulgarska 
Akademiia na Naukite, 1964), pp. 427-428. 
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in liberation among his countrymen. The traumatic experience of 

Levski's betrayal and his typical impatience with rhe lack of immediate 

and visible success, induced Karavelov to retrench totally from 

political-revolutionary activism in 1874, feeling unheeded, unappreci

ated and unneeded. 

Viewed from an overall perspective of the Bulgarian renais

sance and liberation movement, Liuben Karavelov was his nation'~ man of 

all seasons: journalist, propagandist, revolutionary democrat, 

novelist, poet, short story writer, dramatist, literary critic and 

enlightener. He had dedicated himself to arouse, inform, unite and 

help liberate his fatherland and to ensconce it in a democratic federa

tion so as to assure its future security and general welfare on the 

Balkan peninsula. To varying degrees, he succeeded in all those en

deavors, save one. As the Bulgarian apostle of Balkan federation, 

Liuben Karavelov was just too much the visionary idealist. 



APPENDIX A 

KARAVELOV SPEECH, BELGRADE, 12 MAY 18671 

Never in political life has the question of nationality 

occupied a position such as it does today, In Europe where, until now, 

ideas existed of variations such as Christianity, Feudalism, Reforma-

tion, Orthodoxy, etc., lately has appeared a totally new principle. 

That is the principle of nationalism. Before this, concern was with 

individual rights, but in our century we are espousing rights of na-

tions, i.e., every nation is striving for its independent political 

existence. Various nationalities which are dependent today, are seek-

ing independence, and there, where nationalities were, or are being 

dismembered, they are moving to unite. We believe that a totally dif-

ferent manifestation appears in the other part of the world, North 

America. In the North American states the principle of nationality 

does not exist, i.e., every nationality does not try to establish its 

own state but, on the contrary, many nationalities constitute a single 

state, and all are f:!iijoying freedom of the individual, freedom of 

speech, freedom of religion, freedom of nationality, etc. While here, 

1. The speech, originally given in Serbian by Liuben Karavelov 
at a banquet in honor of SS. Cyril and Methodius, was translated by and 
reprinted in Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata na Liuben Karavelov [The 
Political Journalism of Liuben Karavelovl (SofHa: Biilgarska Akademiia 
na Naukite, 1957), I, pp. 655-657, item #199. The Bulgarian to English 
translation is by the author. 
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in contrast to North America, different nationalities seek alliance 

and union in order to be strong and be able to fend off neighbors, 

when it comes to disputes and trying to secure their existence. 

The North American states were able, without suffering damage 

and spilling much blood, to agree that instead of letting the South 

secede, sound political reasoning, in time, prompted their politicans 

to realize what dangers to them could arise if the nation [union] were 

dissolved. They were not frightened of the war proposed, which was 

2 called "a war of slow extinction" by Secretary Brant. The position 

of the United States of America raised serious concerns in Europe, and 

the results of a national dismemberment were clearly obvious. But they 

showed European states again that for ~n to have only a national gov-

ernment means very little, organized as much as is possible by the 

majority of the people, but that he does need freedom in the fullest 

sense of the word. And we can see that, because at the very time that 

Italian soldiers were asking for national freedom, the Italian liberals 

fought for domestic freedom, i.e., seeking to secure their existence 

from foreign as well as from domestic despotism. 

What should be the task of the Serbians and Bulgarians? Should 

all "tribes,,3 seek to establish their own small states and acquire 

2. Karavelov may be taking liberties with the assignment of 
United States government positions haLa. Lincoln had no such named 
individual in his cabinet. What may well have occurred is that he had 
mis-identified the position of general U.S. Grant, or that in the 
translations he had read of interviews with Lincoln by the journalist 
Brant Whitlock. 

3. Karavelov used the term "pleme" (tribe) here and elsewhere 
to stress tribal kinship and to mute nationalism among the south Slavs. 
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their own ''microscopic'' kings, or should they seek to unite as soon as 

possible and secure their future existence and freedom? As far as we 

Serbians and Bulgarians are concerned, we must accomplish the latter, 

because otherwise, a repetition of those horrors, with which our his-

tory is replete, may again come to pass. For our general welfare we 

need to forget the dark sides of our history and, if at all possible. 

the entire history, or most of it, so that we may learn from it and 

accept as fact that the Serbian can no more exist without the Bulgar-

ian than the Bulgarian without the Serbian. 

In vain do we argue whether better Slav blood flows through 

Bulgarian or Serbian veins. Such an argument was never necessary. 

Instead, we should begin to seek the ultimate goal of the "tribes." 

Boasting of the merits of ancestors will not lead to anything better. 

What sort of benefit is it to Bulgaria, suffering the sting of Turkish 

power~ or for Serbia, dying of hunger, to know whether Krali Mark04 

was Bulgarian or Serbian, or whether Asen5 or Nemanja
6 

killed his own 

people and foreigners indiscriminately? Before all else, we must 

4. Krali Marko is a historic feudal ruler of Macedonia [1371-
1395], with his capital at Prilep. Marko was forced to accept vassal
age to the sultan after a military defeat in 1371. His many efforts 
at liberation had epic connotations for Bulgaria and Serbia in their 
own struggles for freedom. 

5. Ivan Asen was co-founder with Petur Asen of the 2nd Bul
garian empire in 1186. 

6. Stefan Nemanja (1114-1200), Serbian king who raised Serb
ian power to its zenith in the period 1168-1196, winning independence 
from Byzantium. 
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understand what it is we need to do, we south Slavs, in order to 

secure our survival, to be free people, strong and meriting respect. 

But before addressing that question, I want to say a few words 

about the situation we are in, and what we are all facing. Serbians 

and Bulgarians are beginning to get educated and advanced mentally, 

but their conquerors and masters are declining and, with dread, are 

awaiting that fearful hour which will represent the end of their exis

tence. Turkey, day by day, is crumbling and evaporating like a puddle 

of water, because the sunny rays of the south Slav movement are very 

warm. Their ephemeral sovereignty, their nation, the Koran and their 

customs cannot secure their existence, and they will collapse in the 

face of the first whisp of air. The Turkish military fire and energy 

are vanishing. It is difficult for them to rule disobedient people, 

and they will end up like their fellow tribesmen, i.e., the obedient 

rise and cease to obey their masters. Such a fate befell the Tatars 

and the Mongols. Such a fate is also facing the Turks on the Balkan 

peninsula. 

The closer one observes Turkey, the sooner he will see that it 

cannot exist much longer, and upon its ruins can rise new governments, 

fresh and free nations. The Serbian and the Bulgarian are such fresh 

nations. The fragmented Serbian tribe is sensing this at this time, 

and the Serbians of one province are extending their hands to the 

Serbians of another, forgetting their historic rights and their past 

separate lives. That realization, thank God, already is so deep

rooted that the Croatian is interested in Montenegrin affairs. The 
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Serbians of Serbia are extending their hands to the Bosnians, the 

Hercegovinians, demonstrating a kinship to the other Serbian brothers, 

and all, little by little, are reaching the conviction that they are 

blood brothers, of common heritage. From it all can be seen that they 

are trying to secure their existence and win domestic and international 

freedom. 

On the other hand, there is the Bulgarian "tribe" which, 

through its leaders, began to think in terms of its future. Those 

leaders are seeking allies with whom they will be able to enter the 

field of action. It is self-evident that each nation which finds it

self in a position such as that of Bulgaria, strains and hopes to ac

quire allies where formerly they may have found only enemies, or at 

least some with differing opinions. That is why it is incomprehensible 

that some Bulgarian leaders rap on doors in such a manner that no one 

will open up and let them in. 

It should be familiar to most of you that in Bucharest the 

Bulgarian newspaper, Narodnost [Nationality), is published regularly, 

but I do have a few words to say about it. People who wish to be of 

service to their nation do not need fantastic patriotism, nor the love 

for detail work, but rather only a sound capacity to reason and a 

sound attitude. Those who do not possess these two qualities will 

not only not be helpful to anyone with their patriotism, but could 

even ruin that which others have already done. Similarly, the same 

thing is asked of a newspaper. Each paper is committed to reflect 

the spirit of the times. It must explain ideas, the spirit and the 



efforts of a nation. In short, it must be the guiding star of 

national efforts. If not, its voice will be one crying in the wil

derness. Today we Bulgarians find ourselves in just such a situa

tion, requiring us to be constantly on guard in every relationship, 

and most important of all, we need an impartial outlook on things, 

or else we may find ourselves in a much more unpleasant situation 

than the one we are in at the present time. Here it is several 

decades that our quarrel with the Greeks has been going on. There 

is no other way that it can be, since the Greek phanariots harrass 

our nation so, requiring us to be their slaves, like domesticated 

animals, while the fat, dishonest leaders, in their red cotton 

clothes, eat and drink up everything that the Bulgarians produce 

with blood, sweat and labor. To come to an amicable relationship 

between Bulgar and Greek is as impossible as such a relationship 

between a Montenegrin and a Turk. That, no doubt, is as bad for 

uS Bulgarians as it is for the Greeks. The Bulgarian cannot live 

with the Turks. That is a fact of every-day life, because if he 

could, the Bulgarian would not be human. But since it is impos

sible to deny that the Bulgarians are human beings, with human 

ambitions, with a human soul and a human heart, so also can it not 

be said that they will live with the Turks. We are saying that 

because the Constantinople newspaper~ Makedonia, which is published 

in the Bulgarian language, rambles on about some sort of fraternity 

between Bulgarians and Turks, and that the majority of its readers 
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But, to return again to Narodnost. With whom should we coop-

erate and be brothers? Who are those our friends who would feed us 

were we starving? Narodnost answers that question and states that the 

true friends of the Bulgarian people are the Moldavians and Wallachians 

[Romanians]. Good. We admit that the Romanians are friends of the 

Bulgarians, but what could they do for us? What could they do for us, 

these people who find themselves in the same fix and, in general, in 

even greater need than are we Bulgarians, and for whom help is just as 

necessary as it is for us? What could they do for us, these people 

who physically and morally find themselves under the guardianship of 

friends and enemies? In the final analysis, what can they do for us 

and our self-realization, this nation which, because of its aristoc-

racy, is in a worse position in every which way than are we? 

On the other hand again, Narodnost maintains that the Bulgar-

ians need "no kind of advisors, no kind of friends and allies," be-

cause the Bulgarians, themselves, are strong enough to secure their 

physical existence and to consolidate and discover their moral origins. 

We see that nations and states which are ten times stronger than 

Bulgaria, and have in their hands enormous means, find it necessary at 

times to seek allies, friendships and help from other nations. Then 

7. The editor of Makedonia (1866-1872) was Pencho R. 
Slaveikov who, although fostering a Bulgaro-Turkish Ausgleich, 
was not a Turkophile. He was often imprisoned by Turkish author
ities who shut down his paper at least five times. 
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they fear alienating them. even though these powerful states normally 

do not experience scarcity. Obvious examples are Russia, Prussia, 

France and Austria. Only someone without an ounce of brains does not 

understand that. Therefore, the Bulgarians have need of allies, 

natural allies, who will like them heartily and who will work with 

them through thick and thin. The Serbians are such allies who, then;.

selves, need friends and allies. Consequently, they, in turn, need 

the Bulgarians. 

Human beings recognize fully only a small part of their past. 

But, even that suffices as a basis for judging from current events 

what the future holds. Even though history of the Bulgarians and 

Serbians is obscure, nevertheless, it can be clearly seen that dis

agreements and conflicts between these two Slavic "tribes" were caused 

by slavery and adversity. This is a fact beyond doubt. At the time 

when the Bulgarian blindly followed his tsars, without asking them: 

"Where are you leading us, and against whom?", at the very time that 

the followers of Nemanja, along with the clergy, snuffed out national 

freedom, i. e t, when they t17ere able to rise as despots, our enemies 

seized the moment and enslaved Serbians and Bulgarians alike. Thus, 

if we keep in mind all the circumstances around us, we will become 

convinced that the Bulgarians and the Serbians must establish a 

federal state in the spirit of individual independence, co-existing, 

united and in fraternal association. But if that does not come 

about, one or the other will become a foreign steward, or it will 

result in the establishment of as harsh a tyranny as the Serbian 
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nation is suffering today, at the hands of the Serbian government in 

Belgrade, When our federal free state and its state government secure 

personal freedom as well as national freedom, Serbian, Bulgarian and 

possibly Romanian and Greek, etc. states will have their domestic legal 

administrations organized compatibly with their individual moral and 

national practices, and will have their own schools, their own litera-

ture, their own representatives in the supreme central parliament. 

Then each separate nation in that federal state will be content. 

We, Serbians and Bulgarians, have a totally incorrect concept 

of freedom and of the state. We are told that freedom consists of 

protecting us from Turks or Germans [Austrians], and that in the state 

we are to have our own national despots and police, totally ignoring 

the fact that our own national despots and police could be just as 

bad as Orner Pasha's,8 Midhat Pasha's,9 or those of the Bulgarian 

chorbadzhii. lO We must remember, once and for all, that government 

exists for the people, and not the people for the government. Any-

where where there is a government which does not restrain despotic 

personalities and foster freedom, there it is impossible to have any 

kind of union and civilization. All of this must be known to the 

8. Orner Pasha (1806-1871), given name was Mihail Latas, a 
Croat, who served Turkey against Russia in 1853-54 and against Crete 
in 1866. 

9. Midhat Pasha (1822-1884), governor of the Danube vilayet, 
Grand Vizier (1872-1876), founder Young Turks, exiled in 1877. 

10. The term chorbadzhii applied to those Bulgarians who col
laborated with the Turks and G:~eks in subjugating fellow countrymen, 
gaining power and wealth thereby. 
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editors of Narodnost, and especially to its main director, Zaprianov. ll 

That is why we are very surprised that Mr. Zaprianov confuses the Serb-

ian people with the Serbian government, when the two have nothing at 

all in common. Let us express it in more detail. Mr. Zaprianov ar-

rived at the congress of the Omladina [United Serbian Youth] as a rep-

resentative of the Bulgarian nation. Bulgarians know very little of 

him. He appeared with Mr. Oreskovic, one of the confidants of the 

Belgrade government, and endeavored to understand the spirit of the 

Serbian nation and the policies of its leaders. He sensed that any 

alert Serbian would be afraid of Mr. Zaprianov, and would avoid an 

encounter with him. The others simply gave no thought to what might 

result from a confrontation with the guest. 

Mr. Zaprianov is not guilty in this matter, because he did 

not know what the situation was in the relationship of his host to 

the Serbian youth organization. However, neither are the Serbians 

guilty by virtue of not knowing what kind of man Mr. Zaprianov was. 

For them, the cited fact was enough. Differences of opinion with the 

Serbians so disenchanted Mr. Zaprianov that he posed himself as anti-

Serbian in his Bulgarian language newspaper, Narodnost. He included 

the Serbian people without realizing that the Serbian people were 

not at fault, but rather his host, Oreskovic, and his friends were. 

11. Bozhidar Zaprianov, a delegate to the 2nd Omladina con
gress in Belgrade in 1867, was publisher of Narodnost, a member of 
the Secret Central Committee in Bucharest (1866-1867) and eventually 
became a secret agent for Midhat Pasha. 
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In issue #156 of Pozor12 a report appeared, taken from Dunavska 

13 Zora, which was directed against Narodnoet and Mr. Zaprianov, even 

though that correspondent fell into the same trap as did Mr. Zaprianov. 

Pozor's correspondent said that Narodnost is nothing but a French 

organ, and that Mr. Zaprianov was a Turkish spy. Mr. Zaprianov and 

the editor of Narodnost could justifiably charge that the correspondent 

was lying and casting baseless slander at them. I can vouch for the 

fact that the principles of Narodnost are unusual and crude, because 

their working crew is limited, uneducated, and they are impractical 

people who are bribed, and that is why I cannot refute them--we just 

cannot prove anything. 

The responsibility of every honorable south Slav is to pacify 

all unfriendly elements, when such unfriendliness appears, and not to 

irritate people, especially the kind who, like children, are able to 

get angry over nothing and, because of their stupidity, can damage 

something of social significance. That is why I beg the correspondent 

of Pozor that in the future he be more attentive. In addition, we 

must inform that correspondent that the Bulgarians know very well who 

their friends are, and who are not. Thus, Mr. Zaprianov's voice is 

Zagreb. 
Gaj. 

12. Pozor [Attention], was a Croatian newspaper published in 
Its editor was the Croatian liberation activist, Liudovit 

13. Karavelov used the title Dunav in his speech, but must 
have meant Dunavska Zora [Danube Dawn] (1867-1870; 1877-1879), because 
that was the only newspaper with the word "Dunav" in its title pub
lishing at that time. Its editor, Dobri Voinikov, published the 
paper in Braila and later in Ploe~ti. 
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not the voice of the Bulgarian people, nor does the Belgrade government 

represent Serbia. Even though the Bulgarians occassionally raise their 

voices at Serbia, they are not directed against the Serbian people, but 

only against the government, with which the Serbians themselves are not 

satisfied. We have said that it is necessary to stop all squablles 

over various issues, and to occupy ourselves with the things we have 

in common. The time has come for action everywhere, and that is why 

we, too, should act decisively, honorably and in good conscience. 

The motto on the flag of the Americans--Ex Pluribus Unum--

[Out of Many, One], must sooner or later become ours, bEcause history 

demands that we unite and not stand divided, from which follows that 

Mr. Zaprianov's noise, and that of his brothers will remain muted. Th~ 

major error of the Serbians, Bulgarians and Croatians is that they roar 

more than they act. We write and strive for things which are of little 

significance, but totally neglect the very question of our own life or 

death. I am convinced that there are thousands of Croatians who do 

not know that Bulgarians live in this same world, and vice versa; that 

there are millions of Bulgarians who have never heard that in Austria 

there are millions of their brothers. 

Who is responsible for that? Naturally, the south Slav na

tional leaders, who have failed to clarify to the Bulgarian, the Ser

bian and the Croatian that which is necessary, i.e., what must be 

done to achieve their goal of securing their person and their freedom. 
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Th . 1 d T D h 1 G W • 14 ey WT1te au atory e eums to t e su tan or to arasan1n. I am 

fully convinced that the south Slav federation is possible· only if the 

national leaders strive to arouse the consciousness of their nations. 

To attain that, education and self-realization, as well as that of 

their brothers, is necessary. That is why every south Slav newspaper 

must follow the common goal impartially, in order to acquaint the Ser-

bians with the Bulgarians, the Bulgarians with the Serbians, etc. That 

is why, brothers, we must renounce the dissention among the "tribes," 

and let us all go to ,york on it together. Let us learn a lesson from 

the Hungarians, the Italians, the Greeks, the Germans and others, and 

establish our rights before the world, and show, with dignity, that 

we, too, are human beings. 

14. Ilja Garasanin (1812-1874), Serbian politician, foreign 
minister and prime minister under Mihail Obrenovic. He was an arch
conservative, and led the Serbian Conservative Party until he lost 
power in November 1876. He was also the main architect of the Great 
Serbia philosophy. 



APPENDIX B 

LIUBEN KARAVELOV'S ARTICLE: l 

"AM I DECEITFUL OR ARE THE 

PUBLISHERS OF OTECHESTVO?" 

It is said that old people are always wise in their actions and 

honest in their life style and, therefore, the young should mind them 

and respect them, pay homage to them and kiss their hands as mentors. 

How true that opinion is we will see further on. 

In Bucharest about three weeks ago, I undertook to edit the 

new illegitimate newspaper, Otechestvo [Fatherland], the avowed pur-

pose of which was the establishment of peace and harmony among the 

Bulgarian people (?!), but according to its content, its aim is to 

vilify and defame individuals who are not fortunate enough to be in 

agreement with the opinions of the publishers. That illegimate news-

paper (I say illegitimate, because its fathers and mothers hide their 

names, and one does not even know who the editor and the publishers 

1. This article, in letter-to-the-editor-form, appeared in 
Dunavska Zora [Danube Dawn], #39, 31 August 1869, and is reprinted in 
Karavelov, Subrani suchineniia [Collected Works], Tsveta Undzhieva et 
a1. ed. (SofHa: Bulgarski Pisatel, 1965-1968), VII, pp. 68-73. Ap~ 
pended to the letter, as published, is an editor's note: "The follow
ing letter was received from Mr. Liuben Karavelov from Odessa, in which 
his pity is directed at what the newspaper Otechestvo has written about 
him in its first edition." Dunavska Zora, published in Braila (1867-
1870), later in Ploe~ti (1877-1879), Romania, was edited by Dobri Voini
kov. 
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are) in its first edition already has demonstrated its peacefulness 

and gentleness, as well as to what extent it enlightens the spirit (?) 

and inspires agreement everywhere (hero of heroes!) among our fellow 

countrymen (Otechestvo #1, page 1). That is all very nice, but does 

it do what it says? 

The first issue of Otechestvo is full of aspersions cast upon 

me. Whoever reads that first issue must think that I have committed 

the greatest of crimes in the world. Otechestvo says that I am an un-

dependable, incomprehensible and deceitful man. Let us see whether I 

am so deceitful, or whether the publishers of Otechestvo are. Some 

four months ago Mr. Khristo Georgiu2 and company invited me to Bucha-

rest to become editor of Otechestvo, so, I came to Bucharest. I thought 

that this newspaper would be published by the Bucharest Bulgarians, as 

a whole, but I soon learned that it had to be the organ of individuals 

who had established their [political] party in Bucharest. The aim of 

that party was to impugn the young Bulgarians, to destroy Narodnost 

[Nationality],3 and to rule everything everywhere without opposition. 

That bias chilled me to such a degree, that I thought of going back 

2. Meant here is Khristo Georgiev (1824-1872), leading mem
ber of the Bulgarian Benevolent Society of Bucharest, leader of the 
conservative (starite) element of the Bucharest Bulgarian colony, and 
publisher of Otechestvo, which appeared in Bucharest from 1869 to 
1871. 

3. Narodnost (1867-1869), organ of the mladite [youngsters] 
element of the Bucharest Bulgarian colony. Its third and final editor 
was Ivan Kasabov. 
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from whence I came, but I found some people among the mladite party, 

who induced me to stay and accept the editorship. The aim of these 

young Bulgarians was to make use of all means available to unite the 

two groups and have a general, brotherly truce. The others, the 

starite [elders], expressed the same desire to me, and I agreed. 

I wrote the policy statement for the newspaper, read it to the 

publishers, who approved it and sent it to the typesetters. I went to 

Novi Sad (in Austria) on some matter, and when I returned to Bucharest, 

I found my policy recast, or corrected, in the words of Otechestvo. 

The conditions we had agreed upon were that my name would not be 

entered as editor of that paper,but that another's name would appear 

on it, for reasons that are personal. Under the policy printed with

out me, I found first and foremost, that it was printed over my name 

and, second, that the policy had been changed in several places. I 

now ask the publishers of Otechestvo: 1) Why did they sign my name 

without my permission?, 2) Why recast another's article without his 

concurrence? If I write an article for some newspaper, in which I 

have expressed my ideas, disagreeing with Mr. Georgiu's convictions, 

and I were to sign the article with his name, would he forgive me? 

If I were to write a business letter in Mr. Khristo's name and, with

out asking him, sign his name to it, would he forgive my action? If 

you will, for such an error I would be arrested and put in the Bucha

rest jail. But Mr. Khristo can say that business is different, and 

that such writing is different, that in business a person can lose 
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his capital, even if, as here, he has lost nothing. Mr. Khristo can 

also say, as he has said, that when he pays money, he can do as he 

pleases. However, when Mr. Khristo pays money, not every m~n will sell 

his ideas and his conscience, and not everybody can dance to Mr. 

Khristo's tune, and dislike what Mr. Khristo dislikes. 

Henceforth Mr. Khristo should know that there are such people 

in this world to whom ideas are a million times dearer than money, or 

rank, or medals, or welfare, or even life itself. Many people have 

rotted in dungeons for their ideas, have lost their lives to the axe 

of the executioner, have been burned alive, but their students per

sisted, and nations currently are doing the very'things those martyrs 

died for. Money does not resurrect fallen nations, but an enlightened 

idea, courage and life-saving truth, have. To Mr. Khristo and company 

all of this is but castles in the air, for they believe that man and 

God may be bought. Am I also wrong because I cannot think the way the 

publishers of Otechestvo do? 

Here and now, I must say that my policy, which appeared in the 

. first issue of Otechestvo, is not the same one I personally wrote and 

gave to the typographers, nor is it the one printed in the announcement, 

but is rather a third version. Why Mr. Khristo did not print my per

sonal policy statement, or outline, as it was in the original announce

ment, I do not know. But Mr. Khristo can say that the policy statement 

that is printed in Otechestvo has been but minutely revised, to which 

I respond that every word, every period and comma very often can 
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change the very meaning. Tell me now, am I deceitful, or are Khristo 

and company? 

Otechestvo has charged that I wrote "Greek" in my policy 

statement, instead of "phanariot," but in the same issue, that same 

Otechestvo repeats my very words, using the term "Greeks" instead of 

"phanariots" frequently. FurthermorE', Otechestvo resorts to spy 

charges and to slander, telling people "There, see, that man has anti

Pan-Slavist ideas, and in his policy statement he does not refer to 

Russia and, therefore, you must watch him." As to the Wallachians [it 

says] "That man is a Hungarian and expressly says that in Austria there 

are two million Wallachians, and we say that there are four million and, 

therefore, you must guard yourself against him; exile him." As to the 

Russianc, I am accused of having forgotten to list them in my policy 

statement and, as a result, I beg of them to forgive me, as I'm sure 

uncle Khristo does. I think that in Russia they would not hang me for 

such a sin, and Mr. Khristo has no cause to level spy charges. To be 

blunt, we are not very keen about the fact that Mr. Khristo loves 

Russia so much, and we believe that that love will lead him to agree 

to let the Bulgarian Literary Society become a Russian asset, out of 

his hands. Uncle Khristo knows very well that the mladite are anti-



Russian [but believes] that they want it to serve Russian interests. 

4 But, uncle Khristo, you better take a vote on that. 

As to the Wallachians, my response will require but a few 

words. Let Mr. Khristo take the time to find the original policy 
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statement in the printing office, and in it he will find that it does 

not say "two," nor "four" million Wallachians, but actually five mil-

lion. Are you learning uncle Khristo? But let us say that I did make 

an error, and instead of four, I wrote two. For such an error they do 

not hang people. The sad part of it all, uncle Khristo, is changing 

another's words around and saying such I thi?gs which others have not 

even thought of. We are not unhappy that Mr. Khristo Georgiu brought 

it up. We do regret the example of undependability, lack of under-

standing and the deceitfulness from such A well-established old man, 

which is not expected from one of such standing. I am only repeating 

the w~rds of Otechestvo. 

But Mr. Khristo and company aside, and on to discuss Oteches-

tvo. For l.,hom is Otechestvo published? Who needs it? I think it 

would behoove the publishers and editors, themselves, to learn to 

write first, before undertaking to teach others to write. If 

4. Khristo Georgiev and the Bulgarian Benevolent Society di
versified with the investment in a printing plant for Otechestvo by 
also establishing a book publishing business, of which the Knizhovno 
Druzhestvo [Bulgarian Literary Society] was a key element. The Society 
was founded in Braila in 1869, with its founders being Marin Drinov 
(1838-1906), Vasil Drumev (1841-1901) and Vasil Stoianov (1839-1910). 
The Society subsequently became the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. 
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Otechestvo finds any readers, they surely will experience embarrassment 

and will blush at the language and the grammar used. And if the readers 

apply other aphorisms, they will be driven mad. I wonder why our Bucha

rest upper set saddles itself with publishing this newspaper, because 

it is wasting their time to write such garbage, and is taking valuable 

time from their more important occupations? That is a question that 

interests us very much, but is one with psychological and other rami

fications which I will not even attempt to fathom. When will these 

do-gooders finally stop lying to the poor Bulgarians? Is it possible 

that it means little to the Bulgarians to have received the benefi

cences they were extended by the upper crust? Is it possible that the 

T~rnovo hospital, the Bucharest high school, the Gabrovo school, etc., 

are not flourishing? You poor Bulgarians! Your benefactors will soon 

have driven out of your heads the love of knowledge and education, and 

you may soon refuse to donate for some book or newspaper, or something 

else worthwhile. And truly, no matter how much patience the Bulgarians 

have, it will soon run out. Open any book--stupidity upon stupidity. 

Open another--lie upon lie. Take any journal--nothing but empty words 

and old wives' tales, prattle. Take yet another--quackery. How long 

will this go on? We should be ashamed of the Constantinople newspapers, 

printed in Turkey, where there is censorship and liability. That is 

enough for now. 

1. Karavelov 
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PROGRAM OF THE BULGARIAN REVOLUTIONARY 

CENTRAL COMMITTEEI 

We are fighting two enemies: one is the political enemy, the 

Turkish government; the other is a religious one, the Greek clergy. 

The Turkish government, with its baji-bOZuks,2 and the Greek 

clergy,with its priests and monks, destroy every progressive movement, 

every native and humanitarian manifestation which could enable the 

people to attain a better and free life. 

Everyone knows that the Greek monks, priests and bishops, with 

the aid of Ali Pasha,3 the Turkish grand vizier, recently closed all 

the Bulgarian and Bosnian schools, sending their teachers to Deari-

bekir for detention. However, the Bulgarians rose up against these 

religious bandits and drove them out of their area without fanfare 

and without bloodshed. 

1. Liuben Karavelov and Vasil Levski were the chief drafters 
of the program sometime during April-May 1870 in Bucharest. The full 
text of the program is reprinted by Ivan G. Klicharov, Liuben Kara
velov: biografiia (Sofiia: Pridvorna Pechatnitsa, 1925), pp. 92-94, 
verbatim from the pages of Svoboda [Freedom] 1146, 14 October 1870. 

2. Ba~i-bozuk is a Moslem irregular soldier, of varying na
tionality who, in roving bands, plundered and raped the countryside. 

3. Ali Pasha (1815-1871), grand vizier of Turkey (1869-1871), 
was instrumental in drafting the ferman establishing the Bulgarian 
Exarchate. 
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One of our enemies has perished,4 the other's turn has arrived. 

Our sacred duty now consists only of cleansing our land of the 

official governmental corruption, anc to gain our national, political 

and social freedom. 

The Bulgarian nation is a democratic nation. It is not divided 

by sects. It has no aristocratic highnesses, those useless social ele-

ments and, therefore, we want to see in our fatherland an elected 

government to carry out the will of the people. 

We want to live in harmony with all our neighbors, but especi-

ally with the Serbians and the Romanians, who sympathize, to some extent, 

with our efforts. We want to establish with them a south Slav or' 

Danube federation of free lands. 

. 
We want the land populated by Bulgarians to be governed in the 

Bulgarian manner, i.e., consistent with the mores, customs and char-

acteristics of the Bulgarian people; those lands populated by Roman-

ians, Serbians and Greeks to be governed in consonance with the 

characteristics of the Romanian, Serbian and Greek people, respect-· 

ively. Let every nationality, as well as every person, feel freedom 

and be governed according to individual desires. But at the same 

time, we want to establish among ourselves and our kindred peoples and 

neighbors, an entity such as is the Swiss Union. 

4. Reference is to the establishment of the autocephalous 
Bulgarian Exarchate in February 1870. 
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We do not want that which is foreign, i.e., that which is not 

ours, but do want to give to others that which is theirs. 

We have no pretensions to historic, canonic, royal or religious 

rights afid, therefore, leave it to the people, themselves, to decide 

their fate and declare which segment of the union they want to join, 

be it the Serbia~, the Bulg~rian or the Greek. As a result, with us 

there will be no border disputes. 

We want national, individual and religious freedom. In short, 

human freedom and, as a consequence, we want that same freedom for our 

friends and neighbors. We do not want to rule over others, nor will 

we permit others to rule over us. 

We will use against the Turkish government the same peaceful 

means used against the Greek clergy, except in the most extreme cases 

we will use arms, fire and the bayonet against it! 

We will have no dealings with any despotic government, even if 

it is established by our blood brothers. Our allies will be only those 

nations enslaved, exhausted by hard labor, or poverty stricken, as are 

we, ourselves. 

We consider our chorbadzhii5 as among the ranks of our foes, 

and we will prosecute them always and everywhere!--1870, August 1. 

5. The term chorbadzhii refers to those Bulgarians who colla
borated with the Turks and Greeks in subjugating fellow countrymen and, 
in the process, became powerful and wealthy individuals. 



APPENDIX D 

LIUBEN KARAVELOV'S PERSONAL RESPONSE 

TO THE NEWSPAPER, TURTSIIA1 

We have for some time now planned to respond to some of our 

scoundrels, who have undertaken to deceive the world, and to spread 

such base rumors, which would be repugnant even coming from the mouths 

of the notorious phanariots. Listen! The semi-official Turkish news-

paper, Turtsiia, has often attacked us and accused us of crimes we have 

not even imagined. Similar slander has just been more than can be en-

dured by even the most insensitive person. In issue #9 of that news-

paper, a report out of Bucharest, informs the Bulgarian reading public 

that Liuben Karavelov has sold out his nation to Serbia, that he ap-

propria ted and squandered the assets of the Bratska Liubov reading 

2 
room, including its very furnishings, that he presented false reports, 

1. The article, "Otgovor na Turtsiia" was published in Neza
visimost [Independence] #31, 21 April 1873, reprinted in Liuben Kara
ve1ov, Subrani s~chineniia [Collected Works], Tsveta Undzhieva et al. 
ed. (Sofiia: Bu1garski Pisatel, 1965-1968), IX, pp. 463-465. T~tSiia 
[Turkey], a Bulgarian language newspaper in Constantinople (1864-1873), 
editors: Nikola Genovich (1864-1871) and Todor Ikonomov (1871-1873), 
was subsidized by the Turkish government to assure its continued Turko
phile editorial policy. 

2. Bratska Liubov [Brotherly Love] reading room was establish
ed in Bucharest in 1866 by revolutionary activists, including Liuben 
Karave10v as one of its managers for a time 
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that he preached barbarism and embarrassed the Bulgarians who are loyal 

subjects of the sultan. According to the reporter of that . semi-

official Turkish paper, Mr. Naia [Nikolai] Popovich and Mr. Dimitur 

Tsenovich3 rejected Karavelov and discontinued sponsoring his news-

paper. 

That is an unconscionable lie. Mr. Popovich has openly declared 

that he is sympathetic to our ideas. Our printing press, which seems to 

be a thorn in Mr. Munzov's4 side, owes its existence to about 100 napo-

leons, which Mr. Popovich donated to the editor. As to Mr. Tsenovich, 

that patriot is capable of silencing the mouths of the hatchetmen, and 

cause them to back track. The reporter further states that we lived at 

the reading room, and that lole expropriated even its furnishings. Tha!:, 

too, is an unmitigated lie. We did live in the reading room, but the 

reading room lived with us, and we paid the rent. Of course, if the 

trll~ti?es of the reading room have a conscience and .::lrc hono·;:abli:: wen, 

they will acknowledge that fact publicly. In addition, the furnishings 

and the reading room materials were removed from my house [the reading 

room] by several young men, who are honest souls, and who will verify 

3. Nikola (Naia) Popovich was a Bulgarian businessman in 
Giurgiu, Romania, who, with Dimit~r Tsenovich, financed Karavelov's 
paper, Svoboda. Tsenovich became treasurer of the Bulgarian Revolu
tionary Central Committee in 1870. 

4. Ivan Munzov was Turtsiia's Bucharest correspondent. Kara
'l."el0":.7 ~~;::-!!:'~,.~~ ~~~Z~" .. " '~.!: .. 3.~!~:!.e) ~~ t::= :::t=.ff ~f ~·.":::b~~~, !;u~ ~i;;·· 
char-ged him because of subscription money irregularities. Munzov then 
edited the Bulgarian language paper, Tupan [Drum] (1869-1870; 1875) in 
Bucharest. He was a sworn enemy of Karavelov. 
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the truth. Tell me now, are we the charlatans, or are the editor of 

Turtsiia and his reporter in Bucharest? 

Let me say a few words about our printing press. We bought 

f h S b . b f M R .v .~ 5 our press, not rom t e er 1an government, ut rom r. a1cev1c, to 

whom we are still paying on account. When this bill is paid up, we 

hope to show Mr. Genovich6 and Mr. M~nzov that Karavelov had nothing 

to do with either Mr. Bidinski or Mr. Aron, 7 nor with Rainov, 8 nor 

with the police, nor with the other politicians. Mr. Rai~evic is a 

businessman, therefore, he will sell printing presses even to Mr. 

M~nzov, if Mr. M~nzov can but prove his credit worthiness. If Mr. 

Rai~evic agreed to trust us a year or two, that is but the result of 

his good will, and if the Bulgarian patriots do not like to deal with 

Serbian businessmen, then let them establish credit with the Romanian 

5. Sava Rai~evic, director of the Belgrade State Printing 
Plant, aided Karvelov in arranging purchase and financing of the press 
in 1871. 

6. Nikola Genovich, editor of Turtsiia, also served as Turk
ish government censor of all Bulgarian language publications in Turkey, 
was an outspoken foe of all revolutions, and was an avid Turkophile. 

7. Bidinski and Aron, an Italian and a Jew, were dispatched 
to Bucharest as spies of the Turkish ministry of the interior in 1872. 
Their identities, cover and mission were divulged by Teofan Rainov to 
the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee. 

8. Teofan Rainov (1837-1910), native of Karlovo, educated in 
Plovdiv and Vienna, was an adventurer, member of the 1st Bulgarian 
Legion in Belgrade in 1862 and joined Giuseppe Garibaldi in the cam
paign against Rome in 1862. In 1864 he joined the Turkish intelligence 
service, serving as a double agent. 
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police or with the letter font of the Courier d'Orient. 9 Every 

businessman buys products wherever he gets the best bargains! Tell us 

now, who is the charlatan, we, or Mr. Genovich and company? 

10 The reporter goes on to state that the Deacon was an agent 

of ours, whom we induced to compromise his conscience and collect 

moneys from the people for some sort of committee. How should I an-

swer? No honorable Bulgarian condemns the Deacon and his activities, 

but rather bows before him, like to a saint. We are glad that Turtsiia 

and its Bucharest correspondent reproach us for having known the Deacon! 

God should provide our fatherland with more Deacons, and less police 

agents! Our nation is not embarrassed by such people as the Deacon, 

but by those unconscionable, brainless ones, who become partners of 

Jews, and who sell their nation for a mere pipeful of tobacco. ll The 

Deacon is mourned by all of Bulgaria, but is reviled by Turtsiia, its 

correspondent and his masters. That is an indisputable fact. 

As to the policy of our newspaper, we have a head, a brain 

and our convictions, therefore, we have no desire to buy intelligence 

and understanding, either from Mr. Genovich, or from the Aron brothers. 

9. Courier d'Orient, a French language paper published in 
Constantinople in the l860s, replacing the former Presse d'Orient. The 
Pre sse was liberal and supported Bulgarian and Christian causes in Tur
key, but Courier was Turkophile and supported Catholics and the Uniates. 

10. "Deacon" was the title of revolutionary organizer Vasil 
Levski. 

11. The expression "pipeful of tobacco" signi.fies the sell
ing of something for a mere pittance (cheaply). 
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We are supposed to be opposed to Bulgarian enlightenment and progress? 

That ~,,:i.l1 surely be decided based on our newspaper. Every single edition 

is dedicated to cleaning out the garbage and establishing the nature 

and essence of different books. No matter, we are happy that we at-

tack an official Turkish newspaper, and thereby several "patriots," 

such as the Bucharest correspondent. Who is your correspondent, Mr. 

Genovich efendi?12 Does he not want to become an efendi? Transfer 

him to Constantionop1e~ because the Romanian Bulgarians recognize him 

13 for the red egg that he is. We will discuss these matters more next 

time. 

12. Efendi is the Turkish title of respect, roug1y equivalent 
to the English, sir, but here is used derisively. 

13. A ruse; a fake; a decoy; an object placed in a nest to 
induce hens to lay eggs. 



APPENDIX E 

OPEN LETTER TO MIDHAT PASHA: l 

"YOUR HIGHNESS,,2 

Permit a member of your very hated Bulgarian nation to occupy 

two or three minutes of your exile life. 

Laws of society are like the laws of Nature; no one can break 

them without paying the penalty. That, your highness, you did not 

know, obviously. Now, however, you will have learned it. 

The most difficult, the most enduring thing is for someone to 

go against the dictates of the logic of events. That you did, your 

highness. And by the merciful law court of society, you stand con-

victed. Today you have been exiled, expelled from humanity as the 

great reformer. The mistake was yours. 

Your highness, first you hired and used all possible means to 

kill a nation, the Bulgarian, to bury a nationality, the Bulgarian, to 

1. Midhat Pasha (1822-1884), Turkish governor of the Danub2 
vilayet (northern Bulgaria) centered at Ruse, was the founder of the 
Young Turk Party, was grand vizier (1872-1876), when he fell out of 
grace, was tried and convicted of murdering sultan Abdul Azis, was 
spared execution, but exiled. He was Karavelov's favorite enemy. 

2. The open letter in Stara Planina [Balkan Mountain] #53, 6 
March 1877, is reprinted verbatim in Mikhail Dimitrov, Publitsistikata 
na Liuben Karavelov [The Political Journalism of Liuben Karavelov] 
(Sofiia: Bulgarska Akademia na Naukite, 1965), II, pp. 504-507, item 
#194. The Bulgarian language paper, Stara Planina, was published in 
Bucharest from August 1876 to June 1877, edited by Stefan S. Bobchev 
(1853-1940). 
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erase the last trace of the name, Bulgaria. But that did not happen. 

The blows prepared for our nation were visited upon your Ottomans, and 

the grave you had dug for us, finally will contain your Ottomans, as 

the softi3 sing their songs of contrition. 

Your highness wanted to kill that which had been destined to 

live in the future, that which has fulfilled its bright and noble 

mission. You wanted the book of darkness to triumph. You wanted to 

resurrect a lifeless corpse. You wrote a constitution for a nation 

that does not even know the alphabet of the social sciences. You set 

in motion such reforms as had to bring on the ruination, instead of 

the elevation of the Ottoman nation. Good! You now know that your 

constitution has sent you into exile, and your reforms have evicted 

you from your very own home. 

Your highness wanted to harm humanity and benefit your nation; 

but those are contradictory bases in the life of society. Only Machia-

velli and John Bull have promulgated such lessons. Lately, your high-

ness, you began to erect a new building on a rotten foundation, a 

constitution, but upon Moslem traditions. That edifice was doomed to 

topple. The Ottoman hierarchy will be the inevitable victim of that 

collapse you set into motion. 

3. Softa (Softi, plural) is a Mohammedan preacher and teacher 
in Turkey, usually distinguished by extreme religious fanaticism and 
bigotry. 
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Your highness will permit me to add that you reaped badly where 

you did well, and vice versa. Just look about you. Turkey is at the 

precipice, the precipice you prepared for her. Your Ottoman nation 

will curse you, because you were the first of those who pushed it into 

anarchy. 

As a great activist, you thought to accomplish your deeds by 

means of revolution. But, your highness, you were horribly deceived. 

Revolutions revive that which is fresh, alive, young. Revolutions do 

not restore life to that which is obsolete, decayed, dead. 

With a revolution you caused the dethroning of a vizier, and 

lately that of a sultan, whom you most disgustingly murdered. With a 

revolution you dethroned yet another sultan, having driven him mad. 

With a revolution, from the very start, you undertook to bury Bulgaria. 

With a revolution, it became necessary to reject the proposals of the 

4 conference. Do you know what your revolutions really were? They were 

anarchistic ba§i-bozukiSh5 leaps towards a grave. There! Look at that 

grave! 

The Bulgarian nation, which you wanted to bury, is reborn. 

Wherever it is possible for someone, from afar, to see the first rays 

4. The Constantinople Conference, December l876-January 1877, 
concluded the Serbo-Turkish war. The conference, led by Count Ignatiev 
and Lord Salisbury, proposed several reforms to improve the lot of 
Turkey's Christian population. Turkey summarily rejected the proposals. 

5. Ba$i-bozuk was an irregular, ex-soldier in Turkish service, 
usually found in groups of marauders roaming the countryside pillaging 
and raping the Christian peasantry. 
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of human freedom, he is happy. Without intending any irony, there are 

bound to be happy d~ys for you, too, just as there are happy days near

ing for the Bulgarian people. 

I will end with a well-known piece of advice, which has been 

given to you before, namely, only through truth can a reformation bear 

fruit. You would be happy now, had you but followed it. But, it is now 

too late. 



APPENDIX F 

A LIST OF WORKS ON LIUBEN KARAVELOV 

The following is a transliterated, alphabetized list of works 

on Liuben Karavelov recommended by the Committee on Culture of the 

National Library Cyril and Methodius, in Sofiia, Bulgaria, 18 June 1981, 

as compiled by I. Popova. 
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